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1 – Introduction 
The Organizing Committee of SYMCOMP2015 – 2nd International Conference on Numerical and 
Symbolic Computation: Developments and Applications welcomes all the participants and 
acknowledge the contribution of the authors to the success of this event.  
This Second International Conference on Numerical and Symbolic Computation, is promoted by 
APMTAC - Associação Portuguesa de Mecânica Teórica, Aplicada e Computacional and it was 
organized in the context of IDMEC/IST - Instituto de Engenharia Mecânica. With this ECCOMAS 
Thematic Conference it is intended to bring together academic and scientific communities that are 
involved with Numerical and Symbolic Computation in the most various scientific areas 
SYMCOMP 2015 elects as main goals: 
To establish the state of the art and point out innovative applications and guidelines on the use of 
Numerical and Symbolic Computation in the numerous fields of Knowledge, such as Engineering, 
Physics, Mathematics, Economy and Management, Architecture, ...  
To promote the exchange of experiences and ideas and the dissemination of works developed 
within the wide scope of Numerical and Symbolic Computation. 
To encourage the participation of young researchers in scientific conferences. 
To facilitate the meeting of APMTAC members (Portuguese Society for Theoretical, Applied and 
Computational Mechanics) and other scientific organizations members dedicated to computation, 
and to encourage new memberships. 
We invite all participants to keep a proactive attitude and dialoguing, exchanging and promoting 
ideas, discussing research topics presented and looking for new ways and possible partnerships to 
work to develop in the future. 
The Executive Committee of SYMCOMP2015 wishes to express his gratitude for the cooperation of 
all colleagues involved in various committees, from the Scientific Committee, Organizing 
Committee and the Secretariat. We hope everyone has enjoyed helping to birth this project, which 
we are sure will continue in the future. Our thanks to you all. 
o Amélia Loja, Chairperson (IDMEC/LAETA, ADEM/ISEL) 
o Ana Conceição, Co-Chairperson (CEAF/IST; DM/FCT/UAlg) 
o António J. M. Ferreira (FEUP/INEGI) 
o Joaquim Infante Barbosa (IDMEC/LAETA, ADEM/ISEL) 
o José Alberto Rodrigues (CMAT/UM; ADM/ISEL) 
o Marcín Kaminski (Technical University of Lodz, Poland) 
o Stéphane Louis Clain (CMAT/UM,UM) 
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ALGORITHMS FOR SYMBOLIC  
POLYNOMIALS, MATRICES AND DOMAINS 
Stephen M. Watt
Department of Computer Science
 University of Western Ontario 
London, Canada 
Abstract This talk is about computing with mathematical  quantities where the sizes or
shapes are not known in advance. We will consider 
• polynomials where the exponents can be given by symbolic expressions,
• matricies with blocks or other internal structure of symbolic size, and
• piecewise functions where the shapes of the domains are given by symbolic expressions.
For symbolic polynomials, there are various operations we want to be able to do, such as
squaring  x2n−1  to  get   x4n−2 x2n+1 ,  or  differentiating  it  to  get  2nx2n−1 .We
present  algorithms  to  compute  their  GCD,  factorization  and functional  decomposition.
For  symbolic  matrices,  we  show  how  to  do  arithmetic  with  blocks,bands  and  other
structures where the dimensions are given by symbolic expressions. Finally, we consider
the case of piecewise functions,  where the regions of definition are symbolic.  We show
how hybrid  sets,  a  generalization  of  multisets  allowing  negative  multipiicities,  can  be
used to reduce the computational complexity of working with these objects.
1
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HIERARCHICAL OPTIMIZATION OF THE STRUCTURE AND ITS
MATERIAL: APPLICATIONS IN COMPOSITE LAMINATE DESIGN 
Helder C. Rodrigues
LAETA - IDMEC
 IST 
University of Lisbon
Abstract This  presentation  deals  with  the  problem  of  optimal  design  of  mechanical
structures; particularly describes computational models developed to address the problem
of  optimally design the mechanical structure and the material used for its production.
Here we describe the hierarchical structural optimization model applied to the optimal
design of composite laminates. The model assumes a mixed set of micro (material) and
macro(structural)  independent  design variables,  to  characterize  the distribution  of  two
(or porous) materials to obtain the optimal composite microstructures at the micro design
level as well as the optimal fiber orientation at the macro level.
Several  examples  will  be  presented  to  demonstrate  and  analyse  the  developed
methodology. 
The  influence  of  the  designer  choices  for  “design  subdomains”  characterizing  the
macrostructure,  and  “material  unit  cell”  representing  the  microstructure,  will  also  be
studied in the solutions obtained.
The examples show the effectiveness of the methodology developed, fully benefiting from
an  enlarged  design  space  incorporating  structural  and  material  designs,  and  thus
efficiently design structural components.
Figure 1. Hierarchical  design  model  for  laminated  composite  structures.  
                     Global Ox1 x2 x3  and local Oy1 y2 y3 coordinate systems and
                     material directionality θ are shown.
3
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COMPUTATIONAL MECHANICS: SYMBOLIC
COMPUTATION, NONLINEAR CONTINUA, CONTACT
AND FRACTURE
P. Areias 1∗
1: Department of Physics
School of Sciences and Engineering
University of E´vora
Rua Roma˜o Ramalho, 59,
7002-554 vora, Portugal
e-mail: pmaa@uevora.pt,
web:http://www.simplas-software.com
Keywords: Symbolic computations, sparse matrices, semi-implicit algorithms, comple-
mentarity smoothing, remeshing, constraints
Abstract. Our aim is to develop software for solving solid mechanics problems cover-
ing all observed finite strain behavior: linear elastic, elasto-plastic, contact with friction,
shear bands and fracture. Three basic levels of discretization are covered: plane problems,
shell problems and full 3D problems. We created a framework to deal with sparse linear
algebra structures, then a Frontal Solver to deal with equality constraints and both plane
and shell discretizations. An elaborate constitutive algorithm adapts to the specific dis-
cretization dimensions. Mathematica/Acegen combination allows extremely sophisticated
specific constitutive laws and kinematic stencils to be coupled. In this work we describe
in detail all the crucial points and derivations, focusing on the symbolic computations.
Specifically: shell formulations for finite strains, multisurface elasto-plastic laws, fracture
algorithms and the solution procedures.
1 A semi-implicit integration algorithm in finite strains
Cauchy equations of equilibrium for a rotated reference configuration are obtained from
the corresponding spatial equilibrium (derivations for the latter are shown in Ogden [26]).
Using standard notation (cf. [26, 37]) we write the spatial equilibrium equations as
∂σij
∂xaj
+ bi = 0 (1)
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with the Cauchy tensor components σij (i, j = 1, 2, 3). In (1) i is the direction index and
j is the facet index. The components of the body force vector are bi. In (1), coordinates
xaj are the spatial, or deformed, coordinates of a given point under consideration. In
addition, the following natural and essential boundary conditions hold on each part of
the boundary Γa = Γ
t
a ∪ Γua where Γta is the natural boundary and Γua is the essential
boundary:
t = σ · v on Γta (2)
u = u on Γua (3)
where t is the known stress vector on Γta where v is the outer normal and u is the
known displacement field on Γua. It is assumed that (1) and (2-3) are satisfied for a
time parameter ta ∈ [0, T ] with T being the total time of observation and for a point
with position xa ∈ Ωa belonging to the deformed position domain at the time of analysis.
Equilibrium configuration corresponds to the domain Ωa and is identified by the subscript
a. In tensor notation, equation (1) can be presented as:
∇ · σT + b = 0 (4)
with ∇ = ∂/∂xa being the spatial gradient operator. After multiplication by the velocity
field u˙, integration in the deformed configuration Ωa and application of integration by
parts component-wise, we obtain the following power form (W˙int is the internal and W˙ext
is the external power):
ˆ
Ωa
σ : LdΩa︸ ︷︷ ︸
W˙int
=
ˆ
Ωa
b · u˙dΩa +
ˆ
Γta
t · u˙dΓa︸ ︷︷ ︸
W˙ext
(5)
where L is the velocity gradient: L = ∂u˙
∂xp
. L can be decomposed in a symmetric part (D,
called strain rate) and a skew-symmetric part (W , called vorticity), L = D +W . Since
σ has a symmetric component matrix, integrating in the initial configuration (subscript
0, which corresponds to the domain Ω0), we obtain:
W˙int =
ˆ
Ω0
τ :DdΩ0 (6)
where τ = Jσ is the Kirchhoff stress tensor with J = detF and F is the deformation
gradient. The use of equivalence between internal W˙int and external W˙ext power for
6
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a continuum has been used to obtain objective rates of the Cauchy stress σ. In the
corotational case, we can rotate the Kirchhoff stress and the strain rate to obtain:
W˙int =
ˆ
Ω0
(
RT0aτR0a
)
:
(
RT0aDR0a
)
dΩ0 (7)
In a shell, it is convenient to use local frames. We use three directions, where e1a and e2a
are tangent to the mid-surface and e3a is normal. In that case, we define R0a as:
R0a = [e1a, e2a, e3a] (8)
where each column is a unit vector and eia · eja = δij . If required, one of the directions
(here e1a) can be taken to be parallel to a fiber in an anisotropic material. We then
use the following convention for writing tensors: the bold symbol indicates tensor com-
ponents. Therefore, the frame where the tensor components are defined is identified as a
superscript. For example, the second-order tensor Sab with the equilibrium configuration
Ωa and reference configuration Ωb has the following components in frame c:S
c
ab. If global
frame 0 is adopted, component transformation between frame 0 and frame c follows:
Scab = Rc0S
0
abR
T
c0 (9)
Generalizing (9), change of basis from d to c results in the following transformation:
Scab = RcdS
d
abR
T
cd (10)
In addition, change in reference configuration reads:
S0ac = RbcS
0
abR
T
bc (11)
Using (11) and transformation (10) for coinciding reference configuration and frame,
Scac = S
b
ab (12)
From the relation between the time derivative right Cauchy-Green tensor C and the strain
rate D, we obtain:
C˙ = 2F TDF (13)
J. Simo [34] derived the following one-step scheme for integrating the strain rate in frame
0, producing the following “strain” from integration of D:
e0ab,β
∼= 1
2
F Tbβ
[
F TaβFaβ − I
]
Fbβ (14)
Use the previous power conjugacy (7) (τ = Jσ), internal power can be written as:
7
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W˙int =
ˆ
Ω0
S0a0 :D
0
a0dΩ0
where S0a0 = R
T
0aτ
0
aR0a and D
0
a0 = R
T
0ad
0
aR0a. Using an hypoelastic relation, stress
updating is performed as:
S0a0 = S
0
b0+∆Sˇa(Rβ0e
0
ab,βR
T
β0)
where ∆Sˇa is a function of the strain e
0
ab,β . This term ∆Sˇa is called the constitutive part
of the stress. However, since S0a0 = S
b
ab and S
0
b0 = S
b
bb, we have:
Sbab = S
b
bb+∆Sˇa(Rβ0e
0
ab,βR
T
β0)
In the case β = b, the result is:
Sbab = S
b
bb+∆Sˇa(e
b
ab) (15)
with
ebab
∼= 1
2
Rb0
[
F TabFab − I
]
RTb0 (16)
We now insert the Jacobian for configuration Ωb in (15) as:
1
Jb0
Sbab︸ ︷︷ ︸
S⋆bab
=
1
Jb0
Sbbb︸ ︷︷ ︸
σbb
+
1
Jb0
∆Sˇa(e
b
ab) (17)
Defining
S⋆bab =
1
Jb0
Sbab (18)
then we obtain the Cauchy stress in configuration Ωa and frame a as:
σaa = S
⋆a
aa =
1
Ja0
Saaa =
1
Ja0
Sbab =
Jb0
Ja0
S⋆bab (19)
If ∆Sˇa(e
b
ab) is homogeneous of degree one, then it follows that:
S⋆bab = σ
b
b +∆Sˇa
(
e˜bab
)
where
e˜bab =
1
Jb0
ebab (20)
8
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For hyperelastic models, we require the total strain, which is the strain from configuration
Ωa with respect to configuration Ω0. Using frame b, we have the following update formula
for the Green-Lagrange strain:
eba0 = e
b
b0 + F
bT
b0 e
b
abF
b
b0 (21)
We can observe that S⋆bab is work-conjugate to e
b
a0 in configuration Ωb. Global Cauchy
stress can be obtained as: σ0b = R0bσ
b
bR
T
0b. In frame a, e
a
a0 reads:
eaa0 = R
T
bae
b
a0Rba (22)
For symmetric tensors, such as S⋆bab and e
b
ab, it is preferable to use the Voigt notation.
Upright bold symbols denote Voigt form of symmetric tensors:
S⋆bab = Voigt[S
⋆b
ab ] =
1
Jb0
VS
(
F bb0
)
Sba0 (23)
where Sba0 = Voigt[S
b
a0]. We note that, omitting indices a, b, and 0 VS(F ) can be written
as:
VS(F ) =

F 211 F
2
21 F
2
31 2F21F11 2F31F11 2F31F21
F 212 F
2
22 F
2
32 2F22F12 2F32F12 2F32F22
F 213 F
2
23 F
2
33 2F23F13 2F33F13 2F33F23
F11F12 F21F22 F31F32 F21F12 + F11F22 F31F12 + F11F32 F31F22 + F21F32
F11F13 F21F23 F31F33 F21F13 + F11F23 F31F13 + F11F33 F31F23 + F21F33
F12F13 F22F23 F32F33 F22F13 + F12F23 F32F13 + F12F33 F32F23 + F22F33

and, for the strain quantities, VE(F ) = V TS (F ). The full algorithm is given in Table 1.
We establish the constitutive quantities by a general nonlinear constitutive equation sys-
tem. Omitting the frame superscript, it reduces to the root finding for the following
nonlinear system:
ϕ
Governing︷ ︸︸ ︷Sab, Qab, eUab︸ ︷︷ ︸
Unknown
;SKab, e
K
ab, eab, Ta︸ ︷︷ ︸
Known
; χa︸︷︷︸
Internal var.
 = 0 (24)
where SKab is a set of known stresses and e
U
ab is the set of unknown strains. Newton
iteration for (24) provides the solution for the constitutive unknowns Sab, Qab, e
U
ab and
χa. A smoothed version of (24) is introduced by using the Chen-Mangasarian replacement
functions, which depend on a parameter Error such that (cf. [8]):
lim
Error→0
ϕError = ϕ (25)
9
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Algorithm 1 Relative Lagrangian formulation (Voigt notation adopted).
Given F bab, e
b
ab (both in frame b), R0b and R0a (both in frame 0) and Tb and Ta
Recovered from storage F bb0, σ
0
b , e
b
b0 (σb is stored in frame 0 for purpose of
representation)
Represent Cauchy stress in
frame b
σbb = VS
(
RT0b
)
σ0b
Relevant Jacobian
determinants
Jb0 = detF
b
b0
Jab = detF
b
ab
Relative rotation and total
deformation gradient
update
Rab = R
T
0aR0b
F ba0 = F
b
abF
b
b0
Thermal effect in the
relative strain
eb◦ab = e
b
ab + α (Ta − Tb) I
Total strain update eba0 = e
b
b0 + VE
(
F bTb0
)
eb◦ab
Corrected relative strain
for UL
e˜b◦ab =
1
Jb0
eb◦ab
(UL) Determine S⋆bab = σ
b
b +∆Sˇa
(
e˜b◦ab
)
and Qab along with sensitivity
quantities Cab =
1
Jb0
∂∆Sˇa
∂e˜b◦ab
, ∂∆Sˇa
∂Ta
, 1
Jb0
∂Qab
∂e˜b◦ab
and ∂Qab
∂Ta
(TL) Determine Sba0
(
eba0
)
and Qab, along with sensitivity quantities
Ca0 =
∂Sba0
∂eba0
,
∂Sba0
∂Ta
, ∂Qab
∂eba0
and ∂Qab
∂Ta
(TL) Determine relative
stresses
S⋆bab =
1
Jb0
VS
(
F bb0
)
Sba0
(TL) Determine relative
sensitivities Cab =
1
Jb0
VS
(
F bb0
)
Ca0VE(F bTb0 )
∂S⋆bab
∂Ta
= 1
Jb0
VS
(
F bb0
) ∂Sba0
∂Ta
∂Qab
∂ebab
= ∂Qab
∂eba0
VE
(
F bTb0
)
Update temperature
sensitivity
∂Sab
∂Ta
← ∂Sab
∂Ta
+ αCabI
Determine strain in frame a eaa0 = VE (Rab) e
b
a0
Determine deformation
gradient in frame a
F aa0 = RabF
b
a0R
T
ab
Determine Cauchy stress in
frame 0
σ0a =
1
Jab
VS (R0a)S⋆bab
Store F aa0, σ
0
a, e
a
a0
Return Qab, S
⋆b
ab, Cab,
∂S⋆bab
∂T
, ∂Qab
∂eb
and ∂Qab
∂T
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Newton iteration on (24), using ϕError as a replacement provides the following scheme:
[
∂ϕError
∂Sab
∂ϕError
∂Qab
∂ϕError
∂eUab
∂ϕError
∂χa
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
J

∆Sab
∆Qab
∆eUab
∆χa
 = −ϕError (26)
After achieving solution using the Newton scheme (26), we calculate the sensitivities from
the following equation:
dSab
dQab
deUab
dχa
 = −J−1
[
∂ϕError
∂eKab
∂ϕError
∂eab
∂ϕError
∂Tab
]
deKab
deab
dTab
 (27)
We provide two examples: hyperelastic and elasto-plasticity with shells. For hyperelas-
ticity, the system is independent of Error , since classical hyperelasticity is smooth:
ϕ(Sab, e
U
33;S
K
33, eab) =

S11
S22
SK33 = 0
S12
S13
S23

− ∂ψ(eab, e
U
33)
∂

e11
e22
eU33
e12
e13
e23

(28)
For elasto-plasticity in shells we provide a general approach, with details being given in
[8]:
ϕ(Sab, e
U
33;S33, eab) =

eab − C −1linear∆Sˇab − n∆γ
S33
µ⋆∆γ − 〈µ⋆∆γ + φ〉Error
∆χa −∆γω(χa)
 (29)
where ∆γ is the plastic multiplier increment, µ⋆ is a dimensional parameter described
in [8] and the smooth ramp function of Chen and Mangasarian [16] is used for the third
equation, which depends on Error. Function φ in (29) is the yield function and ω are the
internal variable evolution functions. In addition, the flow vector n is also required for
the flow rule, and it is defined as:
n =
∂φ
∂Sab
(30)
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
−1.0
−0.8
−0.6
−0.4
−0.2
0.0
φ
∆γ
S(•) = • + (1/αe) ln(1 + e−α•)
αe = ln(2)/Error
Error = 0.1
Error = 0.01
Graph of ∆γ − S(∆γ + φ) = 0
Error = 0.05
Figure 1: Replacement of µ⋆∆γ − 〈µ⋆∆γ + φ〉 by µ⋆∆γ − S(µ⋆∆γ + φ) as a function of a
Error parameter (µ⋆ = 1 is depicted).
Figure 1 shows the effect of Error in the satisfaction of the complementarity condition.
The prototype yield functions employed are von-Mises, Hill and Barlat 91. All are treated
in the same format, without requirement of particular implementations (which are only
possible with von-Mises and Hill criteria). The reason for a unique treatment for all yield
functions is that any particular yield function is inserted by means of φ, n and derivatives
of n. We summarize the yield functions in Table 1.
2 Shell element technology
Shells further constrain the metric, as described by the classical work of Antman and
Marlow [2], resulting in a specific form of the position vector. For a shell, it is known that
a possible xa ∈ Ωa is the following:
xa = ra +
Haξ3
2
da (31)
where ra is the mid-surface position vector in Ωa, ξ3 is a non-dimensional, thickness-like
coordinate, Ha is the thickness at position ra and, finally, da is a unit director. We use
H for the undeformed thickness. This nomenclature is standard and is adopted in [12].
For da we use 3 rotation parameters, β1, β2, β3 and determine the director da as:
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Table 1: Prototype yield functions employed
Yield function
von-
Mises
φ =
√
1
2
(σ11−σ22)2+ 12 (σ11−σ22)2+ 12 (σ11−σ22)2+3σ212+3σ213+3σ223
σy
− 1
Hill φ =
√
F (σ22−σ33)2+G(σ33−σ11)2+H(σ11−σ22)2+2s12σ212+2s13σ213+2s23σ223
σy
− 1
F = 1
2
[
1
R222
+ 1
R233
− 1
R211
]
G = 1
2
[
1
R211
+ 1
R233
− 1
R222
]
H = 1
2
[
1
R211
+ 1
R222
− 1
R233
]
s12 =
3
2R212
s13 =
3
2R213
s23 =
3
2R223
Barlat 91 φ =
[ 12 (T1−T2)m+ 12 (T2−T3)m+ 12 (T3−T1)m]
1/m
σy
− 1
(BCC:
m = 6)
where Ti are the eigenvalues of T
T =
 13 [P3 (σ11 − σ22)− P2 (σ33 − σ11)] P6σ12 P5σ13P6σ12 13 [P1 (σ22 − σ33)− P3 (σ11 − σ22)] P4σ23
P5σ13 P4σ23
1
3
[P2 (σ33 − σ11)− P1 (σ22 − σ33)]

da = T (β1, β2, β3)db (32)
The rotation matrix Tr(β1, β2, β3) is given by a reworked version of Rodrigues formula
(cf. [28]):
Tr(β1, β2, β3) = I +
sin β
β
W (β) +
2 sin2
(
β
2
)
β2
W 2(β) (33)
where β = ‖β‖ is the norm of {β1, β2, β3} and W (β) is the following skew-symmetric
matrix:
W (β) =
 0 −β3 β2β3 0 −β1
−β2 β1 0
 (34)
First and second derivatives of Tr(β1, β2, β3) are determined using the software Wolfram
Mathematica [31] with the add-on AceGen [23]. Since da is a unit vector, the property
da · ∂da∂ξi = 0 for i = 1, 2 results in the following metric components:
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[maa]ij = rai · raj +
Haξ3
2
[(
rai · daj + raj · dai
)
+
Haξ3
2
dai · daj
]
(35)
[maa]i3 = κs
Ha
2
rai · da (36)
[maa]33 =
H2a
4
(37)
with i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2. In (35), we consider rai as the derivative of ra with respect
to ξi (the parent-domain coordinate). Finally, κs is the shear correction parameter, taken
here as 5/6, which scales the shear terms so that the correct energy is obtained. After
maa is calculated from relations (35-37), compatible Cab is calculated as:
Cab = y
T
bmaayb (38)
where yb =
[
∂xb
∂ξ
]−1
. Of course, if fixed non-orthogonal (but normed) coordinates are used
forCab, four versions can be determined (covariant/covariant, contravariant/contravariant,
contravariant/covariant and covariant/contravariant), the latter being used here and iden-
tified as C⋆ab:
C⋆ab = y
−T
b Caby
T
b (39)
where the line over a quantity indicates an evaluation at the element’s center coordi-
nates (i.e. yb ≡ yb|ξ→0). As in Simo’s [33] and Pian’s [27] works, fixed non-orthogonal
coordinates are used to:
• Extend the bending modes of a rectangle to a general quadrilateral.
• Ensure the satisfaction of the Patch-test for distorted geometries.
Fixed frames are also required for mixed transverse shear components. The use of covari-
ant/contravariant coordinates is a consequence of mesh distortion sensitivity studies (see
[6]). Note that the corresponding strain is obtained from the following formula:
e⋆ab =
1
2
(C⋆ab − I) (40)
The rationale for using this transformation is the extension of assumed-strain formulations
to non-regular quadrilaterals. For convenience, Voigt form is used. We can write the Voigt
form of strain (using upright notation) as:
e⋆ab = TE(xb,yb)eab (41)
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where TE(xb,yb) is the 6× 6 matrix resulting from the use of Voigt form of the transfor-
mation (39).
2.1 Assumed strain formulation
For conciseness of notation, we temporarily omit the subscripts a and b. A mixed for-
mulation for conservative problems is used to derive the weak form of equilibrium from a
total potential with Lagrange multiplier terms to impose the constraints (cf. [35, 33]). To
further simplify the notation, we use Voigt convention for symmetric tensors and assume
that all strain components follow the same scheme. The consistent approach to the mixed
interpolation for the conservative case is given by the following total potential:
Π({u,d}, e˜,S) =
ˆ
Ωb
ψ [e˜] dΩb +
ˆ
Ωb
ST (e− e˜) dΩb −Wext (u,d) (42)
where ψ is the strain energy density function (cf. [26]), in this case a function of the
independent strain increment. Wext is the external work for conservative forces. In (42),
u and d are the displacement and director fields, respectively, grouped as a pair {u,d}.
In (42), the components S are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the constraints
e−e˜ = 0 and also represent mixed second Piola-Kirchhoff stresses. For simplicity reasons,
we temporarily assume that all components of the relative strain e˜ are independent, not
detracting from the aimed generality. The stationarity condition of (42) results in
ˆ
Ωb
(e− e˜)T
△
SdΩb = 0 (43)
ˆ
Ωb
(
∂ψ [e˜]
∂e˜
− S
)T △
e˜dΩb = 0 (44)
ˆ
Ωb
ST
△
edΩb =
△
W ext (45)
Equations (43-45) are used as a basis for assumed-strain methods. Using S˜ = ∂ψ[e˜]
∂e˜
, we
now introduce a linear relation between S and S˜ as:
S = QM−1
ˆ
Ωb
QT S˜dΩb (46)
where Q is a function of the spatial coordinates and M is given by:
M =
ˆ
Ωb
QTQdΩb (47)
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Energy-conjugacy
´
Ωb
ST
△
edΩb =
´
Ωb
S˜
T△
e˜dΩb then allows the determination of
△
e˜ as:
△
e˜ = QM−1
ˆ
Ωb
QT
△
edΩb (48)
Note that (48) could be obtained by using a weighed least-squares approach with the
interpolation matrix Q. By inserting (46) into (45), we can write the energy conjugacy
condition (previously alluded) as:
ˆ
Ωb
Si
△
e idΩb =
ˆ
Ωb
[
△
e iQijM
−1
jk
(ˆ
Ωb
QlkS˜ldΩb
)]
dΩb (49)
=
ˆ
Ωb
S˜i
△
e˜ idΩb (50)
Equation (45) then becomes:
ˆ
Ωb
S˜
T△
e˜dΩb =
△
W ext (51)
As for equation (43), it is trivially satisfied from (46) and (48). The same occurs with (44)
as a consequence of using the assumed form of S and e˜. Of course, if a non-conservative
problem is solved, the form (51) can still be applied originating from the principle of
virtual power (e.g. [1]). Note that we can write equation (48) as the result of a least
square calculation.
2.2 Specific discretization for a single shell element
A discretization of the Euler-Lagrange equations for one element (superscript e) makes
use of the following interpolations:
ue =NuuN (52)
de =
NddN
‖NddN‖2 (53)
The specific forms for Nu, Nd are standard:
Nu(ξ1, ξ2) =
 · · · NK(ξ1, ξ2) 0 0 · · ·· · · 0 NK(ξ1, ξ2) 0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 NK(ξ1, ξ2) · · ·

3×12
(54)
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Nd(ξ1, ξ2) =
 · · · NK(ξ1, ξ2) 0 0 · · ·· · · 0 NK(ξ1, ξ2) 0 · · ·
· · · 0 0 NK(ξ1, ξ2) · · ·

3×12
(55)
with scalar shape functions given by:
NK(ξ1, ξ2) =
1
4
(1 + ξ1Kξ1) (1 + ξ2Kξ2) (56)
Note that, in (53), normalization is required to ensure correctness in the metric coefficients.
To clarify our approach we decompose the assumed strains in two terms: one for the out-of-
plane strain obtained from ANS (here with notation e˜eI) and another in-plane least-squares
interpolation (here with notation e˜eII):
e˜e = e˜eI + e˜
e
II (57)
In terms of transverse shear metric components, we have the modified MITC4 interpola-
tion (cf. [9]), noting that tensor notation is used again:
e˜eI = y
T
b
 0 0 (2−ξ24 )m13A+ (2+ξ24 )m13B0 0 (2−ξ1
4
)
m23C+
(
2+ξ1
4
)
m23D(
2−ξ2
4
)
m13A +
(
2+ξ2
4
)
m13B
(
2−ξ1
4
)
m23C+
(
2+ξ1
4
)
m23D 0
yb
(58)
where:
m13A = m13|ξ1→0,ξ2→−1,ξ3→0 (59)
m13B = m13|ξ1→0,ξ2→1,ξ3→0 (60)
m23C = m23|ξ1→−1,ξ2→0,ξ3→0 (61)
m23D = m23|ξ1→1,ξ2→0,ξ3→0 (62)
In addition, at the element level, the assumed strain is given by its components in covari-
ant/contravariant coordinates, properly transformed by the 6× 6 matrix TE(xb,yb):
e˜eII = L
−1T−1E (xb,yb)QM
−1
ˆ
Ωb
QTTE(xb,yb)L e
edΩb︸ ︷︷ ︸
α
(63)
Where α is a constant for each element, i.e. the dependence on ξ is completely contained
in Q. The interpolation matrix is given as:
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Q(ξ1, ξ2) =

1 ξ2 0 0 0
0 0 1 ξ1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 (64)
and the constitutive matrix L is given by:
L = C −1 (65)
Matrix (64) is the Pian-Sumihara stress mode matrix [27] with:
• Affine direct in-plane strains.
• Constant shear in-plane strain.
As an illustration, in-plane and out-of-plane bending results for one element are shown in
Figure 2. In-plane solution recovers 81.281% of the exact result and out-of-plane solution
recovers the full 100% exact result. Two elements are sufficient to obtain the full in-plane
solution.
3 Hybrid element technology
3.1 Tetrahedron
Quasi-incompressible constitutive laws severely reduce the performance of low-order displacement-
based elements. This is due to the number of constraints present in low-order elements
and the inability of displacement-based elements to separate incompressibility constraints
from quadrature points [20, 6]. Usually, mixed elements are a solution for avoiding locking
in quasi-incompressible problems. The low-order MINI element by Douglas Arnold ([13]),
see also Bathe [15] for the two-field method, is based on a two-field formulation where:
• Pressure is linearly interpolated using the corner nodes.
• An internal shape function, called a bubble, enriches the velocity or displacement
fields.
This passes the inf-sup condition and is easily extended to finite strains. Since Cauchy
stress is calculated from the constitutive stress S⋆bab as:
σaa =
1
Jab
S⋆bab (66)
, Cauchy pressure is obtained as:
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Y
X
Z
Y
X
Z
1× 1× 0.3 Plate, E = 1, ν = 0.3
∆u = 66.667× 2
Beam solution: ∆u = 66.6(6)× 2
∆u = 8.281× 2
Beam solution ∆u = 10× 2⋆
⋆: Two elements provide the exact solution
Out-of-plane bending mode
In-plane bending mode
Figure 2: In-plane and out-of-plane bending results for one shell element. Poisson effect
is obtained from the use of matrix L .
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pa = −
(
S⋆bab
)T
I3
3Jab
(67)
We can therefore write S⋆bab in Voigt form as a sum of deviatoric and pressure terms:
S⋆bab = −JabpaI3 +TdevS⋆bab (68)
where Tdev is the following sparse matrix:
Tdev =

2
3
−1
3
−1
3
0 0 0
−1
3
2
3
−1
3
0 0 0
−1
3
−1
3
2
3
0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
 (69)
In terms of power balance, we use the following relation, where S˜⋆bab depends on the inde-
pendent pressure p˜. It corresponds to a classical two-field variational principle:
ˆ
Ωb
(
S˜⋆bab
)T
e˙babdΩb +
ˆ
Ωb
(
Jabp˜+
(
S⋆bab
)T
I3
3
)
˙˜pdΩb︸ ︷︷ ︸
W˙int
= W˙ext (70)
where the relative Jacobian Jab is used to ensure correct volume calculation. We note
that the product Jabp˜ cannot be used as an unknown field. In (70), we have the following
quantities:
S˜⋆bab = −Jabp˜I3 +TdevS⋆bab (71)
Discretization follows the standard MINI formulation:
u(ξ) =
5∑
K=1
NK (ξ)uK (72)
Independent pressure p˜ is interpolated using the corner nodes:
p˜(ξ) =
4∑
K=1
NK (ξ) p˜K (73)
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N1(ξ) = 1− ξ1 − ξ2 − ξ3 (74a)
N2(ξ) = ξ2 (74b)
N3(ξ) = ξ3 (74c)
N4(ξ) = ξ1 (74d)
The bubble function, for tetrahedra, is given by:
N5(ξ) = ξ1ξ2ξ3 (1− ξ1 − ξ2 − ξ3) (74e)
For the calculation of the stiffness matrix, the variation of (70) is required. Not all
quantities are determined by hand-derivation, and we use Mathematica [31] with the
AceGen (cf. [23]) add-on to calculate some derivatives. Using (70), we obtain:
dW˙int =
ˆ
Ωb
((
dS˜⋆bab
)T
e˙bab +
(
S˜⋆bab
)T
de˙bab
)
dΩb (75)
+
ˆ
Ωb
(
dJabp˜+ Jabdp˜+
(
dS⋆bab
)T
I3
3
)
˙˜pdΩb (76)
where the following notation was used:
dS⋆bab = Cabde
b
ab (77)
dS˜⋆bab = TdevCabde
b
ab − dJabp˜I3 − Jabdp˜I3 (78)
Specifically, the terms debab and dJab are determined by AceGen. A specialization for
triangles is straightforward and therefore omitted. A depiction representing the degree-
of-freedom distribution of a MINI tetrahedron is shown in Figure 3.
In terms of rotation tensor, we use the following process to obtain e1, e2 and e3. Since
degrees-of-freedom associated to node each local node 5 are internal to the element, we
condense them out.
A note on the axisymmetric and plane-strain triangles
Dimensional reduction for plane-strain requires careful consideration of out-of-plane stress,
which is in general non-null. We therefore explicitly enforce the plane-strain condition by
setting 13 and 23 components of both stress and strain as zero, but including the out-of-
plane stress
[
S˜⋆bab
]
33
as active. Therefore, for plane strain, we only omit out-of-plane shear
components of stress and strain. In the axisymmetric case, we use reduced integration,
which is sufficient to remove locking in the near-incompressible case.
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{NN} = {1− ξ1 − ξ2 − ξ3, ξ2, ξ3, ξ1, ξ1ξ2ξ3(1− ξ1 − ξ2 − ξ3)}
{uN} = {u1,u2,u3,u4,u5}
4
1
2
3
{p˜N} = {p˜1, p˜2, p˜3, p˜4}
5 (bubble)
Figure 3: MINI tetrahedron.
4 Contact
Figure 4 summarizes the ingredients for discrete contact with Coulomb friction. Given
the contact normal n, the following rank-one tensor
Q = n⊗ n, (79)
the friction coefficient µ and the contact force f , the Coulomb friction cone is defined as:
Kµ =
{
f ∈ R3|f · f − (1 + µ2)f · (Qf ) ≤ 0} (80)
Note that Q is symmetric and corresponds to a projection, i.e. Q ·Q = Q. All surface
forces (either contact or no-contact) are members of Kµ. The no contact case corresponds
to a contact force belonging to the cone apex. The corresponding polar cone is given as:
Kµ⋆ = {v ∈ R³|v ·w ≤ 0, ∀w ∈ Kµ} (81)
≡ {f ∈ R³—µ‖ (I −Q) f‖ ≤ −n · f} (82)
where ‖ • ‖ is the Euclidean norm. Using the relative velocity g˙ at the contact point,
which is power-conjugate to the contact force f , the Coulomb friction model is written
as the following equality and inequality system:
fTQg˙ = 0 absence of normal dissipation (83)
n · f ≥ 0 absence of adhesion (84)
n · g˙ ≥ 0 impenetrability (85)
(I −Q) g˙ = γ˙(I −Q)f tangential flow law (86)
γ˙
[
f · f − (1 + µ2) f · (Qf )] = 0 tangential complementarity (87)
γ˙ ≥ 0 positive tangential dissipation (88)[
f · f − (1 + µ2) f · (Qf )] ≤ 0 tangential yield criterion (89)
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n
−λm
κg
f · f − (1 + µ2)f · (Qf ) = 0
Kµ
f
gn = Qg
gt = [I −Q] g
K⋆µ
Slip predictor
No contact predictor
Stick predictor
µ‖(I −Q)g‖ = −n · g
m
µ
1
1
µ
θ
Figure 4: Coulomb friction cone, predictor step (κ is a single penalty).
Further details concerning this topic are given in the book by Wriggers, cf. [40].
Objective time integration of the relative velocity g˙ (see, e.g. [24, 40]) results in the
so-called gap vector g. Figure 4 presents the relevant data corresponding to this problem
in a graphic form. Given the representation in Figure 4, it is advantageous to use an
additive decomposition of the contact force f ,
f = κg − λm (90)
where κ is the single penalty parameter, λ is a scalar unknown and m is the cone’s
outer normal. We also introduce a unit surface normal n. This results in the following
convenient definitions for the yield function and the normal vector:
ϕ = f · f − (1 + µ2)f · (Qf ) (91)
m = 1
2
∂ϕ
∂f
=
[
I − (1 + µ2)Q]f (92)
Making use of (90) and (91), condition ϕ = 0 reads:
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gTH(λ)TH(λ)g − (1 + µ2) gTH(λ)TQH(λ)g = 0 (93)
where
H(λ) =
[
(1 + λ) I − λ (1 + µ2)Q]−1 (94)
Note that det [(1 + λ) I − λ (1 + µ2)Q] = (1 + λ)2 (1− λµ2). Since the solution requires
λ ≥ 0, matrix H(λ) does not exist if λ = 1/µ² . Solving the equation ϕ = 0 for λ, we
obtain two roots, the smallest one is the closest projection on the friction cone:
λsol =
(g · g)µ− (1 + µ2)
√
(g · n)2 (g × n) · (g × n)
µ [(1 + µ2) (g × n) · (g × n)− (g · g)] (95)
we note that λsol is independent of κ. In addition, using the internal angle θ between n
and g, λsol is re-written as:
λsol =
µ− (1 + µ2) |cos θ sin θ|
µ
[
(1 + µ2) sin2 θ − 1] (96)
Since the absolute value of sin (2θ) /2 is apparent in equation (96), we have non-differentiability
of λsol for θ =
π
2
i, i ∈ Z. Two common situation correspond to either perfect orthogonality
or perfect alignment between n and g. The derivative of λsol with respect to θ is given
by:
dλsol
dθ
=
(µ2 + 1)
{
cos(2θ) [(µ2 + 1) cos(2θ)− µ2 + 1] |sin(θ) cos(θ)|′}
2µ
(
(µ2 + 1) sin2(θ)− 1)2 +
(µ2 + 1) sin(2θ) [(µ2 + 1) |sin(2θ)| − 2µ]
2µ
(
(µ2 + 1) sin2(θ)− 1)2 (97)
where
| • |′ =

1 • > 0
undefined • = 0
−1 • < 0
(98)
Given (97), we determine the derivatives of λsol with respect to n and g as:
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Figure 5: λ contour plot as a function of θ and µ. Negative values of λ correspond to the
interior of the cone.
∂λsol
∂g
=
dλsol
dθ
1
(g · g)√(g × n) · (g × n)

−g22n1 + g1g2n2 + g3(−g3n1 + g1n3)
g1g2n1 − g21n2 + g3(−g3n2 + g2n3)
g3(g1n1 + g2n2)− (g21 + g22)n3

∂λsol
∂n
=
dλsol
dθ
1√
(g × n) · (g × n)

g2n1n2 + g3n1n3 − g1(n22 + n23)
n2(g1n1 + g3n3)− g2(n21 + n23)
−g3(n21 + n22) + (g1n1 + g2n2)n3

We represent the contour plot of λsol as a function of θ and µ in Figure 5. The contact
force f is therefore determined as:
f = κ
[
(1 + λsol) I − λsol
(
1 + µ2
)
Q
]−1
g (99)
The three contact cases are summarized in Algorithm 2. Note that the tree-like decision
process of the classical predictor/corrector algorithm (cf. [40]) is circumvented. Advan-
tages of this approach are:
• No requirements for special frames and normal/tangential decompositions, the gap
g is defined in global coordinates. As a consequence, the second variation of g is
always zero;
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Algorithm 2 Displacement contact algorithm for Coulomb friction
Case Displacement
condition
f
Case I (no
contact)
n · g < −µ‖(I −Q)g‖ 0
Case II (stick) g ·g < (1+µ2)g · (Qg) κg
Case III (slip) g ·g ≥ (1+µ2)g · (Qg) κ [(1 + λsol) I − λsol (1 + µ2)Q]−1 g
with λsol =
(g·g)µ−(1+µ2)
√
(g·n)2(g×n)·(g×n)
µ[(1+µ2)(g×n)·(g×n)−(g·g)]
Input: n, g and µ,κ
Output: f , ∂f
∂g
, ∂f
∂n
• Decoupling of kinematic quantities n and g (calculated separately) from the contact
algorithm;
• Unified approach for 2D and 3D (only the definition of g and n change according
to the discretization);
• Quadratic form of the friction cone avoids the ill-conditioning for small values of
the tangential displacement;
• Exact return to the friction cone in the slipping case.
Low order prototype contact elements
The gap vector is determined according to the discretization method. We use a variant of
node-to-segment (and node-to-face in 3D) method (e.g. Zavarise and De Lorenzis [43] and
Wriggers [41]) for low order continuum meshes, which is classical and addresses the well-
known corresponding shortcomings. Figure 6 depicts the two geometrical constructions
required to provide the Algorithm 2 with the values of g and n. We use Mathematica
[31] with the Acegen add-on [23] to generate the following quantities from the geometrical
construction depicted in Figure 6:
• g = p1a − p⋆1a (ξb),
• n = e3 × (p3a−p2a)/‖p3a−p2a‖ for 2D and n = [(p2a−p3a)×(p4a−p3a)]/‖[(p2a−p3a)×(p4a−p3a)]‖
for 3D,
• ∂g
∂pIa
and ∂n
∂pIa
.
For detection, we use the incident node averaged normal to chose a main target edge or
face, cf. [4]. This averaged normal is only used for detection of the first edge or face
and not used for contact enforcement. For the contact elements, we allow more than one
target edge or face to share an incident node.
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Figure 6: Node-to-segment and node-to-face definition of the gap vector.
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4.1 Details on the contact area and the multiple targets of each incident node
We use the area estimation previously introduced by Areias et al. [5] and given by:
Aest =
f · n
n · (σ · n) (100)
where σ is given by the nodal fitting corresponding to the least-squares using super-
convergent patch recovery [44]. Two steps with fixed loading are employed:
• The first step uses κ = γ fc
lc
as a penalty.
• The second step uses κ = γ fcAest
lc²
as a penalty .
where γ is a user-defined parameter. This approach can be circumvented if Lagrange
multipliers are introduced. Since this entails the discussion of further ingredients, it is
omitted in this work. To attenuate the oscillations, each single incident node can have
multiple targets simultaneously, as depicted in Figure 7. Note that this approach does
not require additional housekeeping in terms of implementation: force and stiffness arrays
are added to the global arrays according to the number of targets for each node (in graph
theory, this is a clique summation. An interesting alternative is the one by Neto et al.
[25] who use quadratic smoothing of the target faces (with Nagata patches) to obviate
the need for multiple targets.
5 Some examples (shells and constitutive laws)
5.1 Right angle cantilever beam
To assess our rotational approach for frame-invariance, we test a one-dimensional problem
consisting of a clamped beam with distributed end-moment (case I) and distributed end-
load (case II). This was introduced by Chrs´cielewski, Makowski and Stumpf [18]. Figure 8
shows the relevant data for this problem and sequences of deformed meshes. Results with
the rotational approach show remarkably similarity with the total Lagrangian formulation
with the Kirchhoff/Saint-Venant and Neo Hookean hyperelastic models (see Figure 9).
5.2 Channel beam problem
The channel beam problem was proposed by Chrs´cielewski’s group [17], with a longer
beam version being introduced byWagner and Gruttmann [38]. More recently, Chrs´cielewski
and Witkowski [18] compared the results for both versions. We use these references
for comparison with our results, in addition to the TUBA element implementation by
Vladimirov (cf. [22]) and our corotational triangle [11]. Relevant data is shown in Figure
10 for the two cases. In case I, comparison with results of Chrs´cielewski and Witkowski
(EAS14m1), cf. Figure 11, show that the present element is less stiff and we achieve a
total displacement of 6 consistent units, when compared with 2.5 in other references. Our
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Figure 7: Examples of multiple targets for each incident node.
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Figure 8: Right angle cantilever beam: sequences for cases I and II
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Figure 9: Right angle cantilever beam: moment/rotation results and force/displacement.
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corotational triangle (cf. [11]) produces slightly stiffer results with a comparable mesh.
Only TUBA 13 triangle, using a sixth order polynomial, achieves more flexible results
than the ones of the present element. We also test step-size sensitivity in Figure 12 which
perfectly illustrates the robustness of our formulation. Results for case II are shown in
Figure 13, where we can observe that Wagner and Gruttmann results are slightly stiffer,
a fact also reported by Chrs´cielewski and Witkowski [18] .
5.3 Ring test
Another essential example for testing corotational frames is the pulled ring introduced by
Basar and Ding [14], cf. Figure 14. We here use the well-known solution by Sansour and
Kollmann [32] as comparison. The problem consists of a circular ring plate with a radial
cut which is clamped on one side and loaded along its radial free edge by a uniform load
q, see Figure 14, where the deformed configurations for several values of load q are shown.
Load q maintains its direction perpendicular to the original ring plane. Linear control
(described in [7]) is adopted to obtain the solution in this problem. A comparison with
the results of Sansour and Kollmann is presented in Figure 15. We can observe that much
higher values of loading and deformation are achieved by the present element and overall
there is good agreement with published results (with a slightly less stiff results with our
element).
5.4 Thickness variation test
A test is introduced for comparing three techniques for determination of the thickness:
1. Small-strain zero normal stress condition enforced by using the small-strain Clinear.
No thickness update is performed.
2. Single-parameter thickness update (similar to the approach of Hughes and Carnoy
[21]). Thickness update is performed.
3. The two-parameter thickness update.
The test consists of a beam, depicted in Figure 16. Three constitutive laws are tested:
• Elastic, incremental Kirchhoff Saint-Venant law (here quasi-incompressible).
• Von-Mises yield criterion.
• Rousselier yield criterion (full detailing of the constitutive properties is performed
in reference [10]).
In terms of imposed displacement/load results, Figure 17 shows the relevant results for
the three constitutive laws. For the thickness variation, Figure 18 shows the evolution
with the imposed displacement. From the observation of these Figures, we conclude the
following:
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Figure 10: Channel beam: relevant data and 3 deformed configurations for 72 longitudinal
elements in the beam web (for case I).
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Figure 11: Channel beam, case I: comparison with corotational triangles (cf. [11]),
EAS14m1 elements (cf. [18]) and TUBA elements (cf. [22]), 50 steps.
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Figure 12: Channel, case I: effect of step size with incremental Kirchhoff/Saint-Venant
elasticity.
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Figure 13: Channel, case II: comparison with EAS14m1 [18], TUBA [22] and Wagner and
Gruttmann element (cf. [38]).
• Small-strain zero normal stress typically results in stiffer results, with a more linear
reaction curve in the elastic case.
• When compared with the use of one thickness parameter, using two thickness pa-
rameters results in a more flexible behavior, as well as different total thickness
evolution.
• Quasi-incompressibility in elasticity produces a marked difference between the three
approaches.
• The Rousselier yield function is very sensitive to thickness variation. This is caused
by the pressure term in the yield function (cf. [10]).
A slight dependence in the number of imposed displacement steps is also observed, since
thickness parameters are not treated as degrees-of-freedom.
5.5 Finite strain plasticity shell problems
Two classical finite-strain shell problems with thickness extensibility are solved: the
pinched cylinder (see Figures 19 and 21) and the plate under pressure (see reference
[9] for relevant data and Figure 24). Besides the classical von-Mises plasticity here im-
plemented with our algorithm (radial return cannot be used, since the zero normal stress
condition invalidates its use), we also test the Hill criterion with local frame angles π/4
(pinched cylinder) and π/6 (plate under pressure). For the pinched cylinder, excellent
results were obtained with a very small number of steps (5), and these agree with Wag-
ner, Klinkel and Gruttmann [39]. Figure 20 shows the comparison. Robustness is very
high and is related to the small elastic strains involved (see also Figures 21 and 22 for
the results with the anisotropic Hill criterion). In both isotropic and anisotropic cases, a
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Figure 15: Ring test: comparison with the results of Sansour and Kollmann
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Figure 16: Simply supported beam: relevant data for the elastic case, von-Mises criterion
and Rousselier yield criterion.
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Figure 17: Simply supported beam: imposed displacement/load results for three consti-
tutive models. The label “Small strain” indicates a small-strain approach for the zero
normal stress condition.
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Figure 18: Simply supported beam: imposed displacement/mid-span thickness for three
constitutive models. The label “Small strain” indicates a small-strain approach for the
zero normal stress condition.
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high level of robustness is observed. For the plate under pressure, Figures 25 and 26 show
some drifting when 5 or 10 steps are used, but overall the results are very robust. Note
that it is usual to use 50 or more steps in these problems.
6 Some examples (contact)
We implemented the present algorithm in a simulation code (cf. [3]) and use mixed
finite elements to perform the discretization, except when using low order tetrahedra.
Differences in element technology affect the results and explain the slightly lower reactions
in some problems, when compared with published results.
6.1 2D ironing problem
This benchmark has been used to advocate the use of mortar discretizations in contact
problems, cf. Yang, Laursen and Meng [42]. Figure 27 shows the relevant geometric and
constitutive data, agreeing with the references [42] and [19]. We compare the present ap-
proach with the results of these References in Figure 28. Differences exist in the magnitude
of forces, and we concluded that this is due to the continuum finite element technology.
We use finite strain B-Bar elements (cf. [35]), known to be more compliant than the stan-
dard Q4 isoparametric elements. Only slight oscillations in the reactions are obtained and
the deformation follows closely what is observed in the mortar case.
6.2 Post buckling of a cylinder
This classical elasto-plastic axisymmetric problem, relevant for crashworthiness studies
was introduced by Laursen (cf. [24]). In his work, Laursen used the operator split method
with the augmented Lagrangian method to solve the crushing of a cylinder. He used µ = 0
and µ = 0.2 to assess the implementation. We here reproduce this problem, and solve it
with µ = 0, µ = 0.2 and µ = 1. We use the consistent elasto-plastic integration algorithm
discussed in [8]. Results are shown in Figures 29 and 30 allow the following conclusions:
• For µ = 0, our algorithm predicts the post-buckling behavior earlier than Laursen.
In addition, higher imposed displacements are possible with our algorithm. We note
that a slightly lower penetration in the rigid fixture when compared with Laursen.
• For µ = 0.2, our algorithm produces very similar results to the ones reported by
Laursen.
• We also tested µ = 1 with visible differences with respect to the case µ = 0.2 in the
fifth wrinkle.
The sequence of wrinkle formation is shown in Figure 31. Although the pattern is the
same as in Laursen (cf. [24]), wrinkles start to form near the top instead of near the
bottom of the tube. This is caused by differences in element technology. However, it does
not affect the reaction behavior, as can be observed in Figure 30.
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Figure 19: Pinched cylinder with von-Mises yield criterion (full constitutive system with
stress condition).
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Figure 20: Pinched cylinder: effect of time-step and comparison with Wagner, Klinkel
and Gruttmann [39].
6.3 Two classical frictional tests with rings
These are other examples typically adopted within the mortar formulation contexts (cf.
Yang et al. [42]). We here use these examples to assess the (quadratic) cone projection
method for problems typically solved by mortar discretization techniques. Figure 32 shows
the relevant data for the two tests. In test I, a Neo-Hookean constitutive law is used and
in test II J2 plasticity is used with our recently proposed algorithm [8]. A sequence of
results produced by the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 33 for both tests. The
effective plastic strain contour plot for test II is very similar to the one obtained by Yang
et al. [42]. The evolution of reactions is also compared with published results in Figure
34. Good agreement with the mortar technique can be observed. We also show results
for µ = 1 and µ = 2 and for these high values, slight oscillations appear.
The effect of choosing the upper or lower surface as master is shown in Figure 35 where
it can be observed that only the end values differ slightly.
6.4 3D ironing with cylindrical die
We reproduce the problem of Puso and Laursen [30] who detected locking with node-
to-segment approach. Relevant problem data is shown in Figure 36. Two stages of
displacement of the deformable die (whose center is located at 2.5 units from the slab
end) are used: in the first stage, t ∈ [0, 0.2] the die lowers into the slab a total of 1.4 units.
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Figure 21: Pinched cylinder with Hill yield criterion (full constitutive system with stress
condition). The anisotropic direction I is shown, as well as a top perspective
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Figure 22: Pinched cylinder with Hill yield criterion. Step size sensitivity.
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Figure 23: Square plate under pressure: relevant data.
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Figure 24: Square plate under pressure: von-Mises and Hill yield criterion contour plots.
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Figure 25: Square plate under pressure with von-Mises criterion: effect of the time steps.
3D EAS element HIS (cf. [6]) is used for comparison.
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Figure 26: Square plate under pressure with Hill criterion: effect of the time steps.
In the second stage, t ∈]0.2, 1.5], the die moves 4 units in the longitudinal direction of the
slab. Reaction results are shown in Figure 37 where good agreement with Reference [30]
can be observed for the normal reactions. However, the tangential reactions are slightly
lower in magnitude for our case.
6.5 Compressed blocks
We now reproduce the benchmark proposed by Temizer [36] which introduces sharp cor-
ners and edges in 3D and finite strains (with the neo-Hookean constitutive model). We
represent two compressed blocks using one-quarter of the geometry, as depicted in Figure
38. Temizer uses two distinct meshes (a coarse mesh with 5×5×3 elements for the lower
block and a fine mesh with 8 × 8 × 4 elements). The present method requires a finer
mesh so that severe spurious inter-penetration (edge/edge crossing) does not occur. Of-
ten, contact problems are apparently successfully solved with the node-to-face algorithm
but in close inspection there are large edge crossing or wrong target face selections. Also,
this fact is known to cause oscillations in the load response. Although there are ad-hoc
remedies to this, we usually employ two sufficiently refined meshes. Our coarser mesh
consists of:
• Top block with 6× 6× 2 elements.
• Bottom block with 9× 9× 5 elements.
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Figure 27: Ironing problem: relevant data and deformed mesh snapshots.
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Figure 28: Ironing problem: results for the load in terms of pseudo-time, compared with
the values reported by Yang et al. [42] and Hartmann et al. [19].
A finer mesh with a bottom block containing a 12×12×8 arrangement is also adopted for
comparison purposes. Although Temizer considered frictionless contact, we here adopt
µ = 0.2 for application with our projection algorithm. The load/deflection results ob-
tained are compared with the results of Temizer (which are scaled by 1/100) and shown
in Figure 39, where a good agreement can be observed.
6.6 Compressed concentric spheres
The work by Puso and Laursen [29] presents the concentric sphere problem indicating
premature failure of the node-to-face algorithm (even in the frictionless case). Meshes are
purposively incompatible to force gap discontinuities to occur during sliding of contact
faces. Figure 40 presents the relevant data for this problem (we explicitly represent the
two obstacles which are not visible in the original paper). We solve this problem to
a slightly lower imposed displacement and inspect the effect of friction in the interface
between the two hollow spheres (contact with the obstacles has zero friction coefficient).
Note that, in [29], no friction was present. Figure 41 shows the reaction results, compared
with the values reported by Puso and Laursen [29]. We note that for the highest value
of friction coefficient (µ = 2.0) some oscillations appear. For µ = 0.0 there are also
some irregularities in the uZ −RZ curve since frictionless sliding induces more active face
changes during iteration. The evolution of the energy error during Newton iteration is
shown in Figure 42. We can observe that for µ = 0.2, more iterations are required for
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Figure 29: Post buckling of an elasto-plastic cylinder. A picture corresponding to the 5
wrinkles (cf. 4 were reported by Laursen [24]) is also shown.
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Figure 30: Post buckling of an elasto-plastic cylinder: compression/reaction results. A
comparison with the results reported by Laursen [24] is performed.
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Figure 31: Post buckling of an elasto-plastic cylinder: sequence of wrinkle formation.
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Figure 32: Geometrical, boundary conditions and constitutive data for the ring frictional
tests.
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(b) Ring test II: contour plots for effective plastic strain.
Figure 33: Sequence of configurations for the two ring tests.
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(b) Ring test II.
Figure 34: Results for the two frictional tests involving rings.
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Figure 35: Effect of choice of master surface.
convergence in later stages.
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Figure 36: 3D ironing problem: relevant data and deformed meshes.
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Figure 37: Reactions and comparison with the results of Puso and Laursen (cf. [30]).
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Figure 42: Compressed concentric spheres: Evolution of energy error in Newton iteration
for µ = 0.0, µ = 0.5 and µ = 2.0 (scaled to be 1 for each first iteration). First 200
iterations (with history updating counting as an extra iteration) are shown.
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Abstract. Finite volume method is the usual framework to deal with numerical approxi-
mations for hyperbolic systems such as Shallow-Water or Euler equations due to its natural
built-in conservation property. Since the first-order method produces too much numerical
diffusion, popular second-order techniques, based on the MUSCL methodology, have been
widely developed in the ’80s to provide both accurate solutions and robust schemes, avoid-
ing non-physical oscillations in the vicinity of the discontinuities. Although second-order
schemes are accurate enough for the major industrial applications, they still generate too
much numerical diffusion for particular situations (acoustic, aeronautic, long time simu-
lation for Tsunami) and very high-order methods i.e. larger than third-order, are required
to provide an excellent approximation for local smooth solution as well as an efficient con-
trol on the spurious oscillations deriving from the Gibbs’ phenomenon. During the ’90s
and up to nowadays, two main techniques have been developed to tackle the accuracy issue.
The ENO/WENO which can cast in the finite volume context mainly concerns structured
grids since the unstructured case turns to be very complex with a huge computational cost.
The Discontinuous Galerkin method handles very well accurate approximations but the
computational cost and implementation effort are also very high. In 2010 was published
a seminal paper that proposed a radically different method. The philosophy consists to
use an a posteriori approach to prevent from creating oscillations whereas the traditional
methods employ an a priori method which dramatically cuts the accuracy order. In this
document, I shall briefly present the MOOD method, show its main advantages and give
an overview of the current applications.
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1 A SMALL HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
Numerical schemes for hyperbolic problems date back from the beginning of the ’50s with
the Mathematical And Numerical Integrator And Calculator Project (MANIAC project) to
calculate the nuke fission or solve simple hydrodynamic problems [1, 2]. Finite difference
was the unique framework to design numerical schemes and reaches the peak of its golden
age with the book of Richtmyer and Morton [3]. Nevertheless, the method suffers of
two major drawbacks: it is not conservative and continuity of the solution is required
(at least) since one has to define punctual real values at the grid nodes. In a pioneer
work, S. K. Godunov proposes in 1959 [4] a new method based on flux evaluations across
the interfaces between cells. The main benefits are the built-in conservation property
and the use of the mean values which enable discontinuous solutions discretization. The
method takes advantage of the divergence form of the conservation laws and makes use
of the divergence theorem (or Green theorem) on each cell, providing a set of semi-
discrete equations associated to the constant piecewise unknowns. Such a method is
very robust but suffers of a large amount of numerical diffusion providing at most a
first-order scheme. Linear second-order methods such as the Lax-Wendroff method, i.e.
the coefficients combining the unknown values do not depend on the solution, suit very
well for smooth solutions but the so-called Gibbs’ phenomenon occurs when dealing with
discontinuities: oscillations characterized by local overshoots and undershoots create non
physical approximations and should be eliminated. In the ’70s, Van leer [5] introduces
an important new concept: the Monotonic Upstream-Centered Scheme for Conservation
Laws method (or MUSCL method) where a non-linear procedure is applied to eliminate
the creation of new extrema still preserving a local linear representation in the smooth
regions of the solution. Extensions for non-linear hyperbolic problems for two- or three-
dimensional geometries give rise to a very important literature up to nowadays [6] and
the technique is still very popular in the industrial context (most of the hydrodynamics
codes use the MUSCL limiter) while almost all finite volume commercial codes implement
the technique. The main drawbacks of the MUSCL method are its limitation to second-
order schemes (with some rare exceptions) and the procedure strongly reduces the optimal
accuracy. To provide higher order, a new method was proposed in the ’90s based on the
selection of several polynomial reconstructions associated to a given cell[7] such that,
on the one hand, the accuracy is optimal for smooth solution and, on the other hand,
the method reduces the creation of oscillations controlled by a smoothness indicator. The
Essentially Not Oscillating method (ENO) and its Weighted version WENO were the state
of the art of the very high-order (larger than three) finite volume methods at the beginning
of the 2010s and the reader can refer to the recent review in [8]. In 2010, we have initiated
a series of papers on the development of a new technology to suppress the oscillations while
preserving the high accuracy for the smooth solutions. The Multidimensional Optimal
Order Detection method radically differs from the other techniques since it is based on an
a posteriori approach (or objective approach) whereas the traditional way addresses an
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a priori procedure (or speculative approach) to determine whether or not a polynomial
reconstruction is eligible. Moreover, unlike to the other methods, we can plug some
physical constraints into the limiting (detection) procedures which turns out a very good
advantage with respect to the traditional methods.
The rest of the paper is as following. We give the general framework of the finite volume
method using very high-order approximations for hyperbolic systems. We address a short
issue on the polynomial reconstructions and highlight the major difficulties to provide the
optimal accuracy. Section three is dedicated to the MOOD method where we detail the
algorithm and highlight the main advantages with respect to the traditional methods. We
give in the fourth section some examples of numerical applications where we assess the
accuracy and demonstrate the robustness of the method.
2 VERY HIGHT-ORDER FINITE VOLUME METHOD
For the sake of simplicity, we shall consider a hyperbolic scalar problem on a bounded
domain Ω where one seek the function φ
∆
=φ(t, x) such as
∂tφ+ ∂x1F1(φ) + ∂x2F2(φ) = 0 (1)
where F1(φ) and F2(φ) are the physical flux with x = (x1, x2). We prescribe the Dirichlet
condition φ = φD on the inflow interface Γ
− given by
Γ− = {x ∈ ∂Ω; F ′1(φD)n1 +F ′2(φD)n2 < 0}, Γ+ = {x ∈ ∂Ω; F ′1(φD)n1 +F ′2(φD)n2 ≥ 0},
with n = (n1, n2) the outward normal vector on the boundary while F
′
1 and F
′
2 stands
for the derivatives of the physical flux with respect to φ. As an example, the linear
convection equation F1(φ) = u1φ F2(φ) = u2φ cast in the general framework. Shallow
water equations or the Euler system cast in a more general vector-values hyperbolic system
where the boundary conditions turns to be more complex to be defined.
2.1 Mesh and notations
We introduce the following notations illustrated in Figure 1 to design the numerical
scheme. The computational domain Ω is assumed to be a polygonal bounded set of
R2 divided into polygonal cells ci with mi the cell centroid, i ∈ Eel the cell index set. For
a given cell ci, we denote by eij the edges of ci such that
• j ∈ Eel if there exists an adjacent cell cj with eij = ci ∩ cj;
• j = D if eiD = ci ∩ ΓD.
To avoid a specific treatment of the boundary edges we introduce E˜el = Eel ∪ {D}, the
cell index set augmented with index D for the Dirichlet condition and N for the reflec-
tion/transmission condition. We then define the set νi of all the indexes j ∈ E˜el such that
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eij is an edge of ci.
For each edge eij, i ∈ Eel, j ∈ νi, nij stands for the unit normal vector going from ci
to cj and τij is the unit tangent vector such that nij, τij is a counter-clockwise oriented
basis. We denote by mij the edge midpoint, while
(
ξr, qij,r
)
, r = 1, ..., R stands for the
quadrature rule for the numerical integration on eij, where ξr is the weight associated
to the rth quadrature point qij,r. If index j = D (resp. j = N), niD and τiD represent
the outward unit normal vector and unit tangent vector while miD and qiD,r are the edge
midpoint and Gauss points.
nij
ci
cj
eij
niD
eiD
qij,r
miD
mijmi
ci
ν i
Figure 1: Mesh and notations (left). Definition of index set νi (right).
The generic first-order finite volume scheme writes
φn+1i = φ
n
i −∆t
∑
j∈νi
|eij|
|ci| F
n
ij, (2)
where φni is an approximation of the mean value of V at time t
n on cell ci, ∆t stands
for the time step, |eij| and |ci| are, respectively, the length of edge eij and the area of
cell ci. Vector Fij represents a numerical approximation of the conservative flux across
the interface eij. In the following, we shall denote by Φ the vector collecting all the
approximation φni , i ∈ Eel.
2.2 Polynomial reconstructions
To improve the accuracy of the scheme, polynomial reconstruction are providing in order
to evaluate a very good approximation on both side of the interface we shall plug into
the numerical flux. To achieve high-order approximations, polynomial reconstructions
are involved to produce local representations of the approximation (see [9, 10, 12] for the
conservative case and [13] for the extension to the diffusive flux case). We recall here the
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fundamental lines of the reconstruction for the sake of consistency and to introduce the
notations.
For a given cell ci and a polynomial degree d, we associate the stencil S(ci, d) constituted
of cells we pick-up around the reference cell ci and we shall denote by φi(x; d) a local
polynomial function of degree d associated to cell ci with the following structure
φi(x; d) = φi +
∑
1≤|α|≤d
Rαi
(
(x−mi)α −Mαi
)
,
with φi an approximation of the φ mean value on cell ci, α = (α1, α2) the multi-index,
|α| = α1 + α2 (see [12] for a detailed description) and
Mαi =
1
|ci|
∫
ci
(x−mi)α dx,
such that the following conservativity property holds
1
|ci|
∫
ci
φi(x; d) dx = φi.
To compute the reconstruction coefficients, we introduce the quadratic functional
Ei(Ri) =
∑
`∈S(ci,d)
(
1
|c`|
∫
c`
φi(x; d) dx− φ`
)2
,
where φ` are approximated mean values on cells c` of the stencil and Ri = (Rαi )1≤|α|≤d
is the vector which gathers all the components. We seek for vector Ri which minimises
the functional and denote by φ̂i(x; d) the associated polynomial. In [13], a detailed pre-
sentation of the method is given to provide the solution Ri. An important point is the
consistancy of the reconstruction process with all the polynomial of degree d to guarantee
that we achieve a d+ 1th-order of accuracy.
2.3 The generic finite volume scheme
Numerical flux Fnij in relation (2) is a first-order of approximation of the exact mean value
of the flux across the interface
1
|eij|
∫
eij
(
F1(φ(t, x))n1 + F2(φ(x, t))n2
)
ds.
To provide a better approximation of the flux, one has to first use a high order quadrature
rule for the flux integration along the edge using Gauss points qij,r, and secondly, an
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accurate approximation at the Gauss points. Then the generic high order finite volume
scheme writes
φn+1i = φ
n
i −∆t
∑
j∈νi
|eij|
|ci|
R∑
r=1
ξrF(φ̂i(qij,r; d), φ̂j(qij,r; d), nij), (3)
with ξr the weights of the quadrature formulae and F(·, ·, nij) the numerical flux from ci
toward cj. For example the upwind flux or the Lax friedrichs flux are commonly used in
the case of the advection but other flux are proposedin [14].
3 THE MOOD METHOD
Relation (3) coupling with the polynomial reconstruction and assuming that ∆ satisfies
some stability CFL condition provides a very accurate approximation when dealing with
smooth solution. unfortunately, it is well-known that even with smooth initial and bound-
ary condition, solutions may present discontinuities and the stability no longer holds while
non physical oscillations give rise. The main goal is to locally reduce the polynomial de-
gree in domains where the solution is discontinuous while preserving the optimal order
where the function is smooth.
3.1 The a priori limiting procedure versus the a posteriori detection
Limiters are non-linear procedures providing a reduction of the polynomial degrees to
reinforce the stability. We refer to a priori limiting procedures in relation with the update
step i.e. the stage which consists in assembling the flux contributions of each interface of
the cell. Therefore, an a priori limiting procedure modifies the polynomial function used
to evaluate φ̂i(qij,r; d) and φ̂j(qij,r; d).
As an example, the MUSCL technique is base on a local linear reconstruction φ̂i(x; 1) =
φi + ai(x − mi) where ai stands for a first-order approximation of the gradient. To
annihilate the Gibbs’ effect, a limiter χi ∈ [0, 1] is introduced into the reconstruction and
we set φ̂i(x; 1) = φi +χiai(x−mi) such that χ1 = 0 provides the first-order scheme. The
value of the limiter is obtained via an local analysis of the gradient in the vicinity of the
cells. We sum-up the main drawback of the limiting procedure.
• No physical considerations are introduced in the computation of χi such as the
positivity preserving principle.
• The limiter is almost activated even when not necessary. This is the main problem
of the a priori procedure since it is based on the ”precautionary principle” leading
to an over-limitation which results into a strong reduction of accuracy.
• The a priori procedure is always carried out for each cell since is no simple way
to detect if the limiting algorithm is really necessary. Unnecessary computational
overheads result from this consideration.
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• Mathematical properties such as the maximum principle are hard to achieved with
second-order scheme and the CFL condition is usually more restrictive inducing
more time steps to compute.
In other words, the a priori philosophy is blind and operates indiscriminately without in-
dications on the real requirements and consequences on the updated approximations. The
MOOD method is based on an a posteriori philosophy where, in short, the idea consists
in using the maximum polynomial degree for the reconstruction, to evaluate the flux, to
update the solution and then make some corrections only if it is really necessary, up to the
user criteria. The main advantage is that we have new and objective informations deriv-
ing from a predictor called the candidate solution that we analyse and check to determine
which cells or polynomial functions have to be really modified. The a posteriori concept
enables to dramatically reduce the computational cost, integrate physical properties and
better preserve the accuracy.
3.2 The MOOD loop
The main idea of the MOOD method is to determine, for each cell, the optimal degree that
one can employ in the polynomial reconstruction that provides both the best accuracy and
satisfies some stability conditions. In the following, we summarise the main ingredients of
the method and refer to [10, 12] and the reader can find some extension in [15, 16, 17, 18].
The point is to compute an admissible and accurate solution Φn+1 from Φn in a sense
we shall present is the sequel. To this end, we introduce the Cell Polynomial Degree di
(in short CellPD) as the degree of the polynomial function associated to cell ci, while dij
stands for the Edge Polynomial Degree (in short EdgePD) associated to edge eij. We
deduce the EdgePD map from the CellPD map using the simple rule dij=min(di, dj) and
compute the approximations φij,r, φji,r, r = 1, . . . , R at point qij,r on both sides of the
edge using the polynomial reconstructions φ̂i and φ̂j of degree dij. The main problem
is the determination of the CellPD map such that the solution (Phi)n+1 is admissible.
A fundamental assumption underlying the method is that the first-order scheme (also
named the parachute scheme) will satisfy all the requirements of what we shall call an
eligible solution. Consequently, one can reduce the polynomial degree until reaching
the first-order scheme if necessary in the worst cases and then provide an admissible
approximation. Parachute scheme are the usual upwind, Rusanov, HLL schemes which
have very good properties from the stability point of view but generate a large amount
of numerical diffusion.
Two independent mechanisms are involved in the MOOD method: the detection procedure
and the limitation procedure. The detection stage is based on the notion of A-eligible
set, where we check each cell to determine whether the numerical solution is admissible or
not. The limitation procedure mainly consists in reducing the polynomial degree where
it is necessary to avoid the appearance of numerical instabilities.
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3.2.1 A-eligible set
The detection procedure is the core of the method. We establish criteria to determine
whether the approximation of the mean values on cells correspond to an admissible so-
lution or not. We here rephrase the abstract framework proposed in [10, 12] and denote
by A the set of detection criteria (for example the positivity of the water height in the
shallow-water context) that the numerical approximation has to respect on each cell. We
say that a candidate solution is A-eligible if it fulfils all the criteria of A.
If the candidate solution is not A-eligible on cell ci, then we reduce the polynomial de-
gree of the respective cell. However, the solution may not be A-eligible regardless of the
set A even if the polynomial degree is zero for the cell. Consequently, we shall consider
the numerical solution acceptable on the cell if either it is A-eligible or is a first-order
approximation (i.e. the CellPD has been decremented to zero). Several techniques have
been developed in [10, 12] to reduce the computational cost and avoid re-evaluation of
all the fluxes on the whole domain. On the other hand, we extend the MOOD algorithm
initially designed for a one-time step Euler scheme to the TVD-RK3 scheme by applying
the MOOD procedure to each sub step of the TVD-RK3 procedure. Therefore, for sake
of simplicity, in the following we shall present the MOOD procedure for just one step,
bearing in mind that the TVD-RK3 scheme is a succession of sub steps. Other methods
to compute the candidate solution in time use the ADER methodology.We refer to [18]
for a presentation of the MOOD procedure in that case.
3.2.2 Candidate Solution and evaluation
In Figure 3.2.2, we display the principle of the MOOD loop. Assume that an approxima-
tion Φn is known. We first set the CellPD at the maximum polynomial degree value such
that we carry out the reconstruction with the highest accuracy. We plug the values at the
Gauss points into the numerical flux and then evaluate the candidate solution Φ?. Each
cell are analysed to check whether it is eligible or not. The problematic cells are then
corrected by the reduction of the polynomial degree and new polynomial reconstructions,
new flux are evaluated, providing a new candidate solution .
Figure 2: The MOOD loop
The loop stops when all the cell pass all the criteria of the A-eligible set. Then the
candidate solution Φ? turns to be the solution Φn+1 at time tn+1. It is important to notice
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that only the interface which the cells have been modified have to be recomputed hence
the computational cost associated to a re-evaluation of the cell is very low.
3.2.3 Detection criteria and detector chain
A detector is a criterion which enable to quantify or qualify the local candidate solution.
From the detector, one can take a decision about the eligibility of the cell. Usually,
several detectors are involved in a so-call detector chain where each detector evaluate a
specific aspect of the solution such as the positivity, the smoothness, the oscillations and
so on. Some detectors notice that the cell is or may potentially be problematic while
other detectors release the potential problematic cells. We report to [11] and [19] for a
list of detectors.
To highlight the method, we just present two simple detectors. The Physical Admissible
Detector (PAD) requires that the candidate solution φ?i > 0 and is very important for
the shallow water problem φ = h the water height or for the Euler system φ = ρ. An
other PAD could be φ?i ∈ [0, 1] which is very important if we are dealing with a mass or
a volume fraction. A second detector is the Extrema Detector (ED) which check if φ?i
is a local extremum with respect to the neighbour cells. Indeed, when an oscillations is
created, new extrema are generated and the (ED) detects potential over- or under-shoots.
The detector chain organization is very important to safe computational resource and
take very quickly a decision. For example if we detect that the solution is negative with
the PAD, we immediately state that the cell is problematic and no more evaluation for
this cell is required. In the same way, if the (ED) is not activated (we do not have an
extremum), we immediately mark the cell as clean and no more effort are necessary.It
result that only a very small number of cells are really treated (less than 5% in practice)
hence the detection procedure is very fast. Moreover, one can easily check that the
detection procedure is highly parallelizable since the analysis of each cell is independent
from one to each other. An other interesting point is that the choice of the variables used
for the detection process may be different from the primitive or conservative ones. For
instance, in [15] the entropy is used in the detector to keep the scheme from violating the
entropy condition.
4 NUMERICAL TESTS AND EXAMPLES
We present several test cases where the efficiency, robustness and accuracy of the MOOD
method are highlighted. Numerical errors are evaluated in the L1 and L∞ norms setting
L1-error:
I∑
i=1
|φNi − φexi |/I and L∞-error: max
i
|φNi − φexi |,
where (φexi ) and (φ
N
i ) are respectively the exact and the approximated mean values of
function φ on cell ci at the final time t
N = T and I = #Eel.
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4.1 Linear convection
We first consider the simple convection of the double sine function on the academic square
with periodic condition given by
∂tφ+∇.((1, 1)tφ) = 0
where the initial function is φ(0, x) = sin(2pix1) sin(2pix2). Figure 3 presents the con-
vergence rate using two different detector chains. The first one (left panel) only detect
the extrema and set the CellPD to 0 whether the extremum derives from an oscillation
or is a real and smooth extremum. The second detector chain is supplemented with a
smooth detector which release the (ED) when dealing with a smooth extrema. It results
that the second chain enable the optimal error for all the reconstruction considered in the
simulation.
Figure 3: Advection of the double sine function with a constant velocity and periodic condition. Conver-
gence curves with different detectors.
An other classical test is the slotted cylinder problem. The velocity is not constant but
define a global rotation with respect to the origin. After a full revolution, Figure 4 left
top panel gives an general view of the three shapes that rotate while the top central panel
zooms out the slotted cylinder. After a full revolution, the slotted cylinder is smeared and
the gap has almost disappeared when using the traditional MUSCL method as presented
in the right top panel. The P1 reconstruction associated to the MOOD method provides
a lightly better results (bottom left panel) but the P3 and P5 reconstructions manage to
preserve the shape. Notice that after half of revolution, the cylinder crosses a portion of
the mesh where the cells size are of the same order of the gap. In all the simulations, the
maximum principle is strictly respected and no over- or under-shoots are reported.
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Figure 4: Full revolution of several geometrical figures. The slotted cylinder is well-preserved when using
very high-order reconstruction. No maximum principle violation are reported in the simulations.
4.2 Shallow water equations
The shallow water is an important applications for the modelling of river, coast or
Tsunami. In [11], the shallow-water system equipped with the non-conservative term
deriving from the varying bathymetry is considered
∂th+∇.(hU) = 0,
∂t(hU) +∇.(hU ⊗ U + 1
2
gh2I2) = −gh∇b,
where h is the water height, U = (u1, u2)
T the velocity, U ⊗ U the tensorial product,
Q = hU the mass flow, I2 the R2 identity matrix, b the bathymetry with respect to a
reference level and g the gravitational acceleration. A sophisticated finite volume method
using the MOOD methodology was used to provide numerical approximations.
a steady-state vortex flow with varying bathymetry characterised by
H(x, y) = H∞ − A
2
4g
e2(1−r
2), u(x, y) = Ayˆe(1−r
2), v(x, y) = Axˆe(1−r
2),
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with xˆ = x − x0, yˆ = y − y0, and r2 = xˆ2 + yˆ2. We take H∞ = 1, A = 1, and
x0 = y0 = 0, while the bathymetry function is given by b(r) = 0.2e
(1−r2)/2. Figure 5
depicts the geometry of the vortex as well as the velocity field for the square domain
Ω = [−3, 3]× [−3, 3].
The simulations are carried out until the final time tfinal = 1 s where we test the MOOD
procedure performance using different detectors, namely the DMP against DMP+u2. For
that purpose, we consider four Delaunay meshes of 800, 3194, 12742 and 50958 triangles
and perform simulations with P2, P3 and P5 for the conservative variables, while the
reconstruction for the b function is exact with the P2 polynomial. Initial conditions are
prescribed using the steady-state solution and the Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed
on the Gauss points of the boundary edges. The convergence results obtained for the
total height are presented in Table 1.
Figure 5: Free surface and velocity field for the static vortex with a 800 triangles mesh.
We report that we obtain the optimal order in all the cases and highlight the capacity of
the MOOD method to deal with non-conservative problem.
Table 1: Total height L1- and L∞-errors and convergence order for the static vortex.
Nb of P2 P3 P5
Cells err1 err∞ err1 err∞ err1 err∞
800 4.85e-04 — 6.82e-03 — 8.69e-05 — 1.39e-03 — 3.89e-05 — 9.25e-04 —
3194 7.66e-05 2.7 9.99e-04 2.8 5.86e-06 3.9 8.16e-05 4.1 6.64e-07 5.9 1.41e-05 6.0
12742 1.02e-05 2.9 1.41e-04 2.8 3.67e-07 4.0 5.57e-06 3.9 1.05e-08 6.0 2.21e-07 6.0
50918 1.30e-06 3.0 1.86e-05 2.9 2.29e-08 4.0 4.26e-07 3.7 1.82e-10 5.9 3.55e-09 6.0
A more complex and realistic simulation test is an extension of the classical 2D partial
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dam-break problem (see e.g. [20] and references therein). We assume that the reservoir
(left part of the domain in Figure 6) is higher than the river (right part of the domain), the
two entities being relied by a ramp with constant slope. We study the outflow just after the
dam rupture until a final simulation time tfinal = 7 s. Several characteristic structures will
be analysed to evaluate the scheme accuracy and robustness, namely numerical diffusion
of the discontinuity, the vortexes deepness as an accuracy assessment and the oscillations
around shocks generated by the outflow as a robustness assessment. The domain we
Figure 6: Partial dam-break geometry and the Delaunay mesh (24750 triangles).
consider has been proposed in [20] and the Delaunay mesh, composed of 24750 triangles,
is depicted in Figure 6. The breach corresponds to the sub domain [−5, 5]× [−5, 70] and
the bathymetry function is given by
b(x, y) =

1 , −100 ≤ x < −5,
0.1(5− x) , −5 ≤ x < 5,
0 , 5 ≤ x ≤ 100,
while the initial free surface is given by
H(x, y, 0) =
{
10 , −100 ≤ x < 5,
5 , 5 ≤ x ≤ 100.
At the initial time t = 0 the system is assumed to be at rest and we prescribe reflection
boundary conditions on the whole boundary. The bathymetry is characterised by a P1
polynomial reconstruction since the domain is flat or constituted of a linear ramp. Nu-
merical simulations have been carried out a chain of detectors which include the PAD,
the Extrema Detector and the u2 detector (see [10]) which evaluate the smoothness of the
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Figure 7: Total height at tfinal using the DMP+u2
ν detector. Left top panel: P2. Right top panel: P3.
Left bottom panel: P5. Right bottom panel: CellPD map with the P5 reconstruction at final time.
solution. we display in Figure 7 the total height at the final time using the new DMP+u2 ν
detector for different polynomial reconstructions P2, P3 and P5. From the stability point
of view, the oscillations nearby the shock wave are very well-contained for the P2 case
and are small (below 0.6%) with the P3 reconstruction, mainly confined near the upper
boundary. As for the P5 situation, oscillations are spread along a large part of the shock
wave and represent up to 1.0% of the total height. The CellPD map (see Figure 7 right
bottom) shows that the polynomial degree and we observe that in fact very few cells have
to be cured.
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4.3 Euler system
We end the series of numerical experiences with the Euler system which represents an
excellent prototype of complex flow. We reproduce the equations
∂t

ρ
ρu1
ρu2
E
+ ∂x1

ρu1
ρu21 + p
ρu1u2
u1(E + p)
+ ∂x2

ρu2
ρu1u2
ρu22 + p
u2(E + p)
 = 0,
with ρ the density, U = (u1, u2) the velocity, P the pressure, E the total energy per unit
volume
E = ρ
(
1
2
(u21 + u
2
2) + e
)
,
and we assume the equation of state e = p
ρ(γ−1) .
We aim to reproduce the propagation of a shock in a cylinder and determine all the
interactions and reflections between the waves and the wall. Figure 8 displays a picture
of the cavity where an initial strong shock travelling from left to right hits the cavity and
develops complex structures.
Figure 8: Design of the cavity. An incident pressure wave shocks with the curved cavity and generates
complex reflection waves.
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We give in Figure 9 the mesh used for the computation and underline that we mix different
type of elements (triangle and quadrilateral cell) without any problem. Also notice that
the mesh presents strong form factor that the reconstruction process and the MOOD
method handle without any problem.
Figure 9: Mix 2D Mesh with 193.000 elements of the cavity
The simulations are carried out with the MOOD-P3 method (fourth-order) using the PAD
and the u2 Detection Process. Figure 10 is rendered as a full mesh by symmetry even
if the computation was done on a half-domain to easier compare with physical results
of [21]. The simulation is clearly in agreement with the experience and demonstrate the
high capacity of the MOOD method to handle complex shock structures and contact
discontinuities.
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this document, we propose an overview of the MOOD method as a new technique
to substitute the ENO/WENO or Discontinuous Galerkin framework. After five years
of development, the methodology has grown up and becomes mature. In particular, the
capacity to handle discontinuities, to track interfaces while preserving the accuracy for
regular solutions have proved that the method turns to be an efficient alternative to the
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Figure 10: Experimental and simulation of the shock after hitting the cavity with the MOOD-P3 method.
We observe that the structures are very well reproduced.
two other methods. In particular, the control of the polynomial degree is more efficient,
the detection procedure faster and the physical restrictions of the solution are better
included in the non-linear procedure. The capacity to handle unstructured meshes with
different kind of cells and shapes associated to the low sensitivity to the form factor make
the MOOD method a very versatile technology that, we expect, will be adopted in the
next 10 years by a larger community.
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Abstract: Composite materials are known for their tailor-made properties, being the fiber
reinforced  laminate  composites  a  commonly  used  type  of  composite.  Other  types  of
composites such as particulate composites have however an additional ability to vary in a
continuous form the proportions of the phases involved in the composite manufacturing.
This  characteristic  is  an  important  feature  as  it  enables  the  minimization  of  abrupt
stresses transitions that always appear when laminates are used. The variation of phases’
mixture in space can be specified to obey to a predetermined pattern.
In  the  present  work,  one  considers  the  possibility  of  the  constituents  of  a  dual-phase
particulate composite plate, to vary either using an exponent power law or an exponential
law,  which  in  this  last  situation  allows  admitting  a  sandwich  configuration.  A  set  of
illustrative cases considering moderately thick plates, is presented to allow for a comparative
study concerning their static and free vibrations behavior.
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1. Introduction
Multilayered materials are used in many structures of mechanical and civil engineering as
well  as  in  architecture  and  biomedical  fields.  In  conventional  laminated  composite
structures,  homogeneous  elastic  laminae  are  bonded  together  to  obtain  enhanced
mechanical and thermal  properties [1]. The main inconvenience of such an assembly is
that  they  create  stress  concentrations  along  interfaces.  This  situation  can  lead  to
delaminations, crackings, and another damage mechanisms which result from the abrupt
change  of  the  mechanical  properties  ate  the  interface  between  the  layers.  One  way to
overcome  this  problem  is  to  use  functionally  graded  materials  (FGMs)  within  which
material properties vary continuously.
In those materials the volume fractions of two or more materials are varied as a function
of position along certain dimension(s) of the structure to achieve a required function [2].
For example, a barrier plate structures for high-temperature applications may form from a
mixture of ceramic an a metal. The composition is varied from a ceramic-rich surface to a
metal-rich surface, with a desired variation of the volume fractions of the two materials in
between  the  two  faces.  The  ceramic  constituent  of  the  material  provides  the  high-
temperature resistance due to its low thermal conductivity [3]. The gradual change of the
material  properties  can  be tailored  to  different  applications  ans  working environments.
This  makes  FGMs  preferable  in  many  applications.  The  continuous  change  in  the
microstructure of FGMs distinguish them from the fibre-reinforced laminated composite
materials, which have the drawbacks mentioned before.
As related research and work considering those materials, one can be referred the work of
Fukui  and  Yamanaka  [4]  in  which  they  examined  the  effects  of  the  gradition  of
components on the strength and deformation of thick-walled functionally graded material
tubes  under  internal  pressure.  Fukui  et  al.  [5]  further  extended their  previous  work by
considering a thick-walled FGM tube under uniform thermal loading, and investigated the
effect of graded components on residual stresses. They generated an optimum composition
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of  the  FGM  tube  by  minimizing  the  compressive  circumferential  stress  at  the  inner
surface. Fuchiyama and his colleagues [6] used an eight-node quadrilateral axisymmetric
element  to  study  transient  thermal  stresses  and  stress  intensity  factors  of  FGMs  with
cracks. In their analysis, they concluded that temperature-dependent properties should be
considered in order to obtain more realistic results.
Recent work involving FGMs as been done, and we can refer Nguyen et  al.  [1,7],  that
used  the  first-order  deformation  plate  models  for  modelling  structures  made  of
functionally  graded  materials  to  investigated  the  appropriates  transverse  shear  factors
values that should be used in the structural problems. In [1] they pontificated that factors
by  deriving  it  transverse  shear  stresses  by  using  the  energy  considerations  from  the
expression of membrane stresses. Then, using the obtained transverse shear factor, they
performed a numerical  analysis  on a simply supported FGM square plate whose elastic
properties were isotropic at each point and varied through the thickness according to the
power law distribution. Further, in [7], they continued with that work, obtained additional
results in order to compare with their previous works.
In 2012, Loja et al. [8] studied the influence of different FGM's properties homogenization
schemes,  namely the schemes due to Voigt,  Hashin-Shtrikman and Mori-Tanaka,  which
can be used to obtain bounds estimates for the material properties of particulate composite
structures. In that work, finite element models were used in order to achieved this goal
and they concluded that, considering the studied schemes, the Mori-Tanaka and Hashin-
Shtrikman  estimes  leads  to  less  conservative  results  when  compared  to  Voigt  Rule  of
Mixtures. Tran et al.  [9] presented a novel formulation based on isogeometric approach
(IGA)  and  higher-order  deformation  plate  theory  (HDST)  to  study  the  behaviour  of
functionally  graded material  plates.  They investigated  the static,  dynamic  and buckling
analysis of rectangular ans circular plates considering different boundary conditions and
used the Mori-Tanaka technique and the Rule of Mixtures to predict the effective material
properties of FGM plates.
The  use  of  Multiquadric  RBFs to study deformations  of a  simply supported functionally
graded plate modeled by a third-order shear deformation theory was considered by Ferreira
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and his colleagues [10]. In [11], the authors used a global collocation method, the first-order
and the third-order shear deformations theories, the Mori-Tanaka technique to homogenize
material  properties,  and  approximated  the  trial  solution  with  multiquadric  radial  basis
functions to analyze free vibrations of FGMs. They founded that compute frequencies by  the
proposed method agree well with those from the other previous used analytical or numerical
solutions based on the meshless local Petrov-Galerkin formulations. In 2005, [12] it was used
the laywerwise deformation theory and multiquadric discretizations to performed the static
and free vibration analysis of composite plates. They considered the radial basis functions as
the approximation method for both the equations of motion and the boundary conditions and
concluded that the multiquadrics discretization combined with layerwise theory allows a very
accurate prediction of the natural frequencies.
A work published by [13] also used these functions as shape functions of a meshless method.
Once the gradients and higher derivatives are determined analytically and are continuous and
smooth,  using  RBF  in  the  context  of  meshless  methods  [14],  it  is  guaranteed  that  the
formulation of the structural behavioral problem is not compromised, leading to results as
good as provided for other methods, such as for example the finite element method, with the
advantage of a significant computational effort reduction, as previously referred. Therefore it
can be concluded that RBF can be used as approximating functions to model the behavior of a
generic structure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present a briefly
literature  review  related  with  the  methods  considered  to  calculate  the  distribution  of
materials  volume fraction  though the plates  thickness,  as well  as the,  FGMs properties
homogenization  schemes  used  to  predict  those  properties  in  each  point  of  the  plates.
Additionally, it is reviewed the main concepts of the first-order shear deformation theory
in static and free vibration analysis. Section 3 presents our considerations on the radial
basis interpolation, explaining the methods used to solve the problems considered in our
present work. The Kansa Unsymmetric Collocation Method is presented to interpolate the
functions  on  the  inner  points  and  boundary  points  of  the  plates.  The  presentation  of
numerical results of the static and dynamic problems and its analysis is developed within
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Section  4  where  a  several  studies  are  carried,  considering  different  geometrical
configurations for the plates, as well as, the distinct homogenization techniques presented
in next sections. At last, in Section 5, final remarks and conclusions are withdrawn.
2. Functionally graded materials
2.1 Introduction
Functionally  graded  material,  as  referred  in  previous  section,  is  a  composite  material
which is created by mixing two distinct material phases. Two mixed materials are often
ceramic at the top and metal at the bottom as shown in figure I.  In this work, dual-phase
FGM’s. In the study carried out two different volume fraction laws will  be considered,
namely  the  Exponential  Law  [15]  and  the  Power  Exponent  Law.  Concerning  to  the
homogenization  schemes,  the  commonly  known  Rule  of  Mixtures  [7,8,9],  and  Mori-
Tanaka Technique [7,8,9,10,11] are considered.
The dual-phases composites used in this paper are constituted by aluminium and a ceramic
which  can  be  one  of  three  different  materials,  which  mechanical  properties  can  be
observed in table I.
Table I – Mechanical and inertia properties of metallic and ceramic materials. 
Material Young Modulus Poisson's
Ratio υ
Density ρ (kg /m3 )
Aluminum (Al) 70 0.3 2707
Zirconia (ZrO2) 200 0.3 5700
Aluminium Oxide Al2O3 380 0.3 3800
Monotungsten Carbide (WC) 696 0.3 15600
2.1.1 Power Law Volume Fraction Distribution
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The Power Law is  one of the two volume fraction  distribution  laws considered  in  this
study, and in the present case is used to calculate the  metal volume fraction across the
thickness z. This distribution law is given as:
V c ( z )=( 12 + zh )
p
; Vm=1−V c (2.1)
where  subscripts  m and  c refer  to  the  metal  and  ceramic  constituents,  respectively.
Equation  (2.1) implies  that the reference system is located at  the middle surface of the
composite plate, and the volume fraction varies accordingly through the thickness affected
by the power index p.
In  addition,  in  the  present  work  two  distinct  configurations  for  the  plate  model  are
considered, being the one of them a full functionally graded model and the second a model
that is able to consider three different layers, i.e., one on the top constituted by metal with
a  certain  thickness,  a  intermediate  layer  which  material  properties  will  be  calculated
according  to  one  of  the  homogenization  schemes  used.  Figure  I  show  a  schematic
representation of a FGM with such configuration.
Figure I – Schematic representation of a functionally graded material composed by a ceramic phase on the
top and a metallic phase on the bottom.
2.1.2 Exponential Law Volume Fraction Distribution
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The other volume fraction  distribution used is  the Exponential  Law. Let  be an E-FGM
plate  of  thickness  2t,  unit  dimension  in  depth  and  infinitely  long  in  x direction,  fully
ceramic  at  the  bottom,  changing  to  fully  metal  at  the  top  surface.  The  material  in
intermediate region consists of varying proportions of those two materials, as considered
in  the  previous  distribution.  The  variation  in  z direction  for  example  for  the  Young’s
modulus, is given as follows [15,16]
E ( z )=Ec for  −t≤z≤−ec (2.2a)
E ( z )=A1e
B1 (a−z ) for  −ec≤z≤ec (2.2b)
E ( z )=Em for  ec≤z≤t (2.2c)
with A1=Em  and B1=
1
2ec
ln
Ec
Em
Figure  II  shows  a  schematic  representation  of  the  FGM  system  considering  the
nomenclature considered in that approach.
Figure II - Schematic of the functionally graded material (FGM) system considering the nomenclature
considered in Schematic Exponent Law presented.
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2.1.3 Rule of Mixtures Homogenization
The commonly designated Rule of Mixtures also called Voigt rule is one of the properties
homogenization schemes used.
The effective material properties according to the Rule of Mixture are the given by:
P (z )=(Pc−Pm )V c ( z )+Pm (2.3)
where  Pc, Pm denote the material  properties of the ceramic and the metal,  respectively,
including the Young's Modulus E, Poisson's ratio υ and density ρ.
2.1.4 Mori-Tanaka Homogenization
Another  approach  for  properties  homogenization,  which  contrarily  to  the  Rule  of
Mixtures,  consider  the  interactions  among  the  constituents  [10]  is  the  Mori-Tanaka
Technique that defines the effective bulk and shear modulus according to the relations:
K e−Km
K c−Km
=
V c
1+V m
Kc−Km
Km−4 /3 μm
(2.4)
μe−μm
μc−μm
=
V c
1+V m
μc−μm
μm+f 1
  (2.5)
where
f 1=
μm (9 Km+8 μm )
6 (Km+2μm)
. (2.6)
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And the effective values of Young's Modulus E and Poisson's ratio υ are given by:
E=
9K eμe
3K e+μe
; υ=
3K e−2 μe
2 (3 Ke+μe )
(2.7)
2.2 Governing equations for First-Order Shear Deformation Theory
Based  on  first-order  shear  deformation  theory  [17]  (FSDT),  the  displacements  of  an
arbitrary point in the plate are defined as:
u ( x,y,z,t )=u0 ( x,y,t )+zϕx ( x,y,t )
v ( x,y,z,t )=v0 ( x,y,t )+zϕ y ( x,y,t )
w ( x,y,z,t )=w0 ( x,y,t ) (2.8a-c)
where u0 and  v0 are the membrane displacements, φx and φy denote rotations about  the x
and y axes, respectively and w0 is the deflection of the mid-plane.
The relationship between strains and displacements is described by:
ϵ=[ϵxx ϵ yyγxy ]
T ϵ0+zκ1 , γ=[γxz γ yz ]
T ϵs (2.9a-b)
where ϵ=[ u0,xv0, yu0, y+v0,x ] , κ1=[
ϕx,x
ϕ y,y
ϕx,y+ϕy,x ]  and . ϵs=[ϕx+w0,xϕy+w 0,y ]
2.2.1 Static Analysis
A weak form of the static model for the plates under transverse loading q0 can be briefly
expressed as:
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∫
Ω
δ ϵT D¯ ϵdΩ+∫
Ω
δ γT A s γdΩ=∫
Ω
δw0 q0 dΩ (2.10)
where As= ∫
−h/2
h /2
Gdz , D¯=[A BB D ] ,
in which A= ∫
−h /2
h/2
Qdz , B= ∫
−h /2
h/2
Q zdz  and  D= ∫
−h/2
h/2
Q z2dz
The material matrices are given as:
Q= E
( z )
1−υ2 ( z ) [ 1 υ ( z ) 0υ ( z ) 1 00 0 (1−υ ( z ) )/2 ] , Q= E (z )2 (1+υ ( z )) [1 00 1 ] (2.11a-b)
and the Poisson's ratio υ(z) and Young Modulus E(z) are the effective material properties
and vary along the thickness direction.
2.2.2 Free Vibrations Analysis
For the free vibration analysis of the plates, weak form can be derived from the following
dynamic equations
∫
Ω
δ ϵT D¯ ϵdΩ+∫
Ω
δ γT D¯ s γdΩ=∫
Ω
δ~uTm~¨u dΩ (2.12)
where m denotes the mass matrix and is calculated according to consistent form:
m=[ I 0 0 00 I 0 00 0 I 0 ] , (2.13)
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where I 0=[ I1 I 3I2 I 3 ] , ( I 1, I 2, I 3 )= ∫−h /2
h /2
ρ ( z ) (1, z,z2 )dz ,
and ~u=[u1u2u3 ] , u1=[
u0
ϕx
ϕx+w0,x ] , u2=[
v0
ϕ y
ϕ y+w 0,y ] , u3=[
w0
0
0 ] .
2.2.3 Equilibrium equations
In FSDT the resultants {N}, {M} and {Q} are related with the deformations in terms of
the Membrane Stiffness Matrix A, Membrane-Bending Matrix B and Bending Matrix D as
follows:
{{N }{M } }={[A ] [B ][B ] [A ] }{ {ϵ }{κ1 }} , {Q }=[ A ] {ϵs } (2.14a-b)
where є, қ1 єs and  are defined as before.
3. Radial Basis Functions Interpolation
A generic real valued function f, depending on d variables, f: ℝd → ℝ ,can generically be
approximated by s: ℝd → ℝ , given the values {f(xi): i=1,2,...,n}, where {xi: i=1,2,...,n}
is a set of distinct points in ℝ  which consist on the nodes of interpolation. In the present
work we will consider approximations of the form:
s (x )=pm (x )+∑
i
n
λiΦ (‖x−xi‖) , x∈ℝ
d , λi∈ℝ (2.15)
where  pm is a low-degree polynomial (not compulsory), ||.||  denotes the Euclidean norm
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and  Φ is  a  fixed  function  from  ℝ+  to  ℝ  .  Then  the  coefficients,  λi ,  of  the
approximation  s are  determined  by  requiring  that  s satisfy  the  interpolation  and  side
conditions respectively:
s (x j )=f (x j) , j=1,2, .. . ,n (2.16)
∑
j=1
n
λ j q (x j )=0 , q∈πm
d (2.17)
The space of all polynomials of degree at most m in d variables is denoted by πdm. Some
typical examples of Φ  as well as their shape parameters are given in table II.
Table II – Types of different Radial Basis Functions.
RBF Type Parameter
Multiquadric
Gaussian
Thin Plate Spline
Logarithm
We must note that the Gaussian and multiquadric functions do not have any restriction on
nodes  while  in  the  other  two,  those  nodes  should  not  be  coplanar  [17].  The  shape
parameters exposed in table II, need to be determined for each type of problem in order to
guarantee a good performance. This can be done by carrying out a preliminary numerical
evaluation for each type of problem [18].
3.1 The Kansa Method (Multiquadrics)
In the present work there are considered the multiquadric  radial  basis  functions,  which
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depend only on the distance to a center point xj and has the form Φ (‖x−x i‖) [20].
Consider  a  set  of  nodes  x1, .. . ,xN∈Ω⊂ℝ .  The  radial  basis  functions  centered  at  xj are
defined as:
Φ j ( x )≡Φ (‖x−x j‖)∈Rd , j=1, .. . ,N (2.18)
where  ‖x−x j‖ is the Euclidean norm. The multiquadric functions we use, are of the form
showed in table II with q=0.5 and c=1/√N , in which N denote the number of nodes used in
each edge of the plate grid.
One of the main advantages of radial basis functions is the insensibility to spatial dimension,
making  the  implementation  of  this  method  much  easier  then,  e.g.,  finite  elements  [20].
Pairwise  distances  between  points  are  the  only  geometric  properties  as  required  by  the
method.
In this paper, it is proposed to use Kansa's unsymmetric collocation method [20].
Considering a boundary-valued problem with a domain  Ω⊂ℝd  and a linear elliptic partial
differential equation of the form
Lu (x )=s ( x )  in Ω (2.19)
Bu ( x )δΩ=f ( x )  on  δΩ (2.20)
where  δΩ  represents the boundary of the problem. We use points along the boundary (xj,
j=1,...,NB) and in the interior (xj, j=NB+1,...,N).
Let the RBF interpolant to the solution u(x) be as equation (2.15) without the pm (x )  term.
Collocation with the boundary data at the boundary points and with PDE ate the interior leads
to equations:
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sB ( x )=pm ( x )+∑
i
n
λi BΦ (‖x−x i‖)=F (xi ) , i=1,. .. ,N B (2.21)
s L ( x )=pm ( x )+∑
i
n
λ iLΦ (‖x−x i‖)=S ( x i ) , i=N B+1, . .. ,N (2.22)
where F (x i )  and S (x i )  are prescribed values ate the boundary nodes and the function values
ate  the  interior  nodes  respectively.  This  corresponds  to  a  system  of  equations  with  an
unsymmetric coefficient matrix, structured in matrix form as
(BΦLΦ ) [ λ ]=(FS ) (2.23)
3.2 The eigenproblem
For a linear elliptic partial diferential operator L and a bounded region Ω  in ℝd  with some
boundary δΩ , the eigenproblem seeks eigenvalues λ and u that satisfy
Lu+λu=0  in Ω (2.24)
LB u=0  in δΩ (2.25)
where LB is a linear boundary operator. The eigenproblem of (2.24) and (2.25) is replaced
by a finite-dimensional eigenvalue problem, based on RBF approximations.
The  operator  L is  then  approximated  by  a  matrix  that  incorporates  the  boundary
conditions. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix are then evaluated by standard
techniques.
To solve the those eigenprobems we consider  NI nodes in the interior of the domain and
NB nodes on the boundary, with  N=NI+NB.  We denote interpolation  points by  x i∈δΩ ,
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i=1,...,NB and x i∈Ω , i=NB+1,...,N. For the boundary conditions, we have:
∑
i=1
N
αi LBΦ (‖x−x j‖2)=0 , j=1, .. . ,NB   or  B α=0 (2.26)
For the interior points, we have that:
∑
i=1
N
αi LΦ (‖x−x j‖2)=λ
~
uT , j=N B+1,. . . ,N (2.27)
or , LTα=λ
~
uT where  LI=[LΦ (‖x−x j‖)2]N I×N .
Therefore,  we  can  write  a  finite-dimensional  problem  as  a  generalized  eigenvalue
problem:
( BLI ) [α ]=λ( 0A I )α (2.28)
where B= [ LBΦ (‖xNB−x j‖)2]NB×N   and A
I=[Φ (‖xN B+1−x j‖)2 ]N I×N .
The generalized eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these matrices are intended solutions.
3.3 Boundary conditions interpolation
In  the  present  work,  we  consider  the  simple  multiquadric  interpolation  to  impose  the
boundary  conditions,  i.e.,  for  each  boundary  node  one  interpolates  the  function
considering the Kansa's unsymmetrical collocation method [20]. In all the applications we
consider  simply  supported plates  along all  the edges  and these boundary condition  are
imposed as follows:
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Edges where x=0,x=a: Mxx=0; Nxx=0; φy=0, v0=0, w0=0;
Edges where y=0,x=b: Myy=0; Nyy=0; φx=0, u0=0, w0=0;
Hence, for the interpolation one can consider the equations (2.14a-b).
4. Numerical examples/ Applications
In this section one presents the results obtained considering different studies. Firstly we
performed a set of results in order to evaluate the methods implemented in this work.
Next, static and free vibrations studies are carried out for two different situations, one of
them  considering  a  continuous  properties  variation  through  all  the  thickness  of  the
material and the other by using discrete layers though the plate thickness. In sub-section
4.3, the results are obtained in order to investigate the exponent  p of power law volume
fraction distributing  that  lead  to  a  same bending stiffness  if  it  is  considered  the power
exponent law. Finally the stresses distributions are represented considering  some of the
cases studied in sub-section 4.2.
In all the cases carried out, it was considered a grid composed by 17x17 nodes, which it is
known to  provide  sufficient  accuracy  [21].  For  these  studies,  a  simply-supported  plate
along  all  its  edges  with  a  unit  length,  is  used,  and  in  the  static  analyses  a  uniformly
distributed load p0=104  Pa is considered.
4.1 Validation Cases
The results carried out to evaluate the mid-plane deflections are shown in table III. Those
results  are  compared  with  [1].  The  values  of  the  relative  deviations  (Dev)  are  also
presented  in  different  tables,  and  were  calculated  according  to  the  expression:
Dev= (valuepresent−valueREF ) /valueREF , where the subscripts present and REF, refer to the
values obtained in the present work and the ones obtained by the references, respectively.
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In evaluation cases, it  was considered Al/WC and  Al/A2O3 for the mid-plane deflection
and frequencies results, respectively.
Table III – Maximum deflections for Al/WC plate.
In the free vibration case considered for validation purposes, different aspect ratios were
adopted and the results were obtained for different values of the exponent p of the power
law volume fraction distribution. These results are presented in Table IVa-b and can be
compared with those obtained by [9].
Table IVa – Fundamental frequency for Al/A2O3 plate.
Table IVb – Fundamental frequency for Al/A2O3 plate (continued).
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As it can be seen, by tables III and IV, we can conclude that the results obtained in this
work are very similar to those 
4.2 Through thickness properties variation
Because  the  continuous  variation  of  the  phases  mixture  may  arise  some  practical
difficulties  in  its  implementation,  it  is  important  to  characterize/predict  the  differences
that can appear if instead that continuous gradation a layer by layer is achieved.
To this purpose, in this case study, one has implemented those two situations considering
the Mori-Tanaka homogenization scheme. In the layer by layer approach, each one has its
own  elastic  coefficients  that  were  calculated  assuming  a  constant  reinforcement  agent
volume fraction associated to the corresponding layer mid-plane thickness coordinate.
In tables V and VI, we can observe the results obtained considering a Al/WC FGM and
using a shear correction factor  k of 5/6 and 0.576 [1,7], respectively. The values of the
deviations  (Dev)  shown  in  those  tables  were  calculated  according  the  equation:
Dev= (valueCA−valueDA ) /valueCA ,  where  the  subscripts  CA and  DA refer  to  the  values
obtained  when  it  is  used  the  continuum  variation  of  the  properties  or  a  discrete
approximation respectively.
Table V – Mid-plane deflection: Continuous (CA), discrete (DA) properties variation. (k=5/6)
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Table VI – Mid-plane deflection: Continuous (CA), discrete (DA) properties variation. (k=0.576)
By observing tables V and VI, we can easily verify that the results obtained considering a
small  number  of  layers  lead  to  considerable  deviations  when  compared  with  the  ones
obtained by a continuous approximation, in specially for bigger values of the exponent p.
As it  should be expected,  when that  parameter  p is  null,  the  consideration  of  different
approaches  have  no  effect  in  the  results  since,  in  practice,  the  plate  is  an  isotropic
homogeneous material composed only by the ceramic phase.
Additionally, from the tables, one can conclude that using a discrete approach, and twenty
layers, is already a fair layer discretization, the results obtained are practically the same
obtained by a continuous approximating for the material properties distribution along the
plate thickness. The results show to be better when thick or moderately-thick plates are
considered.
Table VII presents the fundamental frequency values calculated for the plate composed by
Al/ A2O3.
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Table VII – Fundamental frequency: Continuous (CA), discrete (DA) properties variation. (k=5/6)
From table VII, we can  also conclude as previously. The fundamental frequencies obtained
through the  discrete  volume  fraction  approach  are closer  to the  ones  obtained  via  the
continuous approach, when a greater number of layers is used. Concerning to this effect when
associated to the exponent  p value,  it  is possible to say that the deviations between these
approaches increase with the increase of the exponent.
4.3 Volume fraction distributions
In this second study carried out, one wants to compare the effect of using each of the volume
fraction distributions previously presented, i.e. the exponential  law  and the exponent power
law, either concerning to the static deflection as well as with the free vibration response of the
FGM plate. In the present case, it was  used the Rule of Mixtures  to obtain the equivalent
properties. The exponent p of the power law distribution was determined in order to obtain the
same bending stiffness as if it was estimated  by using the exponential law  volume fraction
distribution. For the study of the free vibrations a similar approach was considered to relate
both distributions, thus in this later case the  exponent  p of the power law was calculated  in
order to obtain the same second moment of mass as the obtained through the exponential law.
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The  FGM’s  used  in  the  present  study  were Al/ZrO2,  Al/A2O3 and  Al/WC.  Different
geometric configurations were also adopted for the cross section of the plates. The FGM
were divided into three distinct layers, being the top and bottom layers composed entirely
by metallic material and ceramic material, respectively, and the middle layers by a mixture
of those materials. The thicknesses of the top and bottom layers are always identical and
we make the middle plate thickness vary considering the relations  ec/h presented in next
tables, where ec and h denotes the thickness of mid-layer and h the total thickness of the
plate.
Tables VIII to X show the results obtained on that study, for plates of Al/ZrO 2,  Al/A2O3
and Al/WC, respectively. The values of the deviations (Dev) showed in the tables were
calculate according the equation:  Dev= (valueEL−valuePL )/ valuePL , where the subscripts
EL and  PL refer to the values obtained when is used the exponential law and the power
law, respectively.
Table VIII – Mid-plane deflection. PL and EL volume fraction distributions (Ec/Em=2.86; k=5/6).
Table IX – Mid-plane deflection. PL and EL volume fraction distributions ( Ec/Em=5.43; k=5/6).
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Table X – Mid-plane deflection. PL and EL volume fraction distributions (Ec/Em=9.94; k=5/6).
From these three tables, it can be observed a relevant difference in the deviations when we
consider distinct ceramic-phases of the FGMs, leading to the conclusion that when the ratio
between the Young' Modulus of the two material-phases is high,  the deviations between the
results  become  higher.  Thus  although  providing  a  similar  bending  stiffness  in  both
calculations, other elastic coefficients show to become more relevant namely concerning to
shear. We also can conclude, from the previous tables, that the ratio a/h has not on general a
predominant effect on the deviations calculated.
Tables XI and XII present the results obtained considering the goals of this study, for the
fundamental frequencies, on Al/ZrO2 and Al/A2O3 plates, respectively. The values peqvstiff and
peqvmass in the third column of the table correspond to the exponents calculated in order to
obtain the same bending stiffness and second moment of mass, respectively.
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Table XI – Fundamental frequency. PL and EL Vf distributions (Ec/Em=2.86; ρc/ρm=2.11; k=5/6).
Table XII – Fundamental frequency. PL and EL Vf distributions (Ec/Em=5.43; ρc/ρm=1.40; k=5/6).
The values obtained for the fundamental frequencies considering this study show to be better
when compared with those obtained for the mid-plane deflection.
In  fact,  considering  a  Al/ZrO2 plate,  the  results  for  fundamental  frequencies  obtained
considering the two volume distribution laws with a equivalent exponent p showed to provide
small deviations, and the ratios a/h and ec/h seem to have not any effect on those deviations.
As  observed  in  the  mid-plane  deflection  calculation  cases,  when  the  ratios  between  the
ceramic and metallic materials Young's Modulus are higher, the deviations follow the same
trend.
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4.4 Stresses distributions
This last study has the purpose of calculating and representing the stresses distributions
through  the  thickness  z of  a  thick  plate  (a/h=5),  considering  the  same approximations
taken into account in the first study. Table XIII show the results of the stresses (Pa) on the
top of the plate at its plane center (x=y=a/2).
Table XIII – Stresses on the top of the plate for x=y=a/2.
Figure III – Representation of the stresses (Pa) through the thickness of the plate considering a continuous
approximations (left) and discrete approximation (right) with one layer (p=0).
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Figure IV – Representation of the stresses (Pa) through the thickness of the plate considering a continuous
approximations (f)) and discrete approximation with one, two, five, ten and twenty layers – respectively
from a) to e) (p=1).
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Figure V – Representation of the stresses (Pa) through the thickness of the plate considering a continuous
approximations (f)) and discrete approximation with one, two, five, ten and twenty layers – respectively
from a) to e) (p=10).
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From these  figures,  and as  it  should be expected,  in  the  case  when exponent  p=0,  the
different approaches considered have not any effect on the tensions distribution since in
practice,  the plate is entirely composed by an isotropic homogeneous material.  For that
reason, it  was shown the results just  considering the situations when is  considered one
layer.
Observing figures IV and V, we can conclude that the effect on the discontinuity of the
stresses  is  related  to  the  number  of  discrete  layers  used  to  approximate  the  FGM
properties evolution in each point of the plate. In the cases where a small number of layers
is  used,  it  is  obvious  that  these  discontinuities  are  more  relevant  and  by  the  values
observed in  table  XIII,  one  can  say that  they  are  far  from the  values  obtained  if  it  is
considered a continuous approximation through the thickness, which, in true, represents
the effective conceptual evolution of the properties of an FGM. The values shown in the
table also allow us to verify that for a smaller exponent p, the value of stresses converge
faster to the results  obtained in the continuous approximation,  with the augment of the
layers number considered on the discrete approach. Globally, by observing the sequence
of figures it can be concluded that the stresses distributions converge with the increase of
the number of layers used through the thickness.
These discontinuity results correspond to the pattern that one would be expecting as it is
similar  to  what  happens in  fibre-reinforced laminated  plates,  namely  concerning to  the
occurrence of abrupt discontinuities in the stresses at the interfaces of the layers.
5. Conclusions/Further Work
This  work considered  the use of  a  meshless  approach based on multiquadric  radial  basis
functions interpolation to calculate the transverse displacements on each point of a square
functionally  graded  material  plate  under  uniformly  distributed  load,  considering  different
combinations  of materials,  as well  as different homogenization techniques to predict  their
effective equivalent properties. Static and free vibrations analyses were carried out to enable
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the  characterization  of  the  influence  of  different  volume  fraction  distributions  and
homogenization schemes on the mechanical performance of the plate.
The results obtained in this work, allow to conclude that multiquadric method have a notable
potential  when used to  interpolate  functions  in  order  to  proceed to  structural  analysis  on
functionally graded materials, granting results that are very close from those obtained by other
authors, which consider distinct approaches.  The implemented package of procedures, also
allows  considering  different  expeditious  methodologies  to  predict  the  equivalent  elastic
properties of the FGM. 
A main area of future work, already in progress, is to implement  higher shear deformation
theories,  as  TSDT,  and  the  further  exploration of  radial  basis  functions  by  considering
different  methods  to  discretize  the  functions,  for  example,  by  using  RBFs  with  different
natures as the compactly-supported radial basis functions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
At present, the study of certain physical concepts has signiﬁcantly increased due to its
signiﬁcance in limit processes which allow us to relate Lie algebras between themselves.
These processes were ﬁrst investigated by Segal [12] in 1951 and two are the better known
examples of them. The ﬁrst of them involves the connection between classical mechanic
and relativistic mechanic, with their respective Poincare´ symmetry group and Galilean
symmetry group. The second one is the limit process by which quantum mechanic is
contracted to classical mechanic, when }→ 0, which actually corresponds to a contraction
of the Heisenberg algebra to the abelian algebra of the same dimension.
For these reasons physical or mathematical contractions are of great interest nowadays, not
only for their applications but for the proper study of their algebraic properties. Indeed,
after Segal, the concept of limit process between physical theories in terms of contractions
of their associated symmetry groups was formulated by Erdal Ino¨nu¨ and Eugene Wigner
[7, 8], who introduced the so-called Ino¨nu¨-Wingner contractions or IW- contractions.
Later, Saletan [11] studied a more general class of one-parameter contractions, for which
the elements of the corresponding matrices are one-degree polynomials with respect the
contraction parameter (in fact, WI-contractions are a subclass of Saletan contractions).
Other extensions of the IW- contractions are, for instance, the generalized Ino¨nu¨-Wigner
contractions, introduced by Melsheiner [4], the parametric degenerations [2, 3, 13], very
used in the Algebraic Invariants Theory, and the singular contractions [8].
Continuing with this research, the main goal of this paper is to study the proper contrac-
tions of ﬁliform Lie algebras of lower dimensions by using the invariant functions ψ and
φ, introduced in 2007 by Hrivna´k and Novotny´ [9], as a tool.
The reason for dealing with ﬁliform Lie algebras in particular (algebras introduced by
M. Vergne in the late 60’s of the past century [14]) is that these algebras are the most
structured algebras within the nilpotent Lie algebras, which allows us to use and study
them easier than other Lie algebras and later to try to generalize the properties obtained
on them to the case of nilpotent Lie algebras (an historical evolution of Lie algebras in
general can be checked in [1]).
The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section 1 we give some preliminaries on Lie
algebras in general and on ﬁliform Lie algebras, in particular. Section 2 is devoted to
extend some results by Hrivna´k and Novotny´ [9, 10] to the case of ﬁliform Lie algebras of
dimension 3. Proper contractions between Heisenberg algebras and ﬁliform Lie algebras
are studied in Section 4 and ﬁnally, we point out certain conclusions about the results
that we have found throughout the paper.
2 Preliminaries
We show in this section some preliminaries on ﬁliform Lie algebras, invariant functions in
Lie algebras and proper contractions of Lie algebras.
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2.1 Preliminaries on ﬁliform Lie algebras.
In this subsection we show some preliminaries on Lie algebras in general and on ﬁliform
Lie algebras in particular. For a further review on these topics, the reader can consult [6].
An n-dimensional Lie algebra g over a ﬁeld K is an n-dimensional vector space over K
endowed with a second inner law, named bracket product, which is bilinear and anti-
commutative and which satisﬁes the Jacobi identity
J(u, v, w) = [u, [v, w]] + [v, [w, u]] + [w, [u, v]] = 0, for all u, v, w ∈ g. (1)
The center of g is the set Z(g) = {u ∈ g | [u, v] = 0, for all v ∈ g}. The Lie algebra is
said to be abelian if [u, v] = 0, for all u, v ∈ g.
Two Lie algebras g and h are isomorphic if there exists a vector space isomorphism f
between them such that
f([u, v]) = [f(u), f(v)], for all u, v ∈ g. (2)
It is denoted as g ∼= h. The lower central series of a Lie algebra g is deﬁned as
g1 = g, g2 = [g1, g], . . . , gk = [gk−1, g], . . . (3)
If there exists m ∈ N such that gm ≡ 0, then g is called nilpotent. The nilpotency class of
g if the smallest natural c such that gc+1 ≡ 0.
An n-dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra g is said to be filiform if it is veriﬁed that
dim gk = n− k, for all k ∈ {2, . . . , n}. (4)
The only n-dimensional ﬁliform Lie algebra for n < 3 is the abelian. For n ≥ 3, it is
always possible to ﬁnd an adapted basis {e1, . . . , en} of g such that
[e1, e2] = 0,
[e1, ej] = ej−1, for all j ∈ {3, . . . , n},
[e2, ej] = [e3, ej] = 0, for all j ∈ {3, . . . , n}.
(5)
If n ≥ 4, then the following two integers are invariants by isomorphism [5].
z1 = min{i ≥ 4|[ei, en] ̸= 0}, z2 = min{i ≥ 4|[ei, ei+1] ̸= 0}. (6)
From the condition of ﬁliformity and the Jacobi identity (1), the bracket product of g is
determined by (5) and the products
[ei, ej] =
min{i−1,n−2}∑
k=2
ckijek, for 4 ≤ i < j ≤ n, (7)
where cki,j ∈ K are called structure constants of g. If all of them are zeros, then the ﬁliform
Lie algebra g is called model. From the invariants (6), the model algebra is not isomorphic
to any other algebra of the same dimension. From (5) and (7), every n-dimensional ﬁliform
Lie algebra g having an adapted basis {e1, . . . , en} veriﬁes that
g2 = ⟨e2, . . . , en−1⟩, g3 = ⟨e2, . . . , en−2⟩, . . . , gn−1 = ⟨e2⟩, gn = 0. (8)
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2.2 Invariant functions in Lie algebras
In this subsection we recall the deﬁnitions and main properties of invariant functions ψ
and φ, obtained by Hrivna´k and Novotny´ [9] in 2007.
2.2.1 The invariant function ψ
Deﬁnition 2.1 Let g be a Lie algebra. An endomorphism d of g is said to be a (α, β, γ)-
derivation of g if there exist α, β, γ ∈ C such that
α d[X, Y ] = β [dX, Y ] + γ [X, dY ], ∀X,Y ∈ g
The set of (α, β, γ)− derivations of g will be denoted by Der(α,β,γ)g.
Note that this deﬁnition is the extension of the usual deﬁnition of derivation of a Lie
algebra when α = β = γ = 1.
Theorem 2.2 Let f : g 7→ g˜ be an isomorphism between two complex Lie algebras g and
g˜. Then, the mapping ρ : End g 7→ End g˜ defined as ρ(d) = f d f−1 is an isomorphism
between the corresponding vector spaces Der(α,β,γ)g and Der(α,β,γ)g˜, ∀α, β, γ ∈ C.
Corollary 2.3 The dimension of the vector space Der(α,β,γ)g is an invariant of the Lie
algebra g, ∀α, β, γ ∈ C.
Deﬁnition 2.4 The functions ψg, ψ
0
g : C 7→ {0, 1, 2, ..., (dim g)2} defined as
(ψg)(α) = dimDer(α,1,1)g (9)
(ψ0g)(α) = dimDer(α,1,0)g (10)
are called ψg and ψ
0
g invariant functions corresponding to the (α, β, γ)-derivations of g.
Theorem 2.5 Two 3-dimensional complex Lie algebras g1 and g2 are isomorphic if and
only if ψg1 = ψg2.
2.2.2 The invariant function φ.
Deﬁnition 2.6 Let (V, f) be a representation of the Lie algebra g, where V is a complex
vector space. A V -cochain of dimension q is a q-linear mapping
c : g× . . .× g︸ ︷︷ ︸
q−times
7→ V
such that c(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xj, . . . , xq)+c(x1, . . . , xj, . . . , xi, . . . , xq) = 0, for all indices i, j,
with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ q.
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The vector space of all V-cochains of dimension q with q ∈ N and C0(g, V ) = V will
be denoted by Cq(g, V ). Now, we deﬁne the mapping d : Cq(g, V ) 7→ Cq+1(g, V ), with
q = 0, 1, 2, . . . as
dc(x) = f(x) c, with c ∈ C0(g, V ),
dc(x1, . . . , xq+1) =
∑q+1
i=1 (−1)i+1 f(xi) c(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xq+1)
= +
∑q+1
i,j=1
i<j
(−1)i+j c([xi, xj], x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xˆj, . . . , xq+1).
where xˆi means that xi has been omitted.
Under the same conditions as before, let κ = (κij) be a symmetric complex matrix of
dimension (q + 1)× (q + 1).
Deﬁnition 2.7 A κ-twisted cocycle (or simply κ-cocycle ) is any c ∈ Cq(g, V ), with
q ∈ N, verifying
0 =
q+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1κiif(xi)c(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xq+1)
+
q+1∑
i,j=1
i<j
(−1)i+jκijc([xi, xj], x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xˆj, . . . , xq+1).
If the vector space V is identiﬁed with the algebra g, then the adjoint representation can
be used as an action (see [6]). So, the equality of the deﬁnition 2.7 can be written as
0 =
q+1∑
i=1
(−1)i+1κii [xi, c(x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xq+1)]
+
q+1∑
i,j=1
i<j
(−1)i+jκij c([xi, xj], x1, . . . , xˆi, . . . , xˆj, . . . , xq+1).
The set of all κ-cocycles of dimension q will be denoted by Zq(g, f, κ). Clearly, it is a
vector subspace of Cq(g, V ).
If the following notation is considered
coc(α1, α2, α3, β1, β2, β3) = Z
2
g, adg,
β1 α2 α3α2 β3 α1
α3 α1 β2
 ,
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it is easy to see that the vector space coc(α1, α2, α3, β1, β2, β3) is constituted by the B ∈
C2(g, g) such that ∀X,Y, Z ∈ g,
0 = α1B(X, [Y, Z]) + α2B(Z, [X,Y ]) + α3B(Y, [Z,X]) (11)
+ β1[X,B(Y, Z)] + β2[Z,B(X, Y )] + β3[Y,B(Z,X)].
Theorem 2.8 Let g : g 7→ g˜ be an isomorphism between Lie algebras g and g˜. Then, the
mapping ρ : Cq(g, g) 7→ Cq(g˜, g˜), for q ∈ N, defined by (ρc)(x1, . . . , xq) = gc(g−1x1, . . . , g−1xq),
∀c ∈ Cq(g, g) and ∀x1, . . . , xq ∈ g˜, is an isomorphism between the vector spaces Cq(g, g)
and Cq(g˜, g˜).
Corollary 2.9 The dimension of the vector space Zq(g, adg, κ) is an invariant of the Lie
algebra g, for any q ∈ N and any complex (q + 1)-square symmetric matrix κ.
Deﬁnition 2.10 The invariant functions φ and φ0 corresponding to the n-dimensional
Lie algebra g are defined as
φ : C 7→ {0, 1, . . . , n
2(n− 1)
2
}
(φg)(α) = dim coc(1,1,1,α,α,α)g (12)
and
φ0 : C 7→ {0, 1, . . . , n
2(n− 1)
2
}
(φ0g)(α) = dim coc(0,1,1,α,1,1)g, (13)
respectively.
2.3 Proper contractions of Lie algebras
Let g = (V, [, ]) be an n-dimensional Lie algebra and U : (0, 1] 7→ gl (V ) be an one-
parameter mapping. If the limit
[X, Y ]0 = lim
ε→0+
U−1 (ε) [U(ε)X,U(ε)Y ]
exists for all X,Y ∈ g, we say that g0 = (V, [, ]0) is an one-parameter contraction of the
algebra g and we write g 7→ g0. The contraction g 7→ g0 is said to be proper if g is not
isomorphic to g0.
The following results were shown in [10].
Theorem 2.11 If g0 is a proper contraction of the complex Lie algebra g, then
1. dim Der (g) < dim Der (g0) .
2. ψg ≤ ψg0 and ψg(1) < ψg0(1).
3. φg ≤ φg0 and φ0g ≤ φ0g0.
Moreover, it is satisﬁed that, in dimension 3, Condition 2 is a characterization of proper
contractions of g.
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3 Extending the deﬁnitions of the ψ and φ invariant functions to the case of
ﬁliform Lie algebras
In this section we extend the deﬁnitions of the invariant functions ψ and φ introduced
by Hrivna´k and Novotny´ [9] to the case of ﬁliform Lie algebras of lower dimensions. On
a sake of example, we only deal with the 3-dimensional case. Greater dimensions will be
tackled in a similar way in future work.
3.1 The ψ invariant function for 3-dimensional ﬁliform Lie algebras
Let f3 the ﬁliform Lie algebra of dimension 3 deﬁned by the law [e1, e3] = e2 (remember
that, by agreement, all possible brackets not appearing in the expression of the law are
considered null, that is, in this case, [e1, e2] = [e2, e3] = 0).
Let consider d ∈ Der(α,1,1)f3. Then
αd
(
[X, Y ]
)
= [d(X), Y ] + [X, d(Y )] ∀X,Y ∈ f3. (14)
Also, let a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23
a31 a32 a33

be the matrix associated with the endomorphism d.
We wish to obtain the elements of this matrix. To do this, for the pair of generators
(e1, e2) the condition (14) is now
αd
(
[e1, e2]
)
= [d(e1), e2] + [e1, d(e2)],
and d(ei) =
∑3
h=1 aih eh. We can get the ﬁrst condition to be fulﬁlled for the elements of
this endomorphism according to
αd
(
[e1, e2]
)
= αd
(
0
)
= 0
= [a11e1 + a12e2 + a13e3, e2] + [e1, a21e1 + a22e2 + a23e3] = a23e2,
which implies a23 = 0.
Proceeding in the same way with the following pair (e1, e3), we have that from αd
(
[e1, e3]
)
=
[d(e1), e3] + [e1, d(e3)], we deduce, by taking into account the law of the algebra, that
α d(e2) = [a11e1 + a12e2 + a13e3, e3] + [e1, a31e1 + a32e2 + a33e3] = (a11 + a33) e2.
So, α a21e1+α a22e2+α a23e3 = (a11+a33) e2, and thus, according to the linear dependence,
the following conditions are obtained
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α a21 = 0, α a22 = a11 + a33, α a23 = 0.
Finally, by proceeding in the same way with the last pair (e2, e3), we have that
αd
(
[e2, e3]
)
= [d(e2), e3] + [e2, d(e3)] ≡
0 = [a21e1 + a22e2 + a23e3, e3] + [e2, a31e1 + a32e2 + a33e3] = a21e2 = 0.
As a result, we ﬁnd that a21 = 0.
Summarizing, we have obtained the following conditions
From pair (ei, ej) Conditions
(e1, e2) a23 = 0.
(e1, e3) αa21 = 0, αa22 = a11 + a33, αa23 = 0.
(e2, e3) a21 = 0.
which allow us to determine the vector space Der(α,1,1)f3. Indeed
For α ̸= 0:
Der(α,1,1)f3 = spanC

α 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 ,
−1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
 ,
0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
 ,
0 0 00 0 0
0 1 0
 .
For α = 0:
Der(0,1,1)f3 = spanC

−1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
 ,
0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 ,
0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
 ,
0 0 00 0 0
0 1 0
 .
Therefore, ψf3(α) = 6, ∀α ∈ C. According to the notation used in [9], it is expressed in the
following way
Note that this dimension is always the same independently of the value of α.
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α ∀α ∈ C
ψf3(α) 6
3.2 The φ invariant function for 3-dimensional ﬁliform Lie algebras
The f3-cochains Bi ∈ C2(f3,f3), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ...., n2(n−1)2 }, are deﬁned starting from their non-
null commutativity relationsBr(es, et) = keu, s < t which verify the equality Eq. (11). The
f3-cochains which constitute a basis of the vector space coc(1,1,1,λ,λ,λ)f3 whose dimension
determines the invariant function φf3 are the following
For λ = 0:
B1: B1(e1, e2) = e1 B2: B2(e1, e2) = e2 B3: B3(e1, e2) = e3
B4: B4(e2, e3) = e1 B5: B5(e2, e3) = e2 B6: B6(e2, e3) = e3
B7: B7(e1, e3) = e1 B8: B8(e1, e3) = e2 B9: B9(e1, e3) = e3
For λ ̸= 0:
C1: C1(e1, e2) = e1, C1(e2, e3) = e3 C2: C2(e2, e3) = e2
C3: C3(e2, e3) = e1 C4: C4(e1, e2) = e2
C5: C5(e1, e2) = e3 C6: C6(e1, e3) = e1
C7: C7(e1, e3) = e2 C8: C8(e1, e3) = e3
Therefore, we have the following vector spaces
coc(1,1,1,0,0,0)f3 = spanC{Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 9}
coc(1,1,1,λ,λ,λ)f3 = spanC{Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ 8},∀λ ̸= 0.
So, we have as a result
λ 0 ∀λ ∈ C \ {0}
φf3(λ) 9 8
4 Some examples of proper contractions between diﬀerent types of algebras
In this section we study proper contractions from ﬁliform Lie algebras of lower dimensions
to diﬀerent types of algebras. We will show two cases.
4.1 Proper contractions of 3-dimensional ﬁliform Lie algebras
Theorem 2.11 allows us to know if there exists a proper contraction between 3-dimensional
Lie algebras g1, g3,1, g2,1⊕g1, g3,2, g3,3 and the 3-dimensional ﬁliform Lie Algebras already
studied in this paper. By using the corresponding invariant functions ψ3g1 , ψg3,1 , ψg2,1⊕g1 ,
ψg3,2 and ψg3,3 , already calculated by Novotny´ and Hrivna´k in [10], we obtain that
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g1: Abelian Lie algebra
α ∀α ∈ C
ψ3g1(α) 9
g3,1: [e2, e3] = e1
α ∀α ∈ C
ψg3,1(α) 6
g2,1 ⊕ g1 : [e1, e2] = e2 α ∀α ∈ C \ {0} 0ψg2,1⊕g1(α) 4 6
g3,2 : [e1, e3] = e1, [e1, e3] = e1 + e2
α 1 ∀α ∈ C \ {1}
ψg3,2(α) 4 3
g3,3 : [e1, e3] = e1, [e2, e3] = e2
α 1 ∀α ∈ C \ {1}
ψg3,3(α) 6 3
As ψf3 ≤ ψ3g1 and ψf3(1) < ψ3g1(1), theorem 2.11 assures the existence of a proper
contraction from f3 to 3g1. Analogously, the same occurs between g3,2 and f3 since ψg3,2 ≤
ψf3 and ψg3,2(1) < ψf3(1) .
Moreover, note that ψf3(1) = 6 and ψg3,1(1) = 6. Therefore, the same theorem assures that
there not exists any proper contraction between g3,1 and f3. Similarly, the same occurs
between g3,3 and f3 due to that ψf3(1) = 6 and ψg3,3(1) = 6.
Besides, according to theorem 2.5, the algebras g3,1 and f3 are isomorphic. This implies
that there is not any proper contraction between themselves.
4.2 Proper contractions between Heisenberg algebras and ﬁliform Lie alge-
bras
We have just seen that there not exists any proper contraction between g3,1 and f3. As g3,1
is a 3-dimensional Heisenberg algebra, we ask ourselves if there exists a proper contraction
between a Heisenberg algebra and a ﬁliform Lie algebra in the case of dimension ﬁve.
To deal with this question, let us consider the Heisenberg algebra of dimension 5, deﬁned
by the brackets [e1, e3] = e5 and [e2, e4] = e5.
We want to obtain a basis of Der(α,1,1)H5 ∀α ∈ C. To do this, let consider d ∈ Der(α,1,1)H5
and the associated matrix with the endomorphism d
a11 a12 a13 a15
a21 a22 a23 a25
a31 a32 a33 a35
a41 a42 a43 a45
a51 a52 a53 a55

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By proceeding in the same way as in the subsection 3.1, we obtain the following conditions
for the elements of the matrix
From pair (ei, ej) Conditions
(e1, e2) a14 = a23.
(e1, e3) α a51 = 0, α a52 = 0, α a53 = 0,
α a54 = 0, α a55 = a11 + a33.
(e1, e4) a12 = − a43.
(e1, e5) a53 = 0.
(e2, e3) a21 = −a34.
(e2, e4) a11 + a33 = a22 + a44.
(e2, e5) a54 = 0.
(e3, e4) a32 = a41.
(e3, e5) a51 = 0.
(e4, e5) a52 = 0.
This implies that
dim(Der(α,1,1)H5) = 15,∀α ∈ C
and thus
α ∀α ∈ C
ψH5(α) 15
So, as ψH5 > ψf5 , Theorem 2.11 proves that there not exists any proper contraction
between a Heisenberg algebra and a ﬁliform Lie algebra, both of dimension 5.
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Abstract. Spectral theory has many applications in several main scientific research ar-
eas (Structural Mechanics, Aeronautics, Quantum Mechanics, Ecology, Probability The-
ory, Electrical Engineering, among others) and the importance of its study is globally
acknowledge. In recent years, several software applications were made available to the
general public with extensive capabilities of symbolic computation. These applications,
known as computer algebra systems (CAS), allow to delegate to a computer all, or a sig-
nificant part, of the symbolic calculations present in many mathematical algorithms. In
our work we use the CAS Mathematica to implement for the first time on a computer
analytical algorithms developed by us and others within the Operator Theory. The main
goal of this paper is to show how the symbolic computation capabilities of Mathematica
allow us to explore the spectra of several classes of singular integral operators. For the
one-dimensional case, nontrivial rational examples, computed with the automated process
called [ASpecPaired-Scalar], are presented. For the matrix case, nontrivial essentially
bounded and rational examples, computed with the analytical algorithms [AFact], [SInt],
and [ASpecPaired-Matrix], are presented. In both cases, it is possible to check, for each
considered paired singular integral operator, if a complex number (chosen arbitrarily) be-
longs to its spectrum.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Factorization Theory has a long and interesting history, closely related to the spectral
theory, and its roots lie in the work of Plemelj (see [40]). Both theories have wide appli-
cation in the study of Riemann-Hilbert boundary value problems, in the Fredholm theory
of singular integral operators, in the theory of linear and non-linear differential equations,
in linear transport theory, in the theory of diffraction of acoustic and electromagnetic
waves, in the theory of scattering and of inverse scattering, in some branches of prob-
ability theory, among others (see, for instance, [1], [2], [17], [22], and [37]. One of the
most important problems in factorization theory is the computation of the partial indices
of factorable matrix functions. In turn, this problem is closely related to the theories of
Wiener-Hopf systems of equations and of characteristic systems of singular integral equa-
tions with Cauchy kernel (see, for instance, [35] and [36]. The existing algorithms within
the factorization theory show, in general, that it is possible to obtain some kind of factor-
ization but are not designed to be implemented on a computer (see, for instance, [5], [6],
[8], [9], [21], [23], [25], [30], [33], and [38]). Recently, we developed, and partially imple-
mented on a computer, the generalized factorization algorithm [AFact] for special classes
of essentially bounded matrix functions (see [16]). Due to its innovative character, the
implementation of [AFact] potentiates the design of algorithms dedicated to specific do-
mains of application (see, for instance, [14] and [19]). In [14] we have presented the [SInt]
algorithm, a new calculation technique to compute some classes of Cauchy type singular
integrals, which are important in the design of spectral algorithms. In [15] we described
the explicit rational functions factorization algorithm [ARFact-Matrix] that computes ex-
plicit (left and right) factorizations of given non-singular rational matrix function defined
on the unit circle. On the determination of the partial indices, some developments have
also been made but, even in the rational case (and in recent publications), the methods
are difficult to apply and were not designed to be implemented on a computer (see, for
instance, [4], [8], [10], [24], [28], [30], [41], and [42]). In addition, the vast majority of
explicit analytical factorization methods depend on the knowledge of the zeros and poles
of scalar functions. As a consequence, in many applications in the real world, a numerical
analysis of such methods is inevitable. However, due to many non-stability issues, such as
the ones affecting the factorization partial indices (see, for instance, [25]), the numerical
approach of Factorization Theory is a very difficult problem. Because of this fact, the
design of new analytical methods, even if only for some restrict, special classes of matrix
functions, is still very significant to the development of such theory. As an example, due
to the symbolic and numeric capabilities of Mathematica, the [ARFact-Scalar] algorithm
(see [15]) always computes the factorization index of the considered non-singular scalar
rational function defined on the unit circle.
The development of the spectral theory is motivated by the need to solve problems emerg-
ing from several fields in Mathematics and Physics. At present time, some progress has
been achieved (see, for instance, [3], [7], [26], [29], [31], and [32]) for some classes of singu-
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lar integral operators whose properties allow the use of particular strategies in the study
of the spectral problem but, despite several major developments, there is still no general
and explicit method for obtaining the spectrum of any given singular integral operator.
Similar to the case of factorization theory, the existing algorithms allow, in general, to
study the spectrum of some kind of singular integral operators but they are not designed
to be implemented on a computer. Recently, we designed (see [20]) two spectral analytical
algorithms [ASpecPaired-Scalar] and [ASpecPaired-Matrix], that explore the spectra of
some classes of paired singular integral operators, with rational coefficients, defined on
the unit circle.
In our work we use the CAS Mathematica1 to implement for the first time on a computer
analytical algorithms developed by us and others authors within Operator Theory (see,
for instance, [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [20], and [39]). In the last years
we designed and/or implemented analytical algorithms for solving integral equations,
analytical algorithms to factorize scalar and matrix functions, calculation techniques to
compute singular integrals, and more recently analytical algorithms to study the spectrum
and the kernel of several classes of singular integral operators. It is our belief that the
construction and implementation on a computer of these kind of analytical algorithms is
a very interesting line of research.
In this paper it is shown how the symbolic computation capabilities of Mathematica allow
us to explore the spectra of several classes of singular integral operators. For the one-
dimensional case, nontrivial rational examples, computed with the automated checking
process called [ASpecPaired-Scalar], are presented. For the matrix case, nontrivial essen-
tially bounded and rational examples, computed with the analytical algorithms [AFact],
[SInt], and [ASpecPaired-Matrix], are given.
The paper also contains some final remarks about our current work and related lines of
research that we find potentially interesting.
2 PAIRED SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS
Let > denote the unit circle in the complex plane. Let >+ and >− denote the open unit
disk and the exterior region of the unit circle (∞ included), respectively.
It is well known that the singular integral operator with Cauchy kernel, S>, defined almost
everywhere on > by
S>ϕ(t) =
1
pii
∫
>
ϕ(τ)
τ − t dτ, t ∈ > ,
where the integral is understood in the sense of its principal value, represents a bounded
linear operator in L2(> ). In addition, S> is a selfadjoint and unitary operator in the
Lebesgue space L2(> ) (see, for instance, [27] and [33]). Thus, we can associate with this
1All the research presented in this paper was done with Mathematica 9. At present time, we are
using Mathematica 10, with no backward compatibility issues to report. For further information on the
computer algebra system Mathematica visit the Wolfram’s website at urlwww.wolfram.com.
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operator two complementary Cauchy projection operators
P± = (I ± S>)/2,
where I represents the identity operator.
The projectors P± allow us to decompose the space L2(> ) into the topological direct sum
L2(> ) = L+2 (> )⊕ L−,02 (> ),
where L+2 (> ) = imP+ and L−,02 (> ) = imP−. We also consider L−2 (> ) = L−,02 (> )⊕ C.
Let L∞(> ) be the space of all essentially bounded functions on the unit circle.
Let R(> ) be the algebra of rational functions without poles on > and let R±(> ) denote
the subsets of R(> ) whose elements are without poles in >±.
There exist several numerical algorithms and approximation methods for evaluating some
classes of singular integrals. Also, there are several analytical techniques that allow
the exact computation of singular integrals for particular cases. However, the [SInt]
and [SIntAFact] algorithms ([14]) are the only analytical algorithms, up to our knowl-
edge, written and implemented for computing singular integrals with general essentially
bounded functions on the unit circle.
Let ϕ, ψ ∈ [L∞(> )]n,n. Operators of the form T = ϕI + ψS> and T˜ = ϕI + S>ψI are
linear and bounded singular integral operators (see, for instance, [27]). In the following,
these operators will be written in a more convenient form as
T{a,b} = aP+ + bP− (1)
and
T˜{a,b} = P+aI + P−bI, (2)
where a = ϕ + ψ and b = ϕ − ψ. We will call these operators, paired singular integral
operators, with coefficients a and b.
2.1 Factorization of functions: scalar and matrix cases
Let us now introduce the concept of a generalized factorization for matrix functions (see,
for instance, [10] and [37]): we say that a matrix function r ∈ [L∞(> )]n,n, that is, a
matrix function whose entries are essentially bounded functions on the curve > , admits
a left (right) generalized factorization in L2(> ) if it can be represented as
r = r+Λr− (r = r−Λr+), (3)
where
r±1+ ∈
[
L+2 (> )
]
n,n
, r±1− ∈
[
L−2 (> )
]
n,n
, Λ(t) = diag{tκi}nj=1,
κj ∈ Z, j = 1, n, with κ1 ≥ κ2 ≥ ... ≥ κn, and r+P+r−I (r−P+r+I) represents a bounded
linear operator in [L2(> )]n; the number κ =
n∑
j=1
κj is called the factorization index of the
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determinant of the matrix function r. The integers κj are called the left (right) partial
indices of r. If κj = 0, j = 1, n, then r is said to admit a left (right) canonical generalized
factorization (can. gen. fact.).
Any non-singular rational matrix function r ∈ [R(> )]n,n admits a left (right) generalized
factorization of the form (3) (see, for instance, [25]), where
r±1+ ∈ [R+(> )]n,n , r±1− ∈ [R−(> )]n,n .
For the particular rational scalar case we note that
κ = z+ − p+, (4)
where z+ is the number of zeros of r in >+ (with regard to their multiplicities) and p+
is the number of poles of r in >+ (with regard to their multiplicities) (see, for instance,
[15]).
Remark 1.
(i) A natural and nontrivial question arises concerning the relation of the left and right
partial indices of a generalized factorization of a matrix function r. It is well known
that the sum of the left partial indices and the sum of the right partial indices are
equal, that is, the factorization index κ is uniquely determined by a given matrix
function r. It was proved in [24] that this relation is the only existing one between
the sets of the left and right partial indices.
(ii) The left (right) partial indices κi are uniquely determined by a given matrix function
r, that is, in a factorization of the form (3), the matrix Λ is uniquely defined.
However, this is not true for r± and the general relation between the factors of two
distinct generalized factorizations of the same matrix function r is described, for
instance, in [25].
2.2 On the spectra of paired singular integral operators
In this subsection it is explained how the study of the factorability of scalar and matrix
functions is related to the study of the spectra of the paired singular integral operators
T{a,b} and T˜{a,b} defined in (1) and (2), respectively.
The spectrum of a bounded linear operator T is a closed, bounded, and non-empty subset
of C, defined by
σ(T ) = {λ ∈ C : T − λI is not a bounded invertible operator}.
In [20] we proved the following spectral result related with the paired singular integral
operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}:
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Theorem 1. Let a, b ∈ [L∞(> )]n,n. If ab = ba, then
σ(T{a,b}) = σ(T˜{a,b}). (5)
Remark 2. In the case ab 6= ba, the equality (5) is not necessarily satisfied. In fact, due
to the symbolic computation capabilities of Mathematica and our analytical factorization
algorithm [ARFact-Matrix], several interesting examples where σ(T{a,b}) 6= σ(T˜{a,b}) were
easily constructed (see Examples 4 and 5). Obviously, in the scalar case the equality (5)
is always satisfied (see Subsection 3.1).
It is obvious that if a or b are constant functions, i.e., a(t) ≡ c or b(t) ≡ c, for c ∈ C, then
c ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and c ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}).
Using Theorem 2, Theorem 3, Remark 2, and Remark 3, the following result on the
spectra of T{a,b} and T˜{a,b} can be formulated (see [20]).
Theorem 2. Let a, b ∈ [L∞(> )]n,n.
(i) If det(a(t)− λ1e) ≡ 0 (λ1 ∈ C) and det(b(t)− λ2e) ≡ 0 (λ2 ∈ C), then
σ(T{a,b}) = σ(T˜{a,b}) = {λ1, λ2}.
(ii) If det(a(t)− λe) 6≡ 0 (∀λ ∈ C), then
σ(T{a,b}) = {λ ∈ C : (a− λe)−1(b− λe) does not admit a left can. gen. fact.}.
σ(T˜{a,b}) = {λ ∈ C : (b− λe)(a− λe)−1 does not admit a left can. gen. fact.}.
(iii) If det(b(t)− λe) 6≡ 0 (∀λ ∈ C), then
σ(T{a,b}) = {λ ∈ C : (b− λe)−1(a− λe) does not admit a right can. gen. fact.}.
σ(T˜{a,b}) = {λ ∈ C : (a− λe)(b− λe)−1 does not admit a right can. gen. fact.}.
Remark 3. For the scalar case, by using the [ARFact-Scalar] algorithm (see subsection
3.1), the calculation of the factorization index is always possible in the rational case. As a
consequence, for one-dimensional paired singular integral operators of classes (1) and (2)
with rational coefficients, it is also always possible to check if a complex number (chosen
arbitrarily) belongs to the their spectra.
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3 EXPLORING THE SPECTRA OF PAIRED SINGULAR INTEGRAL
OPERATORS WITH SYMBOLIC COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES
In this section it is described how the symbolic computation allow us to explore the spectra
of several classes of singular integral operators. For the one-dimensional case, nontrivial
rational examples, computed with the automated checking process called [ASpecPaired-
Scalar], are presented. For the matrix case, nontrivial essentially bounded and rational
examples, computed with the analytical algorithms [AFact] and [ASpecPaired-Matrix],
are given.
3.1 [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm
In this subsection it is shown how the symbolic and numeric computation capabilities of
the computer algebra system Mathematica can be used to design and implement a spectral
algorithm to explore the spectra of one-dimensional paired singular integral operators of
the form
T{a,b} = aP+ + bP− and T˜{a,b} = P+aI + P−bI,
defined in (1) and (2), respectively, with a, b ∈ R(> ).
The [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm [20] checks if a complex number (chosen arbitrarily)
belongs to the spectra of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}. The implementation of this spectral
algorithm with the Mathematica software system makes the results of lengthy and complex
calculations available in a simple way.
This spectral algorithm has a rather simple structure since the knowledge of the fac-
torization index κ of a non-singular scalar rational function, that can be determined by
formula (4), is the only information the algorithm needs to determine if a complex number
is in the spectra of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b} (see Theorem 5). In addition, the symbolic
computation capabilities of Mathematica, and the pretty-print functionality2, allow the
[ASpecPaired-Scalar] code to be very simple and syntactically similar to its analytical
counterpart.
The [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm can be applied to any given one-dimensional paired
singular integral operator of classes (1) and (2), with rational coefficients. There are two
options to input a(t) and b(t):
1. Insert a(t) and b(t) directly.
2. Insert zeros, poles (and multiplicities) of a(t) and b(t).
For each pair of inputed functions a, b ∈ R(> ), and complex value λ, chosen arbitrarly,
the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm gives one of the following outputs (see Remark 2):
[Output 1] λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and λ ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}) (6)
2The pretty-print functionality allows to write on the computer screen scientific formulas in the tra-
ditional format, as if one was using pencil and paper.
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[Output 2] λ /∈ σ(T{a,b}) and λ /∈ σ(T˜{a,b}) (7)
[ASpecPaired-Scalar]
1 Input rational functions a(t) and b(t), and complex number  .
2 if a(t) ⌘   or b(t) ⌘  
3 then   2  (T{a,b}) ⇤   2  (eT{a,b})
4 else r(t) a(t)  
b(t)  
5 {zi}mi 1  list of zeros of function r(t)
6 {pj}nj 1  list of poles of function r(t)
7 if at least one zero or pole of r(t) lies in T
8 then   2  (T{a,b}) ⇤   2  (eT{a,b})
9 else z+  number of zeros of r that lie in T+
with regard to their multiplicities
10 p+  number of poles of r that lie in T+
with regard to their multiplicities
11 {  z+   p+
12 if { = 0
13 then   /2  (T{a,b}) ⇤   /2  (eT{a,b})
14 else   2  (T{a,b}) ⇤   2  (eT{a,b})
1
Figure 1: Pseudo code of [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm. The symbol B denotes a comment.
Figure 1 presents the pseudo code of the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm.
The analysis of the pseudo code reveals that one main step in this algorithm is the
computation of the zeros and poles (with regard to their multiplicities), of the rational
function
r(t) = (a(t)− λ)(b(t)− λ)−1 (8)
and whether they lie in > , >+, or >−.
We note that, since the zeros and poles of function r defined in (8) are a crucial informa-
tion for this spectral algorithm, the success of the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm depends
on the possibility of finding those zeros and poles by solving polynomial equations. This
can be a serious limitation when working with polynomials of the fifth degree or higher.
However, even in this case, thanks to the symbolic and numeric capabilities of Mathemat-
ica, it is still possible to check if a complex number λ (chosen arbitrarily) belongs to the
spectra of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b} defined in (1) and (2).
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Mathematica uses Root objects to represent solutions of algebraic equations in one vari-
able, when it is impossible to find explicit formulas for these solutions. The Root object
is not a mere denoting symbol but rather an expression that can be symbolically ma-
nipulated and numerically evaluated with any desired precision. In particular, it is still
possible to know if any given Root lies in > , >+, or >− (see Figure 3). In pratical
terms, this means that the factorization index of r (when it exists) is always obtained
explicitly by the spectral algorithm, and this is all the information the [ASpecPaired-
Scalar] algorithm requires to conclude if a given complex number is in the spectra of the
operators.
3.1.1 [ASpecPaired-Scalar] examples
In this subsection we present some nontrivial examples computed by the automated check-
ing process [ASpecPaired-Scalar]. For each pair of inputed functions a, b ∈ R(> ), and
complex value λ, chosen arbitrarly, the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm gives the output
(6) or (7).
All the examples were computed on a MacBook Pro with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor
and 4 GB of DDR3 RAM, running Mac OS X 10.9.5 (Mavericks) in single user mode.
Example 1. Let us consider now the paired singular integral operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}
defined in (1) and (2) with rational scalar coefficients
a(t) = t21 + 3it+ 1 + i and b(t) = t6 − it5 + 3t2 + (1− 3i)t.
We want to check if the complex number λ = i belongs to the spectra of those operators.
Figure 2: Snippet of the calculations made by the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm for studying the poles
of the auxiliary function r in Example 1. In this case, the pole Root[#16−i#15+3#12+(1−3i)#1−i&, 4]
lies in > .
The [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm constructs the auxiliary function
r(t) =
t21 + 3it+ 1
t6 − it5 + 3t2 + (1− 3i)t− i
computes its zeros and poles, with regard to their multiplicities and determines whether
they lie in > , >+, or >−. Since one of the poles of r lies in > (see Figure 2) the rational
function is not factorable and the algorithm concludes that
i ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and i ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}).
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Example 2. Let us consider the paired singular integral operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}
defined in (1) and (2) with rational scalar coefficients
a(t) = 3t3 − 5t2 − 3 + i and b(t) = t6 − 3t4 + t3 − 2t2 + 2t+ i.
We want to check if the complex number λ = 1 + i belongs to the spectra of those
operators.
The [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm constructs the auxiliary function
r(t) =
3t3 − 5t2 − 4
t6 − 3t4 + t3 − 2t2 + 2t− 1
computes its zeros and poles, with regard to their multiplicities and determines whether
they lie in > , >+, or >− (see Figure 3). The factorization index is computed as κ =
2− 4 = −2. Since κ 6= 0 the output is
1 + i ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and 1 + i ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}).
Figure 3: Snippet of the calculations made by the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm for studying the poles of
the auxiliary function r in Example 2. This case shows that, in spite of the impossibility of computing, in
an explicit way, the roots of the sixth degree polynomial t6−3t4+t3−2t2+2t−1 it is still possible to know if
they lie in > , >+, or >−. Here Mathematica uses the objects Root[#16−3#14+#13−2#12+2#1−1&, i]
to represent the solutions of t6− 3t4 + t3− 2t2 + 2t− 1 = 0. In this case, there are 4, out of 6, poles lying
inside the unit circle.
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Example 3. Let us consider the paired singular integral operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}
defined in (1) and (2) with rational scalar coefficients
a(t) = (t9 + 5t2 − 1− i)t−2 and b(t) = t9 + t3 + 2t− 10− i.
Let us check if the complex number λ = 0 belongs to the spectra of these operators.
The [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm constructs the auxiliary function
r(t) =
t9 + 5t2 − 1− i
t11 + t5 + 2t3 − (10 + i)t2
computes its zeros and poles, with regard to their multiplicities and determines whether
they lie in > , >+, or >− (see Figure 4). The factorization index is computed as κ =
2− 2 = 0 and the algorithm concludes that
0 /∈ σ(T{a,b}) and 0 /∈ σ(T˜{a,b}).
Figure 4: Snippet of the calculations made by the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm for studying the zeros
and poles of the auxiliary function r in Example 3. In this case there are 2 zeros and 2 poles lying in the
interior of > .
3.2 [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm
In this subsection it is explained how the symbolic and numeric computation capabilities
of the computer algebra system Mathematica can be used to design and implement a
spectral algorithm to explore the spectra of paired singular integral operators of the form
T{a,b} = aP+ + bP− and T˜{a,b} = P+aI + P−bI,
defined in (1) and (2), respectively, with a, b ∈ [R(> )]n,n , n > 2.
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The [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm [20] checks if a complex number (chosen arbitrarily)
belongs to the spectra of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}. As in the scalar case, the imple-
mentation of this spectral algorithm with Mathematica makes the results of lengthy and
complex calculations available in a simple way.
In the design of this spectral algorithm we used the factorization algorithm [ARFact-
Matrix] (see [15]), that computes explicit factorizations for given factorable rational matrix
function defined on the unit circle. For this reason, the success of the [ASpecPaired-
Matrix] algorithm depends on the possibility of finding solutions of polynomial equations.
However, due to the complexity of the matrix case, it is not as feasible as before to use
the Root objects to obtain an explicit matrix function factorization when working with
polynomials of a high degree. In fact, one crucial step of this algorithm is finding the zeros
of the determinant of a rational matrix function defined through the matrix functions a
and b. This means that the dimension of the matrix is also a limiting factor, even when its
entries are rational functions with low degree polynomials. We also note that, although
the final factorization may have relatively simple entries, if we were to use the traditional
pencil and paper tools the intermediate calculations would take typically many working
hours, up to the point of infeasibility, even for low matrix orders.
The [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm can be used to explore the spectra of a given paired
singular integral operator of classes (1) or (2).
As in the case of the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm, for the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algo-
rithm there are two options to input the entries of a(t) and b(t):
1. Insert the entries of a(t) and b(t) directly.
2. Insert, for each entry, the numerator and the poles (and its multiplicities).
Note that, due to the non-commutativity of matrix function multiplication and the usage
of the [ARFact-Matrix] algorithm, the code of [ASpecPaired-Matrix] is ignificantly more
complex than the code of the [ASpecPaired-Scalar] algorithm.
For each pair of input functions a, b ∈ [R(> )]n,n and complex number λ, the [ASpecPaired-
Matrix] algorithm gives one of the following outputs :
[Output 1] λ /∈ σ(T{a,b}) and λ /∈ σ(T˜{a,b}) (9)
[Output 2] λ /∈ σ(T{a,b}) and λ ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}) (10)
[Output 3] λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and λ ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}) (11)
[Output 4] λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and λ /∈ σ(T˜{a,b}) (12)
In Figure 5 is shown the flowchart of the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm.
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Input
a(t), b(t), λ
true
Output
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b})
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) 
~
false
true
false
true
false
false
Ki = 0
 true
Output
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) 
Output
 λ ∉ σ(T{a,b}) 
Output
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b})
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) 
~
Output
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b})
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) 
~
false
Ki = 0
 true
Output
 λ ∈ σ(T{a,b}) 
Output
 λ ∉ σ(T{a,b}) 
~
~~
r(t)~
Ki
~
ARFact-Matrix(r) ARFact-Matrix(r)~
Ki
r(t)
at least one pole
 of the entries of
a or b lies in ╥
a(t) ≡ λe 
       or
  b(t) ≡ λe 
at least one zero
 of det(r) lies in     ╥
Figure 5: Flowchart of the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm.
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3.2.1 [ASpecPaired-Matrix] examples
In this subsection we present some nontrivial examples computed with the automated
checking process [ASpecPaired-Matrix]. For each pair of input functions a, b ∈ [R(> )]n,n
and complex value λ, the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm gives the output (9), (10),
(11), or (12).
Appendix A contains some of the factors r± and r˜±, computed with the factorization
algorithm [ARFact-Matrix]. Note that, although these factors are not used directly by
the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm to study the spectra of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b},
they are necessary for the computation of the left partial indices κi and κ˜i.
All the examples were computed on a MacBook Pro with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor
and 4 GB of DDR3 RAM, running Mac OS X 10.9.5 (Mavericks) in single user mode.
Example 4. Let us consider the paired singular integral operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}
defined in (1) and (2) with rational matrix coefficients
a(t) =
(
(1− it)t−1 −i
−2t−1 t+ i
)
and b(t) =
( −2i t−1
t+ 2i (−2− it)t−1
)
.
Since in this case ab 6= ba, then the equality (5) is not necessarily satisfied (see Remark
2).
Let us now check if the complex number λ = −i belongs to the spectra of the operators
T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}. There are no poles of the entries of matrix functions a and b lying
on > and therefore, the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix
function
r(t) = (a(t) + ie)−1(b(t) + ie) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
and computes the determinant of r, det(r) = −1. Since there are no zeros of det(r) that
lie on > , the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm constructs
r˜(t) = (b(t) + ie)(a(t) + ie)−1 =
(
(−it3 + 2t2 + 2)t−2 t−2 + 1)
(t4 + 4it3 − 4t2 − 4)t−2 (it3 − 2t2 − 2)t−2
)
and determines the left partial indices κi and κ˜i of r and r˜ as κ1 = κ2 = 0 and κ˜1 = 1
and κ˜2 = −1, respectively. As such, the algorithm concludes that
−i /∈ σ(T{a,b}) and −i ∈ σ(T˜{a,b}).
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Example 5. Let us consider the paired singular integral operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}
defined in (1) and (2) with rational matrix coefficients
a(t) =
 −1 0 t0 (1− t)t−1 0
1 0 −1
 and b(t) =
 0 0 00 (1− t)t−1 0
0 0 t− 1
.
In this case we also have ab 6= ba. As a consequence, the equality (5) is not necessarily
satisfied (see Remark 2).
Let us now check if the complex number λ = −1 belongs to the spectra of the operators.
There are no poles of the entries of matrix functions a and b lying on > and so, the
[ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix function
r(t) = (a(t) + e)−1(b(t) + e) =
 0 0 t0 1 0
t−1 0 0

and computes the determinant of r, det(r) = −1. Since there are no zeros of det(r) in > ,
the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm computes
r˜(t) = (b(t) + e)(a(t) + e)−1 =
 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0

and determines the left partial indices κi and κ˜i of r and r˜ as κ1 = 1, κ2 = 0, κ3 = −1
and κ˜1 = κ˜2 = κ˜3 = 0, respectively. As such, the algorithm concludes that
−1 ∈ σ(T{a,b}) and −1 /∈ σ(T˜{a,b}).
Example 6. Let us consider the paired singular integral operator T{a,b} defined in (1)
with rational matrix coefficients
a(t) =

(t+ 1)t−1 0 (2t− 1)t−2 0
0 1 0 −i
0 (t+ 2i)−1 1 0
0 0 1 1

and
b(t) =

1
i(4t4−4t3+18t2−18t+4)
t2(t2+4)
(1− t)t−2 2(3t− 1)t−1
−i(t+ 1/2)t−1 2t i −3it
t+1/2
t(t+2i)
2i(t+ 2i)−1 (2t+ 1 + 2i)(t+ 2i)−1 4t−1
t(t+2i)
0 i(2t− 1) −1 3t
.
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We want to check if the complex number λ = 1 belongs to the spectra of this operators.
There are no poles of the entries of matrix functions a and b lying on > and the
[ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix function
r(t) = (a(t)− e)−1(b(t)− e) =

0 i(−2 + t)(4 + t2)−1 1 (3t− 1)t−1
(t+ 1/2)t−1 2i t+ 1 (4t− 1)t−1
0 i(2t− 1) −1 3t− 1
(t+ 1/2)t−1 i(2t− 1) −1 3t

and computes the determinant of r, det(r) =
i(1+2t)(−1+3t)(2t4+11t2+5t+10)
2t2(4+t2)
. Since there are
no zeros of det(r) that lie on > , the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm computes the left
partial indices κi of r as κ1 = κ2 = κ3 = κ4 = 0. As such, the algorithm concludes that
1 /∈ σ(T{a,b}).
Example 7. Let us consider the paired singular integral operator T{a,b} defined in (1)
with rational matrix coefficients
a(t) =

1−2i+it
t−2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1−i+4it
4t−1 0 0 0 0 0
i(t− 2)−1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 + i 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 i t−1 0
0 0 0 0 1 i 0
− 1
t(t−2) 0 0 0 0 0 1 + i

and
b(t) =

i i
t−7i 0
1
t−2 0 0
1
t−2
0 i(1+4t)
4t−1
t+1
4t−1 0
1
t
0 0
0 − 1
t−7i i
i(t−1)
t−2 0 0
i
t−2
0 0 −1 i 1 0 0
1
t
0 0 1 1+it
2
t2
0 0
1 1
t
0 0 0 i 0
0 − i
t(t−7i) 0 − 1t(t−2) 0 1 it
2−2it−1
t(t−2)

.
We want to check now if the complex number λ = i belongs to the spectra of this operators.
There are no poles of the entries of matrix functions a and b lying on > and the
[ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix function
r(t) = (a(t)− ie)−1(b(t)− ie)
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=

0 (i(−2 + t))(−7i+ t)−1 0 1 0 0 1
0 2i 1 + t 0 (4t− 1)t−1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 1 0 0
1 t−1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 t t−1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

and computes the determinant of r, det(r) = t
2+(5+2i)t−1
t2
. Since there are no zeros of det(r)
that lie on > , the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm computes the left partial indices κi of
r as κ1 = κ2 = κ3 = κ4 = κ5 = κ6 = 0 and κ7 = −1. As such, the algorithm concludes
that
i ∈ σ(T{a,b}).
3.3 Special classes of paired singular integral operators
This subsection is devoted to special classes of paired singular integral operators with
essentially bounded coefficients, defined on the unit circle. For some classes of such
paired singular integral operators, due the specificity and complexity of the operators, in
general, it is very hard to automate the exploration process. However, it is still possible
to use, in a step-by-step manner, the symbolic computation capabilities of Mathematica,
to explore the corresponding spectra.
3.3.1 On the factorability of essentially bounded Hermitian matrix functions
In general, it is possible to show that the study of the factorability of essentially bounded
Hermitian second-order matrix functions with negative determinant and definite diagonal
elements, can be reduced (see, for instance, [11], [16], and [37]) to the study of the
factorability of matrix functions of the form
Aγ(ϕ) =
(
1 ϕ
ϕ |ϕ|2 + γ
)
(13)
where ϕ is an essentially bounded function on the unit circle, that is, ϕ ∈ L∞(> ), ϕ
denotes the complex conjugate of ϕ in the unit circle, and γ ∈ C. In addition, a canonical
generalized factorization of matrix functions of the class (13) has applications in several
scientific research areas (see, for instance, [1], [14], [17], [19], [22], [34], [36], and [37]).
Although we have theoretical results for ϕ ∈ L∞(> ), we can always assume, without loss
of generality, that ϕ ∈ L+∞(> ), that is, ϕ is an essentially bounded function, holomorphic
and bounded on >+ (see, for instance, [13], [16], [17], and [18]).
In [11], [13], [15], and [16] we have stated necessary and sufficient conditions for the
existence of a canonical generalized factorization Aγ(ϕ) = A
+
γ A
−
γ .
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Let Hr,θ(> ) denote the set of all bounded and analytic functions in >+ that can be
represented as the product of a rational outer function r and an inner function θ (i.e., θ
is a bounded analytic function on the interior of the unit circle such that its modulus is
equal to one a.e. on > ). For the case when ϕ ∈ Hr,θ(> ), we designed the generalized
factorization algorithm [AFact] (see [11] and [16]) that allows us to know if a matrix
function of the class (13) admits, or not, a left canonical generalized factorization of the
form (3).
3.3.2 On the spectra of special classes of paired singular integral operators
Let us now consider the special classes of paired singular integral operators of the form
T{a,b} = aP+ + bP−,
defined in (1) with a, b ∈ [L∞(> )]2,2 and λ ∈ C, such that (a− λe)−1(b− λe) belongs to
class (13), for a matrix function ϕ ∈ L∞(> ) and γ ∈ C.
Let us also consider the special classes of paired singular integral operators of the form
T˜{a,b} = P+aI + P−bI ,
defined in (2) with a, b ∈ [L∞(> )]2,2 and λ ∈ C, such that (b− λe)(a− λe)−1 belongs to
class (13), for a matrix function ϕ ∈ L∞(> ) and γ ∈ C.
In [20], based directly on the ideas and concepts that were presented in [16], we formulated
new results3 that relate the spectra of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b}with the spectra of the
special class of self-adjoint singular integral operators
P+ϕP−ϕP+ ,
where ϕ ∈ L∞(> ).
Let Tγ{a,b} be a singular integral operator of class (1), with a, b ∈ [L∞(> )]2,2 and λ ∈ C,
such that (a− λe)−1(b− λe) belongs to class (13), for a matrix function ϕ ∈ L∞(> ) and
γ ∈ C.
Theorem 3. λ ∈ σ (T{a,b})⇔ −γ ∈ σ (P+ϕP−ϕP+)
Theorem 4. If P−ϕ = ϕ and γ ∈ C \ {0}, then λ /∈ σ
(
T{a,b}
)
.
Theorem 5. If γ ∈ C \ R−0 , then λ /∈ σ
(
T{a,b}
)
.
3Similar results to Theorems 6, 7, and 8 can be obtained for the case when the transpose of the matrix
function (b− λe)−1(a− λe) belongs to class (13).
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Remark 4. Similar results to Theorems 3, 4, and 5 were obtained for the spectrum of
the singular integral operator T˜{a,b} defined in (2).
As a consequence, based on Theorem 2.1 of [16], the [AFact] algorithm allows to check if
a complex number λ (chosen arbitrarily) belongs to the spectra of the singular integral
operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b} defined in (1) and (2) , for the case when (a− λe)−1(b− λe) or
(b− λe)(a− λe)−1, respectively, belong to class (13). Note that the computations of the
[AFact] algorithm do not depend on the degree of the polynomials that may eventually
be part of inner function θ. Therefore, for some subclasses of operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b},
whose spectra cannot be studied with the [ASpecPaired-Matrix] algorithm due to the
many zeros and poles present in the entries of the corresponding matrix coefficients, it may
still be possible to use [AFact] to perform this analysis. In addition, our [SInt] algorithm
(see [14]) computes the singular integral S>ϕ for an essentially bounded function ϕ, and
can be used to check, in some particular cases (see Theorem 4), if a complex number λ
(chosen arbitrarily) belongs to the spectra of the singular integral operators T{a,b} and
T˜{a,b} defined in (1) and (2) .
3.3.3 Essentially bounded examples
In this subsection we present nontrivial examples to show how the symbolic capabilities
of the computer algebra system Mathematica, the generalized factorization algorithm
[AFact] ([16]), and the calculation technique [SInt] (see [14]) can be used to explore the
spectra of some particular classes of paired singular integral operators related with the
class of essentially bounded matrix functions (13). All the examples were computed on a
MacBook Pro with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 4 GB of DDR3 RAM, running
Mac OS X 10.9.5 (Mavericks) in single user mode.
We consider the paired singular integral operators T{a,b} and T˜{a,b} defined in (1) and (2)
with essentially bounded matrix coefficients
a(t) =
(
i 0
−ϕγ−1 [1 + (i− 1)γ] γ−1
)
and b(t) =
(
i ϕ
0 i
)
,
where ϕ ∈ L∞(> ), γ ∈ C \ {0}, and the overline in ϕ denotes the complex conjugate of
ϕ defined over the unit circle.
Once more, in this general case we have ab 6= ba. So, the equality (5) is not necessarily
satisfied (see Remark 2).
Example 8. Let us now check if the complex number λ = i− 1 belongs to the spectra
of operator T{a,b} defined in (1).
Based on Theorem 2, we define the matrix function
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r(t) = (a(t)− (i− 1)e)−1(b(t)− (i− 1)e) =
(
1 ϕ
ϕ |ϕ|2 + γ
)
.
In this case r(t) is a matrix function of class (13), and therefore Theorems 6, 7, and 8 can
be used to check if λ belongs to the spectrum of operator T{a,b}.
Example 8.1. Let us consider ϕ(t) represented as ϕ(t) = x(t)y−(t), where y− is an
arbitrary essentially bounded function on the unit circle, analytic in the interior of the
unit circle, x is a rational function without poles on > , and γ is an arbitrary complex
value. In this case the [SInt] algorithm can be used to check if λ belongs to the spectrum
of operator T{a,b}.
(i) Let
x(t) =
3it6 − (8 + 2i)t− 8
(i− 10)t9 + 2t7 + t6 + 1
The calculation technique [SInt] concludes that S>ϕ = −ϕ, that is, P−ϕ = ϕ.
Therefore, by Theorem 4,
i− 1 /∈ σ(Tγ{a,b}).
(ii) Let
x(t) =
t10 +
√
2it
−10t15 + t13 − 2it12 + 1
The [SInt] algorithm gives the output that S>ϕ = −ϕ, that is, P−ϕ = ϕ. Therefore,
by Theorem 4,
i− 1 /∈ σ(Tγ{a,b}).
In both cases (i) and (ii), if y− is a rational function, the study of the spectrum
of operator T{a,b} can also be done by the [ARFact-Matrix] algorithm. However,
due to the complexity of the matrix case, it is not as feasible as before to use the
Root objects to obtain an explicit matrix function factorization when working with
polynomials of such a high degree.
Example 8.2. Let ϕ be an arbitrary essentially bounded function and γ ∈ C \ R−0 .
By Theorem 8 we can conclude immediately, without using the symbolic computation
capabilities of Mathematica, that
i− 1 /∈ σ(Tγ{a,b}).
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Example 8.3. Let us consider
ϕ(t) =
θ(t)
t− 2 ,
where θ is an arbitrary inner function and γ ∈ R−. In this case the [AFact] algorithm can
be used to check if λ belongs to the spectrum of operator T{a,b}.
(i) Let θ be an arbitrary inner function, differentiable in a neighborhood of t = 1,
defined on> , and γ = −1. The factorization algorithm [AFact] finds that the matrix
function r(t) admits a canonical generalized factorization in L2(> ). Therefore, we
can conclude that
1 /∈ σ (P+ϕP−ϕP+) .
By Theorem 3,
i− 1 /∈ σ(Tγ{a,b}).
(ii) Let θ be an arbitrary inner function, differentiable in a neighborhood of t = −1,
defined on > , such that satisfies the condition4 θ′(−1) = 0 and γ = −1
9
. The [AFact]
algorithm finds that the matrix function r(t) admits a non-canonical generalized
factorization in L2(> ). Thus, we can conclude that
1
9
∈ σ (P+ϕP−ϕP+) .
By Theorem 3,
i− 1 ∈ σ(Tγ{a,b}).
Remark 5. Using Theorem 5, we construct the matrix function
r˜(t) = (b(t)− (i− 1)e)(a(t)− (i− 1)e)−1 =
(
1 + |ϕ|2 γϕ
ϕ γ
)
.
Since it is possible to rewrite r˜(t) as
r˜(t) =
(
0 1
1 0
)(
1 ϕ
ϕ 1 + |ϕ|2
)(
0 γ
1 0
)
,
the study of the factorability of this matrix function can be reduced to the study of the
factorability of (
1 ϕ
ϕ 1 + |ϕ|2
)
4This condition is provided explicitly in the output of the [AFact] algorithm. It arises from the
construction of a homogeneous linear system which we know to be uniquely solvable when −γ ∈
σ (P+ϕP−ϕP+).
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which is a matrix function of class (13). From here, Theorem 5.6 of [20] can be used to
conclude immediately, without the need to use the symbolic computation capabilities of
Mathematica, that
i− 1 /∈ σ(T˜γ{a,b}),
for all ϕ ∈ L∞(> ) and γ ∈ C \ {0}.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The design of our analytical algorithms is focused on the possibility of implementing on
a computer all, or a significant part, of the extensive symbolic and numeric calculations
present in the algorithms. The methods developed so far rely on innovative techniques
of Operator Theory and have a great potential to be extended of extension to ever more
complex and general problems. Also, by implementing these methods on a computer,
new and powerful tools are created for exploring that same potential, making the results
of lengthy and complex calculations available in a simple way to researchers of different
areas.
• We are considering the design and implementation of other factorization, spectral
and kernel algorithms. In particular, we hope to publish in the near future some
results concerning algorithms that allow to explore the spectra and compute the
kernels of singular integral operators related with Hankel and commutator operators.
• We hope that our work within the Operator Theory, and with Mathematica, will
help in the path to the future design and implementation of several other analytical
algorithms, with numerous applications in many areas of research and technology.
• We also hope that, going forward, these analytical methods, and their implementa-
tion using a computer algebra system with large symbolic and numeric computation
capabilities, may contribute to the development of the numerical approach in Op-
erator Theory.
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APPENDIX A
Example 4.
Left canonical factorization of r(
0 1
1 0
)
=
(
1 0
0 1
)(
1 0
0 1
)(
0 1
1 0
)
Left non-canonical factorization of r˜(
(−it3 + 2t2 + 2)t−2 t−2 + 1
(t4 + 4it3 − 4t2 − 4)t−2 (it3 − 2t2 − 2)t−2
)
=
( −i t
t+ 2i i(t+ i)2
)(
t 0
0 t−1
)(
1 + 2it−3 it−3
2 1
)
Example 5.
Left non-canonical factorization of r 0 0 t0 1 0
t−1 0 0
 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 t 0 00 1 0
0 0 t−1
 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0

Left non-canonical factorization of r˜ 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0

Example 6.
Left canonical factorization of r
0 i(−2 + t)(4 + t2)−1 1 (3t− 1)t−1
(t+ 1/2)t−1 2i t+ 1 (4t− 1)t−1
0 i(2t− 1) −1 3t− 1
(t+ 1/2)t−1 i(2t− 1) −1 3t

=

3 −3 1 i(−2+t)
4+t2
4 −3 1 + t 2i
3t −3t −1 i(−1 + 2t)
1 + 3t −3t −1 i(−1 + 2t)


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


1 + (2t)−1 0 0 1
1 + (2t)−1 0 0 (3t)−1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0

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Example 7.
Left non-canonical factorization of r
0 (i(−2 + t))(−7i+ t)−1 0 1 0 0 1
0 2i 1 + t 0 (4t− 1)t−1 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 1 0 0
1 t−1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 t t−1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

= r+(t)Λ(t)r−(t)
r+(t) =

i− 28−98i
k1(t−7i)
−2(7+2i)k2t
k1(t−7i) 0 1 0 1 0
k3 −1− k2t 1 + t 0 0 0 −1 + 4t
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
1 0 −1 0 0 0 t
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 t 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 1 0 0

Λ(t) =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 t−1

r−(t) =

k2 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 t−1 0 0 0 0 0
k2 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
k4 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0 1 0 0

k1 = −5− 16i+
√
25 + 20i,
k2 = −12
(
5 + 2i−√25 + 20i)
k3 =
1
2
(
3 + 2i+
√
25 + 20i
)
k4 =
(
2i
[
9 + 2i−√25 + 20i+ ((−33− 24i) +√565 + 1600i) t]) (k1k5)−1
k5 = 5 + 2i+
√
25 + 20i+ 2t
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Abstract. In recent years, several software applications were made available to the gen-
eral public with extensive capabilities of symbolic computation. These applications, known
as computer algebra systems (CAS), allow to delegate to a computer all, or a significant
part of, the symbolic calculations present in many mathematical algorithms. The main
goal of this paper is to show how the symbolic computation capabilities of the CAS Math-
ematica can be used to explore the dimension of the kernel of some classes of singular
integral operators with non-Carleman shift and conjugation, defined on the unit circle.
The new analytical algorithm [ADimKer-NonCarleman] is presented. Several nontrivial
examples computed with the symbolic computation techniques [AFact], [ARFact-Scalar],
[ARFact-Matrix], and [SInt] are given.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The history of the study of singular integral operators (SIOs) with shift is rich. Equally
interesting are the related histories of the study of singular integral equations with shift
and of boundary value problems with shift. All these problems were studied during the
second half of the last century, and continue to be studied at present time. Ilya Vekua’s
book [22] (first edition in 1959) played a key role in this process; in this and in other
similar books (see e.g. [23]), it has been shown how some mathematical physics problems
lead to the solvability of boundary value problems with shift. The Fredholm theory of
SIOs with Carleman shift was constructed in the sixties and the seventies of the XX
century (see [18]). For the case of non-Carleman shift, the theory was completed in the
eighties (see [14]). However, more interesting questions about the solvability of boundary
value problems with shifts, have been considered only with very restrictive conditions
on the corresponding coefficients (see [18]). Recent progress in the study of the spectral
properties of SIOs with linear fractional Carleman shift and conjugation (see [9], [12],
[13], and [21]) makes it possible to study the solvability of the related boundary value
problems (see [17]). For non-Carleman shift, the question about the solvability of this
type of problems remains open (see [1], [15], and [20]).
In [16] we studied a generalized Riemann boundary value problem with a non-Carleman
shift and conjugation on the real line.
In [7] we considered a SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation on the unit circle.
Some estimates for the dimension of its kernel were obtained.
In recent years, several software applications with extensive capabilities of symbolic com-
putation were made available to the general public. These computer algebra systems
(CAS) allow to delegate to a computer all, or a significant part of, the symbolic and
numeric calculations present in many mathematical algorithms. In our work we use the
CAS Mathematica1 to implement, on a computer, some of our analytical algorithms within
operator theory. In [4] it was presented a calculation technique, [SInt], that allows to com-
pute some classes of Cauchy type singular integrals on the unit circle. The factorization
algorithm [AFact] for special classes of factorable essentially bounded hermitian matrix
functions, was presented in [6]. Paper [5] contains the description of the analytical al-
gorithms [ARFact-Scalar] and [ARFact-Matrix] that compute explicit factorizations for
factorable rational functions defined on the unit circle.
In the present paper it is shown how symbolic computation can be used to explore the
dimension of the kernel of some classes of SIOs with non-Carleman shift and conjuga-
tion, with rational coefficients, defined on the unit circle. Section 2 is dedicated to the
theoretical results (see [7]) on the dimension of the kernel of some classes of SIOs with
non-Carleman shift and conjugation. The most general case is considered in Subsection
1All the research presented in this paper was done with Mathematica 9. At present time, we are
using Mathematica 10, with no backward compatibility issues to report. For further information on the
computer algebra system Mathematica visit the Wolfram’s website at www.wolfram.com.
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2.1. Special cases are described in Subsection 2.2. In Section 3 we describe how the
symbolic computation techniques [ARFact-Scalar], [ARFact-Matrix], and [SInt] designed
and implemented with Mathematica can be used to compute the constants that appear
in the estimates obtained in [7]. These three analytical algorithms allow us to design a
new algorithm called [ADimKer-NonCarleman], that estimates the dimension of the ker-
nel of some classes of SIOs with non-Carleman shift and conjugation, defined on the unit
circle. Several nontrivial examples computed with the symbolic computation technique
[ADimKer-NonCarleman] are presented. This paper also contains some final remarks
about our current work and related lines of research that we find potentially interesting.
2 SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS WITH NON-CARLEMAN SHIFT
AND CONJUGATION
Let > denote the unit circle in the complex plane. Let >+ and >− denote the open unit
disk and the exterior region of the unit circle (∞ included), respectively.
It is well known that the SIO with Cauchy kernel, S>, is defined almost everywhere on >
by
S>ϕ(t) =
1
pii
∫
>
ϕ(τ)
τ − t dτ, t ∈ > , (1)
where the integral is understood in the sense of its principal value and represents a
bounded linear operator in L2(> ). In addition, S> is a selfadjoint and unitary opera-
tor in the Lebesgue space L2(> ) (see, for instance, [11] and [14]). Thus, we can associate
with this operator two complementary projection operators
P± = (I ± S>)/2, (2)
where I represents the identity operator.
The projectors P± allow us to decompose the space L2(> ) in the topological direct sum
L2(> ) = L+2 (> )⊕ L−,02 (> ),
where L+2 (> ) = imP+ and L−,02 (> ) = imP−. We also consider L−2 (> ) = L−,02 (> )⊕ C.
As usual, L∞(> ) denotes the space of all essentially bounded functions on > .
Let C(> ) denote the algebra of all continuous functions on > , R(> ) denote the algebra
of rational functions without poles on > , and R±(> ) denote the subsets of R(> ) whose
elements are without poles in >±, respectively.
Let us now introduce the concept of matrix function generalized factorization (see, for
instance, [2] and [19]): we say that a matrix function c ∈ Ln×n∞ (> ) admits a right (left)
generalized factorization in L2(> ) if it can be represented as
c = c−Λc+ (c+Λc−), (3)
where
c±1− ∈
[
L−2 (> )
]n×n
, c±1+ ∈
[
L+2 (> )
]n×n
, Λ(t) = diag{tκj},
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κj ∈ Z, j = 1, n, with κ1 ≥ κ2 ≥ ... ≥ κn , and c−P+c+I (c+P+c−I) represents a bounded
linear operator in Ln2 (> ); the number κ =
n∑
j=1
κj is called the factorization index of the
determinant of the matrix function c. The integers κj are uniquely defined by the matrix
function c and are called its right (left) partial indices. If κj = 0, j = 1, n, then c is said
to admit a right (left) canonical generalized factorization in L2(> ).
Any non-singular continuous matrix function c ∈ Cn×n(> ) admits a generalized factor-
ization of the form (3) in L2(> ) (see, for instance, the above cited [2] and [19]).
Any non-singular rational matrix function c ∈ Rn×n(> ) admits a factorization of the
form (3) (see, for instance, [10]), where
c±1− ∈
[R−(> )]n×n , c±1+ ∈ [R+(> )]n×n .
For the particular scalar case we note that κ = ind c if c ∈ C(> ); as usual, indϕ denotes
the Cauchy index of a continuous function ϕ ∈ C(> ), i.e.,
indϕ =
1
2pi
{argϕ(t)}t∈>.
In the rational scalar case c± ∈ R(> ), then
κ = z+ − p+, (4)
where z+ is the number of zeros of c in >+ (with regard to their multiplicities) and p+ is
the number of poles of c in >+ (with regard to their multiplicities) (see, for instance, [5])
Let ω be a homeomorphism of > onto itself, which is differentiable on > and whose
derivative does not vanish there. The function ω : > → > is called a shift function or
simply a shift on > . By
ωk(t) ≡ ω[ωk−1(t)], ω1(t) ≡ ω(t), ω0(t) ≡ t, t ∈ > ,
we denote the k -th iteration of the shift, k ≥ 2, k ∈ N.
A shift ω is called a (generalized) Carleman shift of order n ∈ N \ {1} if ωn(t) ≡ t,
but ωk(t) 6≡ t for k = 1, n− 1. Otherwise, if ω is not a Carleman shift, it is called a
non-Carleman shift.
In what follows we will consider a linear fractional non-Carleman shift preserving the
orientation on >
α(t) =
µt+ ν
νt+ µ
, t ∈ > , (5)
where µ, ν ∈ C: |µ|2 − |ν|2 = 1. This shift has two fixed points, τ1 and τ2, given by the
formula
τ1,2 =
µ− µ±√(µ+ µ)2 − 4
2ν
.
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Obviously τ1 6= τ2 if |Reµ| 6= 1.
The rational shift function α admits the factorization of the form (3)
α(t) = α+(t)tα−(t),
where
α+(t) =
1
νt+ µ
, α−(t) =
µt+ ν
t
= (α+(t))
−1.
We see that the functions α±, α−1± are analytic in >± and continuous in the closure of
>±, respectively.
Let σ(ξ) and ‖ξ‖2 denote the spectrum and the spectral norm of a matrix ξ ∈ Cn×n,
respectively. Later we will make use of the following result from [15].
Lemma 1. For any continuous matrix function f ∈ Cn×n(> ) such that
σ[f(τj)] ⊂ >+, j = 1, 2,
there exists a polynomial matrix s satisfying the conditions
max
t∈>
∥∥s(t)f(t)s−1(α(t))∥∥
2
< 1
and
P+s
±1P+ = s±1P+.
For a continuous matrix function f satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1, let R denote
the set of all such polynomial matrices s,
l1(s) =
n∑
i=1
max
j=1,n
li,j,
where li,j is the degree of the element si,j(t) of the polynomial matrix s and
l = min
s∈R
{l1(s)}. (6)
As usual, let L˜2(> ) denote the real space of all Lebesgue measurable square summable
complex valued functions on > . On L˜2(> ), associated with the shift α, we consider the
shift operator U defined by
(Uϕ)(t) = α+(t)ϕ[α(t)].
The shift operator U satisfies the properties:
i) U is isometric, i.e., ‖Uϕ‖ = ‖ϕ‖;
ii) US = SU .
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We also consider the following two operators on L˜2(> ): the bounded linear involutive
operator of complex conjugation C,
(Cϕ)(t) = t−1ϕ(t),
and the functional operator
A =
m∑
j=0
ajU
j, aj ∈ C(> ).
The operators P±, U and C, verify the properties
CU = UC, UP± = P±U, CP± = P∓C.
In this paper we will consider the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined
on the unit circle
K = P+ + (aI + AC)P−, (7)
with coefficients a, a0, a1, ..., am ∈ C(> ).
2.1 The case C(> )
In this subsection we present some estimates for the dimension of the kernel of the SIO
K defined in (7).
In what follows, the continuous function a is invertible on > ; then we can construct the
matrix functions
b0 =
(
a−1 a−1a0
−a−1a0 a− a−1 |a0|2
)
, (8)
b1 =
(
0 a−1a1
−a−1(α)a1 −a−1a0a1 − a−1(α)a1a0(α)
)
,
b2 =
(
0 a−1a2
−a−1(α2)a2 −a−1a0a2 − a−1(α)a1a1(α)− a−1(α2)a2a0(α2)
)
,
. . . ,
bm =
(
0 a−1am
−a−1(αm)am −a−1a0am − · · · − a−1(αm)ama0(αm)
)
,
bm+1 =
(
0 0
0 −a−1(α)a1am(α)− · · · − a−1(αm)ama1(αm)
)
,
. . . ,
b2m =
(
0 0
0 −a−1(αm)amam(αm)
)
.
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Let us consider the matrix function b0 defined in (8). Note that det b0(t) 6= 0 for all t ∈
> . Therefore, the non-singular continuous matrix function b0 admits a right generalized
factorization of the form (3) in L2(> )
b0 = b−Λb+. (9)
Let us consider
Λ± = diag{tκ±1 , tκ±2 }, κ±j =
1
2
(κj ± |κj|), j = 1, 2. (10)
It is assumed that
b±1± ∈ C2×2(> ).
For the continuous function a0 let us denote its projections by
(a0)± := P±(a0).
Considering the decomposition a0 = (a0)+ + (a0)− we start by analysing the particular
case (see [7]) when the function (a0)− is the null function. This is an interesting case,
since the matrix function b0 admits the right generalized factorization of the form (9),
where
b− =
(
a−1− 0
−a−1− (a0)+ a+
)
, b+ =
(
a−1+ a
−1
+ (a0)+
0 a−
)
,
and
Λ(t) = diag{t−κ, t−κ}.
Obviously, we get the following result (see [7]).
Proposition 1. Let a be an invertible continuous function on > , and let
a(t) = a−(t)tκa+(t), κ = ind a,
be a generalized factorization of the form (3) of a in L2(> ). Then the right partial indices
of the matrix function b0 are κ1 = −κ and κ2 = −κ.
For the general case, we must consider the function
u := (a0)−(a−a+)−1,
its projections
u± := P±u,
and the Hankel operator (acting in the Hardy class H2(> )) with symbol ϕ ∈ L∞(> )
Hϕ = P−ϕP+.
On the right partial indices of the matrix function b0 we get the following result (see [7]).
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Proposition 2. Let a be an invertible continuous function on > , and let
a(t) = a−(t)tκa+(t), κ = ind a,
be a generalized factorization of the form (3) of a in L2(> ). Then the right partial indices
of the matrix function b0 are
κ1 = −κ+ k, κ2 = −κ− k,
where
k = dim ker(H∗u−Hu− − I). (11)
Let en denote the (n× n) identity matrix and, for simplicity, e ≡ e2.
To obtain an estimate for the dimension of the kernel of the SIO with non-Carleman shift
and conjugation K defined in (7) we need to consider the (4m× 4m) matrix function
f = diag{Λ−1− b−1− , e4m−2}c diag{b−1+ (α)Λ−1+ (α), e4m−2}, (12)
where b± are factors of a right generalized factorization of b0 in L2(> ), Λ± are given in
(10), α is the linear fractional non-Carleman shift defined in (5), and c is the (4m× 4m)
matrix function
c =

b1 b2 · · · b2m−1 b2m
−e 0 · · · 0 0
0 −e . . . ... ...
...
...
. . . 0 0
0 0 · · · −e 0
 .
In [7] we established our main result on the estimate of the dimension of the kernel of K.
Theorem 1. Let K be the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined in (7).
Let a be an invertible function on > , κ = ind a, and k be the number defined in (11);
let f be the matrix function defined in (12), and lK be the number defined in (6) for the
matrix function f . Then the following estimate holds
dim kerK ≤ lK + max(κ− k, 0) + max(κ+ k, 0) + 1. (13)
The estimate (13) depends on the integer constants lK , κ, and k. In Section 3 we will
see that some symbolic computation techniques (see, for instance, [4], [5], and [6]) can be
used to determine the constants κ and k. In addition, it is important to note that the
three constants can be equal zero, one or more at a time.
Since the right partial indices of the matrix function b0 defined in (8) are κ1 = −κ + k
and κ2 = −κ− k (see Proposition 2) we can get the estimate (13) by computing κ1 and
κ2 instead. Therefore, Theorem 1 can be reformulated as
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Theorem 2. Let K be the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined in (7).
Let a be an invertible function on > . Moreover, let κ1 and κ2 be the right partial indices
of the matrix function b0 defined in (8). Then the following estimate holds
dim kerK ≤ lK + max(−κ1, 0) + max(−κ2, 0) + 1.
Remark 1. This last result is very important since it is possible, for some classes of
the matrix functions (see, for instance, [5] and [6]) to compute directly the right partial
indices, κ1 and κ2, of the matrix function b0.
2.2 The case H∞(> ) ∩ C(> )
In this subsection we present some estimates for the dimension of the kernel of the SIO K
defined in (7) for the case when a±1 ∈ C(> ) and some of the coefficients a0, a1, ..., am are
bounded analytic functions in >+, that is, are functions that belong to the class H∞(> ).
It is easy to see that for the case when the function a0 is a continuous, bounded, analytic
function in >+, that is, a0 ∈ H∞(> )∩C(> ), the selfadjoint SIO H∗u−Hu−−I has a trivial
kernel. Thus, according to Theorem 1, we get the following result
Theorem 3. Let K be the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined in (7).
Let a be an invertible function on > , κ = ind a. If P−(a0) ≡ 0, then
dim kerK ≤ lK + 2 max(κ, 0) + 1.
Let us now consider the case when aj ∈ H∞(> ) ∩ C(> ), j = 1,m.
Theorem 4. Let K be the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined in (7).
Let a be an invertible function on > , κ = ind a, and k be the number defined in (11). If
P−(aj) ≡ 0, j = 1,m, then
dim kerK ≤ max(κ− k, 0) + max(κ+ k, 0) + 1 (14)
Based on Proposition 2, we can get estimate (14) only by computing κ1 and κ2, which is
to say that Theorem 4 can be reformulated as
Theorem 5. Let K be the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined in (7).
Let a be an invertible function on > . Moreover, let κ1 and κ2 be the right partial indices
of the matrix function b0 defined in (8). Then the following estimate holds
dim kerK ≤ max(−κ1, 0) + max(−κ2, 0) + 1.
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Remark 2. This last result is very important since it is possible, for some classes of
the matrix functions (see, for instance, [5] and [6]) to compute directly the right partial
indices, κ1 and κ2, of the matrix function b0 (see Examples 2 and 3).
Corollary 1. Let K be the SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation defined in (7).
Let a be an invertible function on > , κ = ind a. If P−(aj) ≡ 0, j = 0,m, then
dim kerK ≤ 2 max(κ, 0) + 1. (15)
3 THE [ADimKer-NonCarleman] ALGORITHM
This Section is dedicated to the formal description of the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algo-
rithm.
It is explained how the symbolic computation techniques [ARFact-Scalar], [ARFact-Matrix],
and [SInt], designed to be implemented with Mathematica, can be used to compute the
constants that appear in the estimates (14) e (15), for the rational case.
For a given SIO with non-Carleman shift and conjugation
K = P+ + (aI + AC)P−, (16)
with coefficients a, a0, a1, ..., am ∈ R(> ), the algorithm [ADimKer-NonCarleman] gives as
output an estimate for the dimension of its kernel.
In the design of this new analytical algorithm we used the calculation technique [SInt] (see
[4]) to compute Cauchy type singular integrals of the form (1), with given integrand factors
aj, j = 0,m, represented as aj(t) = r(t) [x+(t) + y−(t)], where x+, y−, r ∈ R(> ). Up
to our knowledge, this calculation technique is one of the only two analytical algorithms
(see also [SIntAFact] algorithm in [5]) written and implemented to compute SIOs with
general essentially bounded functions. This technique uses extensively the properties
of the projection operators P± defined in (2), and explores the rationality of r(t) to
reduce all possible analytic situations to a few basic cases. The [SInt] algorithm was
implemented on a computer with the Mathematica software system, thus automating the
extensive symbolic and numeric calculations needed for computing the SIOs. The analysis
of its source code2 reveals that the crucial steps are the decomposition of r(t) and the
computation of projections. The calculations involved in these two steps can become
quite lengthy as the expressions of the functions r(t), x+(t), and y−(t) grow larger and
more complex. However, based on our experiments with the algorithm, it is reasonable
to expect total execution times in the order of a few seconds for most inputs.
2The source code of the [SInt] algorithm is available for download with the online edition of [5].
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The [SInt] algorithm can be applied to particular functions x+(t) and y−(t) or it can
compute the closed form of (1) as a general expression in x+(t) and y−(t).
The [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm also uses the factorization algorithm [ARFact-
Scalar] (see [5]), that computes explicit factorizations for any given factorable rational
function defined on the unit circle, to determine the factorization index of the scalar
function a. The symbolic computation capabilities of Mathematica, and the pretty-print
functionality3, allow this part of the code to be very simple and syntactically similar to its
analytical counterpart. We note that, since the zeros and poles of the rational function a(t)
are a crucial information for this calculation technique, the success of the [ARFact-Scalar]
algorithm and, consequently, of the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm, depends on the
possibility of finding those zeros and poles by solving polynomial equations. This can be a
serious limitation when working with polynomials of the fifth degree or higher. However,
even in this case, thanks to the symbolic and numeric capabilities of Mathematica, it is still
possible to obtain an explicit, and for all purposes exact, rational factorization (see [5] and
[8]). In fact, Mathematica uses Root objects to represent solutions of algebraic equations
in one variable, when it is impossible to find explicit formulas for these solutions. The Root
object is not a mere denoting symbol but rather an expression that can be symbolically
manipulated and numerically evaluated. In particular, it is still possible to know if any
given Root lies in the unit circle, in the interior or in the exterior of the unit circle (see, for
instance, Figure 3 in [8]), which is all the information the [ARFact-Scalar] algorithm needs
to construct the factors a±(t) of a given factorable rational function a, and to compute
its factorization index κ. Thus, in the rational case, the constant κ that appears in the
estimates (14) e (15), can always be computed by using formula (4) (see, for instance,
Figure 5 in [8]).
In the design of the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm we also used the analytical fac-
torization algorithm [ARFact-Matrix] (see [5]) to compute the right partial indices of the
matrix function b0 defined in (8). One crucial step of the [ARFact-Matrix] algorithm,
implemented using the CAS Mathematica, is finding the zeros of the determinant of the
rational matrix function b0. Therefore, as in the scalar case, the success of the algorithms
depends on the possibility of finding solutions of polynomial equations. However, due to
the complexity of the matrix case, it is not as feasible as before to use the Root objects to
obtain an explicit matrix function factorization when working with high degree polyno-
mials. Nonetheless, even when working with polynomials of relative low degree, we note
that, although the final factorization may have relatively simple entries, if we were to use
the traditional pencil and paper tools the intermediate calculations would take typically
many working hours, up to the point of infeasibility and therefore, there is still something
to gain with the implementation of the [ARFact-Matrix] algorithm.
The [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm can be applied to given SIOs with non-Carleman
3The pretty-print functionality allows to write on the computer screen scientific formulas in the tra-
ditional format, as if one was using pencil and paper.
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shift and conjugation K defined in (16).
The flowchart of the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm is shown in Figure 1.
Input
a, a0, a1, ... , am
SInt(aj)
false
 true
P_(aj) ≡ 0
P_(aj)
dimker K ≤ l
K
 + max(κ - k, 0) + max(κ + k, 0) + 1
SInt(a0)
 true
P_(a0) ≡ 0
P_(a0)
false
ARFact-Scalar(a)
κ
Output
dimker  K ≤ 2 max(κ, 0) + 1
ARFact-Matrix(b
0
)
κ - k, κ + k
Output
dimker  K ≤ max(κ - k, 0) + max(κ + k, 0) + 1
b
0
Figure 1: Flowchart of [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm.
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Remark 3. The algorithm (in its current state) can also be generalized and applied to
the non-rational functions aj(t), j = 0,m, which can be represented as the product of
a rational function by a function whose conjugate is a bounded analytic function in the
interior of the unit circle (see Remark 4 in Example 1).
There are three options to input functions a(t) and aj(t), j = 0,m:
1. Insert a(t) and aj(t), j = 0,m directly.
2. Insert a(t) directly; insert zeros, poles (and multiplicities) of aj(t), j = 0,m.
3. Insert a(t) directly; insert numerators, poles (and multiplicities) of aj(t), j = 0,m.
For each chosen set of input functions a, aj(t), j = 0,m ∈ R(> ) and complex number λ,
the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm gives one of the following outputs :
[Output 1] dim kerK ≤ 2 max(κ, 0) + 1 (17)
[Output 2] dim kerK ≤ max(κ− k, 0) + max(κ+ k, 0) + 1 (18)
3.1 [ADimKer-NonCarleman] examples
This Subsection contains several nontrivial rational examples computed with the [ADimKer-
NonCarleman] algorithm.
All the examples were computed on a MacBook Pro with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor
and 4 GB of DDR3 RAM, running Mac OS X 10.9.5 (Mavericks) in single user mode.
The factors b± computed with the factorization algorithm [ARFact-Matrix] for examples 2
and 3 are presented in Appendix A. Note that, although these factors are not used directly
by the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm to estimate the dimension of the kernel of the
SIO K defined in (16), they are necessary for the computation of the right partial indices
κ− k and κ+ k.
Example 1. Let us consider the SIO K defined in (16) with rational coefficients
a(t) =
t9 + 5t2 − 1− i
t11 + t5 + 2t3 − (10 + i)t2 , a0(t) =
(7 +
√
5i)t30 − 1
t2 + it+ 6
, a1(t) =
2t+ 3i+
√
2
t15 + 2it3 + t2 − 10 .
The [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm computes the singular integral P−(a1) and con-
cludes that P−(a1) ≡ 0. As a consequence, the singular integral P−(a0) is computed.
Since P−(a0) ≡ 0, the algorithm computes the Cauchy index of function a, κ = 0. Thus,
the [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm gives the output
dim kerK ≤ 1.
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Remark 4. Based on Remark 3 the previous example can be generalized for
a0(t) =
(7 +
√
5i)t30 − 1
t2 + it+ 6
X1,+(t) and a1(t) =
2t+ 3i+
√
2
t15 + 2it3 + t2 − 10X2,+(t),
where X1,+(t) and X1,+(t) are bounded and analytical continuous functions in the interior
of the unit circle. The output is the same as in Example 1.
Example 2. Let us consider the SIO K defined in (16) with rational coefficients
a(t) = t, a0(t) =
2t2
2t− i , a1(t) =
6t14 − it+ 3i
t7 + 2it2 − 13 , a2(t) =
√
2it3 + 2t− 3
6t14 − it+ 3i .
The [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm computes the singular integrals P−(aj), j = 1, 2
and concludes that P−(aj) ≡ 0, j = 1, 2. As a consequence, the singular integral P−(a0)
is computed. Since P−(a0) 6≡ 0, the algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix function
b0(t) =
 t
−1 2t
2t− i
2i
t2(t− 2i)
−2t2 + it+ 2
−2t2 + 5it+ 2
 ,
and computes its right partial indices, κ1 = −1 and κ2 = −1. Thus, the [ADimKer-
NonCarleman] algorithm gives the output
dim kerK ≤ 3.
Example 3. Let us consider the SIO K defined in (16) with rational coefficients
a(t) ≡ 1, a0(t) = t
1− 2t , aj(t) ∈ H∞(> ) ∩R(> ), j = 1,m.
The [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm computes the singular integrals P−(aj), j = 1,m
and concludes that P−(aj) ≡ 0, j = 1,m. As a consequence, the singular integral P−(a0)
is computed. Since P−(a0) 6≡ 0, the algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix function
b0(t) =

1
t
1− 2t
1
2− t
2(t− 1)2
(2t− 1)(t− 2)
 ,
and computes its right partial indices, κ1 = 0 and κ2 = 0. Thus, the [ADimKer-
NonCarleman] algorithm gives the output
dim kerK ≤ 1.
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Remark 5. In the previous example u− = P−(a0) =
1
2(1− 2t) . Since κ1 = −κ + k,
κ1 = −κ− k, and κ = 0, it follows that k = dim ker(H∗u−Hu− − I) = 0.
Example 4. Let us consider the SIO K defined in (16) with rational coefficients
a(t) ≡ 1, a0(t) = t
1− 2tθ(t), aj(t) ∈ H∞(> ) ∩R(> ), j = 1,m,
where θ is an arbitrary rational inner function.
The [ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm computes the singular integrals P−(aj), j = 1,m
and concludes that P−(aj) ≡ 0, j = 1,m. As a consequence, the singular integral P−(a0)
is computed. Since P−(a0) 6≡ 0, ∀θ(t), the algorithm constructs the auxiliary matrix
function
b0(t) =

1
t
1− 2tθ(t)
1
2− tθ(t)
2(t− 1)2
(2t− 1)(t− 2)
 .
Since the right partial indices of b0 are κ1 = 0 and κ2 = 0, for any inner function θ(t),
differentiable in a neighboord4 of t = 1 in > , that might be considered by the user, the
[ADimKer-NonCarleman] algorithm (when it works5) gives the output
dim kerK ≤ 1.
Remark 6. This estimate can be confirmed for any inner function (rational or non-
rational), differentiable in a neighboord of t = 1 in > since, in this case, it is possible to
obtain an explicit generalized factorization of the form (3) for the matrix function b0 by
using the [AFact] algorithm (see [6]). One of the factors of this generalized factorization
is
Λ(t) = diag{tk, t−k}
where k is precisely the number defined in (11).
4 CONCLUSIONS
The design of our analytical algorithms is focused on the possibility of implementing on
a computer all, or a significant part of, the extensive symbolic and numeric calculations
present in the algorithms. The methods developed rely on innovative techniques of Op-
erator Theory and have a great potential of extension to ever more complex and general
4This condition is provided explicitly in the output of the [AFact] algorithm.
5When function θ(t) contains polynomials with a high degree it is not feasible to use the [ARFact-
Matrix] to compute the right partial indices of b0, κ1 and κ1.
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problems. Also, by implementing these methods on a computer, new and powerful tools
are created for exploring that same potential, making the results of lengthy and complex
calculations available in a simple way to researchers of different areas.
• We note that most of all the concepts and results established for the unit circle
within Operator Theory can be generalized for the real line. It is our opinion that
the design and implementation of analytical algorithms that work with singular
integral operators defined in the real line is a very interesting new line of research.
Currently, we are attempting to generalize [ADimKer-NonCarleman] to other types
of curves (namely the real line) and to other classes of singular integrals.
• We hope that our work within the Operator Theory, and with Mathematica, will
help in the path to the future design and implementation of several other analytical
algorithms, with numerous applications in many areas of research and technology.
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APPENDIX A
Example 2.
Right factorization of b0:
b0(t) =
 t
−1 2t
2t− i
2i
t2(t− 2i)
−2t2 + it+ 2
−2t2 + 5it+ 2
 = b−(t)Λ(t)b+(t)
b−(t) =

3(2− 3i)t
13(i− 2t) 1 +
3(8− 15i)
289(i− 2t)
3(2− 3i) + 26t
13(2t− i)
4[(6 + 61i)− 3(38 + i)t]
289t(2t− i)
 , Λ(t) = ( t−1 00 t−1
)
,
b+(t) =

6(38 + i)
289(t− 2i) 1 +
4(73 + 116i)− 4(54− 29i)t− 289t2
289(2i− t)
1− 3(2− 3i)
26(2i− t)
(2− 3i)t[6(2− i) + (7 + 6i)t]
26(t− 2i)

Example 3.
Right factorization of b0:
b0(t) =

1
t
1− 2t
1
2− t
2(t− 1)2
(2t− 1)(t− 2)
 = b−(t)Λ(t)b+(t)
b−(t) =
 1 +
3
8(2t− 1)
3
2
1
4(2t− 1) 1
 , Λ(t) = ( 1 00 1
)
,
b+(t) =
 1 +
3
2(t− 2) −2 +
1
2− t
9
8(2− t) 1 +
3
4(t− 2)

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Abstract. We present a mathematical model that describes one of the most virulent
pathogens for humans—the Ebola virus. The spread of this lethal virus is investigated by
the SEIR (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Recovered) model. We discuss and simulate
the model and then control the evolution of the Ebola virus with the goal to study the
impact of vaccination on its spread.
1 INTRODUCTION
The Ebola virus is one of the most deadliest pathogens for humans. The latest major
outbreak occurred in West Africa in 2014 [1,2]. The extremely rapid increase of this lethal
virus and the high mortality rate, make it a major problem for public health. Signs start
between two days and three weeks after contracting the virus. Symptoms typically begin
with fever, sore throat, muscle pain, and headaches. Then, vomiting, diarrhea and rash
usually follow, along with decreased function of the liver and kidneys. At this time some
people begin to bleed both internally and externally. The disease has a high risk of death,
killing between 25 and 90 percent of those infected, which typically happens six to sixteen
days after symptoms appear [3–9].
To understand the spread of the latest outbreak, it is crucial to model the virus by
using parameters estimated from recent data of World Health Organization (WHO) and
simulate it. Real-time estimates of the virus parameters and mathematical modelling
are important for predicting the evolution of this Ebola outbreak and investigate the
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effects of ongoing and new interventions [10], e.g., vaccination as a precaution to the
epidemic [11–14].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the 2014 Ebola virus outbreak
using the SEIR (Susceptible, Exposed, Infectious, Recovered) compartimental model for
the spread of the disease, which is described by a system of four ordinary differential
equations (ODE). After transmission of the virus, the susceptible individuals S enter
the exposed (infected but not infectious) class E before they become infectious I, that
either recover and survive (R) or die [15–19] (Section 2.1). To solve numerically the
system modeling the recent Ebola outbreak (by using parameters estimated from real-
data), we use an ODE solver of Matlab (Section 2.2). Then, in order to predict the effect
of vaccination on the infected individuals along time, we improve the model by adding a
vaccination term (Section 3.1). We discuss and simulate the model in case of vaccination,
controlling the evolution of the virus with the goal to study the impact of vaccination on
the spread of Ebola (Section 3.2). We end with Section 4 of conclusion and an appendix
with our Matlab code.
2 MODELLING AND SIMULATION OF THE EBOLA VIRUS
We begin by modeling and simulating the evolution of the spread of Ebola virus, using the
Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovered (SEIR) model. A simpler but not so realistic
epidemic SIR model has been recently considered in [10], with no incubation period in-
cluded in the study. Here, in contrast, the dynamics of the model is given in three stages:
susceptible to exposed (infected but not infectious), exposed to infectious, and infectious
to recovered. The novelties now considered are important from the medical point of view,
since the length of time between exposure to the Ebola virus and the development of
symptoms (incubation period) always exists, between 2 to 21 days [20,21], being typically
between 4 to 10 days [22].
2.1 Mathematical model
In our description of the transmission of Ebola virus, we model the total infections that
occur during the outbreak by subdividing the population into four classes. The susceptible
individuals at time t, denoted by S(t), enter the exposed class E(t) before they become
infectious. The infectious class at time t, denoted by I(t), represents the individuals that
are infected with the disease and are suffering the symptoms of Ebola. Finally, we have
the recovered class, which at time t is denoted by R(t). The total population, assumed
constant during the short period of time under study, is given by N = S(t)+E(t)+I(t)+
R(t) at any instant of time t. The transmission of Ebola virus is then described by the
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Figure 1: Diagram of the Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovered (SEIR) model (1).
following set of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs):
dS(t)
dt
= −βS(t)I(t),
dE(t)
dt
= βS(t)I(t)− γE(t),
dI(t)
dt
= γE(t)− µI(t),
dR(t)
dt
= µI(t).
(1)
The transitions between different states are described by the following parameters:
 the transmission rate β,
 the infectious rate γ,
 the recovered rate µ.
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the variables of our SEIR model.
2.2 Numerical simulation
We simulate model (1) by using the parameters estimated on November 2014 by Kau-
rov and Althaus [18, 23], who studied statistically the recent data of the World Health
Organisation (WHO) [24]. In particular, in the statistical study [23], Kaurov studies the
outbreak by modeling it with Wolfram’s Mathematica language. The parameters obtained
by Kaurov and Althaus are β = 0.2, γ = 0.1887 and µ = 0.1, and are based on the fact
that 88% of population is susceptible, 7% of population is exposed (infected but not
infectious) and 5% of population is infectious [18, 23]. In agreement, the initial suscepti-
ble, exposed, infectious and recovered populations are given respectively by S(0) = 0.88,
E(0) = 0.07, I(0) = 0.05 and R(0) = 0.
Our numerical simulations were done with the ode45 solver of Matlab (see Appendix A.1).
The numerical solution of the system of differential equations, which represents mathe-
matically the SEIR model of the spread of Ebola, is shown in Figure 2. To interpret the
results, we describe the evolution of each group along time and the links between them.
Figure 2 shows that the susceptible group begins to plummet due to how infectious the
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Figure 2: Solution to the Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovered (SEIR) model (1) with S(0) = 0.88,
E(0) = 0.07, I(0) = 0.05, R(0) = 0, β = 0.2, γ = 0.1887 and µ = 0.1.
virus is and, simultaneously, the exposed and infectious individuals begin to rise. Note
that our results are in agreement with the value of the basic reproduction number R0
that, in this case, is given by R0 = β/µ = 2, meaning that the infection spreads fast in
the population [25].
3 THE EBOLA VACCINATION MODEL
Infectious diseases have tremendous influence on human life. In last decades, controlling
infectious diseases has been an increasingly complex issue. A strategy to control infectious
diseases is through vaccination [26]. Now our idea is to study the effect of vaccination
in practical Ebola situations. The French nurse cured of Ebola with the help of an
experimental vacine, after contracting the virus in Liberia, is a proof of the possibility of
treatment, by vaccinating infected individuals [27].
3.1 Dynamics of the vaccination model
We now improve the SEIR model described in Section 2.1 by introducing vaccination. The
system of equations that describe the Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovery (SEIR)
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Figure 3: The scheme of the Susceptible–Exposed–Infectious–Recovered model with vaccination (2).
model with vaccination is: 
dS(t)
dt
= −βS(t)I(t) + υS(t),
dE(t)
dt
= βS(t)I(t)− γE(t),
dI(t)
dt
= γE(t)− µI(t),
dR(t)
dt
= µI(t)− υS(t),
(2)
where β is the rate of infection, µ is the rate of recovery, and υ is the percentage of
individuals vaccinated every day [28]. Note that for υ = 0 (i.e., no vaccination) system (2)
reduces to (1). The relationship between the variables of the SEIR model with vaccination
(2) is shown in Figure 3.
3.2 Simulation of the vaccination model
We simulate, with the help of Matlab (see Appendix A.2), the SEIR model with vaccina-
tion (2) in order to predict the evolution of every class of individuals in case of vaccination.
In our study, comparison is based in the test of different rates of vaccinations and their
effect on the curve of each group. The results are shown in Figures 4 and 5. These
figures present different rates of vaccination and their effect on the peak of the curve of
infectious individuals along time. The curve of infectious individuals shows that when
the percentage of vaccinated individuals increase, the peak of the curve of infectious in-
dividuals is less important, the period of infection (the corresponding number of days)
is shorter and the number of recovered is more important. In fact, in case of infection
without vaccination, the curve of the infectious class goes to zero in about 90 days (see
Figure 4), where in presence of vaccination the curve of the infectious class goes to zero in
about 35 days (see Figure 5). This shows the efficiency of using vaccination in controlling
Ebola. Table 1 presents the maximum percentage of infectious individuals corresponding
to different rates of vaccinations and the respective number of days for the peak of infec-
tious. The evolution of the spread of the Ebola virus is also modelled and simulated, by
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Figure 4: Solution to the vaccination SEIR model (2) with β = 0.2, γ = 0.1887, µ = 0.1, S(0) = 0.88,
E(0) = 0.07, I(0) = 0.05 and R(0) = 0, and different rates of vaccination: υ = 0 (up), υ = 0.005 (middle),
and υ = 0.01 (down).
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Figure 5: Solution to the vaccination SEIR model (2) with β = 0.2, γ = 0.1887, µ = 0.1, S(0) = 0.88,
E(0) = 0.07, I(0) = 0.05 and R(0) = 0, and different rates of vaccination: υ = 0.02 (up), υ = 0.03
(middle) and υ = 0.04 (down).
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Rate of vaccination Maximum percentage of infectious Days to the peak of I(t)
0.000 14.0% 29.65
0.005 12.6% 26.17
0.010 11.6% 23.76
0.020 10.4% 18.56
0.030 09.6% 15.20
0.040 09.2% 13.36
Table 1: Maximum percentage of infectious individuals I corresponding to different rates υ of vaccination
and respective number of days for the peak of I.
Rate of vaccination Maximum % of I of SEIR Maximum % of I of SIR
0.000 14.0% 17%
0.005 12.6% 15%
0.010 11.6% 13%
Table 2: Comparison between the SIR model studied in [10] and the SEIR model investigated here:
maximum percentage of infectious individuals I corresponding to different rates υ of vaccination.
using the more basic SIR (Susceptible–Infectious–Recovery) epidemic model, in [10]. In
Table 2 we present a comparison between the numerical results of the SIR model of [10]
and the numerical results of the SEIR model here obtained. Precisely, Table 2 shows the
maximum percentage of infectious individuals corresponding to different rates of vaccina-
tion, both in case of the SIR model [10] and in the case of the SEIR model considered
here. One may conclude that the model now proposed for the 2014 Ebola outbreak in
West Africa is an improvement of the SIR model studied before in [10].
4 CONCLUSION
We discussed a SEIR mathematical model that provides a good description of the 2014
Ebola outbreak. Our study of the SEIR model improves the recent results obtained in [10]
for the more basic SIR model. The SEIR model flows from SIR model, describing better
the spread of Ebola of the 2014 outbreak in West Africa by being closer to the data
provided by the World Health Organization and to the reality of the epidemics. Our
results show that a vaccination strategy greatly helps to reduce the number of infected
and increases the number of recovered individuals, in a short period of time.
As future work, we plan to investigate the usefulness of optimal control to minimize the
number of infected individuals and the cost of vaccination, when subject to the SEIR
model with vaccination here considered.
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A MATLAB CODE
In this appendix we provide the Matlab code used in our simulations. The scripts are a
direct implementation of the differential equations that describe the considered models.
Only standard Matlab features are used.
A.1 Matlab code for the SEIR model (1) without vaccination
function dy = eq model SEIR(t,y)
dy = zeros(4,1);
dy(1) = -beta.*y(1).*y(3);
dy(2) = beta.*y(1).*y(3) - gamma.*y(2);
dy(3) = gamma.*y(2) - mu.*y(3);
dy(4) = mu.*y(3);
y0=[S 0;E 0;I 0;R 0];
t0= [0 100];
[time,y]= ode45(@eq model SEIR,t0,y0);
S=y(:,1);
E=y(:,2);
I=y(:,3);
R=y(:,4);
h1=figure(1)
plot(temps,S,'b-x',temps,E,'m-ˆ',temps,I,'r-*',temps,R,'c-+')
xlabel('Time [days]');
ylabel('S(t), E(t), I(t), R(t)');
legend('Susceptible','Exposed','Infectious','Recovered');
A.2 Matlab code for the SEIR model (2) with vaccination
function dy = eq model SEIR vac(t,y)
dy = zeros(4,1);
dy(1) = -beta.*y(1).*y(3)- v.*y(1);
dy(2) = beta.*y(1).*y(3) - gamma.*y(2);
dy(3) = gamma.*y(2) - mu.*y(3);
dy(4) = mu.*y(3)+ v.*y(1);
y0=[S 0;E 0;I 0;R 0];
t0= [0 100];
[time,y]= ode45(@eq model SEIR vac,t0,y0);
S vac=y(:,1);
E vac=y(:,2);
I vac=y(:,3);
R vac=y(:,4);
h1=figure(1)
plot(temps,S vac,'b-x',temps,E vac,'m-ˆ',temps,I vac,'r-*',temps,R vac,'c-+')
xlabel('Time [days]');
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ylabel('S(t), E(t), I(t), R(t)');
legend('Susceptible','Exposed','Infectious','Recovered');
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Abstract. The shallow water system is a fundamental work-piece for tsunami or flooding
simulations. One of the major difficulties is the correct location of the dry/wet interface
to evaluate accurate approximations of the velocity and kinetic energy. On the other
hand, the MOOD method has been recently proposed to provide more efficient schemes in
the framework of the Euler system. We propose to compare two second-order methods,
namely the MUSCL and the MOOD techniques, and draw comparisons on accuracy shock
capturing and dry/wet interface.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Shallow water equations with varying bathymetry is a challenging topic due to the wide
number of applications such that tsunami, flooding, coastal erosion [14]. A large number
of numerical schemes has been proposed and studied and, in particular, very high-order
finite volume methods (fifth- and sixth-order for instance) have received great attention in
order to provide very accurate numerical solutions [10, 11, 7]. Nevertheless, the design of
new second-order methods is still an important objective since most of the engineering or
environmental applications are developed with such a technique due to its simplicity and
computational efficiency [1, 9, 15]. Recently, a new limiting technology, named the Multi-
dimensional Optimal Order Detection (MOOD), has been proposed and tested for the
Euler system [5, 6, 8]. An extension version has been proposed for the non-conservative
shallow water equations where a sixth-order scheme was tested on two-dimensional un-
structured meshes [7]. We here tackle the question of comparing the efficiency of the
MOOD and MUSCL second-order methods. The two techniques are fundamentally dif-
ferent since the MUSCL is based on a priori criteria, whereas the MOOD uses a posteriori
detectors to prevent the solution from oscillating in the vicinity of discontinuities.
This work proposes a comparison study between the two methods for the simple one-
dimensional case in order to assess their accuracy and shock capturing capacity, as well
as dry/wet interfaces location. After developing the key ingredients of the discretization,
we introduce the MUSCL and MOOD methods and highlight their differences. Numerical
tests are then carried out to draw the comparisons using four relevant simulations: the
lake at rest to check the C-property, a regular case for the accuracy, a discontinuous case
for the shock capturing, and finally a set of two dry/wet tests to evaluate both methods
in this specific but important configuration (flooding, dam break or tsunami).
2 SECOND-ORDER FINITE VOLUME SCHEME
The classical shallow water system with varying bathymetry writes
∂th+ ∂x(hu) = 0,
∂t(hu) + ∂x
(
hu2 +
g
2
h2
)
= −gh∂xb,
where h denotes the water height, u the velocity, b the bathymetry, g = 9.81 the grav-
ity acceleration, and η = h + b the free surface. Vector U = (h, hu, b) represents the
conservative quantities.
2.1 Discretization
Domain Ω = [0, L] is decomposed into non-overlapping cells ci = [xi−1/2, xi+1/2] with
centroid xi, i = 1, · · · , I. For a final time T , 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn < · · · < tN = T is a
regular subdivision with time step ∆t = T
N
. We denote by ∆xi = |ci| the length of the
cell, while αni represents an approximation of the mean value over cell ci for function α
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(α = h, η, hu, b) at time tn. We recall that for regular functions (say C2) over the cell ci,
the point-wise value at xi is a second-order approximation of the mean value. In the same
way, αni+1/2,L and α
n
i+1/2,R represent approximations on the left and right side of xi+1/2.
2.2 Hydrostatic reconstruction
We recall the hydrostatic reconstruction introduced by Audusse et al. [1]. We denote by
bni+1/2 = max(b
n
i+1/2,L, b
n
i+1/2,R) and set
h∗,ni+1/2,L = max(0, h
n
i+1/2,L − bni+1/2 + bni+1/2,L), η∗,ni+1/2,L = h∗,ni+1/2,L + bni+1/2,
h∗,ni+1/2,R = max(0, h
n
i+1/2,R − bni+1/2 + bni+1/2,R), η∗,ni+1/2,R = h∗,ni+1/2,R + bni+1/2.
For the sake of consistency, we also set u∗,ni+1/2,L = u
n
i+1/2,L and u
∗,n
i+1/2,R = u
n
i+1/2,R.
2.3 Generic second-order scheme
We use the Audusse et al. methodology [1, 9], where the following scheme has been
proposed
Un+1i = U
n
i −
∆t
∆xi
[Fni+1/2 + εni+1/2,L − F ni−1/2 − εni−1/2,R]+ ∆tSni ,
with Fni−1/2 = F(U∗,ni−1/2,L, U∗,ni−1/2,R) the numerical flux for the conservative contribution
(Rusanov or HLL for example [12]) with
U∗,ni−1/2,L =
 h∗,ni−1/2,Lh∗,ni−1/2,Lu∗,ni−1/2,L
bni−1/2
 , U∗,ni−1/2,R =
 h∗,ni−1/2,Rh∗,ni−1/2,Ru∗,ni−1/2,R
bni−1/2
 .
We introduce the non-conservative numerical flux to deal with the discontinuous part of
the non-conservative source term
εni+1/2,L =
g
2
[
(h∗,ni+1/2,L)
2 − (hni+1/2,L)2
]
, εni−1/2,R =
g
2
[
(h∗,ni−1/2,R)
2 − (hni−1/2,R)2
]
,
while the discretization of the regular part of the non-conservative source term writes
Sni = −g
hni+1/2,L + h
n
i−1/2,R
2
× b
n
i+1/2,L − bni−1/2,R
∆xi
.
3 MUSCL versus MOOD
To provide a second-order scheme, local linear reconstructions are required, and therefore
we compute slopes to provide an approximation of the first derivatives (see [4] for an
overview of the MUSCL method). For any function α = h, η, hu, b, we define the slopes
pni−1/2(α) = 2
αni − αni−1
∆xi−1 + ∆xi
, pni+1/2(α) = 2
αni+1 − αni
∆xi + ∆xi+1
,
pni (α) = 2
αni+1 − αni−1
∆xi−1 + 2∆xi + ∆xi+1
.
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The first-order scheme corresponds to take αni+1/2,L = α
n
i−1/2,R = α
n
i , that is p
n(α) = 0.
Notice that for that case, we have Sni = 0 and the contribution of bathymetry variations
is concentrated on the interfaces. It is well-known that a non-limited linear reconstruction
will give rise to oscillations in the vicinity of a discontinuity due to the Gibbs phenomenon
and non-linear limiting procedures have to be implemented to locally reduce the accuracy
and preserve the monotonicity. Based on linear reconstructions, the traditional MUSCL
approach consists in reducing the slopes such that some stability criterion is achieved.
Thus, such a method is a priori since the corrections are made before updating the
solution. On the contrary, the MOOD method assumes that the solution is smooth
enough. A candidate solution is computed without altering the slopes and then, based
on the candidate solution, corrections of the slopes are provided to satisfy some stability
criterion. The a posteriori method has the advantage to perform corrections only for
problematic cells and therefore this technique is less intrusive and provides better accuracy.
3.1 MUSCL method
The MUSCL second-order scheme corresponds to define the reconstructed values on the
left and right side of the interfaces by
αni+1/2,L = α
n
i + q
n
i (α)
∆xi
2
, αni−1/2,R = α
n
i − qni (α)
∆xi
2
,
where the limited slope
qni (α) = φ
(
pni−1/2(α), p
n
i+1/2(α)
)
is computed using a limiter function φ such as the min-mod, the van-Alabada or the van-
Leer limiters. An important point is that the reconstruction cannot be performed with
h, η and b at the same time for compatibility reasons. It has been proved that the good
choice is to carry out the MUSCL procedure on h and η, and then deduce the values for
b on the interfaces (this is the reason why b depends on time) setting
bni+1/2,L = η
n
i+1/2,L − hni+1/2,L, bni−1/2,R = ηni−1/2,R − hni−1/2,R.
Notice that a second-order method in space also requires a second-order method in time
to be effective. The usual TVD-RK2 (Heun method) is employed to guarantee a global
second-order method for smooth solutions.
3.2 MOOD method
We give here a short introduction to the MOOD method, but a detailed description
is given in [5, 6, 8, 7, 2]. The Cell Polynomial Degree (CPD) map corresponds to a
vector associated to the cells which indicates the degree of the polynomial reconstruction,
while the Edge Polynomial Degree (EPD) is a vector associated to the edges indicating
the degree of the polynomial used to evaluate the reconstruction on both sides of the
edges for the flux and source term computation. In practice, we take EPD(i + 1/2) =
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min(CPD(i), CPD(i + 1)). In our specific case, a cell ci may have a CPD(i) = 1 if we
use the slope (second-order approximation) or CPD(i) = 0 if the slope is null (first-order
approximation).
The MOOD method is based on the following loop. Assume that we known an approxi-
mation Unh = (U
n
i )i=1,··· ,I at time t
n and initialise the CPD to 1, i.e. we use a second-order
approximation for each cell.
1. We build a candidate solution U?h based on the CPD map. In practice, we use the re-
construction indicated by the corresponding EPD map to compute the reconstructed
values used to evaluate the numerical fluxes and the source term.
2. We look at each value U?i of the candidate solution to check if it satisfies a set of
conditions (or detectors).
3. If all the cells are valid, then the candidate solution turns out to be the approxima-
tion at time tn+1, i.e. Un+1h = U
?
h . Otherwise, we modify the CPD map reducing
the polynomial degree from 1 to 0 for the problematic cells and go back to step 1.
The MOOD method assumes that the first-order scheme (the CPD map is zero every-
where) fulfils the set of conditions. Hence, in the worst case, the scheme becomes a
first-order one.
3.2.1 Basic detectors
Several detectors may be defined to determine whether a cell is eligible or not as proposed
in [7]. The main point is to detect if the candidate solution is physically admissible and
to prevent the appearance of oscillations characterised by creation of local extrema.
Physical Admissible Detector (PAD) The candidate solution satisfies the PAD
condition on cell ci if h
?
i ≥ 0. Such a condition is crucial since negative water height
values are non-physical.
Maximum Principle Detector (MPD) The candidate solution satisfies the MPD
condition on cell ci if
min(hni−1, h
n
i , h
n
i+1) ≤ h?i ≤ max(hni−1, hni , hni+1),
which implies that the candidate value remains between the local minimum and local
maximum at time tn. Such condition enables to detect potential oscillation since the
Gibbs phenomenon induces the creation of local extrema.
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Extrema Detector (ED) In the case where the solution does not depend on time,
the MPD condition does not make sense and therefore it is useful to consider the new
following criterion
min(h?i−1, h
?
i+1) ≤ h?i ≤ max(h?i−1, h?i+1),
which allows to detect the extrema of the discrete candidate solution.
3.2.2 Relaxation detectors
Extrema may derive from local oscillations associated to the Gibbs phenomenon, but may
also be smooth extrema corresponding to real ones. Hence, we have to distinguish these
two situations in order to set the CPD = 0 for the oscillation case, whereas in the other
case we preserve the CPD = 1 to provide a second-order of approximation. To this end,
we introduce a new tool. For any function α = h, η, hu, we set
Ci(α) =
αi+1 + αi−1 − 2αi
(∆x)2
, i = 2, . . . , I − 1, and C1(α) = C2(α), CI(α) = CI−1(α),
where for the sake of simplicity we assume ∆xi = ∆x, and compute the following local
curvature indicators
χm,i = min(Ci−1, Ci, Ci+1), χM,i = max(Ci−1, Ci, Ci+1),
for i = 2, . . . , I − 1, where we omit the function α for the sake of simplicity. Notice that
one can have |χm,i| > |χM,i|. We then define the following relaxation limiters.
Small Curvature Detector (SCD) or Plateau Detector Let εC be a given tolerance
parameter. Then, CPD(i) = 1 if
max(|χm,i|, |χM,i|) ≤ εC .
Such condition means that the curvature is so small that the numerical solution is locally
linear and therefore the reconstruction should not be limited.
Local Oscillation Detector (LOD) We must enforce CPD(i) = 0 if one has
χm,iχM,i ≤ 0.
This condition detects a local oscillation due to the variation of the curvatures sign.
Smoothness Detector(SD) Let εS be a given tolerance parameter. The numerical
solution is considered locally smooth if
1 ≥ min(|χm,i|, |χM,i|)
max(|χm,i|, |χM,i|) ≥ 1− εS.
If that is the case we set CPD(i) = 1. This detector determines if the minimum and the
maximum curvatures are close enough with respect to the threshold parameter and the
numerical solution is considered locally smooth.
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3.2.3 Condition for solution eligibility
Since the MOOD procedure can involve up to six detectors, we now detail how the de-
tectors are linked one to each to other and are used to determine if the CPD is 0 (non-
admissible candidate solution) or 1 (admissible). The detector chain is given in Figure 1
where for each cell, the algorithm detection provides the new value of the CPD.
candidate
solution PAD
No
CPD=0
Yes
ED
No
CPD=1
SCD LOD SD
Yes
YesYes
Yes
No
NoNo
CPD=1 CPD=0 CPD=0
CPD=1
Figure 1: The chain detectors algorithm for the MOOD method.
4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Numerical tests are carried out to assess the performance of the two schemes. The time
step ∆t is controlled by the CFL condition reduced by a factor 0.4 with respect to the
maximum admissible time step of the first-order scheme. All meshes are constituted by
cells having equal length ∆x = L/I. The HLL flux scheme is used in all numerical
simulations since it is less diffusive than the Rusanov one. For the MUSCL method
the limiter procedure is applied to h, η, and q = hu, whereas for the MOOD method
only the water height h is considered in the detector procedures. In the MOOD case
the relaxation parameters used within the detector scheme are εC = δ
3 and εS = 0.5,
where δ = ∆x/L = 1/I (see [7]). Finally, when dry/wet interfaces are present, after
each integration step we perform a clipping where we set the water height equal to zero
if h < 10−6.
To assess the convergence, we introduce the L1- and L∞-errors as
L1-error:
I∑
i=1
|αNi − αexi |/I and L∞-error: max
i
|αNi − αexi |,
where (αexi ) and (α
N
i ) are respectively the exact and the approximated mean values on
cell ci at the final time t
N = T .
4.1 Lake at rest
Lake at rest simulation is the first sanity check experience to test the C-property, i.e.
the preservation of the steady-state situation with null velocity [3]. On domain [0, 1], we
assume that the fluid is initially at rest, i.e. q = u = 0, while the bathymetry b and its
first derivative present some discontinuities and the total height η = max(2, b) has various
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dry/wet interfaces (see Figure 2). We consider successive meshes with 50, 100, and 200
cells, and compute the solution until the final time T = 1 corresponding to 554, 1108 and
2215 time steps, respectively. In the simulations, reflection conditions are prescribed at
the boundary.
Figure 2: Bathymetry function and total height for the lake at rest.
After performing all the numerical tests, we report that the L1- and L∞-errors for η, h,
q and u stand below 10−15 and 10−14, respectively. Since the calculations are performed
in double precision, we conclude that both MUSCL and MOOD implementations satisfy
the C-property.
4.2 Smooth solution
We now turn to the regular case where we assess the schemes accuracy. We want to
evaluate the impact of the limiting/detecting procedures when an optimal second-order
approximation should be achieved. We intend to draw some comparisons between the
MUSCL and MOOD schemes and determine which scheme provides the best performance.
For this purpose, we consider a steady-state supercritical flow and evaluate the approx-
imation which intends to preserve the stationary regime. The flow considered has the
upstream boundary located at x = 0 and the downstream one at x = L (we consider a
channel with length L = 10). The stationary solution is given by
q(x) = q0,
q20
2gh2(x)
+ h(x) + b(x) =
q20
2gh2(0)
+ h(0) + b(0).
where we take q0 = 13.29, and h(0) = η(0) − b(0) with η(0) = 2 (see e.g. [13]). The
bathymetry function is the exponential bump b(x) = 0.2 exp(−5(x − 4)2)) plotted in
Figure 3 together with the free surface.
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Figure 3: Bathymetry function and free surface for the supercritical stationary flow.
Given the nature of the flow - supercritical with a Froude number larger than 1.25 -
Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed at x = 0, whereas transmission conditions
hold at the downstream boundary. The initial condition is the steady-state solution and
the numerical simulations are carried out until t = 10 for meshes with 100, 200, 400, 800
and 1600 cells, involving up to 44298 time steps.
We test the MOOD method with two different detectors chains: the first one omits the
Small Curvature Detector (SCD or plateau detector), whereas the second one uses the full
set of detectors as presented in Figure 1. The goal to skip the SCD is to draw a comparison
with the MUSCL scheme in similar conditions, since the latter method cannot distinguish
between very small variations deriving from the real number truncation and the non-
physical oscillations. Notice that the proposed simulation involves a solution which is
essentially flat far away from the bump, hence the SCD deactivation could be decisive.
In that particular simulation, the MUSCL limiter only involves the conservative variable
h since it provides the best results.
Table 1: Total height and velocity L1- and L∞-errors and convergence order for the supercritical case:
MUSCL scheme.
Nb of η u
Cells err1 err∞ err1 err∞
100 2.44e-03 — 4.76e-02 — 5.40e-03 — 7.91e-02 —
200 5.20e-04 2.2 2.05e-02 1.2 1.12e-03 2.3 3.38e-02 1.2
400 1.12e-04 2.2 5.77e-03 1.8 2.38e-04 2.2 9.52e-03 1.8
800 2.30e-05 2.3 1.47e-03 2.0 4.89e-05 2.3 2.43e-03 2.0
1600 5.43e-06 2.1 3.73e-04 2.0 1.16e-05 2.1 6.15e-04 2.0
Tables 1, 2 and 3 provide the L1- and L∞-errors and convergence order for the MUSCL
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Table 2: Total height and velocity L1- and L∞-errors and convergence order for the supercritical case:
MOOD scheme without SCD. The percentage of cells having maximum CPD at t = T is also shown.
Nb of η u Cells with
Cells err1 err∞ err1 err∞ CPD = 1
100 1.81e-03 — 2.93e-02 — 5.30e-03 — 8.33e-02 — 73%
200 7.02e-05 4.7 1.22e-03 4.6 1.74e-04 4.9 4.23e-03 4.3 91%
400 8.43e-06 3.1 1.29e-04 3.2 2.10e-05 3.1 2.73e-04 4.0 88%
800 1.45e-06 2.5 2.21e-05 2.5 3.81e-06 2.5 5.12e-05 2.4 100%
1600 2.86e-07 2.3 4.26e-06 2.4 7.84e-07 2.3 1.07e-05 2.3 100%
Table 3: Total height and velocity L1- and L∞-errors and convergence order for the supercritical case:
full detectors chain. The percentage of cells having maximum CPD at t = T is also shown.
Nb of η u Cells with
Cells err1 err∞ err1 err∞ CPD = 1
100 1.91e-03 — 3.15e-02 — 5.06e-03 — 6.88e-02 — 91%
200 5.23e-05 5.2 8.19e-04 5.3 1.24e-04 5.4 1.61e-03 5.4 100%
400 8.49e-06 2.6 1.29e-04 2.7 2.13e-05 2.5 2.73e-04 2.6 100%
800 1.45e-06 2.5 2.21e-05 2.5 3.81e-06 2.5 5.12e-05 2.4 100%
1600 2.86e-07 2.3 4.26e-06 2.4 7.84e-07 2.3 1.07e-05 2.3 100%
scheme, the MOOD scheme without the SCD detector, the MOOD scheme with the full
detectors chain, respectively, while we report in the two last tables the percentage of cells
that have CPD = 1 at t = T for the MOOD method.
Clearly the MOOD method provides smaller errors and the better convergence order of
accuracy. We note that the deactivation of the SCD does not affect the global error since
we are dealing with a plateau, i.e. the first-order and the second-order schemes provide
the same results in that zone. The top of the bump is relaxed by the MOOD Smooth
Detector providing the optimal CPD, i.e. the approximation is a second-order one in
the vicinity of the extremum, whereas the MUSCL strongly cuts the slope leading to
significant negative impact on the accuracy.
4.3 Dam break on a wet bed
Having tackled the smooth solution case, we now consider the dam break problem since
it involves a shock and therefore comparisons between the two methods can be performed
following two criteria: the presence (or not) of oscillations and the number of interme-
diate cells in the shock. For that, we consider the domain [0, 50] and assume the initial
configuration: η(x) = 5 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 25, η(x) = 1 for 25 < x ≤ 50, u(x) = 0 on the whole
domain and the bathymetry is flat with b(x) = 0. The simulations are carried out for a
100 cells mesh using reflection boundary conditions, and we evaluate the approximation
at the final simulation time T = 3.
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Figure 4: Exact and approximated total height for the dam break case for the MOOD (left) and MUSCL
(right) methods with 100 cells.
Figures 4 and 5 present the free surface and the velocity for the MOOD (left) and the
MUSCL (right) methods. In both cases, no oscillations are reported and we observe
that there are 3 cells in the η-shock for the MUSCL case, whereas the MOOD technique
manages to capture the shock within only 2 cells. In the MOOD case, we notice a small
numerical artefact at the end of the rarefaction (x = 22) since the transition presents a
discontinuity of the derivative whereas the CPD map remains equal to one in the vicinity
of the transition. The CPD map should be zeroed at that point and the detector fails
to see such discontinuity. A new detector should be provided to correctly perform the
treatment of such a transition.
Figure 5: Exact and approximated velocity for the dam break case for the MOOD (left) and MUSCL
(right) methods with 100 cells.
When dealing with rough solutions, the convergence order of the errors is not relevant
(almost equal to one in our case), but the multiplicative constant is of crucial importance.
Indeed, if one assumes a convergence order of the form err = C(∆x)β, for rough solutions
one has β = 1, but the choice of the scheme may affect the value of C. In Figure 6
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we display the L1-norm convergence curves for the total height and the velocity and
observe that the corresponding multiplicative constants are lower for the MOOD method
(Cη = 10
−1.43, Cu = 10−1.14) with respect to the MUSCL one (Cη = 10−1.26, Cu = 10−0.97).
Figure 6: Comparison of the total height (left) and velocity (right) L1-errors for the dam break case for
the MOOD and MUSCL methods.
4.4 Dry/wet simulation
Dry/wet interface approximation is a fundamental issue to be addressed when dealing with
coastal problems or flooding. The capacity to provide good approximations of the velocity
close to the interface is crucial for the applications since the impact of waves or flooding
is deeply linked to the kinetic energy or the friction force associated to the flow velocity.
We propose here two representative test cases, namely a smooth bathymetry situation
which corresponds to a coastal problem and a discontinuous bathymetry representing a
wave impact on a wall.
4.4.1 Smooth bathymetry
In this simulation we consider the domain [0, 50] and choose a smooth bathymetry function
given by b(x) = 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 20, b(x) = 0.15(x − 20) for 20 < x ≤ 50. The initial
configuration concerning the total height is η(x) = 5 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 25, η(x) = b(x) for
25 < x ≤ 50. The initial velocity, the boundary conditions and the number of cells are
the same considered in the previous test. The final simulation time is T = 1.5.
We plot in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, the free surface and the velocity, for the first-
order scheme with 10 000 cells as a reference solution, as well as for the approximations
with the MOOD and MUSCL methods. We report that the MOOD method has a small
over-estimated water height close to the dry/wet interface, but the velocity is very well
approximated. On the contrary, the MUSCL method provides smoother water height
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close to the interface but the velocity is over-estimated. The figures show that the MOOD
technique manages to correctly handle the interface.
Figure 7: Total height with the first-order (left with 10 000 cells), the MOOD (middle) and MUSCL
(right) method for the dry/wet case with smooth bathymetry (100 cells).
Figure 8: Velocity with the first-order (left with 10 000 cells), the MOOD (middle) and MUSCL (right)
method for the dry/wet case with smooth bathymetry (100 cells).
4.4.2 Discontinuous bathymetry
In this simulation we consider the domain [0, 50] and choose a discontinuous bathymetry
function given by b(x) = 0 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 35, b(x) = 3 + 0.125(x − 35) for 35 < x ≤ 50.
The initial configuration concerning the total height and velocity, as well as the boundary
conditions and the number of cells are the same considered in dam break test. The
final simulation time is T = 2.75. Numerical simulations are carried out where the first-
order case is calculated with 10 000 cells to provide a reference solution. Figures 9 and
10 present, respectively, the free surface and the velocity for the first-order scheme and
the approximations with the MOOD and MUSCL methods. We report that the MOOD
method provides a slightly sharper shock in the transition with respect to the MUSCL
method. Moreover, the velocity is well approximated with the MOOD case and over-
estimated with the MUSCL technique. As in the smooth case, a small over-estimation of
the water height occurs with the MOOD method.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We propose in the present work a comparison between the MOOD and the MUSCL
methods to achieve second-order approximation of the shallow water equations. We report
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Figure 9: Total height with the first-order (left with 10 000 cells), the MOOD (middle) and MUSCL
(right) method for the dry/wet case with discontinuous bathymetry (100 cells).
Figure 10: Velocity with the first-order (left with 10 000 cells), the MOOD (middle) and MUSCL (right)
method for the dry/wet case with discontinuous bathymetry (100 cells).
that the MOOD method is less diffusive regarding to the MUSCL one and manages to treat
very well the non-conservative term. Critical situations such as dry/wet interface with
smooth or discontinuous bathymetry are also well treated by the MOOD methodology.
Nevertheless, new detectors have to be proposed to overcome the small over-estimation
of the water height in the case of smooth ramps.
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Abstract. This work aims to build a numerical software library based on the Tau method
to solve ordinary, partial and integro-differential equations, using MATLAB. The Tau
method can be very effective in the solution of certain type of problems and, therefore, the
existence of a numerical library to disseminate it is of major importance. Furthermore,
the method as been used for the solution of particular problems but has not yet been ex-
plored as a technique to solve general problems. Focus on this paper will be on stability
issues, namely those issued from the solution of linear systems required for the process.
Preconditioners for the solution with the Tau method will be tackled, with emphasizes on
incomplete LU factorizations and more simple block diagonal ones along with nonstation-
ary iterative solvers, such as GMRES or BICGSTAB. Numerical results will enlighten the
reduction in condition number and thus on better approximations without compromising
the time for computation. Indeed, quite often, a reduction in computation time is also
achieved.
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1 Introduction
Many natural phenomenons, physical, chemical, biological, as well as social, economics for
instance, relate changes rate between one or more variables, and they can be interpreted
with mathematical models founded on differential equations. Usually a closed solutions
does not exist or it is very difficult to develop, so one must resort to numerical methods. In
this work we explore the Tau method, a numerical technique to approximate, by orthog-
onal polynomials, the solution of a differential system of equations. Since it is a spectral
method, its efficiency results from the spectral convergence, which is characteristic of this
class of methods.
The Tau method was originally proposed by C. Lanczos in 1938 [4] and Ortiz [12] has
made an important contribution by developing a matricial version, the operational formu-
lation, enabling to write the relations between the boundary conditions together with the
differential equations, expressed in an orthogonal polynomial basis. The solution, that is
the coefficients of the polynomials, can be obtained solving a truncated (infinite) algebraic
linear system. Since then, several studies applying the Tau method have been performed
to approximate the solution of differential linear and non-linear equations [1, 3, 10], par-
tial differential equations [8, 9, 11] and integro-differential equations [5]. Nevertheless, in
these works the Tau method is tuned for the approximation of a specific problem.
The method attempts to solve Dy(x) = f(x) by including a perturbation applied to
the second member. Thus, this perturbation results by truncating an infinity linear al-
gebraic system which expresses the relations between the polynomial solution coefficients
and the differential equation. Both an approximate solution and the second member per-
turbation are a linear combinations of orthogonal polynomials Pn.
If we are interested in solving an ordinary or partial differential equation to high accuracy
on a simple domain, and if the data defining the problem are smooth, then spectral meth-
ods are usually the best tool. Spectral methods, with respect to the more usual finite
differences or finite elements, allows to achieve high order accuracy [14].
In the present paper, the spectral Tau method is offered as an automatic solver to com-
pute an approximate solution to linear ordinary differential equations. In section 2, the
operational formulation is presented; in section 3, the preconditioning techniques applied
to the associated linear systems are explored; in section 4, a framework in MATLAB is
introduced and some numerical results illustrating the method are shown; finally the last
section concludes.
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2 Operational formulation
Let us begin by showing how the Tau method works, using a generic problem (1) on
a finite interval J = [a, b], where D is the differential operator, m is the higher order
derivative, pr(x) are the polynomials coefficients, f(x) is a polynomial or a polynomial
approximation of a function in [a, b], y(x) is the solution function sought and (3) are the
boundary conditions.
Dy(x) = f(x), a < x < b, (1)
D =
m∑
r=0
pr(x)
dr
dxr
, (2)
gj(xj) = φj, j = 1, . . . ,m. (3)
To build polynomials approximations yn(x) of the solution y(x) of the problem (1) Lanc-
zos’ Tau method, as interpreted by [7] and [12], starts by considering η and µ matrices,
such that both lead to respectively
aηP =
d
dx
y (4)
and
aµP = xy, (5)
where P is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials and y = aP is the polynomial whose
coefficients in the base P are the entries of the vector a. If P are Chebyshev (7) or
Legendre (9) polynomials, respectively{
Tn+1(x) = 2xTn(x)− Tn−1(x)
T0(x) = 1, T1(x) = x
; (6)
µT =

0 1 0 0 . . .
1/2 0 1/2 0 . . .
0 1/2 0 1/2 . . .
0 0 1/2 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
 and ηT =

0 0 0 0 . . .
1 0 0 0 . . .
0 4 0 0 . . .
3 0 6 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
 (7)
and {
Ln+1(x) =
(2n+1)x
n+1
Ln(x)− nn+1Ln−1(x)
L0(x) = 1, L1(x) = x
; (8)
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µL =

0 1 0 0 . . .
1/3 0 2/3 0 . . .
0 2/5 0 3/5 . . .
0 0 3/7 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
 and ηL =

0 0 0 0 . . .
1 0 0 0 . . .
0 3 0 0 . . .
1 0 5 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
. . .
 . (9)
Matrix η is related with the derivatives of P , and the multiplication of µ matrix with P
results in an increase of one polynomial degree in all of P terms. Let n ∈ N be a positive
integer ans suppose that we are looking for yn, an n degree polynomial approximation of
y, the exact solution of (1), the operational formulation leads to the solution of the linear
system (10)
Γa = b, (10)
where
Γ =
[
B; Π
]T
, (11)
Π =
m∑
r=0
ηrpr(µ), pr(µ) =
nr∑
k=0
pr,kµ
k, if pr(x) =
nr∑
k=0
pr,kx
k. (12)
Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed boundary conditions can be used as well. For illustration
purposes, if B follows Neumann conditions (to increasing derivatives), di is the P deriva-
tive of order i, then
B = [βij]
(n+1)×m =

P
(d0)
0 (x1) P
(d1)
0 (x2) . . . P
(dm−1)
0 (xm)
P
(d0)
1 (x1) P
(d1)
1 (x2) . . . P
(dm−1)
1 (xm)
...
...
. . .
...
P
(d0)
n (x1) P
(d1)
n (x2) . . . P
(dm−1)
n (xm)
 , (13)
where a and b are, respectively, the sought polynomial coefficients in yn(x) = aP , which is
an approximate solution of (1), and the independent vector written in the same polynomial
basis:
a = [a0, a1, · · · , an]T and b = [φ1, φ2, · · · , φm, f0, f1, · · · , fl, 0, 0]T , (14)
where l is the deegre of f in (1) and n ≥ m+ l.
The Γ matrix, indicated in figure 1, has a trapezoidal form.
The above formulation is the “entire” way to apply the Tau method, i.e. getting an
approximate polynomial solution to the whole domain. However there is another way to
do it, the called “step-by-step” version, which consists in to define k subintervals of the
interval J = [a, b], not necessarily of equal length, obtaining
ji = [ai, bi], i = 1, ..., k, (15)
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(a) Γ matrix format (b) Γ matrix values
Figure 1: Γ matrix
such that
a = a1 < b1 = a2 < . . . < bk = b. (16)
Thus, the entire way is applied k times and each one give us one polynomial solution
in ji subinterval. Step-by-step Tau version can give betters results, once that with its is
possible to use lower polynomial order than with the entire way.
3 Preconditioning of linear systems
This section has the goal to highlight on the importance of preconditioning, since matrix
Γ = [B; Π]T is usually ill-conditioned.
Definition 1: Condition number of a matrix A is a scalar such that
cond(A) = ||A|| · ||A−1|| =
(
max
x 6=0
||Ax||
||x||
)
·
(
min
x 6=0
||Ax||
||x||
)−1
. (17)
where ||A|| is a matrix norm defined by
||A||p = max
x 6=0
||Ax||p
||x||p . (18)
The condition number of a matrix measures how close it is to singularity (for rectangular
matrices it measures closeness to rank deficiency). High condition numbers lead to ill-
conditioned problems while lower ones lead to well-conditioned problems (being 1 the best
possible) [2].
Preconditioning consists at making changes in the original system Γa = b, multiplying by
matrices M and Q, called preconditioners, while keeping the solution a unchanged. Often,
without preconditioning a numerical method may not be able to deliver an approximate
solution. Furthermore, quite often, preconditioned linear system of equations can deliver
faster convergence. To this end, the possibilities for preconditioning are shown in equation
(19)
(M−1ΓQ)(Q−1a) = M−1b, (19)
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where this modified system can now have Q = I (I is identity matrix) and M ≈ Γ. Then
the idea is to find M such that
cond(M−1Γ) << cond(Γ). (20)
Two class of preconditioners are considered in this work:
3.1 ILU factorization
The incomplete LU factorization (ILU) is based in the scheme L (Lower triangular) and
U (Upper triangular) but rejecting some li,j or ui,j fills according to a dual-dropping
strategy: a dropping threshold and a limit on the amount of fill. This process can be
performed keeping the sparsity format of Γ. For apply the ILU was used the following
MATLAB code (Algorithm 3.1).
Algorithm 3.1: ILU factorization
---------------------------- ILU FACTORIZATION ---------------------------
setup.type = ’nofill’; %TYPE OF FACTORIZATION
setup.droptol = ’0.1’; %THE DROP TOLERANCE OF INCOMPLETE LU
setup.milu = ’off’; %MODIFIED INCOMPLETE LU
setup.udiag = ’0’; %REPLACE ZEROS ON THE DIAGONAL OF U
setup.thresh = ’1’; %THE PIVOT THRESHOLD
[L,U]=ilu(sparse(GAMMA),setup); %BUILDING L AND U
I=eye(dim);
%---------------- BUILDING M^-1 FROM L AND U MATRICES -------------------%
for exe=1:dim
B=I(:,exe);
%------------------- PROGRESSIVE CHANGING FOR L ---------------------%
d=zeros(dim,1); d(1)=B(1)/L(1,1); %FOR THE FIRST ONE
for i=2:dim
d(i)=(B(i)-L(i,1:i-1)*d(1:i-1))/L(i,i); %FOR ANOTHERS
end
%------------------- RETROATIVE CHANGING FOR U ----------------------%
X=zeros(dim,1); X(dim)=d(dim)/U(dim,dim); %FOR THE LAST ONE
for i=dim-1:-1:1
X(i)=(d(i)-U(i,i+1:end)*X(i+1:end))/U(i,i); %FOR ANOTHERS
end
M(:,exe)=X; %WRITE PRECONDITIONER M
end
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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3.2 Diagonal preconditioner
Often a simple diagonal preconditioner is enough to reduce the condition number (im-
prove spectral properties) of the coefficient matrix. Algorithm 3.2 illustrates how to build
a M preconditioner with nD diagonals.
Algorithm 3.2: Diagonal preconditioner
------------------------- DIAGONAL PRECONDITIONER ------------------------
M=diag(diag(A)); %IF nD IS ONE
if nD>1 %ELSE WE NEED TO BUILD IT
M=M+triu(A,1)-triu(A,nD)+...
tril(A,-1)-tril(A,-nD); %BUILDING M PRECONDITIONER
end
Minv=M^-1; %BUILDING M^-1 PRECONDITIONER
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Algorithm 3.2 offers M−1 mainly for clarity and functionality. Most efficient implemen-
tations of the linear solvers have built-in mechanisms to work with matrix M avoinding
the explicit computation of the inverse.
The solution of the linear system Γa = b, in turn, can be obtained by different kind of
linear system solvers, like GMRES, BICG, BICGSTAB, BICGSTABL, MINRES, QMR,
TFQMR, LSQR. All of them can be preconditioned. A detailed presentation on non-
stationary iterative methods can be found in [13].
4 Framework
To build the MATLAB framework for the Tau Lanczos method a GUI, Graphical User
Interface, is being developed. For the moment the library tackles linear differential equa-
tions with polynomial coefficients (see Figure 2), applying entire and the step-by-step
version of Tau method. Several polynomials bases are offered: Chebyshev, Legendre,
Hermite and Laguerre.
Flowchart in Figure 3 shows the main functions based in symbolic computation and
numerical methods developed for this work.
So, the framework starts with opening the GUI (figure 2), where all instructions are
placed on it. For to get them, like interval of solution [a, b], the polynomial order [dim]
and showing step step, was used the function (21).
newvariable = str2num(get(handles.nameonguide,′ String′)); (21)
After the decision by entire Tau method, the application follows to get the initial con-
ditions vector IC using the same way (function (22)), and then follows to the type of
polynomial informed.
IC = str2num(get(handles.IC,′ String′)); (22)
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Figure 2: GUI for linear ODEs.
As an example, algorithm (4.1) illustrates how to write the Legendre polynomials showed
at equation (9).
Algorithm 4.1: Legendre polynomials
---------------------- BUILDING LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS ---------------------
dim=dim+1; P=zeros(dim); P(1,1)=1; P(2,2)=1; %dim IS POLYNOMIAL ORDER
for n=2:dim-1
N=n-1;
P(n+1,1)=-(N/(N+1))*P(n-1,1);
P(n+1,2:n+1)=((2*N+1)/(N+1))*P(n,1:n)-(N/(N+1))*P(n-1,2:n+1);
end
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
After this specification of the basis, the user can change the interval of orthogonality [a, b].
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Figure 3: Flowchart to entire Tau method for ODEs.
For this propose, formula (23) is used, showed by [6] to build Pmod (see Algorithm (4.2)).
Pn(x) =
n∑
m=0
amx
m, Pmodn(x) = Pn
(
2x− (a+ b)
b− a
)
=
n∑
m=0
a∗mx
m. (23)
Algorithm 4.2: Interval of orthogonality
---------- CHANGE POLYNOMIALS TO AN ORTHOGONAL INTERVAL IN [ab] ----------
%x\in[a,b] %FOLOWING MASON J. C. f((2x-(a+b))/(b-a)) = (t1x+t2)^n
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if a==-1 && b==1 %IT MUST CHANGE ONLY IF a~=-1 AND b~=1
Pmod=P;
else
t1=2/(b-a); %FOLOWING MASON J. C.
t2=(-a-b)/(b-a); %FOLOWING MASON J. C.
Pmod=zeros(size(P)); %MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR MODIFIED POLYNOMIAL
PASC=abs(pascal(dim,1));
%---------------------- CODE FOR NEWTON BINOMIAL --------------------%
for lin=1:dim %FOR EACH LINE OF POLINOMIAL MATRIX
temp=zeros(1,lin); %MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR TEMPORAY VECTOR
for n=1:lin-1 %FOR EACH COEFFICIENT OF THE LINE
coef=zeros(1,n+1); %MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR THE COEFFICIENTS
if P(lin,n+1)~=0 %IF SOME COEFFICIENT IS 0, DON’T APPLY
for i=0:n %NEWTON BINOMIAL FOR n DEGREE
coef(i+1)=PASC(n+1,i+1)*t1^(n-i)*t2^(i);
end
temp(1:n+1)=temp(1:n+1)+P(lin,n+1)*coef(n+1:-1:1);
end
end
Pmod(lin,1:n+1)=temp; %WRITING THE NEW TCHEBYCHEV MATRIX IN [a b]
end
Pmod(:,1)=Pmod(:,1)+P(:,1); %ADDING THE FIRST COLUM OF POLINOMIAL
end
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
This routine finishes by calculating the derivatives dPmod of the polynomial basis Pmod.
A matrix block with size dim× dim× k is used, where dim is the polynomial order and
k is the derivative maximal order of Pmod (see Algorithm (4.3)).
Algorithm 4.3: Building dPmod
------- BUILDING THE DERIVATES OF ORTHOGONALS POLYNOMIALS IN [a b] -------
dPmod=zeros(dim,dim,K); %MEMORY ALlOCATION FOR K DERIVATES OF Pmod
for k=1:lim %BUILDING DERIVATES OF Pmod = d^nPmod FOR n=1,...,K
for i=1:dim
for j=2:i %FOR EACH ROW AND EACH COLUMN
dPmod(i,j-1,k)=dPmod(i,j,k-1)*(j-1); %BUILDING THE DERIVATE
end
end
end
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The next routine builds the η and µ matrices showed in equation (4). In [7] it was proved
that η and µ can be written as
η =

0
η10 0
η20 η21 0
. . .
ηn0 ηn1 η32 . . . 0
 e µ =

µ00 µ01
µ10 µ11 µ12
µ21 µ22 µ23
. . .
µnn−1 µnn
 , (24)
where, for i = 1 : n, the ηi,j e µi,j are found by
ηi+1,j = α
−1
i
[
αj−1ηi,j−1 + (βj − βi)ηi,j + γj+1ηi,j+1 − γiηi−1,j
]
, j = 0 : i− 1
ηi+1,i = α
−1
i (αi−1ηi,i−1 + 1)
ηi,0 = v1, ηi,1 = v2 and η0,j = v3
(25)
and 
µi,i = βi−1
µi,i+1 = αi−1
µi+1,i = γi−1
, (26)
where α, β and γ are the coefficients of the recurrence relation of the orthogonal polyno-
mials used, as showed in (27){
xPn = αnPn+1 + βnPn + γnPn−1, n ≥ 0
P0 = 1, P−1 = 0
. (27)
Algorithm 4.6: Building Π and Γ
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
t=mu; Dy=eta; y=eye(exe); % DEFFINING THE MATRICES
PI=eval(get(handles.equation,’String’)); % WRITING PI MATRIX
GAMMA=zeros(size(PI)); % MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR GAMMA MATRIX
GAMMA(:,K+1:end)=PI(:,1:end-K); % K COLUMS IS NECESSARY TO IC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
The user can select the type of boundary conditions through button “BC Type”: in case
of “BC Type1”, the following conditions are chosen
Y (X0) = Y0, Y
′(X1) = Y1, Y ′′(X2) = Y2...; (28)
In case of “BC Type2”, Dirichlet conditions are selected
Y (X0) = Y0, Y (X1) = Y1, Y (X2) = Y2..., (29)
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and finally, for “BC Type3” specific boundary conditions are defined by the user.
For Type1 and Type2 cases, the matrix
IC = [x0, ...., xn; y0, ...yn] (30)
is created, with size ([-,K]=size(IC)), where “K” is equal to the order of the differential
equation. For “Type3”, an additional row containing, in its elements, the order “d” of
each derivative of boundary conditions is created (rk = 0 means y(xk) = yk and rk = d
means y(d)(xk) = yk), then
IC = [x0, ...., xn; y0, ...yn; r0, ..., rn]. (31)
Thus, for each one of the three types, B part of Γ matrix can be built, respectively by,
algorithm (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7).
Algorithm 4.5: Type1 boundary condition
----------------- TYPE:(Y(X0)=Y0,Y’(X1)=Y1,Y’’(X2)=Y2...) ----------------
for i=1:length(GAMMA)
GAMMA(i,1)=polyval(Pmod(i,i:-1:1),IC(1,1)); % FOR Y(X0)=Y0
for ind=2:K % FOR Y^(ind)(Xind)=Yind
GAMMA(i,ind)=polyval(dPmod(i,i:-1:1,ind-1),IC(1,ind));
end
end
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Algorithm 4.6: Type2 boundary condition
------------------ TYPE:(Y(X0)=Y0,Y(X1)=Y1,Y(X2)=Y2...) ------------------
for i=1:length(GAMMA)
for ind=1:K
GAMMA(i,ind)=polyval(Pmod(i,i:-1:1),IC(1,ind));
end
end
--------------------------------------------------------------------------
Algorithm 4.7: Type3 boundary condition
------------------------- USER DECIDE ABOUT IT ---------------------------
for i=1:length(GAMMA)
for ind=1:K
if IC(3,ind)==0
GAMMA(i,ind)=polyval(Pmod(i,i:-1:1),IC(1,ind));
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elseif IC(3,ind)~=0
GAMMA(i,ind)=polyval(dPmod(i,i:-1:1,IC(3,ind)),IC(1,ind));
end
end
end
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
To deal with the right-hand side, the library must translate polynomial expressions to
arrays; this is achieved with srt2poly function. Thus, b is built following Algorithm (4.8).
Algorithm 4.8: Building b vector
------------------------- BUILDING THE B VECTOR --------------------------
if str2double(get(handles.RS,’String’))==0 % IF HOMOGENEOUS ODE JUST JUMP
else % WRITE THE POLYNOMIAL IN THE CURRENT BASIS
rside=get(handles.RS,’String’); % GETTING THE RIGHT SIDE (RS) OF ODE
if isempty(str2num(rside))==1 % IF THE (RS) ISN’T ONLY A NUMBER
P=str2poly({rside},’t’); % WRITE IT LIKE A VECTOR
p=zeros(max(P{1,1}(:,2))+1,1); % REARRANGING TO WANTED WAY
[rm,~]=size(P{1,1});
for rk=1:rm
ind=P{1,1}(rk,2);
p(ind+1)=p(ind+1)+P{1,1}(rk,1);
end
else % IF THE (RS) IS ONLY A NUMBER
p(1)=str2double(rside);
end
[gsp,~]=size(p);
for fi=gsp+1:exe
p(fi,1)=0;
end
BC=Pmod(1:exe,1:exe)^-1;
A=p’*BC;
b=zeros(length(GAMMA),1); % MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR b VECTOR
b(1:K)=IC(2,1:K);
b(K+1:exe)=A(1:end-K)’;
end
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Finally, the user only needs to select the iterative solver and the preconditioner. For all
parameters and choices, a default option is always provided.
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4.1 Example 1
Consider the solution of{
ty′′(x) + 2y′(x)− (6t+ 4t3)y(x) = 0, x ∈ [0, 1]
y(0) = 1, y′(0) = 0
. (32)
The user has only to provide
Dy2 ∗ t+Dy ∗ 2− (6 ∗ t+ 4 ∗ t3) = 0, BC = [0 0; 1 0]. (33)
The approximation solution will be presented for five consecutive polynomial order, as in
Figure 4.
(a) Approximations (b) Maximal error for each case
(c) Punctual error
Figure 4: Numerical approximatuions using Tau library
4.2 Example 2
In this example a comparison between the proposed implementation of the Tau method
and the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is considered, both applied to the solution of{
y′(x) = y(x), x ∈ [0, 3]
y(0) = 1
. (34)
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The time spent by the Tau method, using Tchebyshev polynomials of degree 22, was 0.02s
with precision 2.8 ·10−14, while using Runge-Kutta, 8.41s to reach a precision of 1.2 ·10−12
was required, with a step size of 10−6 (see figure 5).
Figure 5: Error using Tau and 4th order Runge-Kutta to dy/dx = y, y(0) = 1
4.3 Example 3
In this example, we have a comparison solving the problem{
d2y/dx2 + pi2y = x2 − 5x4, x ∈ [−1, 1]
y(−1) = −1, y′(−1) = pi . (35)
Again Tau method was faster than Runge-Kutta of order 4: Tau with Legendre poly-
nomials of degree 22 and BICGSTAB with ILU preconditioner, took 0.01s to achieve a
precision of 7.5 · 10−15, while Runge-Kutta required 13.99s for a precision of 1.9 · 10−5
(step-size of 10−6 (see figure 6).
(a) Error using Tau (b) Error using 4th order Runge-Kutta
Figure 6: Error to d2y/dx2 + pi2y = x2 − 5x4, y(−1) = −1, y′(−1) = pi
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5 Conclusions
In this work a novel library to implement the Tau method is proposed. For the mo-
ment, it delivers approximate solutions for linear differential systems of equatuions, with
polynomial or polynomial approximations of the right-hand side. The library offers the
possibility to solve the problem in any interval, with different type of polynomial bases,
different linear solvers, ranging from the most efficient GMRES and BICGSTAB to others
less popular like BICGSTABL, MINRES, QMR, TFQMR and LSQR. It offers a set of
preconditioners to accelerate the linear solvers, mainly, the more efficient but expensive
ILU factorization to the less general but less expensive block diagonal preconditioner.
Numerical results illustrate the effectiveness of the implemented approach: time for com-
putation is fast, even when compared with state-of-the-art methods like the 4th order
Runge-Kutta. It is worth to mention that the error produced by the approximate solu-
tion driven by the Tau method is more uniform than the one delivered by the traditional
Runge-Kutta of order 4.
The framework proposed offers a simple approach to solve systems of differential problems,
which can be an attractive feature for the user. Our ultimate goal is to extend the library
functionalities to other classes of problems, enabling the use of the method regardless of
the type of problem.
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Abstract Web information retrieval is extremely challenging due to the huge number of web 
pages. To determine the order of importance in which to display web pages after a query, 
Google’s search engine computes the PageRank vector, the left principal eigenvector of a 
web matrix that is related to the hyperlink structure of the web, the Google matrix. 
The Power Method is one of the oldest and simplest iterative methods for finding the 
dominant eigenvalue and eigenvector of a matrix and it was the original method proposed by 
Brin and Page for finding the PageRank vector. The PageRank computation by the standard 
power method takes days to converge since matrices involved are large. The number of web 
pages is increasing rapidly, so, it becomes necessary to find refinements or alternatives to 
speed up the computation. 
Among the most successful approaches for reducing the work associated with the PageRank 
vector are the extrapolation techniques [4], and the more recent lumping methods [6] and 
[7]) that proceed with a matrix reordering according to dangling and nondangling nodes. 
This work presents a novel approach for the acceleration of the PageRank computation by 
combining reordered and extrapolation techniques. Two algorithms, called LumpingE 
methods, considering standard Aitken extrapolation within the original lumping method are 
proposed. Numerical experiments comparing the new LumpingE methods with standard 
Power method and original Lumping methods are illustrated. Results show the merits from 
this new proposal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
PageRank is a numerical algorithm to order the relative importance of web documents based 
on a web graph (within the World Wide Web or other set). The weight of a page, PageRank, 
is computed recursively and depends on the number and PageRank of all incoming links. The 
PageRank’s thesis is that a webpage is important if it is pointed to by other important pages. 
Comparing the PageRank scores of two pages gives an indication of the relative importance 
of the two pages. 
During the last decade the scientific community was very active in studying and presenting 
numerical approaches to solve the problem as fast as possible and with the less computational 
cost possible. A plethora of publications have been produced on this topic. The original paper 
[1], written by Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin, was the seed that led to all this 
work and the success of Google. However, the PageRank algorithm is much more complex, 
involving other topics such as spammers’ control, author rank, among others. Although other 
link based ranking algorithms have been developed, and still are, Google’s PageRank is, until 
now, the most studied and successful of them all. 
The PageRank problem can be, simply stated by: 
GTT    
where     TT n ,,1   is the PageRank vector, 11  , )(i  is the PageRank of 
page i, n is the number of pages in Google’s index of the Web and G is the Google matrix of 
order n.   ESG   1  (1) 
is a convex combination of two stochastic matrices, S that represents the link structure of the 
web graph and E with the purpose to force uniqueness for T . Matrix  
TdwHS   (2) 
is composed by the matrix H reflecting the link structure of the web, iij nh 1  if page i links 
to page j and 0 otherwise, being ni the number of outlinks of page i, and Tdw  to eliminate the 
zero rows produced by pages with no outlinks, 1id  if 0in  and 0 otherwise. Vector 
0w  is known as the dangling node vector and it is a probability vector. A dangling node 
represents a page with no links to other page (such as image files or protected pages); if a link 
exists, then the node is referred as nondangling. Furthermore, uniqueness of   is guaranteed 
for G irreducible and aperiodic, which leads to  ESG   1 , with TevE   (rank-1 
matrix), where e  is the vector of all ones, 0v  is a probability vector known as 
personalization or teleportation vector. It is usual to assume e
n
vw 1 . Finally,  1,0  is 
the dumping factor, the fraction of time that the random walk follows a link. 
This is an eigenvalue problem, where T  stands for the left eigenvector of matrix G 
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associated with the dominant eigenvalue 1 . The PageRank vector exists, is unique and can 
be found with the simple power method. This numerical method is simple, shows slow 
convergence but is stable, reliable and converges to the principal eigenvector, depending on  . A dumping factor far less than 1 allows for convergence (linear) of the power method. 
Usually 85.0  is the reference value and a higher one closer to 1 makes the computation 
more difficult. For the former cases, more sophisticated methods, such as Implicit Arnoldi or 
Krylov-Schur are the only answer to solve those (large) eigenvalue problems [2]. 
The book [3] offers an excellent overview of Google’s PageRank and other search engines. 
Due to matrices involved in PageRank computations being large, PageRank computations, 
using the power method, takes days to converge. Moreover, the number of web pages is 
increasing rapidly, so, the need to enhance the PageRank computations, by reducing the 
computation time and/or the number of required iterations to reach a certain precision, is thus 
mandatory. Some of the most successful approaches are the known extrapolation techniques 
[4], [5] and the more recent Lumping methods [6], [7] that proceed with a matrix reordering 
according to dangling and nondangling nodes. 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe the Lumping 
method, Aitken extrapolation and provide some references to extrapolation acceleration 
techniques. 
Section 3 presents the hybrid proposed approach combining reordered techniques with 
extrapolation. Numerical results illustrating the effectiveness of the proposed approach are 
given in section 4. Finally section 5 presents a few concluding remarks. 
2. ALGORITHM INGREDIENTS 
Our new approach relies on combining the lumping methods with extrapolation to achieve 
less iterations on the iterative process. 
While some acceleration techniques are well-known such as the simplest Aitken and quadratic 
extrapolation [4] to the most sophisticated ones like the ϵ−algorithm [5], Lumping methods 
are not so popular. In 2.1. and 2.2. is provided a brief presentation about the Lumping 
methods. In 2.3. we will present the Aitken extrapolation. 
2.1. Lumping 1 method 
The dangling nodes can be lumped into a single node to obtain a stochastic reduced matrix 
with the same eigenvalues as the full matrix. The PageRank computation for the nondangling 
nodes is performed separately. That is the H matrix can be partitioned into 



00
1211 HH  
where 011 H , kk   represents, respectively, the links among nondangling nodes (ND) and 
012 H ,  knk  , the links from nondangling nodes to dangling nodes. The  kn   zero 
rows represent the dangling nodes (D) and the k  first rows sums one. Then (2) can be casted 
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as 


 TT ewew
HH
S
21
1211  
where  Ted 0 ,  Tvvv 21 ,  Twwv 21 , 1w  1k  and 2w    1 kn . With this 
partition we can rewrite equation (1) 


 TT eueu
GG
G
21
1211  
with  Tuuu 21 ,   iii vwu   1 , and   Tiii evHG   111 , 2,1i . 
Lumping can be viewed as a similarity transformation of the Google matrix. Next we provide 
a theorem to express the PageRank vector for Lumping 1 method. It comprises two theorems 
from [6]. 
 
Theorem 2.1.  (adapted from [6]) Let  



L
I
X k
0
0
 
with Tkn êekn
IL  
1 ,  Teeê 1,,1,1,01   the first canonical basis vector, and 
 nn eeI 1  the identity matrix of order n . Then,  



 
00
)1(
1 GXGX  
where 



euu
eGG
G TT
21
1211)1( . 
The matrix )1(G  is stochastic of order 1k  with the same nonzero eigenvalues as . 
Let TT G  )1( , 0T , 1 , with partition  1:1  kTkT  , where 1k  is a 
scalar. Then the PageRank vector T  equals  







 TTTkT u
G
2
12
:1  .  ▄ 
Proof: The proof follows and details [6]. 
From 
G
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

  11 0
0
L
I
X k  
it follows that 







  1
21
12111
21
12111
0
0
X
LeuLeu
GIGI
X
eueu
GG
L
I
XGX TT
kk
TT
k  
         






 

 1
21
1
1211
1
21
1211
0
0
LLeuLeu
LGG
L
I
LeuLeu
GG
TT
k
TT . 
Considering Tkn êeIL  1 , kneeT  ,  ekneee T ˆˆ   and simplifying II kn  , 
let   1111 eêeknêkneeêekneeêeknILe TTkn 


    
so TT ueLeu 111   
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
11  


 LeuêeknLeuILeuêeknILLeu
TTT
kn
TT
kn
T  
                  1211212121212 1   LueLuêeLêuLeuLêuknknLeu TTTTTT  
                 TTTknT êeIueêeIue   2121  
and 
   TTkn êeIGêeIGLG   1212112 . 
Then   








 

TTT
T
TT eeIueue
eeIGG
LLeuLeu
LGGXGX
ˆ
ˆ
2111
1211
1
21
1
12111  
has the same eigenvalues as . 
We choose a different partitioning and separate the leading 1k  rows and columns, in order 
to reveal the eigenvalues, and observe that 
    eeêeIeêeI TTkn  11 ,         eGeêeIG T 12112  ,       eueêeIu TTT 212   
and 
G
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   














00
*
000
ˆ
ˆ )1(
21
1211
2111
12111 Geuu
eGG
eeIueue
eeIGGXGX TTTTT
T
. 
So, we obtain the block triangular matrix 




00
*)1(1 GXGX     where,    


euu
eGG
G TT
21
1211)1(  
with at least 1 kn  zero eigenvalues. 
The similarity transformation is thus proved. 
Finally, and to express the PageRank vector, consider 
  knTT eeeeIuGG  2212)2( ˆ*     then     00
)2()1(
1 GGXGX . 
The vector  )2(GTT   is an eigenvector for 1XGX  associated with the eigenvalue 1 . 
Then    )2(1)2( GXGXG TTTT    
Multiplying by X  on the right        XGXGGXGXXGXG TTTTTTTT )2()2()2(1)2(  
 
So 
 XGTTT )2(ˆ    
is an eigenvector of  associated with 1  and a multiple of the stationary distribution   
of G . The dominant eigenvalue 1 of G  is distinct and )1(G  has the same nonzero eigenvalues 
as G . So, the stationary distribution   of )1(G  is unique. 
Using the original partitioning which separates the k  leading elements we will express ˆ  in 
terms of quantities in the matrix G . 
Let 
     LIG kTkTkT 0 0ˆ )2(1:1  . 
G
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Multiplying out    LGTkTkT )2(1:1ˆ    
shows that Tˆ  has the same leading  elements as  1:1  kTkT  . 
Now, we must examine the trailing kn   components of Tˆ . To do this we partition the 
matrix Tkn êekn
IL  
1  and distinguish the first row and column, 










Tee
kn
Ie
kn
L 11
01
. 
Then the eigenvector part associated with the dangling nodes is  
      TTTkTkT eeknIGeGknLGz 11 )2()2(1)2(1   
To remove the terms containing )2(G  in z , we simplify 
      ekneêeIeeeêeI TknT ˆˆ2   . 
Hence 
          eknuGeeeêeIuGeG TknTT ˆ2122212)2(       euGkneG T ˆ212)2(           (3) 
and 
1
2
12
11
2
12
2
12
2
12)2( ˆ1 e
u
G
e
u
G
e
u
G
e
u
G
eG
kn T
T
kT
T
T
T
T
TT 







   , 
where we used 1eeê  , and the fact that   is the stationary distribution of )1(G , so  
e
u
G
T
T
k 


2
12
1  . 
Therefore the leading element of z  equals 
1
2
12
1
2
12
11
)2(
11
1 e
u
G
e
u
G
eG
kn
z T
T
T
T
kk
T
k 







   . 
For the remaining elements of z , we use (3) to simplify  
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T
T
TT ee
u
G
GeeG
kn
Gee
kn
IG ˆ11
2
12)2()2()2()2( 



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Therefore the eigenvector part associated with the dangling nodes is  
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Since   is unique, we conclude that   ˆ   if  1ˆ eT . 
This follows, again, from the fact that   is the stationary distribution of )1(G  and  
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G  .    ▄ 
Theorem 2.1 illustrates how the PageRank T  can be given in terms of σ of the small matrix 
)1(G . 
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2.2. Lumping 2 method 
An alternative more complex to this approach considers a refined division of the ND nodes in 
strongly nondangling nodes (SND), pages with links to pages that are not dangling nodes, and 
weakly nondangling nodes (WND), pages that are not dangling but that point to only dangling 
nodes. This division leads to a matrix H of the form 
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where 1111H , 11 kk   represents the links among SND, 1211H , 21 kk  , the links from SND 
to WND, 112H ,  knk 1 , the links from SND to D and 212H ,  knk 2 , the links from 
WND to D. 
Figure 1 illustrates the distinction between strongly and weakly nondangling nodes and 
dangling nodes. 
 
Figure 1. Graph example illustrating the different types of nodes. 
With the Lumping 1 method the dangling nodes are lumped into a single node resulting in a 
stochastic reduced matrix with the same eigenvalues as the full matrix. The PageRank 
computation for the nondangling nodes are performed separately. Following this idea, in [7] 
it was shown that weakly nondangling nodes can be also lumped into a single node and 
the PageRank of the strongly nondangling nodes can be computed separately. The further 
reduced matrix is also stochastic with the same nonzero eigenvalues as the Google matrix 
G . Moreover, the full PageRank vector   can be easily recovered from the stationary 
distribution of the smaller matrix. 
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Theorem 2.2. [7] 
Using the notation above and defining )2(G  by  
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then )2(G  is a stochastic matrix of order 21 k  with the same nonzero eigenvalues as the 
full Google matrix G . Let )2(ˆˆ GTT   , 0ˆ  , 1ˆ  , partitioned by  21:1 111 ˆˆˆˆ  kkTkT  , where 11ˆ k  and 21ˆ k  are two scalars.  
Then the PageRank vector   is given by  
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Proof: Following closely [7] 
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It follows from Theorem 2.1. that       
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where we used eeH 212 . The matrix )1(G  is stochastic of order 1k  with the same 
nonzero eigenvalues as G . 
Let TT G  )1( , 0 , 1 , and partition  1:1  kTk  , where 1k  is a scalar.  
It follows from Theorem 2.1. that the PageRank vector   satisfies 
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The matrix )2(G  is stochastic of order 21 k  with the same nonzero eigenvalues as )1(Gˆ . 
Therefore, )2(G  has the same nonzero eigenvalues as G . 
Let TT G  ˆˆ )2(  , 0ˆ  , 1ˆ  , and partition   21:1 11ˆˆ k
T
k
T  , where 21k  is a 
scalar. 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that the stationary distribution vector ˆ  of )1(Gˆ  satisfies 
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We have TTTT ZZGG )1()1( ˆˆˆˆ   , i.e.,     )1(ˆˆ GZZ TTTT   . Therefore, the 
stationary distribution   of )1(G  satisfies  
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This completes the proof of the theorem.  ▄ 
Theorem 2.2. shows that to compute the PageRank vector  , we can compute the stationary 
distribution ˆ  of the stochastic matrix )2(G  and then recover the PageRank vector   
according to (4) and (5). 
2.3. Aitken extrapolation method 
The power method is one of the simplest iterative methods for finding the dominant 
eigenvalue and eigenvector of a matrix and it was the original method proposed by Brin and 
Page for finding the PageRank vector. 
As mentioned, the standard power method is known for its slow convergence. So, since 1998, 
several researchers are working on techniques for accelerate the PageRank computations. 
Between them there is a group of Stanford researchers that proposed several methods for 
accelerating the power method.  
In [4] this group of researchers proposed an acceleration method that aims to reduce the 
number of power iterations, the Aitken extrapolation method, which it’s based on the well-
known Aitken’s delta square method for accelerating linearly convergence sequences. 
Aitken’s process is a well-known sequence transformation to accelerate of the rate of 
convergence of a slowly converging sequence [8]. 
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Since n  321 , it is known that the power method, GTk )( , converges to the 
principal eigenvector of the Markov matrix G . Assuming that the starting vector lies in the 
subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of G , the power method can be expanded has 
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where ix  and iy , ni ,,1 , are, respectively, the right and left eigenvectors corresponding 
to i , and ii x
T)0(  , ni ,,2 . The size of the subdominant eigenvalue 2  governs the 
number of power iterations.  
 To improve the convergence, if 32   , then Tll y
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222
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approximation to T , and Tl y222  can be estimated by Aitken’s delta square process based 
on three iterates [4]: 
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where  2  indicates component-wise squaring of elements in the vector   . 
So, by subtracting Tl y22 2  to 
T(l)π  we can accelerate the convergence of the power method. 
Next, for simplicity, we will use )1()(  ll G  instead of GTll T )1()(    and consider that 
matrix G  has n  distinct eigenvectors iu : iii uuG  . 
We will assume that the starting vector )0(  lies in the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors 
of G , i
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iuu 
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)0(   and will use 22 2 u
l  instead of Tl y22 2 . 
Following Kamvar et al. in [4], we will proof that 22 2 u
l  can be estimated by Aitken’s delta 
square process by using the two subsequent iterates of the power method  )2()1( ,  ll  :  
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   , with  )()1()( lll       and   )()1()2()(2 2 llll    . 
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We will begin by assuming that (l)π  can be expressed as a linear combination of the first two 
eigenvectors:                                       221 uαuπ (l)   (6) 
We will calculate an estimate of the principal eigenvector 1u  in closed form using the 
successive iterates. This approximation becomes increasingly accurate as l  becomes larger. 
Appling the power method and knowing that  11,u  and  22 ,u  are eigenpairs of G : 
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Since the first eigenvalue 1  of a Markov matrix is 1, 
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Appling another iteration of the power method, 
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where iπ  represents the component i  of vector π . 
Using (6) and (7) in (9), 
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Hence, from equation (6), we have a closed-form solution for 1u : 
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3. THE NEW LUMPINGE METHODS 
As mentioned, the proposed approach, LumpingE methods, combines Lumping methods with 
Aitken extrapolation. 
3.1. LumpingE 1 method 
Theorem 3.1. (LumpingE 1 method) [9] 
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 The matrix )1(G  is stochastic of order 1k  with the same nonzero eigenvalues as G . 
Let TT G  )1( , 0T , 1 . Then the PageRank vector T  equals 
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where 1k  is a scalar and s defines the step by which the extrapolation is applied.  ▄ 
Proof: 
Follows the proof of theorem 2.1 and at every s-step apply one Aitken extrapolation. 
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3.2. LumpingE 2 method 
Theorem 3.2. (LumpingE 2 method) [9] 
Using the notation above and defining )2(G  by  
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then )2(G  is a stochastic matrix of order 21 k  with the same nonzero eigenvalues as the 
full Google matrix G .  
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where 11
ˆ k  and 21ˆ k  are two scalars and s defines the step by which the extrapolation is 
applied. 
Then the PageRank vector   is given by  
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Proof: 
Follows the proof of theorem 2.2 and at every s-step apply one Aitken extrapolation. 
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4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
As an illustrative example, a hyperlink matrix of dimension 104×104 with 65% of dangling 
nodes, 15% and 20%, respectively, weakly and strongly nondangling nodes is considered. The 
CPU time (in seconds), reported in Table 1, was considered as an average of the time required 
to compute 10 times the procedures.  
The CPU time is greatly reduced with the use of Lumping techniques. A partition on dangling 
and nondangling nodes gives rise to a reduction of 16× without extrapolation and a reduction 
of 27× with extrapolation with respect to the time required by the classical power method. 
The partition of the nondangling nodes in strongly and weakly reduces the computation time 
in 4× and 8× considering, respectively, without and with extrapolation. Our combined 
versions, LumpingE, are always better than the original Lumping versions. It should be 
mentioned that the distinction between nondangling nodes does not provide, at least for the 
test matrix used, any advantage. The cost to recover the all PageRank vector from the 
partitioned one, along with the necessary cost to prepare data, is not compensated by the gains 
in aggregating the nodes in weakly and strongly nondangling. 
The number of iterations for the Lumping approaches is smaller than the original power 
method. The reduction is particularly impressive for the new extrapolated versions. The 
reduction in the number of iterations with the LumpingE 2 method compared with the original 
Lumping 2 is significant. This is relevant for real problems, usually of high dimension, since 
one might be interested in obtaining an approximate solution after a few number of iterations. 
A computation with just a few iterations can be already enough to provide useful information. 
The convergence history is depicted in Figures 2. and 3. For a clear understanding, one should 
mention that Aitken extrapolation in LumpingE 1 and 2 was taken every s = 10 iterations. 
method iterations Time (s) 
power 44 2.45 
Lumping 1 37 0.15 
Lumping 2 42 0.58 
LumpingE 1 23 0.09 
LumpingE 2 25 0.31 
Table 1. Timings and Number of iterations for Lumping and LumpingE methods 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
A family of LumpingE methods, combining partitioning, matrix reduction and extrapolation, 
is proposed to accelerate PageRank computations. Numerical results illustrating the dynamics 
of the iterative process, number of iterations and CPU time are provided. The new proposed 
family allows for a significant reduction both in number of iterations and CPU time required 
for convergence. 
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Abstract. The solution of optimal control problems (OCP) can be obtained following
a standard procedure, which consists in applying Pontryagin′s Maximum Principle and
obtaining the necessary optimality conditions along with the transversality condition re-
sulting into a two-point boundary value problem (BVP).
The application of numerical methods to solve the BVP is a valid resource. In this work we
investigate the application of the Operational Tau method [14] to obtain the approximate
solution of optimal control problems, imposing that the initial or boundary conditions are
veried exactly and that the approximate solution satises the dierential equation with a
residual minimized in a quadrature sense.
The Operational Tau method allows for the dierential problem to be transformed into an
algebraic problem, based on a reduced set of matrix operations. The accurate evaluation
of those matrices is a sensitive task. In this work we use a recent technique [17] allowing
an improvement in the precision of the Tau method, that is crucial in nonlinear problems.
In [11] we have shown the application of the operational Tau method to linear OCP with
innite time horizon. In this work we treat nonlinear problems with nite and innite
time horizon and provide.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In order to optimize trajectories, optimal control problems are widely used in multi-
disciplinary applications: immunology, biological systems, applied mathematics, engineer-
ing and socio-economic systems [16]. The objective is to minimize/maximize a certain
performance index, determining control and state trajectories for a dynamic system over
a period of time. To obtain a solution of these dynamic systems described by linear
and nonlinear dierential equations, numerical methods are an available resource , in
particular the use of spectral methods.
The aim of this work is to investigate the application of the Operational Tau method [14]
to solve optimal control problems in nite and innite horizont time. The Tau method
is a spectral method that produces a polynomial approximation of the solution of the
dierential problem. The detailed description of the Tau method is made in Section 3
and in section 4 we present a brief characterization of optimal control problems with nite
and innite horizon. Section 5 we present numerical examples on how the approximate
solution were obtained via the Tau method. Section 6 concludes.
2 PRELIMINAIRES AND NOTATIONS
Let v be the vector space of continuous integrable functions dened on some interval [a, b]
and let ⟨Pn, Pm⟩ be the inner product dened on v,
⟨Pn, Pm⟩ =
∫ a
b
Pn(x)Pm(x)w(x)dx (1)
where Pn and Pm are polynomials of degree n and m, ⟨Pn, Pn⟩ = ∥P 2n∥ ≠ 0 and w(x) is a
positive weighting function.
Denition 1. The polynomials Pn and Pm are orthogonal if ⟨Pn, Pm⟩ = 0, ∀n ̸= m
Denition 2. P0(x), P1(x), P2(x), . . . is a sequence of orthogonal polynomials if any two
dierent polynomials in the sequence are orthogonal to each other under the inner product
(1).
Denition 3. The orthogonal polynomials satisfy a three-term recurrence relation [8]
Pi+1(x) = ai(x− bi)Pi(x)− ciPi−1(x), i ≥ 0
with P−1(x) = 0 and P0(x) = 1 with matricial representation given by
P0(x)
P1(x)
P2(x)
P3(x)
...
 =

1 0 0 0 0 . . .
α0 a0 0 0 0 . . .
α1 α2 a0a1 0 0 . . .
α3 α4 α5 a0a1a2 0 . . .
...
...
...
...
...
. . .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ

1
x
x2
x3
...
 (2)
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where αj, j ≥ 0 are real constants depending on ai, bi and ci i = 0, . . . , j.
Denition 4. Let D be a linear dierential operator of order ν ≥ 1 with polynomial
coecients acting on v then D can be dened on ]a, b[ by
D ≡
ν∑
r=1
drpr(x)
dxr
(3)
Denition 5. Let y(x) =
∑
i≥0 aix
i be a polynomial in the basis {1, x, x2, . . . , xn, . . .}
with coecients a = (a0, a1, a2, . . . , an, 0, 0, . . .). If x = [1 x x
2 . . . xn . . .]t is a vector
then [14]
 the polynomial y(x) can be written as y(x) = ax;
 the eect of the multiplication of a polynomial by x is given by
xy(x) = aµx
 the eect of the dierentiation of a polynomial is
y′(x) = ax′ = aηx
where µ and η are innite matrices representing, respectively, the multiplication and the
dierentiation operator given by
η =

0 0 0 0 · · ·
1 0 0 0 · · ·
0 2 0 0 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .
 , µ =

0 1 0 0 · · ·
0 0 1 0 · · ·
0 0 0 1 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .

Lemma 1. The eect of, respectively, α repeated dierentiations or β shifts on the coef-
cients of a polynomial yn(x) is equivalent to the post-multiplication of a by η
α or µβ.
Proof. See [14].
Denition 6. Let y(x) =
∑
i≥0 aiPi(x) be a polynomial written in the basis of orthogo-
nal polynomials {P0(x), P1(x), P2(x), . . .} with coecients a = (a0, a1, a2, . . . , an, 0, 0, . . .).
The polynomial y(x) can be written as y(x) = aΦx, where Φ is the lower triangular matriz
dened in (2) [14].
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3 TAU METHOD
In 1938 Lanczos presents in his work [1] the Tau method for the solution of ordinary
dierential equations. Later it was generalized for partial derivatives equations by Ortiz
[2], Matos & al [3], Kong and Wu [4], etc. and for integro-dierential equations by Hosseini
[5, 6], Pour-Mahmoud & al [7], etc.
The Tau method is a spectral method that produces a polynomial approximation, yn(x),
of the solution, y(x), of a given dierential problem Dy(x) = f(x), dened on ]a, b[. It
is based on solving a system of linear algebraic equations, obtained by imposing that the
supplementary conditions are veried exactly and the residual is minimized in a quadra-
ture sense, i.e, is orthogonal to the rst elements of an orthogonal polynomial basis. It
can be applied to initial, mixed or boundary value problems.
Let D be the operator dened in (3) and y(x) be the exact solution of the dierential
problem {
Dy(x) = f(x) a < x < b
gj(y) = σj j = 1 : ν
(4)
where f(x) is a polynomial and gj(y) are ν linear functionals to be satised by the required
solution y(x), representing initial, boundary or mixed conditions, acting on Cν [a, b].
The main idea of the Tau method is to approximate y(x) by a polynomial yn(x) =∑n
i=0 aiPi(x) where {Pi(x), i ≥ 0} is an orthogonal polynomial basis dened by a lower
triangular matrix. The Tau approximant yn(x) to y(x) is the unique polynomial solution
of the perturbed problem{
Dyn(x) = f(x) + τ(x) a < x < b
gj(yn) = σj j = 1 : ν
(5)
where τ is a polynomial perturbation close to zero in ]a, b[, in the sense that the rst
n+ 1− ν coecients in the P base are null. So,
τ(x) =
∑
i≥n+1−ν
τiPi(x)
3.1 Operational Tau method
The operational approach of the Tau method for dierential equations allows to deter-
minate the approximate solution yn(x) of the problem (5) without explicitly deal with
the perturbation term τ . In fact, as we shall see, this term is a polynomial residual
that results from the truncation of an algebraic system of linear equations. This is an
operational version since the dierential problem is transformed into an algebraic prob-
lem, using the matrices µ and η, and will be reduced to a set of matrix operations. The
matricial representation of the action of the dierential operator D is given by:
Dyn(x) = aΠx, Π =
v∑
i=0
ηipi(µ). (6)
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Let B = (B1, B2, . . . , Bν) be the matrix with column components representing the supple-
mentary conditions of (4) calculated in polynomial basis of the Tau approximant and Π =
(Π0,Π1,Π2, ...) where Πi is the i
th column of Π. If, in problem (4), f(x) =
∑m
i=0 fiPi(x)
is an m degree polynomial, or a polynomial approximation of a given function, then,
to determinate the unknown coecients, a, of yn the following algebraic innite set of
equations must be satised 
aΠ0 = f0
aΠ1 = f1
· · ·
aΠm = fm
aΠm+1 = 0
...
(7)
and 
aB1 = σ1
aB2 = σ2
· · ·
aBv = σν
. (8)
The system (7) - (8) is an overdetermined and innite, with n+1 unknowns. If n > m+ν
then this system can be conveniently truncated into
aG = b, (9)
where b = (σ1, . . . , σν , f0, . . . , fm, 0, . . . , 0) and G = (B; Π0; . . . ; Πn−ν) is the augmented
matrix that associates the operator D with the supplementary conditions of the problem.
The polynomial yn = aP, P = (P0, . . . , Pn)
T , dened by (9), is a Tau approximant to the
solution of (4)[14].
4 OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS
We will consider optimal control problems with dynamics described by ordinary dieren-
tial equations of the form{
x˙(t) = f(t, x(t), u(t)), t ∈ [t0, tf ]
x(t0) = x0
(10)
where x(t) ∈ Rn, u(t) ∈ Rm and f : [t0, tf ]× Rn+m → Rn is a continuous function in t, x
and u and has continuous partial derivatives. The performance is given by
J(·) =
∫ tf
t0
F (t, x(t), u(t))dt (11)
where F : [t0, tf ]× Rn+m → R.
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The objective is to nd the optimal controller u∗ that maximize/minimize the performance
J .
Considering the Hamiltonean function
H(t, x(t), u(t), λ0, λ(t)) = λ0F (t, x(t), u(t)) + λf(t, x(t), u(t))
where F and f are the functions described above, λ0 is a scalar and λ = [λ1(t), λ2(t), . . . , λn(t)]
is a vector of co-state variables and considering that (x, u∗) is a controlled trajectory de-
ned over the interval [t0, tf ] then (x, u
∗) is optimal, for all admissible controls u, if the
the Pontryagin′s maximum principle holds, i.e.,
H(t, x, u∗,λ) ≥ H(t, x, u,λ)
The Pontryagin maximum principle garantees that if (x, u∗) is an optimal pair, solu-
tion of the problem (10)-(11), then the rst order necessary conditions [16] satises the
Hamiltonian maximization, i.e.,
i) λ0 = 1
ii) Hx = −λ˙
iii) Hu = 0
(12)
with transversality conditions given by λ(tf ) = 0 for tf <∞.
In most problems the equation iii) can be manipulated to nd a representation of u in
terms of t, x and λ and substituted into the rst equation of the dynamics (10). The
equation obtained together with ii) and the the conditions x(t0) = x0, λ(tf ) = 0 form
the boundary value problem to be solved.
5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this work we focus on two applications of nonlinear optimal control problems . The
rst one is dened in nite interval [t0, tf ] and its dynamics is a variant of Van der Pol
oscillator [19]. The second application is an innite optimal control problem and relates
to the Euler equation for the angular velocities of a spacecraft [13]. For both problems
the trajectories were obtained using the operational Tau method. In order to have a
numerical comparational, we also use the Matlab bvp4c solver. In this solver he range of
integration is divided into several subintervals and for each subinterval bvp4c computes a
cubic polynomial function that collocates at the ends and at the midpoint, i.e., Bvp4c can
be viewed as collocation with C1 piecewise cubic polynomial that satises the boundary
conditions.
5.1 Optimal control model for the Rayleigh equation
Considering the unconstrained Rayleigh [12] optimal control problem
min
∫ T
0
(u2(t) + x21(t))dt (13)
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subject to 
x˙1(t) = x2(t)
x˙2(t) = −x1(t) + x2(t)(1.4− px22(t))x2(t) + 4u(t)
x1(0) = −5
x2(0) = −5
(14)
The trajectories of the problem (13)-(14) will be obtained after applying the Hamiltonean,
calculating the necessary conditions and the transversality conditions at the nal time
T = 4.5 with parameter p = 0.14, i.e., solving the BVP
x˙1 = x2
x˙2 = −x1 + 1.4x2 − px32 − 8λ2
λ˙1 = λ2 − 2x1
λ˙2 = 3px
2
2λ2 − λ1 − 1.4λ2
x1(0) = −5
x2(0) = −5
λ1(4.5) = 0
λ1(4.5) = 0
(15)
To implement the operational Tau method, rst we need to linearize the second and the
fourth dierential equations in the problem (15). Using the Taylor polynomial approx-
imation, the expressions x32 and x
2
2λ2 will be replaced , respectively, by 3x
2
20x2 − 2x320
and by 2x20λ20x2 + x
2
20λ2 − 2x220λ20 into the system (15), where x2,0 and λ2,0 are initial
approximations to x2 and λ2. Thus the problem becomes
x˙1 − x2 = 0
x˙2 + x1 − 1.4x2 + 8λ2 + 3px220x2 = 2p2x320
λ˙1 − λ2 + 2x1 = 0
λ˙2 + λ1 + 1.4λ2 − 6px20λ20x2 − 3px220λ2 = −6x220λ20
x1(0) = −5
x2(0) = −5
λ1(4.5) = 0
λ2(4.5) = 0
(16)
The matricial representation of (16), is given by
Π =

η I 2I 0
−I η − 1.4I + 3p (x20(µ))2 0 −6px20(µ)λ20(µ)
0 0 η I
0 8I −I η + 1.4I − 3p (x20(µ))2
 (17)
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with
f =

0
2px320
0
−6x220λ20
 (18)
where x20(µ) and λ20(µ) are matrices evaluated as linear combinations of powers of matrix µ
with the coecients of polynomial x2,0 and λ2,0. That is, for instancies, if x2,0(x) =
∑n
i=0 aix
i
then x2,0(µ) is also a polynomial in terms of powers of µ, x2,0(µ) =
∑n
i=0 aiµ
i.
The Tau approximants will be determinated solving the system (9) where b = [−5,−5, 0, 0, f ]
and G = [B; Π0; . . . ; Πn−ν ], B is the matrix that represents the boundary conditions of (16)
calculated in polynomial basis of the Tau approximant.
With the Operational Tau method, we have implemented an iterative procedure, replacing, from
the second iteration on, the polynomials x2,0 and λ2,0 by their homonyms x2 and λ2 obtained in
the previous iteration. This operation actually means that, in each iteration we need to update
the matrix G and the vector b components with this new polynomials expressions.
0 1 2 3 4 5
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1
0 1 2 3 4 5
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Figure 1: Curves of the state trajectories for the Rayleigh problem.
Our numerical experiments were obtained with the Legendre polynomials Pn(x) with n = 6.
In Figure 1, we can see, the trajectories curves for x1 and x2 obtained wiyh the operational
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Tau method and with the Matlab solver bvp4c. It can be seen that both methods produced
approximations with similar numerical behavior. In addition, we can refer that in terms of the
machine computation time, the Tau method spented about 30% of the time spented by bvp4c,
to produce the approximants pictured in that gure. Our rotine needs 20 iterations, in each one
the main cost is the recalculation of an 4(n+ 1) square matrix G and the resolution of a linear
system associated with that matrix.We have also observed that the Tau method seems to be less
sensitive to changes in the parameter p. For example, for p = 1.14 we still have solution for
the Rayleigh problem while in bvp4c we need to use more than 2500 mesh points to meet the
tolerance.
5.2 Optimal manouvres of a rigid asymetric spacecraft
Let
J =
∫ ∞
0
x21 + x
2
2 + x
2
3 + u
2
1 + u
2
2 + u
2
3
2
dt (19)
be the innite cost functional to minimize, subject to
x˙1 = A1x2x3 +
1
I1
u1
x˙2 = A2x1x3 +
1
I2
u2
x˙3 = A3x1x2 +
1
I3
u3
(20)
with initial conditions
x1(0) = 0.01, x2(0) = 0.005, x3(0) = 0.001 (21)
The parameters I1 = 86.24, I2 = 85.07, I3 = 113.59 are the same as in [18] and A1 = − I3−I2I1 ,
A2 = − I1−I3I2 , A3 = − I2−I1I3 .
As in the previous problem, after applying the Hamiltonean, calculate the necessary and the
transversality conditions, given by λi(∞) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, we get a nonlinear BVP.
Again, in order to remove the nonlinear component, products in the form xy will be replaced by
xy ≈ y0x + x0y − x0y0. Then, the matricial representation of the resulting BVP, according to
(6) is the matrix
Π =

η −A2x30(µ) −A3x20(µ) I A3λ30(µ) A2λ20(µ)
−A1x30(µ) η −A3x10(µ) A3λ30(µ) I A1λ10(µ)
−A1x20(µ) −A2x10(µ) η A2λ20(µ) A1λ10(µ) I
1
(I1)2
I 0 0 η A1x30(µ) A1x20(µ)
0 1
(I2)2
I 0 A2x30(µ) η A2x10(µ)
0 0 1
(I3)2
I A3x20(µ) A3x10(µ) η

with
f =

−A1x20x30
−A2x10x30
−A3x10x20
A2x30λ20 +A3x20λ30
A1x30λ10 +A3x10λ30
A1x20λ10 +A2x10λ20

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where xi0, λi0 represents the initial polynomial approximations for xi, λi and xi0(µ), λi0(µ)
are matrices evaluated as linear combinations of powers of matrix µ with the coecients of
polynomials xi0, λi0 for i = 1, 2, 3. In this problem, b = [10
−2, 5 × 10−3, 10−3, 0, 0, 0, f ], G =
[B; Π0; . . . ; Πn−ν ], B is the matrix that represents the boundary conditions of (16) calculated
in polynomial basis of the Tau approximant. Once, again we solve the system given by (9) to
obtain the Tau approximants.
We got our numerical experiments using Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) with n = 9. To obtain the
approximate solution were needed only 10 iterations each one representing a linear matrix 2(n+1)
dimension. In Figure 2, we represent together the polynomial aproximation of xi, i = 1, 2, 3,
obtained using the operational Tau method, and the solution given by the bvp4c solver in Matlab
for t = 1000. Comparing both representations of the approximate solutions the resultas are
numerically close.
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Figure 2: Curves of the state trajectories of a rigid asymetric spacecraft.
6 CONCLUSION
In this work we present the operational Tau method as a viable numerical approach to solve
nite and innite nonlinear optimal control problems. Numerical results illustrate that optimal
control problems can be solved using the operational Tau method, beneting from a polynomial
approach. Even with low degree polynomials, the Tau method provides approximate solutions
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comparable with robust and ecient solvers such as bvp4c from Matlab. Since we need to change
the basis of the polynomials involved in the operational Tau method, the matrices, in nonlinear
problems, become ill conditioned as we increase de degrees of these polynomials. The drawback
is that, with increasing n polynomials degrees this method become unstable. For future work we
intend to introduce some numerical stability in these matrices.
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Abstract.
New Neoclassical Synthesis models incorporate the prominent role of expectations from the
New Classical school, the intertemporal optimising dynamic framework of Real Business
Cycles theory, and distortions arising from New Keynesian real and nominal rigidities.
Based on microeconomic foundations, and therefore less subject to Lucas’ critique, these
models are increasingly used as forecasting tools in economics and for policy analysis.
Their analytic solution is, however, only possible for certain strict and simpler cases, and
as such it is common to resort to numerical approximations.
This work focuses on numerical solution methods for this family of economic models,
namely by applying projection methods instead of the most common perturbation approach
based on Taylor’s expansion. Numerical results on a Dynamic Stochastic General Equi-
librium model with staggered prices illustrating this approach is provided.
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1 Introduction
New Neoclassical Synthesis (NNS) models, as described by Goodfriend and King [6],
Woodford [16], or Clarida et al. [4], emerged in the 1990s as a result of the combination
of elements from the Real Business Cycles (RBC) school and New Keynesian school.
From the RBC school, NNS models inherited its dynamic and stochastic framework,
which on its turn was based on the standard neoclassical growth model. Within that
framework, RBC models featured economic cycles, which arose both from microeconomic
decisions of intertemporal profit or utility maximisation from representative agents, and
from stochastic behaviour of real variables such as productivity. This intertemporal max-
imisation depended not only on the expected result of agents’ own actions, but also on
the expected behaviour of other agents, namely fiscal or monetary authorities modelled
in the form of policy rules.
On top of this mathematical framework, some authors began incorporating Keynesian
and New Keynesian features, including real rigidities such as imperfect competition, or
nominal rigidities such as staggered or sticky price and wage setting. These additions
were seen as necessary to improve the way these models reflected real data, and to restore
a degree of effectiveness to monetary policy, seen by the RBC school as having little or
no effect.
In the context of the New Classical school, Lucas [11] argued against models estimated
from historical statistical data as tools for forecasting the effect of economic policies. To
support this criticism, Lucas cited the lack of consideration, in the referred practice, for
the role of the change of agents’ expectations when faced with a given policy, in estimating
the outcome of that same policy. In this context, RBC models’ microeconomic foundations
were seen as making them less subject to Luca’s critique. By incorporating the expected
actions of authorities into the way how representative agents acted, any possible change
in the former’s behaviour would already be reflected in the latter’s current decisions.
This perceived robustness was inherited by NNS models, which had incorporated the
referred Keynesian rigidities as deriving, too, from microeconomic behaviour of households
and firms. This, together with the added realism from the referred rigidities, turned them
into popular tools of policy analysis and economic forecasting.
Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models, which include the NNS, how-
ever, do not always have analytic solutions, except for the case of a particular set of
models and restricted to smaller dimensions, always in the presence of certain function
specifications. Numerical methods are thus the key answer to solve this type of problems.
The solution of DSGE models is usually defined either by a set of Euler equations, resulting
from the application of the Lagrange multipliers method, or a policy function, resulting
from the use of dynamic programming. Numerical solution methods can be categorised
by the kind of solution definition they apply to, that is, the type of function they attempt
to approximate: Euler equations or policy function. A second categorisation of methods
can be made based on whether the approximation is local (only valid near a point) or
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global (valid in the whole domain).
One of the most widely used approximations is the family of perturbation methods, which
rely on Taylor series expansions of different orders of the problem’s Euler equations in
the neighbourhood of a point, usually its steady-state. Often a single Taylor expansion
is used, as in the case of linearisation or log-linearisation – two particular applications of
this family of methods – which may exclude important features of the original problems.
For this reason, second and higher order have been proposed and are applied. These
techniques are fast but their locality precludes the analysis of larger shocks that imply
bigger deviations from the point of approximation.
Discrete State Space methods, on the other hand, are global methods that can be applied
to policy function problems. They involve approximating the referred function through
a recursive iterative process, called policy function iteration, after imposing a fixed grid
of possible values for its variables. Although global and always converging to the true
function provided that enough iterations are considered, this method can become compu-
tationally intensive with an increase of the complexity of the problem, or when finer grids
are employed.
This work follows a third approach, consisting projection methods, a global method with
similarities to regression that applies to functional problems, such as those defined by
either policy function or Euler equations [8]. This method starts with the choice of
a generic approximation function, such as Chebychev polynomials or Artificial Neural
Networks, which is meant to replace the unknown of the functional problem. Then,
a measure of distance between the approximated and the true function, or a residual
function, is established. Finally, a method of parameterising the generic function in order
to minimise the referred residual is chosen, such as the Least squares method, Chebychev,
Galerkin or other collocation method. Being a global method, the projection method does
not preclude the analysis of larger shocks. Additionally, depending on the approximation
function used, the full nonlinearities of the problem can be preserved. However, the
larger the model or the number of approximation function parameters to be computed,
the higher the computational cost is.
In this work we extend a model based on Lim and McNelis [10], similar to the standard
NNS or New Keyensian model, by considering staggered adjustment of prices. The use of
projection method is explained. Finally, a set of simulations and impulse-response shocks
are used to showcase the model, extension, method and application.
2 Numerical solution methods for New Neoclassical Synthesis models
The solution to the underlying optimisation problems of NNS, and Dynamic General
Equilibrium models in general, is usually obtained via dynamic programming [13] or
via application of the Kuhn-Tucker theorem or Lagrange multipliers method [3]. Both
approaches turn the optimisation problem into a functional one. In the case of dynamic
programming, its solution is the policy function, which returns the optimising choice
of control variables, for each given value of the state variables. Similarly, the Lagrange
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multipliers approach results in one or more Euler equations, forming a system of difference
equations (differential equations, for continuous time) which describe the optimal path
taken by the control variables that solves the optimisation problem.
Regardless of the solution approach, analytic solutions for these models only exist in
certain restrictive conditions, such as certain utility or production function specifications,
described in Canova [2] or Heer and Mauß ner [7], for example. Given the impossibility
or, in certain cases, the difficulty of obtaining such analytic solutions, it is common to
resort to approximation techniques instead.
Heer and Mauß ner [7] categorise approximation techniques using two types of features.
The first is related to the function it tries to approximate: policy function or Euler
equation. The second is concerned with the kind of approximation, which can be local
or global. Local techniques try to obtain a function that only approximates the true one
around a given point, usually its steady-state, contrasting with global ones, which aim to
obtain valid approximations for the whole domain.
Linear approximation is a common local method, which involves turning the original prob-
lem’s first order conditions or constraints into approximate linear substitutes. Different
linearisation techniques exist, including Log-linear and Linear quadratic (LQ) approxima-
tion. Log-linearisation applies to both the Euler equation and budget constraints, which
are approximated by taking logarithms and first-order Taylor series expansions around
the problem’s steady-state, subsequently solving the resulting linearised system. Uhlig
[15] is an example of this approach. LQ approximation, on the other hand, consists of
quadratic approximations for the problem’s objective function and linear approximations
for its constraints, once again around its steady-state.
These linear approximation methods are included in the larger group of perturbation
methods, which also resort to Taylor expansions of different orders around the problem’s
steady-state. They rest on the assumption that the modelled economy never diverges too
far away from its steady-state, so that higher order members of the Taylor series can be
ignored without severe accuracy loss. These methods are less computationally intensive
than others, and in most cases the assumption is acceptable, and the approximation good
enough. As noted by Kim and Kim [9], however, although a wide range of the literature
involving DSGE models relies on linear approximations for their solution, their use may
result in high approximation errors and distort the results of their analysis. For this
reason, several second and higher-order perturbation methods and algorithms have been
advanced [14, 12].
Another kind of techniques, Discrete State Space methods, also called Discretisation, are
global methods that can be applied to policy function problems. According to Canova [2],
they generally involve forcing the states and exogenous variables to take values from a fixed
grid of possible values. This, on the other hand, facilitates obtaining the policy function
through a recursive iterative process called policy function iteration. This approach always
converges to the true policy function. However, with an increase of the number of variables
or shocks, the problem may become too highly computationally intensive, in what is known
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as the curse of dimensionality. Furthermore, this approach involves a trade-off between
speed and accuracy: the finer the grid, the better the approximation, but the higher the
number of computations involved.
A third alternative, the one applied in this work, are Projection methods. Described in
Judd [8], these are global methods that apply to problems with solution defined either by
policy function or Euler equations. They involve choosing an approximation function for
each of the decision rules, which in turn is tuned within an iterative process controlled
via a chosen residual function. This way, the functional problem is turned into one of
minimising the residual function. Variations of the method are possible given the different
existing choices of approximating function (Chebychev polynomials or neural networks, for
example), residual function or minimisation procedure (Least squares, Galerkin method
or other collocation methods, for example). This approach, like other global methods,
does not rely on the smallness of shocks for a good approximation. Additionally, the
validity of the approximation it not restricted to the neighbourhood of the point around
which it is made. However, the better approximation comes with a greater computational
cost, especially when a large number of parameters has to be calculated, such as in the
case of higher order polynomials or more complex neural networks.
3 Model exposition and numerical solution
As previously mentioned, the particular model to be studied in the present work is based
on a flexible prices baseline model described by Lim and McNelis [10]. It consists of a
dynamic in discrete time, stochastic general equilibrium model. In this work this baseline
model is modified with the addition of sticky, or staggered, prices, and the corresponding
numerical solution developed in detail.
The model is built upon three main sectors in an open economy: households, firms and
monetary authorities; and two smaller ones, namely fiscal authorities and rest of the
world.
The household sector decides, at each time period, between consumption and leisure,
subject to a budget constraint. This budget constraint includes, among other items, the
firm’s profits, given that the former are fully owned by households. The price dynamics
of the model stem from production and pricing decisions of the domestic (consumption
and intermediate) goods producing firms, and the monetary authority acts on inflation
by setting the interest rate (via a simple Taylor rule). On its turn, the fiscal authority
is presented as an exogenously defined amount of government spending and lump-sum
taxes. Finally, capital or producer goods, which fully depreciate at the end of each time
period, are imported by households from the rest of the world, being subsequently lent to
domestic firms.
There are several ways by which sticky prices are usually included in NNS models. The
one chosen here is a Calvo rule [1], which in practice separates, for each time period,
intermediate goods firms into two groups: one allowed to change prices, and another that
is not. Accordingly, firms that can change prices will do so by setting the price that
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maximises its present and discounted future profits, taking into account both the demand
they face and the probability of being able to set prices again in the future. The ability
to set prices, on its turn, arises from the assumption of imperfect competition in the
intermediate goods’ market, caused by imperfect substitutability between differentiated
products.
3.1 Rest of the world
The rest of the world comes into the model both as a producer of capital goods, as an
importer and as a lender of one period bonds. Capital goods are imported by households
and subsequently rented to firms. Exports to the rest of the world, on its turn, are
introduced via a constant exogenous variable X = X. The external balance relationship
is given by the equation 1:
PtXt − StP Ft It =
(
1 +R∗t−1 + Φt−1
)
StFt−1 − StFt (1)
with the variables representing:
• Pt, the domestic price level;
• St, the exchange rate (expressed in indirect quotation);
• It, the capital imports, and P Ft , the corresponding price;
• R∗t , the external interest rate;
• Ft, the stock of bonds issued by households in the rest of the world, or external
debt;
Finally, the interest paid on external debt bonds includes Φt, a risk premium, which
increases as the external financial position, or external debt, increases above its steady-
state F (according to sensitivity parameter ϕ > 0), and is given by
Φt = sign (Ft)× ϕ
[
e(|Ft|−F) − 1
]
(2)
1The left side of (1) being the trade balance, and the right side the change in the economy’s external
debt
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3.2 Households
The household sector’s choice between consumption and leisure translates, in practice, to
an optimisation problem as follows.
Firstly, the representative household values its present and future consumption according
to the function
V = E0
∞∑
t=0
βtUt (Ct, Lt) (3)
where its preferences are represented by Ut, the utility function, which is of the type
Ut(Ct, Lt) =
C1−ηt
1− η −
L1+$t
1 +$
(4)
Value function equation (3) constitutes the expected present value, given the discount
factor β, for the representative household, of both current and all future utility. This
utility, as seen on equation (4), depends positively on the amount of consumption Ct, and
negatively on the amount of labour Lt of the corresponding period. The utility function
is of Constant Relative Risk Aversion type. The measure of the risk aversion curve, η, is
the relative risk aversion coefficient (or elasticity of marginal utility of consumption), and
$ the elasticity of marginal disutility of labour. Ct is an index of consumption goods,
given on its turn by (5), a Dixit-Stiglitz, or Armington, aggregator [5].
Ct =
[∫ 1
0
(Cj,t)
(ζ−1)/ζ dj
]ζ/(ζ−1)
(5)
Here, an infinite number of goods, indexed by j, become perfect substitutes when ζ, the
constant elasticity of substitution coefficient, approaches infinity, and perfect complements
when it approaches zero.
The choice that maximises the utility function above is, on other hand, restricted by the
budget constraint
WtLt + Πt + P
K
t Kt + (1 +Rt−1)Bt−1 + StFt
= PtCt + P
F
t It +Bt +
(
1 +R∗t−1 + Φt−1
)
StFt−1 + Tt (6)
with the variables representing:
• Wt, the wages;
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• Πt, the firms’ profits;
• Rt, the domestic interest rate;
• Bt, the stock of domestic government bonds bought by households;
• Tt, the amount of lump-sum taxes.
• It, the capital imports, which equals Kt since the later fully depreciates at the end
of each period; and P Ft , the price of the said imports, which equals P
K
t ;
• Kt, the stock of capital goods, which fully depreciates at each period, and as such
equals It, the capital imports;
• PKt , the capital goods’ price, charged by households to firms;
Setting up the Lagrangian for the maximisation of equation (3) with respect to (6), solving
the first order conditions and rearranging, results in the Euler equations of the problem,
describing the path that solves the intertemporal maximisation problem:
C−ηt
Pt
=
C−ηt+1
Pt+1
β (1 +Rt) (7)
Wt = L
$
t PtC
η
t (8)
P Ft = P
K
t (9)
(1 +Rt)St = (1 +R
∗
t + Φ
′
tFt + Φt)St+1 (10)
3.3 Firms
The production sector is made up of two types of firms: intermediate goods firms, and fi-
nal goods firms. The former hire labour and capital goods from households, paying wages
and the capital rent price in return, combining both into intermediate goods. The later
buy the referred intermediate goods, which are combined into a final good subsequently
sold to households. Intermediate goods firms behave in a monopolistic competition set-
ting, having a degree of market power given the imperfect substitutability between their
products.
Final goods firms
As previously described, the final goods firms take intermediate goods, Yj,t (with the
different firms being indexed by j ∈ [0; 1]), as production inputs, transforming them into
a single final good, Yt, according to the aggregating function
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Yt =
[∫ 1
0
(Yj,t)
(ζ−1)/ζ dj
]ζ/(ζ−1)
(11)
Taking both final good Pt and intermediate goods price Pj,t as given, it maximises profits:
max
Yj,t
PtYt −
∫ 1
0
Pj,tYj,tdj (12)
Setting up and solving the first order condition, while taking (11) into account, leads to
(13), which can be seen as the demand faced by intermediate goods firms as the final
goods firm produces Yt:
Yj,t =
(
Pj,t
Pt
)−ζ
Yt (13)
Intermediate goods firms
Each intermediate goods firm, on its turn, employs, in each period t, capital goods (Kj,t)
and labour (Lj,t) as factors of production, producing Yj,t according to the Constant Elas-
ticity of Substitution production function
Yj,t = Zt [(1− α) (Lj,t)κ + α(Kj,t)κ]1/κ (14)
The transformation 1
1−κ , 0 < κ < 1, stands for the elasticity of substitution between the
two factors of production, and 0 < α < 1 for the usage share of the same factors. Zt, on
the other hand, is a random productivity shock, which follows an autoregressive process
around its steady-state value Z, subject to a random disturbance Zt as follows:
ln(Zt) = ρ ln (Zt−1) + (1− ρ) ln
(
Z
)
+ Zt ,  ∼ N
(
0, σ2Z
)
(15)
Profit maximisation, in this case, implies (constrained) minimisation of total costs:
min
Lj,t,Kj,t
TCj,t = Wj,tLj,t + P
K
j,tKj,t
s.t. (14)
Setting up the Lagrangian, solving and rearranging the first order conditions results into
the optimal factor combination equation:
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Kj,t =
(
Wt
(1− α) ·
α
PKt
) 1
1−κ
Lj,t (16)
Combining the above equation with production function (14), and solving for L and K,
returns the firm’s conditional demands for labour and capital, respectively:
Lj,t =
(
Yj,t
Zt
)[
(1− α) + α
(
αWt
(1− α)PKt
) κ
(1−κ)
]− 1
κ
(17)
Kj,t =
(
Yj,t
Zt
)[
α + (1− α)
(
(1− α)PKt
αWt
) κ
(1−κ)
]− 1
κ
Amongst intermediate goods firms, the ones that can change prices do so by maximising
the present value of their profits. Being θ the probability of a given intermediate goods
firm changing its price on a given period, and PAj,t its chosen price, the profit maximisation
problem becomes:
max
PAj,t
V = Et
∑∞
t=0 θ
tβt
(
PAj,tYj,t −
(
Wj,tLj,t + P
K
j,tKj,t
))
(18)
Plugging into the corresponding Lagrangian the optimal factor conditional demands (17)
and intermediate goods’ demand (13), and solving the first order condition the following
profit maximisation condition results:
PAj,t =
ζ
ζ − 1 ·
Et
∑∞
t=0 θ
tβtAt(Pt)
ζYt
Et
∑∞
t=0 θ
tβt(Pt)ζYt
(19)
where Aj,t represents the marginal cost of intermediate goods firms.
2 Imperfect competi-
tion in the intermediate goods’ market translates into a markup set by the corresponding
firms above this cost, as seen on the left multiplier of the profit maximisation condition
above.
Finally, having derived the price set by firms that are allowed to do so, one needs to
combine it with the price of the remaining firms to obtain the aggregate price index,
which is done using a Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator as follows:
Pt =
[
θ (Pt−1)
1−ζ + (1− θ) (PAt )1−ζ]1/(1−ζ) (20)
2Aj,t =
∂TCt
∂Yj,t
= 1Zt
[
Wt
[
(1− α) + α
(
αWt
(1−α)PKt
) κ
(1−κ)
]− 1κ
+ PKt
[
α+ (1− α)
(
(1−α)PKt
αWt
) κ
(1−κ)
]− 1κ]
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3.4 Monetary and fiscal authorities
The monetary authority adjusts the interest rate (Rt) partially every period, according to
a Taylor rule that takes into account both inflation (pit) and external interest rate (R
∗
t ),
with adjustment parameters φ1 > 1 and 0 < φ2 < 1:
Rt = φ2Rt−1 + (1− φ2) (R∗t + φ1pit) (21)
Inflation, on its turn, is defined as
pit =
[(
Pt
Pt−1
)4
− 1
]
(22)
As for the fiscal authority, its role in the model is simplified to a single constant exogenous
variable for public spending, G = G.
3.5 Closing the model
The remaining equation required to complete the model is the aggregate demand, or
demand for final, or consumption, goods:
Yt = Ct +Gt +Xt (23)
The above expression, in addition to equations (1), (14), (16), (20) and (21), and Euler
equations (7), (8), (9) and (10), form the full system that describes the model, to be
solved for Ct, St, Rt, Wt, Lt, P
K
t , Kt, Pt, Ft and Yt.
3.6 Numerical solution
The chosen solution method for the simulation of the model consists of the Projection
method, as described by Judd [8] and placed into context earlier in this work. It involves:
• Choosing an approximation function specification for each of the functions to be
approximated;
• Choosing a measure of the approximation error;
• Choosing an optimisation algorithm to iterate until the error is reduced to a previ-
ously defined tolerance.
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Approximation function. In this case, the functions to be approximated include Euler
difference equations (7), (10), and aggregate price index function (20), which describe the
optimal path of Ct, St and Pt.
Both the numerator and denominator of the profit maximisation condition (19) can be
rewritten as a recursive relationship by using two auxiliary variables, Ap1t and A
p2
t , defined
as
Ap1t = At(Pt)
ζYt + θβA
p1
t+1
Ap2t = (Pt)
ζYt + θβA
p2
t+1
This, in turn, allows (19) to be rewritten as
PAt =
ζ
1− ζ ·
Ap1t
Ap2t
(24)
The approximation function specification consists of an artificial neural network, namely
a multilayer perceptron. Each variable is approximated by a single neuron, denoted by
n, with three input nodes z – one for each of the state variables Zt, Ft and Rt, defined as
ni = f
(
j∑
k=1
wkzk
)
where i is the index of approximated functions, k the index of the neuron’s inputs, and
with activation function f(x) =
1
1 + e−x
. Finally, the approximation is parameterised by
weights w.
Approximation error. The error measures are based on the approximated Euler equa-
tions. Rearranging the referred equations, and letting Cˆt, Sˆt, Aˆt
p1
and Aˆt
p2
denote the
approximated values of Ct, St, A
p1
t and A
p2
t respectively, the Euler errors are given by
ct =
Cˆ−ηt
Pt
[
1
1 +Rt
]
− β
[
Cˆ−ηt+1
Pt+1
]
(25)
St = (1 +Rt) Sˆt − (1 +R∗t + Φ′tFt + Φt) Sˆt+1 (26)
A =
Aˆp1t
Aˆp2t
− At (Pt)
ζ Yt + θβAˆ
p1
t+1
Aˆp2t − (Pt)ζ Yt + θβAˆp2t+1
(27)
measuring the distance between the approximated and the true values – those that verify
the optimal path as described by the Euler equations.
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Approximation algorithm. The computational implementation of the model com-
prises three separate parts. The first one consists of an algorithm, encapsulated in a
matlab function, described below, which simulates the approximated model and returns
the simulation’s Euler errors, for any given set of parameters and neural network weights.
The second consists of a matlab script that iterates on the referred function, based on an
initial guess of the approximation weights, until the sum of squared Euler errors are min-
imised. Finally, a third script simulates the model as-is, by calling the model’s simulation
function, and where impulse-response shocks, for example, can be defined.
Algorithm 1 Model simulation function
for all simulation periods do
Draw values for random processes (Zt);
Cˆt, Sˆt, Aˆ
p1
t , Aˆ
p2
t ← Output of neural network;
Yt, Lt, Kt, P
K
t , Pt,Wt, Rt, Ft ← Solve rest of system numerically;
Compute Euler errors St , 
C
t , 
A
t ;
end for
4 Simulations and results
Having described the model, the projection method and its application, we now aim to
show it in practice, simulating an impulse-response shock to productivity. The results in
the staggered prices model are compared to a version of the baseline model with flexible
prices.
In the case of flexible prices, the intermediate firms profit maximisation optimisation
problem, having into account intermediate goods’ demand (13), becomes instead:
max
Yj,t
Πj,t = Pj,t
(
Pj,t
Pt
)−ζ
Yt −
(
Lj,tWj,t + P
K
t Kj,t
)
(28)
Solving its first order condition results into the profit maximisation condition:
Pj,t =
ζ
ζ − 1 · At (29)
where once again final prices include a markup over marginal cost, sourced in the imperfect
substitutability between intermediate goods. This equation replaces (19) for the flexible
prices model.
Finally, for the model’s parameters needed for the simulation, this work relies on the
already calibrated values of Lim and McNelis [10], reproduced here in Table 1.
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η Relative risk aversion coefficient 1.5
$ Elasticity of marginal disutility of labour 0.25
β Discount factor 1/1.01
α Production factors usage share 0.15
κ Elasticity of substitution between production factors parameter 0.1
ϕ Risk premium sensitivity 0.1
ρ Productivity shock adjustment factor 0.9
φ1 Taylor rule interest rate adjustment factor 0.9
φ2 Taylor rule inflation sensitivity 1.5
ζ Elasticity of substitution between differentiated consumption / final goods 6
θ Staggered prices adjustment factor 0.85
Table 1: Model parameters
4.1 Productivity shock
The productivity shock, or impulse-response, is implemented firstly by starting the simu-
lation with Z in its stationary value, while setting productivity’s disturbance parameter,
Z , equal to zero for all periods except for the moment of the shock, where it is given a
positive value. Finally, the model is simulated, with the results shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Productivity shock (Z = 0.1) with flexible prices
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Figure 2: Productivity shock (Z = 0.1) with staggered prices
Although the magnitudes of the effects aren’t directly comparable due to different steady-
state effects of markups in both versions, one can note the direction of the effects being
the same for both versions of the model, with the exception of the trade balance and
external debt. Additionally, the adjustment process also tends to differ, being smoother
in the staggered prices case.
The increase in productivity can be seen as having a corresponding increase in production,
real wages and consumption, while both production factors’ usage decrease and the price
level falls. However, while with flexible prices the trade balance deteriorates, with the
corresponding increase in external indebtedness, with staggered prices the opposite effect
is found.
5 Conclusion
In the present work a DSGE model of the New Neoclassical Synthesis was derived, extend-
ing a baseline version with the addition of staggered prices. For its solution a projection
method was employed, using an Artificial Neural Network as the approximation function,
trained for minimising the sum of squared Euler errors, the measure of the approximation
fitness. Finally, a set of impulse-response shocks were simulated on both the baseline and
extended versions of the model, after approximation.
The correct solution of this model with the addition of imperfect competition and stag-
gered prices is an important intermediate step for solving larger DSGE models, and for
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answering economic questions, given the prevalence of the referred extensions in most of
the NNS literature.
In this respect the projection method, although not widely used – mainly in favour of
perturbation methods of different orders –, is shown to provide a good approximate so-
lution, both as measured by the Euler errors and impulse-response results. Projection
methods have the advantage of providing a global solution, in addition to fully retain-
ing the nonlinearities of the approximated problem solution (depending on the applied
approximation function).
As for future work, in the Economics front, a large literature on additional frictions and
shocks exists, all trying to improve the fit to real data or the analysis of specific prob-
lems, such as the inclusion of money, consumption habits persistence, financial frictions,
heterogeneous agents, and improved fiscal sections, for example, which could be explored
with this method.
Concerning the application of the method itself, several speed improvements could be
introduced, for example, by removing the nested loops through vectorization of the mat-
lab code. Finally, although operations within each model simulation are interrelated and
not easily parallelised, iterations of the Monte Carlo method for drawing wealth distri-
butions and variable correlations, a common practice in the literature, are fully separate
from each other and can be done concurrently, exploring parallel processing. A GPU
implementation shows potential and seems an attractive scientific computing problem to
tackle.
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Abstract 
In many regions of the world there are persisting situations of lack of potable water with the 
well-known consequences in population’s daily life, where a poverty logic loop seems to be 
definitely installed. In some of those regions, where seawater and solar energy resources are 
abundant, the use of this kind of energy may be an effective alternative to consider for 
seawater desalination. 
Falling film evaporators allow high heat transfer rates and are an important key to achieve 
greater efficiencies throughout several industries. Desalination systems, especially when 
driven by renewable energies, tend to be highly dependent of appropriate efficiencies. In 
order to study this matter, a meta-heuristic optimization of a desalination model of this kind is 
done, focusing on some design variables of the evaporator’s geometry. 
Because of the context of the present work, the achievement of an optimal solution, from the 
global heat transfer perspective is a particularly important objective. To enable this 
optimization study, different implementations of bat-inspired optimization technique will be 
considered, aiming at the minimization and maximization of the falling film heat transfer 
coefficient, within a desalination model, based on a horizontal falling film evaporator. 
A parametric study concerning the heat exchangers’ selected design variables will be carried 
out and discussed, along with an influence analysis of other optimization parameters. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Millions of people have no access to secure fresh water. Seawater desalination is a 
reasonable alternative for coastal arid regions, thus desalination systems have been used to 
supply potable water for coastal communities and urban centres. Drinking water can be 
produced from seawater using membrane or thermal processes. A desalination plant performs 
a separation process in which the incoming saline water is separated into two outgoing 
streams of brine and product water. Desalination uses a large amount of energy to remove a 
portion of pure water from a salt water source. The energy optimization in the desalination 
process is therefore crucial, in order to achieve good efficiencies. 
Many studies of water desalination costs appear regularly in water desalination and 
renewable energy related publications. The choice of desalination method affects significantly 
the water desalination cost. Thermal methods are used mainly in medium and large size 
systems, while membrane methods, mainly reverse osmosis, are used by medium and low 
capacity systems [1]. Renewable energy options for an environmental friendly option, when 
decreasing global reserves of fossil fuels threatens the long-term sustainability of global 
economy, are discussed in [2]. The use of renewable energies for desalination is nowadays a 
reasonable option for the emerging energy and water problems. In some regions throughout 
the world, characterized by very high temperatures during summer, water scarcity can be 
quite evident, as noted by [3]. In their work they study the possibility of supplying saturated 
steam to a thermal desalination system. This is done by using the absorption cycle system of 
an air conditioning application, where its driving energy is collected from solar radiation. 
Since air conditioning is extensively used to cool down buildings during summer, this can be 
an efficient way of desalination, reducing the electricity consumption. Falling film 
evaporators are present in many industry processes as a key component for performance and 
efficiency. For desalination applications, falling film evaporators allow high heat transfer 
rates with reduced maintenance costs, mitigating corrosion and scaling [4]. The liquid is 
evaporated at the outside of the tubes. It flows from one tube to the other in the form of 
droplets, jets or as a continuous sheet. Due to the impinging effect when water flows from one 
tube to another, the heat transfer is higher when compared to vertical falling film evaporators. 
It is thus, crucial to make an effective research investment to find not only innovative and 
sustainable ways of desalting water, by means of renewable energies, but also to optimize 
these processes. Optimizing fresh water production is therefore a key issue, being possible to 
understand this objective as a dual goal problem, as it is possible to think it in the perspective 
of the production maximization and/or in terms of the production cost minimization. To this 
purpose it was considered a Bat-inspired optimization technique, recently developed and 
proposed by [5], which is based on the echolocation behaviour of bats in searching within a 
design space. Another algorithm inspired on the bat behaviour was proposed by [6] being 
designated as Doppler Effect Bat Algorithm as it combines bat-algorithm (BA) with the 
Doppler effect. In their work the authors proposed a new frequency equation, as well as the 
velocities and locations updating where inertia weights are considered. The performance of 
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this approach is evaluated with benchmark functions. 
A brief survey on meta-heuristics algorithms based on grouping of animals by its social 
behaviour was carried out by [7], for the travelling salesman problem. Their authors propose 
additionally a classification for meta-heuristics algorithms, not according to the swarm 
intelligence but subdivided into swarm, schools, flocks and herds algorithms. Bat 
optimization is considered within this last group, according to their authors. More recently, 
another study on the performance of BA optimization technique was carried out by [8], where 
standard benchmark functions were also used to achieve that comparative evaluation. These 
authors also hybridized BA with differential evolution to improve the local search step, and 
concluded on a significant improvement of the original bat technique. 
The present work focus on a falling film evaporator model, submitted to a set of 
experiments, which results were subsequently analysed [4]. In a first stage of the present 
paper, a validation example is carried out, after which a set of case studies is considered using 
bat-inspired optimization techniques. In this last stage it is intended to understand and 
characterize the influence of each heat transfer variable on the heat transfer coefficient 
correlation used, as well as the influence of the optimization parameters. 
 
2. FALLING FILM EVAPORATION 
Due to the advantages of using falling film evaporators on desalination systems, it is 
important to understand the influence of the evaporator’s design variables on the heat transfer 
efficiency. In order to find an interesting desalination model of this kind to support this work, 
several references were analysed. The work carried out in [4] has experimental data related to 
a falling film desalination model and an empirical correlation based on that, which is 
dependent of enough design variables. As a consequence of that, it is possible to compute an 
objective function (OF) with adequate complexity, to be optimized by a BA, enabling a 
validation of the correlation and the optimization algorithm. 
Basically, falling film evaporation consists on spraying fine seawater droplets along a tube 
bundle, which is located inside an evaporator chamber – in this specific case, the tube bundle 
is horizontal. Outside those tubes, a liquid film is formed and the liquid falls continuously 
from tube to tube due to the gravitational acceleration. On the other hand, chilled water flows 
inside the tube bundle and its temperature is maintained above the seawater’s saturation 
temperature, to ensure constant evaporation – as a result of this temperature gradient, the heat 
flux from the chilled water to the external liquid saline film causes its evaporation [4]. 
In [9], Han & Fletcher had a significant contribute to the study of falling film evaporation 
behaviour on horizontal tubes, proposing the following empirical correlation, to describe the 
falling film heat transfer coefficient (FFHTC): 
 ℎ𝐻𝑎𝑛 & 𝐹𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 0.0028 ∙ [
𝜇𝑠,𝑙
2
𝑔 ∙ 𝜌𝑠,𝑙2 ∙ 𝑘𝑠,𝑙
3]
−0.333
∙ (𝑅𝑒Γ)
0.5 ∙ (𝑃𝑟𝑠,𝑙)
0.85 (1) 
 
Conducting their experiments with pure water only at saturation temperatures of 322 K and 
above, the authors concluded that with the increase in saturation temperature the average 
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convective heat transfer coefficient increases too. 
However, with the work carried out in [4], Shahzad et al. figured out that the Han & 
Fletcher correlation (1) is unable to predict the additional heat transfer enhancement 
mechanism that may occur when the vapour specific volume increases rapidly at low 
saturation temperatures, i.e., below 300-298 K. As a result of that fast expansion, micro-
bubbles within the thin film layer emerge, causing a significant flow and thermal gradient 
agitation – such phenomena enhances the FFHTC [4]. By means of a falling film evaporator 
and experimental measurements, the authors were able to propose a new correlation, 
incorporating the additional effect from the micro-bubble agitation, including parameters such 
as salinity, saturation temperature and vapour specific volume: 
 
 
ℎ𝑆ℎ𝑎ℎ𝑧𝑎𝑑 𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑙. = [0.277 ∙ [
𝜇𝑠,𝑙
2
𝑔 ∙ 𝜌𝑠,𝑙2 ∙ 𝑘𝑠,𝑙
3]
−0.333
∙ (𝑅𝑒Γ)
−2.11 ∙ (𝑃𝑟𝑠,𝑙)
4.55
∙ [2 ∙ exp (
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑓
) − 1]
−0.41
∙ (
𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑓
)
14.70
]
+ [0.885 ∙
𝑞
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙−𝑠,𝑙
∙ (
𝑣𝑠,𝑔
𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓
)
−0.34
] 
(2) 
 
Since Shahzad et al. correlation predicts bubble agitation, which occurs at low saturation 
temperatures, it is valid for the following evaporator absolute pressure range [4]: 
 
 𝑃 ∈ [0.93 ; 3.60] 𝑘𝑃𝑎 𝑎𝑏𝑠 (3) 
 
Which approximately corresponds to the following evaporator saturation temperature 
range, assuming pure water [4]: 
 
 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 ∈ [279 ; 300] 𝐾 (4) 
 
3. BAT-INSPIRED OPTIMIZATION 
Swarm intelligence theory considers the modelling of populations of interacting agents, 
where the local interactions between all the members may give an overall intelligent global 
behaviour. Examples of swarm intelligence based algorithms are the ant colony and the 
particle swarm optimization, the artificial bee colony, the cuckoo search and the firefly 
algorithm, the human seeker optimization and the BA. 
BA mimetic the behaviour of microbats which can find their prey and discriminate 
different types of insects, in complete darkness. This is done through the use of a type of 
sonar, called, echolocation, which enable them to detect prey and to avoid eventual obstacles. 
The algorithm is then supported upon the following main three principles: the echolocation 
capacity, used to sense distances and to differentiate between prey and barriers; the random 
flying capacity, characterized by velocity, frequency and loudness and the ability to vary 
frequency and loudness, depending on the proximity of the object.  
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To this purpose, in BA each bat in a population of N individuals is initialized with a 
starting position, rate of pulse, loudness and a frequency, which evolutes during the number 
of iterations/generations necessary to meet the stopping criteria.  
Each new generation of bats is updated through the movement of the existing ones, 
according to the relations: 
 
  min max min
k
i
Q Q Q Q     (5) 
 
  1ki
k k k
i i i
v v x Best Q

    (6) 
 
 
1k k k
i i ix x v
    (7) 
 
where  0,1  , k
i
Q  is the pulse frequency of the i-th bat at an instant k. The lateral bounds 
of the pulse frequency are 
min
Q  and 
max
Q . The position and velocity of the i-th bat at the 
instant k are denoted by 
k
i
x  and 
k
i
v  respectively. Best  stands for the best solution until the 
current instant. 
The local search that starts depending on the proximity of the pulse rate of each bat 
k
i
r , to a 
randomly generated rate, will modify the current global best solution as follows: 
 
  2 1k kix Best A     (8) 
 
which differ from the original bat algorithm, as in this later the loudness was an average 
quantity, considering the contribution of all the bats in the population. In the present case an 
improved local search proposed in [8] was adopted. The parameters involved on the updating 
of the k-th bat position is the position of the global best solution, a scaling factor   and the 
loudness of each bat 
k
i
A  at that generic instant k. Again   is a random value in  0,1 .  
Pulse rate and loudness parameters closely mimetic the behaviour of bats, as the first 
increases when the bat finds a prey and at the same the loudness decreases. These relations are 
established according to: 
 
 
1k k
i i
A A   (9) 
 
 
  0 1ki ir r e    (10) 
 
with   and   being constants that enable an progressive variation of loudness and pulse rate. 
These constants have a similar effect to the cooling schedule parameter present in simulated 
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annealing method [10]. As in other optimization techniques, the current iteration best is 
registered along with the corresponding design variables, maintaining a log that allows tracing 
the evolution of the whole process. 
In the present work, a hybridized version of BA is also implemented where the local search 
is performed according to differential evolution (DE) technique [8],[11]. At each generation, 
new bat positions are achieved by differential mutation wherein it is possible to adopt either 
one or two scaled differences of trial solutions. In both cases the mutation is based on the 
global best solution so far, so DE schemes used can be in short designated by DE/Best/1 and 
DE/Best/2. Considering the recombination/crossover operator, an arithmetic recombination is 
used, wherein an adaptive or not, perturbation factor can be selected. This is also used in other 
evolutionary approaches for other particular parameters, such as in the case of the particle 
swarm optimization [12], [13]. 
 
4. DEFINITION AND OPTIMIZATION OF THE DESALINATION MODEL 
4.1. FIRST VALIDATION STUDY 
In order to correctly compute the OF, which is the FFHTC predicted by Shahzad et al. 
correlation (2), a validation is needed, based on the same experimental conditions 
described in [4]. As a consequence of the fluids’ properties dependency on certain 
variables, such as temperature, interpolation procedures must be programmed. Such 
conditions are summarized in Table 1, as well as the evaluative input variables for the 
interpolation procedures. 
Vapour phase related properties are evaluated at mean vapour film temperature, being 
calculated as: 
 
 
𝑇Γ =
[
𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 + 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙
2 + 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡]
2
 
(11) 
 
Concerning to the film Reynolds number and to the input heat flux, they are given 
according to equations (12) and (13), respectively, where in this last case it is used the 
concept of log mean temperature difference. 
 
 𝑅𝑒Γ =
4 ∙ Γ
𝜇𝑠,𝑙
 (12) 
 
 𝑞 =
(?̇?𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝐶𝑝𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙
2) ∙ ln (
𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡
)
(𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙) ∙ 𝐴𝑖
 
(13) 
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All fluid properties evaluated as pure fresh water, instead of seawater. 
 
Table 1 – Variables’ conditions for the OF validation, based on [4]. 
 
Parameter Lower Bound Upper Bound Evaluated at 
𝑔 [m/s2] 9.81 – 
𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓  [m
3/kg] 52.65 – 
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑓  [ppm] 30,000 – 
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  [K] 322 – 
𝑃 [kPa] (3) 0.93 3.60 – 
𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 279 300 𝑃 [kPa] (3) 
𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [K] 324 345 – 
𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [K] 289 310 – 
𝜇𝑠,𝑙 [kg/(m.s)] 0.00148 0.00086 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 
𝜌𝑠,𝑙 [kg/m
3] 999.87 996.63 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 
𝜌𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [kg/m
3] 994.66 985.58 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙−𝑠,𝑙 [K] + 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 
𝑘𝑠,𝑙 [W/(m.K)] 0.573 0.610 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 
𝑃𝑟𝑠,𝑙 10.90 5.87 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 
𝑣𝑠,𝑔 [m
3/kg] 143.91 40.41 𝑇Γ [K] (11) and 𝑃 [kPa] (3) 
𝑅𝑒Γ (12) 49.44 85.32 – 
Γ [kg/(m.s)] 0.01833 0.01827 – 
𝑇Γ [K] (11) 292.75 313.75 – 
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙−𝑠,𝑙 [K] 27.5 27.5 – 
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [K] 35 35 – 
𝐴𝑖 [m2] 0.08715 – 
𝐴𝑡 [m2] 0.00017 – 
𝐷 [m] 0.0146 – 
𝐿 [m] 1.9 – 
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 [ppm] 15,000 90,000 – 
𝐶𝑝𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [J/(kg.K)] 4178.00 4182.74 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙−𝑠,𝑙 [K] + 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] (4) 
𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [m/s] 0.09955 – 
?̇?𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [kg/s] 0.01658 0.01643 – 
𝑞 [W/m2] (13) 41,837 41,502 – 
 
Figure 1 depicts the results of the present OF as well as the experimental results 
obtained in [4], for a 15,000 ppm salinity, as well as the Han & Fletcher correlation (1). 
Comparing the results, it is possible to conclude that the OF is acceptable. In addition, it is 
verified that all different curves converge to the Han & Fletcher empirical correlation, for 
saturation temperatures above 300 K, as it should be. 
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Figure 1 – FFHTC results, using the computed OF (2D Points). 
 
Based on the results presented in Figure 1 a 3D surface was modelled, as one can 
observe in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2 – FFHTC results, using the computed OF (3D Surface). 
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It can be concluded that when both saturation temperature 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 and salinity 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 
decrease, the FFHTC increases (see Figure 1 and Figure 2). 
 
In Figure 3, it is possible to analyse the tube diameter influence on the FFHTC, 
assuming a constant velocity of 0.09955 m/s of the chilled water inside the tube bundle and 
a feed water salinity of 15,000 ppm. In addition, the inlet and outlet temperatures were 
assumed constant, only for validation purposes. As a result of the direct proportionality 
between the input heat flux (from chilled water to the external saline film solution) and the 
tube diameter, it is verified that when tube diameter increases, the FFHTC increases too 
(see equation (14)) – this happens due to the direct proportionality between the chilled 
water mass flow rate and tube diameter, when the flow velocity is constant. 
 
 𝑞 =
(𝜌𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝐷 ∙ 𝐶𝑝𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇𝑐ℎ,𝑙
2) ∙ ln (
𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡
)
4 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ (𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙)
 
(14) 
 
 
Figure 3 – Influence of tube diameter on FFHTC. 
 
In Figure 4, it is possible to analyse the tube length influence on the FFHTC, assuming 
a feed water salinity of 15,000 ppm. Differently from the influence of tube diameter on 
FFHTC, it is verified from equation (14) that the input heat flux is inversely proportional to 
the tube length. As it can be observed through the curves’ trend presented in Figure 4, 
when the tube length decreases, the FFHTC increases. 
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Figure 4 – Influence of tube length on FFHTC. 
 
4.2. SECOND VALIDATION STUDY 
After the OF validation, it is convenient to run the optimization algorithm and compare 
the results, in order to understand its validity. 
 
For validation and comparison purposes, only two design variables are defined – the 
evaporator saturation temperature (𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K]) and the feed water salinity (𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 [ppm]). In 
Table 2 their bounds are presented. The remaining conditions are exactly the same, 
comparing with Table 1. 
 
Table 2 – Design variables’ bounds for the BA validation. 
 
 Design Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] 279 300 
2 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 [ppm] 15,000 90,000 
 
As a result of the BA characteristics, several input variables must be predefined – Table 
3 summarizes those parameters, for this particular validation example. 
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Table 3 – BA input parameters for optimization algorithm validation purpose. 
 
Parameter Value 
Optimization Objective MAXIMIZATION 
Hybrid TRUE 
Adaptive TRUE 
Fperi 3 
Fperf 0.5 
n 10 
Ngen 10 
A0 1 
r0 0.5 
𝛼 0.95 
𝛾 0.98 
Qmin 0 
Qmax 1 
𝜀 0.001 
d 2 
Number of Runs 1 
 
The worst and optimum values were found, respectively, in the fifth and seventh 
generation, corresponding to the variables summarized in Table 4. 
 
Table 4 – Parametric results for the BA validation. 
 
Gen 
𝑻𝒔,𝒔𝒂𝒕 
[K] 
𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒔,𝒍 
[ppm] 
Best 
[W/(m2.K)] 
Worst 
[W/(m2.K)] 
5 300 90,000 - 1545 
7 279 15,000 4116 - 
 
Comparing the worst and best values from Table 4 with the curves presented in Figure 
1, it is concluded that the BA easily converges for the optimum conditions, in order to 
maximize the FFHTC – which is achieved when 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 279 𝐾 and 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 = 15,000 𝑝𝑝𝑚 
(𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 and 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 lower bounds), corresponding to ℎ ≅ 4116 𝑊/(𝑚
2. 𝐾). As we expected, 
for higher saturation temperature and salinity values, the OF decreases – in Table 4, 𝐺𝑒𝑛 =
5 is an example of that, where ℎ ≅ 1545 𝑊/(𝑚2. 𝐾) is the worst result. 
 
In order to understand the mean value and standard deviation behaviour along 
generations, Figure 5 presents both variables. 
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Figure 5 – Mean value and standard deviation versus generation, for the BA validation. 
 
For a qualitative illustration of the obtained data for this particular validation, Figure 6 
displays the maximum evolution along generations. 
 
 
Figure 6 – Maximum evolution versus generation, for the BA validation. 
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4.3. OPTIMIZATION STUDIES 
The objective of the present subsection is to study the influence of several design 
variables on the OF maximum and minimum. As a consequence of that, it is possible to 
analyse the heat transfer behaviour of a falling film evaporator at low saturation 
temperatures, with a design and optimization perspective. On the other hand, it is important 
to understand the effects of BA parameters on the optimization results and its convergence 
to optimum conditions, because the algorithm’s efficiency depends on them. From the OF 
validation it is possible to understand that in the maximization case, for the specified 
conditions, the optimum is always verified when both design variables assume their 
bounds’ ends – for the specific situation submitted to validation, the optimum appears 
when both saturation temperature and salinity assume their lowest bound. Simultaneously, 
when salinity starts to increase, the curves’ behaviour shows that in the minimization case, 
minimum only appears for saturation temperatures in between its lower and upper bound. 
This type of analysis is crucial for this kind of problem, especially if the input heat flux is 
driven by solar energy. The outlet temperature of chilled water (𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙) is highly dependent 
on the evaporation rate along the tube. For the optimization purpose, it is convenient to 
predict that temperature, for different types of situations, because its dependence on the 
design variables is evident. In order to do that, two empirical correlations have to be used, 
depending on flow conditions along the tube. 
Firstly, the chilled water Reynolds number is calculated by the equation (15), in order to 
understand the flow regime. Since the outlet temperature is not known in the first place, an 
iterative process is needed to approximate its “true” value progressively. In the first 
iteration all the fluid properties are evaluated at 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙. 
 
 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑙 =
𝜌𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝐷
𝜇𝑐ℎ,𝑙
 (15) 
 
Secondly, an empirical correlation has to be chosen, depending on the flow regime and 
fluid properties. In order to simplify the present analysis, only two correlations are used – 
one for laminar and other for turbulent flow. Equation (16) is the traditional expression for 
heat transfer prediction in fully developed turbulent flows, inside tubes (forced 
convection), by Dittus and Boelter [14]: 
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑠 & 𝐵𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 0.023 ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑙
0.8 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑐ℎ,𝑙
0.3 (16) 
 
Correlation (16) can be applied if the following restrictions are verified: 
1. Smooth tubes; 
2. Fully developed turbulent flow; 
3. Approximately 0.6 < 𝑃𝑟𝑐ℎ,𝑙 < 100; 
4. Approximately 2500 < 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑙 < 1.25 ∙ 10
5. 
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On the other hand, for fully developed laminar flows, Hausen [14] recommends the 
following correlation (17): 
 
 𝑁𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙 𝐻𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑛 = 3.66 +
0.0668 ∙ (𝐷/𝐿) ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑐ℎ,𝑙
1 + 0.04 ∙ [(𝐷/𝐿) ∙ 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑃𝑟𝑐ℎ,𝑙]
2/3
 (17) 
 
Correlation (17) can be applied if the following restrictions are verified: 
1. Smooth tubes; 
2. Fully developed laminar flow; 
3. Approximately 𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑙 < 2500. 
 
Thirdly, the convective heat transfer coefficient inside the tube can be calculated by: 
 
 ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑙 =
𝑁𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝑘𝑐ℎ,𝑙
𝐷
 [𝑊/(𝑚2. 𝐾)] (18) 
 
Fourthly, the energy balance is expressed by: 
 
 𝑞𝑐ℎ,𝑙 = ℎ𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝐷 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ [𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 − (
𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 + 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙
2
)] = ?̇?𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ 𝐶𝑝𝑐ℎ,𝑙 ∙ (𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 − 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙) [𝑊] (19) 
 
Solving equation (19) for 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙, the outlet temperature of chilled water is determined. 
After that, the iterative process starts, re-evaluating all the fluid properties at the mean 
temperature described by equation (20), until the value of 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 converges. 
 
 𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =
𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 + 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙
2
 (20) 
 
In order to start the optimization runs, several design variables are predefined, as long 
as their lower and upper bounds (see Table 5). 
 
Table 5 – Design variables’ bounds for the desalination model optimization. 
 
 Design Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 [K] 279 300 
2 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 [ppm] 15,000 90,000 
3 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 [K] 350 380 
4 𝐷 [m] 0.020 0.030 
5 𝐿 [m] 1.5 2 
 
For this optimization section, the chilled water velocity (𝑢𝑐ℎ,𝑙) was set to 0.5 m/s. 
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4.3.1. FIRST OPTIMIZATION STUDY (1S) – MAXIMIZATION 
Table 6 summarizes the BA input parameters used in the first optimization study 
(maximization). 
 
Table 6 – BA input parameters for the desalination model optimization – maximization (1S). 
 
Parameter Value 
Optimization Objective MAXIMIZATION 
Hybrid FALSE 
Adaptive FALSE 
Fperi 10 
Fperf 5 
n 10 
Ngen 10 
A0 0.01 
r0 0.01 
𝛼 0.95 
𝛾 0.98 
Qmin 0 
Qmax 1 
𝜀 0.001 
d 5 
Number of Runs 1 
 
The optimum and worst values were found, respectively, in the second and sixth 
generation, corresponding to the variables summarized in Table 7. 
 
Table 7 – Parametric results for the desalination model optimization – maximization (1S). 
 
Gen 
𝑻𝒔,𝒔𝒂𝒕 
[K] 
𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒔,𝒍 
[ppm] 
𝑻𝒊𝒄𝒉,𝒍 
[K] 
𝑫 
[m] 
𝑳 
[m] 
Best 
[W/(m2.K)] 
Worst 
[W/(m2.K)] 
2 279.00 15,000 350.00 0.0200 1.5000 4040 - 
6 300.00 90,000 380.00 0.0300 2.0000 - 1588 
 
However, the best value presented in Table 7 does not correspond to a maximum 
optimum (for those conditions), which means that the input parameters in Table 6 are 
not the best combination in this case. In order to understand the mean value and 
standard deviation behaviour along generations, Figure 7 presents both variables. For 
a qualitative illustration of the obtained data for this maximization case study, Figure 8 
displays the maximum evolution along generations. 
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Figure 7 – Mean value and standard deviation versus generation, for the desalination model maximization (1S). 
 
 
Figure 8 – Maximum evolution versus generation, for the desalination model maximization (1S). 
 
In order to find the global maximum, new input parameters are defined in  
Table 8, for the second maximization attempt. 
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Table 8 – BA input parameters for the desalination model optimization – second attempt of maximization (1S). 
 
Parameter Value 
Optimization Objective MAXIMIZATION 
Hybrid TRUE 
Adaptive TRUE 
Fperi 2 
Fperf 0.5 
n 20 
Ngen 20 
A0 0.7 
r0 0.5 
𝛼 0.98 
𝛾 0.97 
Qmin 0 
Qmax 2 
𝜀 0.001 
d 5 
Number of Runs 9 
 
For this second attempt, the global maximum was found in the seventh run (see 
Figure 9). In addition, the worst and optimum values were found, respectively, in the 
first and sixteenth generation, corresponding to the variables summarized in Table 9. 
 
Table 9 – Parametric results for the desalination model optimization – second attempt of maximization (1S). 
 
Gen 
𝑻𝒔,𝒔𝒂𝒕 
[K] 
𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒔,𝒍 
[ppm] 
𝑻𝒊𝒄𝒉,𝒍 
[K] 
𝑫 
[m] 
𝑳 
[m] 
Best 
[W/(m2.K)] 
Worst 
[W/(m2.K)] 
1 279.92 38,645 362.69 0.0270 1.7517 - 2669 
16 279 15,000 380.00 0.0200 2.0000 4688 - 
 
The optimum value evolution along runs is presented in Figure 9. In order to 
understand the mean value and standard deviation behaviour along generations, Figure 
10 presents both variables. 
 
It is important to note that the optimum is achieved when tube diameter and length 
correspond, respectively, to its lower and upper bounds. At the first sight, this can be 
contradictory comparing with equation (14). However, for this optimization case we 
are predicting the outlet chilled water temperature, instead of setting it to a constant 
value, which has high influence on the results. 
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Figure 9 – Optimum value versus run, for the desalination model maximization (second attempt) (1S). 
 
 
Figure 10 – Mean value and standard deviation versus generation, for the desalination model maximization 
(second attempt) (1S). 
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4.3.2. SECOND OPTIMIZATION STUDY (2S) – MINIMIZATION 
For the minimization case, the next results correspond to the BA input parameters 
presented in Table 6. 
The optimum and worst values were found, respectively, in the first and fifth 
generation, corresponding to the variables summarized in Table 10. 
 
Table 10 – Parametric results for the desalination model optimization – minimization (2S). 
 
Gen 
𝑻𝒔,𝒔𝒂𝒕 
[K] 
𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒔,𝒍 
[ppm] 
𝑻𝒊𝒄𝒉,𝒍 
[K] 
𝑫 
[m] 
𝑳 
[m] 
Best 
[W/(m2.K)] 
Worst 
[W/(m2.K)] 
1 295.61 59,465 361.64 0.0244 1.7989 1566 - 
5 300.00 90,000 380.00 0.0300 2.0000 - 1588 
 
In Figure 11 are presented both variables mean value and standard deviation 
evolution. 
 
Analysing Table 10, BA finds as the best minimum optimum, the value of ℎ ≅
1566 𝑊/(𝑚2. 𝐾). However, this result does not corresponds to a global optimum. 
The target global minimum is verified for a saturation temperature of 293 K, 
where ℎ ≅ 895 𝑊/(𝑚2. 𝐾). 
 
 
Figure 11 – Mean value and standard deviation versus generation, for the desalination model minimization (2S). 
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Once again to allow for a qualitative illustration of the obtained data for this 
particular case study, Figure 12 displays the minimum evolution along generations. 
 
Figure 12 – Minimum evolution versus generation, for the desalination model minimization (2S). 
 
Since the BA did not find the optimum minimum with the input parameters referred 
in Table 6, we need to change these. Table 11 summarizes the BA input parameters 
used in this new attempt. 
 
Table 11 – BA input parameters for the desalination model optimization – second attempt of minimization (2S). 
 
Parameter Value 
Optimization Objective MINIMIZATION 
Hybrid TRUE 
Adaptive TRUE 
Fperi 10 
Fperf 5 
n 10 
Ngen 10 
A0 0.01 
r0 0.01 
𝛼 0.95 
𝛾 0.98 
Qmin 0 
Qmax 1 
𝜀 0.001 
d 5 
Number of Runs 20 
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The hybrid and adaptive modes have been both activated. In addition, the number 
of runs is set to 20, in order to increase the number of iterations. The worst and 
optimum values were found, respectively, in the first and third generation, 
corresponding to the variables summarized in Table 12, only for the best run. In the 
present case study, the best run was the second one (see Figure 13). 
 
Table 12 – Parametric results for the desalination model optimization – second attempt of minimization (2S). 
 
Gen 
𝑻𝒔,𝒔𝒂𝒕 
[K] 
𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒔,𝒍 
[ppm] 
𝑻𝒊𝒄𝒉,𝒍 
[K] 
𝑫 
[m] 
𝑳 
[m] 
Best 
[W/(m2.K)] 
Worst 
[W/(m2.K)] 
1 284.60 81,478 356.88 0.0275 1.5234 - 1257 
3 300.00 90,000 350.00 0.0300 1.5000 933 - 
 
The BA finds that the lower optimum is verified when the salinity increases to 
90,000 ppm, as we expected. However, the saturation temperature is still on its end 
bounds (300 K). The most important conclusions retrieved from this second attempt of 
minimization are the following: 
 The use of Hybrid = TRUE and Adaptive = TRUE, related to DE local 
search enables a more efficient optimum convergence; 
 The BA finds that the minimum optimum appears when: 
o 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 is equal to its respective upper bound (90,000 ppm); 
o 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 is equal to its respective lower bound (350 K); 
o 𝐷 is equal to its respective upper bound (0.030 m); 
o 𝐿 is equal to its respective lower bound (1.5 m). 
The optimum value evolution along runs is presented in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13 – Optimum value versus run, for the desalination model minimization (second attempt) (2S). 
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The minimum optimum was not found yet, because with only 10 generations 
(Ngen), the BA did not have enough iterations to properly update the saturation 
temperature 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡. 
 
Based on the previous conclusions, Table 13 gather several results for the same 
conditions analysed in the previous studies (to enable a valid comparison), but with 
different BA input parameters, to analyse their influence on the results. 
 
For every optimization run presented in Table 13, the objective is minimization, 
hybrid and adaptive modes are activated, 𝑄𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0, 𝜀 = 0.001 and 𝑁𝑔𝑒𝑛 = 50. 
 
Table 13 – BA input parameters (left side) and their respective parametric results (right side) for the desalination 
model optimization (BA inputs’ influence) – minimization. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the present paper, several optimization studies of a falling film desalination model were 
performed, using a BAT-inspired algorithm. Several validations were carried out, as well as 
different case studies, in order to understand and characterize the influence of each heat 
transfer variable on the heat transfer coefficient correlation used, as well as the influence of 
the optimization input parameters. 
BA Input Parameters Heat Transfer Parameters 
Fperi Fperf n A0 r0 α γ Qmax 
𝑻𝒔,𝒔𝒂𝒕 
[K] 
𝒔𝒂𝒍𝒔,𝒍 
[ppm] 
𝑻𝒊𝒄𝒉,𝒍 
[K] 
𝑫 
[m] 
𝑳 
[m] 
OF 
Optimum 
Evolution 
[W/(m2.K)] 
1 0.5 20 1.5 0.25 0.95 0.98 1 300.00 90,000 352.88 0.0300 2.0000 1233 
1.5 0.5 10 1 0.5 0.94 0.99 1 283.48 90,000 359.44 0.0300 1.5000 1174 
1 0.5 10 1 0.5 0.95 0.98 1 290.51 63,468 357.93 0.0279 1.5000 1158 
1 0.5 20 2 0.25 0.95 0.98 1 292.10 84,441 359.97 0.0267 1.5000 1133 
1.5 0.25 10 1.5 1.25 0.90 0.96 1 295.96 63,587 350.00 0.0300 1.8366 1121 
1 0.5 10 3 0.1 0.92 0.96 1 295.12 79,243 350.79 0.0300 1.8714 1105 
1 0.5 10 1.5 0.25 0.95 0.98 2 285.43 89,302 354.47 0.0300 1.5665 1090 
1 0.5 40 1.5 0.25 0.95 0.98 1 289.53 78,804 355.11 0.0300 1.6794 1087 
1 0.5 10 2 0.25 0.95 0.98 1 287.53 83,418 351.62 0.0274 1.5000 1084 
1 0.5 20 3 0.1 0.92 0.96 1 289.64 90,000 366.21 0.0300 1.5000 1056 
1 0.5 10 2.5 0.05 0.90 0.96 1 297.09 59,454 350.00 0.0300 1.5000 969 
1 0.5 10 1 0.5 0.94 0.99 1 293.33 76,288 350.00 0.0292 1.5000 954 
1 0.5 10 1.5 0.25 0.95 0.98 1 297.86 90,000 350.00 0.0300 1.5000 912 
1 0.5 10 1.5 0.25 0.95 0.98 1 295.62 90,000 350.00 0.0300 1.5000 903 
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For saturation temperatures above 322 K the Han & Fletcher empirical correlation should 
be used to predict the FFHTC – the increase of saturation temperature corresponds to the 
increase of the FFHTC. On the other hand, for saturation temperature less than 300-298 K, 
Shahzad et al. correlation incorporates the additional effect from the micro-bubble agitation 
(which enhances the FFHTC), including parameters such as salinity, saturation temperature 
and vapour specific volume. 
The computed OF revealed an appropriate approximation in comparison with the 
experimental data retrieved from [4]. In addition, all different curves converge to the Han & 
Fletcher correlation, for saturation temperatures above 300 K, as it should be. In validation 
conditions, assuming 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 and 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 as constant temperatures, it can be concluded that when 
both saturation temperature 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 and salinity 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 decrease, the FFHTC increases. 
The results retrieved from the BA optimization, in validation conditions, confirm the 
conclusions of the first validation study, with the exact same variables and OF values. 
Predicting the outlet chilled water temperature 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙, the input heat flux is not directly and 
inversely proportional with, respectively, the tube diameter and length, as was verified in the 
validation conditions (with both 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 and 𝑇𝑜𝑐ℎ,𝑙 constant) – or at least, this statement cannot 
be made without running the algorithm, because the evaporation rate is highly dependent on 
the inlet and outlet temperatures. 
From the optimization section it is possible to state that the maximum optimum 
corresponds to the following variables: 
 
 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 is equal to its respective lower bound (279 K); 
 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 is equal to its respective lower bound (15,000 ppm); 
 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 is equal to its respective upper bound (380 K); 
 𝐷 is equal to its respective lower bound (0.020 m); 
 𝐿 is equal to its respective upper bound (2 m). 
 
On the other hand, the minimum optimum corresponds to the following variables: 
 
 𝑇𝑠,𝑠𝑎𝑡 is in between its lower and upper bounds (approximately 293 K); 
 𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑠,𝑙 is equal to its respective upper bound (90,000 ppm); 
 𝑇𝑖𝑐ℎ,𝑙 is equal to its respective lower bound (350 K); 
 𝐷 is equal to its respective upper bound (0.030 m); 
 𝐿 is equal to its respective lower bound (1.5 m). 
 
In addition, is it verified that the input parameters of BA are determinant to achieve the 
optimization goals. For the minimization case study the global minimum was not found by the 
algorithm, but it is concluded that the most important parameters that influence the results are 
the loudness (A0), pulse rate (r0) and their respective constants for progressive variation, 
which are, respectively, 𝛼 and 𝛾. In order to achieve better results on this particular case, 
further studies need to be done to better characterize this heat transfer behaviour. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Related to heat transfer 
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference saturation temperature [K] (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 322 𝐾) 
?̇?  Mass flow rate [kg/s] 
𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference seawater salinity [ppm] (𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 30,000 𝑝𝑝𝑚) 
𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference specific volume at 295 K [m
3/kg] (𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 52.65 𝑚
3/𝑘𝑔) 
FFHTC Falling film heat transfer coefficient 
ℎ  Heat transfer coefficient [W/(m2.K)] 
Γ  Liquid film mass flow rate per meter of tube length [(kg/s)/m of tube length] 
𝐴𝑖  Tube inner area [m2] 
𝐴𝑡  Tube transversal area [m2] 
𝐶𝑝  Specific heat [J/(kg.K)] 
𝐷  Tube inner diameter [m] 
𝐿  Tube length [m] 
𝑁𝑢  Nusselt number 
𝑃  Evaporator absolute pressure [kPa abs] 
𝑃𝑟  Prandtl number 
𝑅𝑒  Reynolds number 
𝑇  Saturation temperature [K] 
𝑇𝑖  Inlet temperature [K] 
𝑇𝑜  Outlet temperature [K] 
𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑇 Temperature difference [K] 
𝑔  Gravitational acceleration [m/s2] (𝑔 = 9.81 𝑚/𝑠2) 
𝑘  Thermal conductivity [W/(m.K)] 
𝑞  Input heat flux [W/m2] 
𝑠𝑎𝑙  Salinity [ppm] 
𝑢  Velocity [m/s] 
𝑣  Specific volume [m3/kg] 
𝜇  Dynamic viscosity [kg/(m.s)] 
𝜌  Density [kg/m3] 
 
Subscripts 
Γ  Liquid film (outside the tube) 
𝑐ℎ  Chilled water (flowing inside the tube) 
𝑔  Vapor phase 
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𝑙  Liquid phase 
𝑟𝑒𝑓  Reference 
𝑠  Feed water (saline/seawater) 
𝑠𝑎𝑡  Saturation 
 
Related to optimization 
A0  Loudness 
BA  Bat-algorithm 
d  Number of design variables 
Fper  Perturbation factor in DE 
n  Population’s dimension 
Ngen  Number of generations 
OF  Objective function 
Qmax  Pulse frequency maximum bound 
Qmin  Pulse frequency minimum bound 
r0  Pulse rate 
𝛼  Constant for progressive variation of loudness 
𝛾  Constant for progressive variation of pulse rate 
𝜀  Scaling factor 
 
Subscripts 
f  final state 
i  initial state 
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Abstract. We present an approach to robust Pade´ approximation of orthogonal polyno-
mial expansions. This approach is based on the robust Pade´ approximation of power series,
introduced by P. Gonnet et al, which allows to overcome some numerical problems in the
computation of classical Pade´ approximants. These problems are due mainly to the use
of spectral coeﬃcients with noise and to the resolution of ill-conditioned systems of linear
equations. As an application, we give an example of robust Pade´ approximants Legendre
expansions, computed from spectral solutions of stiﬀ diﬀerential equations.
1 INTRODUCTION
Let f be a function represented by a formal power series
f(z) ∼
∞∑
k=0
ckz
k. (1)
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A Pade´ approximant (PA) of f is a rational function whose numerator and denominator
are chosen so that its power series expansion agrees with f as far as possible. The
PA are mentioned, for ﬁrst time, by George Andersen (1736-1740) and Leonhard Euler
(1707-1783). Charles Hermite (1822-1901) and Carl Lindemann (1852-1939) proved the
transcendence of the numbers e and π using a generalization of Pade´ approximants. This
kind of rational approximation received the name Pade´ approximation in honour of Henri
Pade´ (1863-1953) who was the ﬁrst mathematician to make a systematic study of these
approximants in his PhD thesis.
Nowadays, PA are found in many numerical algorithms: equation solving, integration,
integro-diﬀerential equations, approximation of special function and z−transform. The
PA are also related with non linear extrapolation methods, e.g. the ϵ−algorithm and
the Shanks transformation, and they are a powerful technique to investigate non-linear
problems.
There are several generalizations of Pade´ approximants: multi-point Pade´ approximants,
algebraic and diﬀerential Hermite-Pade´ approximants, Baker-Gammel approximants, Pade´-
Borel approximants and Pade´ approximants from orthogonal polynomial expansions (be-
ing the last ones the main subject studied in this work). These rational approxima-
tions have a wide areas of applications: pure mathematics, numerical analysis, theoretical
physics, chemistry, mechanics.
Throughout this paper, we work with PA from power series and PA from orthogonal
polynomial expansions. To prevent eventual ambiguities, we will use the term Taylor-
Pade´ approximant (TPA) to refer Pade´ approximants from power series and Fourier-Pade´
approximants (FPA) when we refer to a Pade´ approximant from orthogonal polynomial
expansion. If we use a prescribed orthogonal polynomial system, e.g. Chebyshev or
Legendre polynomials, we will use the terms Chebyshev-Pade´ approximants (CPA) and
Legendre-Pade´ approximants (LPA), respectively.
The deﬁnition of a FPA is similar to the deﬁnition of a TPA. In fact, let {φk}k≥0 be a
system of orthogonal polynomials, with respect to an weight function w. Given a function
f represented by a formal orthogonal polynomial expansion
f(z) ∼
∞∑
k=0
ckφk(z). (2)
A FPA of f is a rational function whose numerator and denominator are chosen so that
is expansion agrees with f as far as possible.
In practice, the algorithms of calculation of these rational approximations are fragile. The
reasons for that are essentially due to the following facts:
a) The Pade´ table can be non-normal,
b) The existence of Froissart doublets, originated by rounding errors on a computer
and errors on the series coeﬃcients.
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In order to overcome this drawback P. Gonnet et al (2013) proposed a new rational
approximant, called robust Pade´ approximants and gave an algorithm to compute them
[3]. B. Beckermann and Ana C. Matos, have studied the algebraic properties of these
approximants and they gave a proof for their forward stability (or robustness).
The main purpose of his paper is to present a robust FPA, in the sense that this PA have
not Froissart doublets.
Next section is dedicated to analyse the location of Froissart doublets and in the section 3
we describe the robust TPA algorithm given in the P. Gonnet et al paper [3]. The section
4 is dedicated to present a procedure to ﬁnd robust FPA, in the sense that, this FPA have
not Froissart doublets. In section 5 we present an example as application, and in the last
section we will make some conclusions.
2 FROISSART DOUBLETS AND THEIR LOCATION
M. Froissart [2] had performed numerical experiences and studied the location of poles
and zeros of TPA. He noted, that diagonal (i.e. type (p,p) TPA) of perturbed power series
have pairs of poles with a close-by zeros. Later these pairs of zeros/poles have received
the name of Froissart doublets. Here, we expand the Froissart observations to the location
of Froissart doublets originated by noisy data on the Fourier coeﬃcients or by the use of
ﬂoating point arithmetic. First of all we remark that the formal deﬁnition of a Froissart
doublet given by H. Stahl [9] is an “asymptotic deﬁnition”. Thus, this deﬁnition is a
useless for our purpose. We deﬁne a Froissart doublet of a PA (TPA or a FPA) in the
following way.
Given a non negative real number tol we say that a pair (η, ξ) is a Froissart doublet of a
(p, q) type PA if: η is a zero, ξ is a pole and |η − ξ| < tol.
Consider the power series f(z) =
∑∞
k=0 ckz
k and the perturbed power series, fϵ(z) =∑∞
k=0(ck + ϵrk)z
k and fω(z) =
∑∞
k=0(ck + ω2
−krk)zk, where ϵ, ω are two small positive
numbers and rk, k = 0, 1, . . . are random complex numbers i.i.d. uniformly distributed
on the disk |z| < 1. Then the diagonal PA of the perturbed series fϵ (fω) have Froissart
doublets located nearby the circumference |z| = 1 (|z| = 2). These property may be
explained with the help of the following result about random power series [7]
Theorem 1 Let (Ω,A,P) a probability space and Xn, n = 0, 1, · · · , are independent
complex random variables. Then given ω ∈ Ω:
1. The convergence ratio r(w) of the power series
∑∞
n=0Xn(ω)z
n with probability one
is given by
r(w) =
(
lim
n→∞
sup |Xn(ω)|1/2
)−1
.
2. If Xn are symmetric and 0 < r(ω) <∞ then, the circumference |z| = r(ω) is, with
probability one, a natural boundary of the function F (z;ω) =
∑∞
n=0Xn(ω)z
n.
Thus, we have, for the non deterministic part of fϵ and fω, the following
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Corollary 1 The random series
∑∞
k=0(ϵrk)z
k and
∑∞
k=0(ω2
−krk)zk have respectively con-
vergence ratios, with probability one, rϵ = 1 and rω = 2, being the circumference, |z| = 1
a natural boundary of the series
∑∞
k=0(ϵrk)z
k and |z| = 2 natural boundary of the series∑∞
k=0(ω2
−krk)zk.
Consequently, as the singularities of functions are represented by poles of its Pade´ approx-
imants, the location of Froissart doublets obtained in numerical experiences are justiﬁed
(the Froissart doublets lie nearby the natural boundary of the noise series).
If we consider random Chebyshev series or random Legendre series
∑∞
k=0(ϵrk)φk(z) and∑∞
k=0(ω2
−krk)φk(z), where φk(z) represent the Chebyshev or the Legendre orthogonal
polynomials on the interval [−1, 1], with ϵ, ω and rk, k = 0, 1, . . ., in the same condition
as in Taylor’s case. Numerical experiences, performed in [6], suggest that the diagonal
CPA or the LPA have Froissart doublets nearby the image of the Joukowski transform
J(z) = (z+z−1)/2 of the natural boundaries of the correspondent power series. To be more
precise The diagonal CPA or LPA computed with series
∑∞
k=0(ϵrk)φk(z) have Froissart
doublets nearby the real interval [−1, 1] and the diagonal CPA or LPA computed with
series
∑∞
k=0(ω2
−krk)φk(z) have Froissart doublets nearby the ellipse
∣∣z +√z2 − 1∣∣ = 2.
We remark that in all experiences performed the Froissart doublets, originated exclusively
from the use of ﬂoating point arithmetic, are located on the circumference |z| = 1 (in TPA
case) or on the interval [−1, 1] (in CPA or LPA). This is really a serious drawback of FPA
relatively to the TPA, since the poles of Froissart doublets are real (or are “almost” real)
and they are nearby the orthogonal interval. Thus we must be very careful when we use
FPA. In fact it is essential to eliminate the Froissart doublets, at least those who are in
the neighbourhood of the interval of orthogonality. In order to illustrate the observations
above we give the following example.
Example 1 Consider the rational function f(z) = (4z2 + 4z − 11)/4z3 − 12z2 − 3. We
perturbed the function with the two kind of noises (described above) with ϵ = ω = 10−5 and
we have computed the type (20, 20) TPA with the function f perturbed with the two kind
of noises. The location of poles and zeros of π20,20 is shown in the pictures in left column
of Figure 1. In the right column we present the location of poles and zeros of the type
(20, 20) CPA with f also perturbed with both kind of noises. In all pictures we can see 3
isolated poles indicated with black dots (that represent the 3 poles, z = 3, z = ±i/2 of the
non perturbed function f),and two zeros isolated that indicated with magenta circles (that
represent the 2 zeros z = −(√3+1/2) and z = √3−1/2 of f). The red circumferences in
the pictures of left column represent the natural boundaries of the noises and in the right
column the red lines represent the Joukowski transform of the natural boundaries. We can
observe that there are, in all pictures, 17 Froissart doublets. They are located nearby the
natural boundaries of the noises (left column) and nearby their Joukowski transform (right
column). We note that, for the sake of clarity, the remain isolated zero is not included in
all pictures.
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Figure 1: Location of poles (black dots) and zeros (magenta circles) of type (20, 20) TPA and of type
(20, 20) CPA of the function f perturbed with two kind of noises.
3 ROBUST TPA ALGHORITHM
Let Pn denote the set of polynomials of degree up to n. Given two non negative integers
p and q, the type (p, q) TPA of the function f , represented by the power series (1) is the
rational function πp,q = Np,q/Dp,q, Np,q ∈ Pp and Dp,q ∈ Pq, that satisﬁes the relation
πp,q(z)− f(z) = O
(
zmaximum
)
. (3)
The equation (3) is non-linear, but if we multiply by Dp,q, we set the linear condition
f(z)Dp,q(z)−Np,q(z) = O
(
zmaximum
)
. (4)
Obviously, we require D ̸≡ 0 otherwise the condition becomes meaningful. The condition
(5) has p + q + 2 unknowns (the coeﬃcients of the polynomials Dp,q and Np,q), Thus it
can always be satisﬁed through degree p+ q or higher,
f(z)Dp,q(z)−Np,q(z) = O
(
zp+q+1
)
. (5)
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Setting Np,q = a0 + a1z + . . . + apz
p and Dp,q = b0 + b1z + . . . + bpz
p, we can write the
condition (5) in matrix form depending of the values of p and q.
For example, if p ≥ q then condition (5) takes the Toeplitz form

a0
a1
...
ap
ap+1
...
ap+q

=

c0
c1 c0
...
...
. . .
cq cq+1 . . . c0
...
...
...
cp cp−1 · · · cp−q
cp+1 cp · · · cp−q+1
...
...
. . .
...
cp+q cp+q−1 · · · cp


b0
b1
...
bq
 (6)
with the convention that ak = 0, k ≥ m + 1. The other case (p < q) is similar and is
not relevant to the exposition, so we do not include it here. Thus the coeﬃcients of the
denominator are given by a non trivial solution of the linear system formed by q equations
(represented by the block matrices below the horizontal line) and q + 1 unknowns bk,
k = 0, 1, . . . , q. To be more precise, the vector b = [b0 b1 · · · bq]T is a non trivial solution
of the matrix equation
0 = Cb, (7)
or that the vector b is a null vector of C, where C is the q × (q + 1) Toeplitz matrix
C =
 cp+1 cp · · · cp−q+1... ... . . . ...
cp+q cp+q−1 · · · cp
 . (8)
The algorithm used in [3] is based in the singular value decomposition of C, and, (7) takes
the form
0 = UΣV∗b, (9)
where the q × (q + 1) matrix Σ is diagonal with real entries σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σq ≥ 0. We
have two cases, depending of the value of the last singular value σq.
• If σq > 0, then rank (C) = q and the last column of V provides a unique non trivial
solution, up to a scale factor, of (7). If the matrix C˜, that results from elimination
of the ﬁrst column of C, is singular then from (6) we have b0 = a0 = 0. Thus,
Np,q and Dp,q have a common factor z
λ, λ ≥ 1 and the degree of the numerator
(denominator) of the type (p, q) TPA are less then p (q).
• If σδ = . . . = σq = 0 and σδ−1 ̸= 0, then rank (C) = δ < q and the SVD of C
has a non zero null vector that is zero in its ﬁrst q − δ positions. Thus, we have
b0 = . . . = bq−δ−1 = 0 and, from (6), a0 = . . . = aq−δ−1 = 0.
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The above observations are the key idea that motivated the algorithms proposed in [3].
Algorithm: Robust TPA for noisy data or floating point arithmetic.
Input: p, q ≥ 0 (p ≥ q), Taylor coeﬃcients c0, . . . , cp+q of a function f , tolerance tol ≥ 0.
Output: Np,q(z) = a0 + . . . apz
p, Dp,q(z) = b0 + . . . bqz
q.
1. Deﬁne τ = tol · ∥c∥. If |c0|, . . . , |cq| ≤ τ , set Np,q = 0 and Dp,q = 1 and STOP.
2. If q = 0, set Np,q(z) = a0 + . . . apz
p and Dp,q = 1 and STOP.
3. Compute the SVD of the matrix C. Let δ be the number of singular values of C
that are greater than τ .
4. If δ < p, set q := δ and p := q − (p− δ) and return to step 3.
5. Get Dp,q from the null right singular vector b and Np,q of the upper part of (6).
6. If |b0|, . . . , |bλ−1| ≤ tol for some λ ≥ 1, zero the ﬁrst λ coeﬃcients of Np,q and Dp,q
and cancel the factor zλ.
7. If |bp+1−λ|, . . . , |bp| ≤ tol for some λ ≥ 1, remove the last λ coeﬃcients of Dp,q.
8. If |aq+1−λ|, . . . , |aq| ≤ τ for some λ ≥ 1, remove the last λ coeﬃcients of Np,q.
4 A ROBUST FPA PROCEDURE
In this section we describe a direct approach to compute FPA without Froissart dou-
blets. Unlike the approach described in the previous section, our procedure is a “direct
approach”, in the sense that we need to ﬁnd the zeros and the poles of FPA in order to
eliminate the Froissart doublets from FPA. Next we will describe an algorithm to compute
linear proposed by A.C. Matos [5]
4.1 An algorithm to compute FPA
Consider a function f represented by the orthogonal polynomial expansion (2). Given
two non negative integers p and q, a type (p, q) FPA of f is a rational function
Φp,q(z) =
Np,q(z)
Dp,q(z)
=
∑p
k=0 akφk(z)∑q
k=0 bkφk(z)
that satisﬁes the condition
f(z)Dp,q(z)−Np,q(z) = O (φmaximum(z)) . (10)
Like in previous section the condition (11) can always be satisﬁed through order p+ q or
higher
f(z)Dp,q(z)−Np,q(z) =
∑
k≥p+q+1
ekφk(z). (11)
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Assuming that the orthogonal expansion of the functions φkf , k = 0, 1, . . . take the form
φk(z)f(z) =
∞∑
j=0
hj,kφj(z), k = 0, 1, . . .
q∑
i=0
hj,ibi = aj, j = 0, . . . , p (12)
q∑
i=0
hj,ibi = 0, j = p+ 1, . . . , p+ q. (13)
The denominator coeﬃcients are given by a non trivial solution of the homogeneous linear
system (13) with q + 1 equations and q unknowns. Deﬁning the matrix
Hp,q =
 hp+1,0 · · · hp+1,q−1... ...
hp+q,0 · · · hp+q,q−1
 , (14)
we have [5]
Proposition 1 If det (Hp,q) ̸= 0, then exist one and only one FPA such that bq = 1 and
ep+q+1 ̸= 0.
Assuming that Hp,q is regular and the normalization condition bq = 1, the type FPA Φp,q
is determined by equations (13)- (13) that take the matricial form
Hp,q · bp,q = −hp,q (15)
ap,q = Gp,q · bp,q + gp,q (16)
where,
ap,q =
[
a0 . . . ap
]T
, bp,q =
[
b0 . . . bq−1
]T
,
gp,q =
[
h0,q . . . hp,q
]T
, hp,q =
[
hp+1,q . . . hp+q,q
]T
,
and
Gp,q =
 h0,0 · · · h0,q−1... ...
hp,0 · · · hp,q−1
 .
The coeﬃcients hj,i can be computed by recurrence using the following result [5]. Lets
xφi(x) = αiφi+1(x) + βiφi(x) + γiφi−1(x), i ≥ 0, be the recursion relation associated
with the family of orthogonal polynomials {φk}k≥0 and µi the w-norm of φi, i ≥ 0
(µi =
[∫
φ2i (z)w(z)dz
]1/2
).
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Proposition 2 The coeﬃcients hj,i satisfy the recursion recurrence
hi,j+1 =
1
αj
(
µi+1
µi
αihi+1,j + (βi − βj)hi,j + µi−1
µi
γihi−1,j − γjhi,j−1
)
, i, j ≥ 1 (17)
with initial values hi,0 = φ0ci, i ≥ 0. And, the coeﬃcients hj,i satisfy the relation hj,i =
µi/µjhi,j.
We remark that to build a (p, q) type TPA we need to use the ﬁrst p+ q + 1 coeﬃcients.
On other hand to compute a FPA of same type we must know the ﬁrst p + 2q + 1
coeﬃcients. This results because the multiplication law in powers of z, zn · zm = zn+m,
it is much simpler than the multiplication law of orthogonal polynomials which takes the
form φn(z) · φm(z) =
∑m+n
ℓ=|m−n|Am,n,ℓφℓ(z).
4.2 Robust FPA procedure
In many practical problems, we only have access to a ﬁnite set of coeﬃcients (Polynomials)
instead we have access to a series. In this case, we will only be able to compute a ﬁnite
number of FPA (or TPA). For example if we have access to the ﬁrst n + 1 coeﬃcients
then we are limited to compute the type (p, q) FPA that satisfy the inequality p+2q ≤ n.
Thus, it is important to distinguish the accessible FPA that have not Froissart doublets
from the ones that have Froissart doublets. More, if a type (p, q) FPA, Φp,q, have νp,q
Froissart doublets thus the numerator and the denominator of ϕp,q share νp,q factors that
“almost” cancel and ϕp,q is “almost” a type (p− νp,q, q − νp,q) rational function. A useful
tool to distinguish these FPA is to build a table (that we named Froissart table) where,
the (p, q)th entry is the number of Froissart doublets of Φp,q. Note that in this table
depends on the number tol that we set previously.
The next example clariﬁes the utility of the Froissart table and shows the relationship
between the presence of noise and the presence of Froissart doublets.
Example 2 Consider the exponential function f(z) = ez with Chebyshev expansion [4]
f(z) ∼ 2∑′k≥0 Ik(1)Tk(z) where the dash means that the ﬁrst term is halved and Ik(z)
is the modiﬁed Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind. Consider also the perturbed exponential
function fϵ(z) ∼ 2
∑′
k≥0 (Ik(1) + ϵrk)Tk(z), where rk, k ≥ 0, are random real numbers
i.i.d. uniformly distributed on the interval [−1, 1] and ϵ is the strong of the noise.
On Figure 2, we show the Froissart tables of f (left picture) and fϵ (right picture) with
a tolerance tol = 10−6 for CPA Φp,q, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 15 and strong noise ϵ = 10−8 (in fϵ).
We have marked the positive entries with a red rectangle to better distinguish the CPA
that have Froissart doublets (we will say that these CPA are in the “red region”) from the
CPA that do not have Froissart doublets (we will say that these CPA are in the “white
region”). This example is paradigmatic, it shows the fragility of FPA in presence of noisy
data. In fact, the red region on the Froissart table of the unperturbed exponential function
consists only of two entries (only Φ13,15 and Φ15,14 have one Froissart doublet each, cause
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6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
p
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
0
p
q
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 1 2
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 2 2 4
0 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 5
0 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 4 5 5 5 6 5
0 0 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5
0 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 5 6 5 7
0 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 6 5 7 5 6 7
1 1 2 3 2 4 5 5 6 5 7 6 7 7 7
0 2 2 1 4 4 5 6 5 7 6 8 7 7 8
1 1 1 4 4 5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 8 10
0 2 3 4 5 5 5 6 7 8 7 7 8 9 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 7 7 7 7 8 10 9 11
0 1 3 4 5 6 6 7 7 7 8 10 9 11 11
Figure 2: Froissart table of exponential function ez with tol = 10−6 without noise (left) and with noise,
ϵ = 10−8 (right).
by rounding errors). By other hand, the introduction of a small noise has changed the
pattern of the Froissart table (represented on right picture). Now, almost all entries νp,q
such that p+ q > 9, are in the red region.
If we restrict ourselves to a particular sequence of FPA of fϵ, e.g. the diagonal sequence
Φp,p (p = 1, 2, . . . , 15), we have only four CPA in white region, Φp,p, 1 ≤ p ≤ 4. Thus,
assuming that the quality of the approximation increases when p increase, Φ4,4 is the best
diagonal FPA that have not Froissart doublets. If we cancel the factors related with the
Froissart doublets. By inspecting the diagonal entries in the red region νp,p, 5 ≤ 15, we
can see that the degree of the numerators and denominators of Φp,p, p ∈ 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, is
p− νp,p = 4 while the FPA Φp,p, 10 ≤ p ≤ 14 have degree p− νp,p = 5.
This example suggests 3 diﬀerent approaches to get a good robust FPA of a given func-
tion/series. Given a sequence of FPA Φpi,qi , where {pi}i≥0 and {qi}i≥0 are two non decrease
sequences of non negative integers.
1. We just choose the last FPA Φpi,qi such (pi, qi) is in white region of Froissart table.
2. We choose a FPA Φpi,qi such that pi + qi − 2νpi,qi is maxim, and we compute the
rational function Φ˜pi,qi , that results from cancelling the factors of numerator an
denominator of Φpi,qi related with the Froissart doublets.
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5 FILTERING LEGENDRE-TAU METHOD WITH A ROBUST LPA
Consider the non linear diﬀerential equation
dy
dx
− αy3 = 0, (18)
with the condition y(−1) = (1 + 2α+ α2)−1/2 and α ∈]− 1, 1[. This ODE has solution
y(x) =
1√
α2 + 1− 2αx,
which has Legendre expansion
y(x) =
∞∑
k=0
ckPk(x) =
∞∑
k=0
αkPk(x), −1 < x < 1
where P0, P1, . . ., are the Legendre polynomials.
Setting, in (18), α = 9/10 the solution y has the closest singularity ζ = 1.05(5) nearby
the interval of orthogonality [−1, 1] and the Tau method has slow convergence rate. We
pretend to ﬁlter a Legendre-Tau solution [8] of the non linear EDO using LPA. The
Legendre-Tau solution, of order n, of (18) takes the form
yn(x) =
n∑
k=0
c
(n)
k Pk(x),
and we deﬁne, the absolute coeﬃcients errors ∆c
(n)
k =
∣∣∣(9/10)k − c(n)k ∣∣∣, k = 0, 1, . . . , n,
and the absolute Legendre-Tau error ∆y50(x) = |y(x)− y50(x)|.
We present in Figure 5 the errors of the Legendre-Tau solution of order 50, ∆y50(x) (top
image) and the absolute coeﬃcients errors ∆c
(50)
k , k = 0, 1, . . . , 50 (bottom image). We
had choose the L-T solution of order 50 because it the best L-T approximation of y that
we can compute, using a double precision software. By other hand, as we had observed
in section 2, it is convenient to avoid random errors on the coeﬃcients, which imply the
existence of Froissart Doublets on the PA. We can observe that these errors are essentially
due to the Tau projection.
In order to ﬁnd a “good” robust LPA we show the Froissart table of LPA of y50, with
tolerance tol = 10−6, on Figure LegendreFroissartTable. For simplicity, we will restrict to
analyse the diagonal sequence, for others LPA sequences the procedure method is similar.
We note that this table include all diagonal LPA of y50 since the LPA Φp,q may satisfy
the relation p+ 2q ≤ 50. Inspecting the table we observe that:
1. Φ3,3 is the last diagonal LPA that is in white region,
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−0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
k
Figure 3: Absolute Legendre-Tau error ∆y50(x) (top) and absolute Tau coeﬃcients errors ∆c
(50)
k , k =
0, 1, . . . , 50 (bottom).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
0
p
q
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 2 2 1 2 2 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 2 2 3 3 3 1 1
0 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 3 3 4 3 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 3 1 1 3 3 4 3 5 3 4
0 0 0 0 0 3 1 4 3 5 4 4 5 6 6 5
0 0 0 1 1 1 4 4 4 5 6 5 5 6 6 6
0 0 1 2 1 1 3 4 5 6 6 7 6 6 6 7
0 0 1 2 3 3 3 4 6 5 7 7 6 7 6 8
0 0 1 1 3 3 4 4 5 7 6 6 6 6 8 8
0 1 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 7 6 6 6 7 8 9
0 1 2 2 3 3 5 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 10 9
0 1 0 1 3 1 4 6 7 6 6 8 8 10 9 9
0 0 0 1 1 4 4 6 6 7 8 8 10 9 10 10
Figure 4: Froissart Table of y50(x) with tolerance tol = 10
−4 and 1 ≤ p, q ≤ 16.
2. Φ13,13 is the the unique diagonal LPA Φp,p such has maximum numerical degree
p− νp,p = 7.
Thus, Φ3,3 is a robust LPA of y50 and we may to compute others robust approximants,
like Φ˜13,13, using Φ13,13.
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−0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
k
Figure 5: Absolute Legendre-Tau error ∆y50(x) (top) and absolute Tau coeﬃcients errors ∆c
(50)
k , k =
0, 1, . . . , 50 (bottom).
−0.6 −0.4 −0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
x
Figure 6: Absolute errors: ∆y50(x) (black), ∆Φ3,3(x) (red) and ∆Φ˜13,13(x) (blue).
On Figure 6 we illustrate the ﬁltering results. The Legendre-Tau error ∆y50(x) (black
line), The error of (3,3) type LPA ∆Φ3,3(x) (red line) and the error of the approximant
∆Φ˜13,13(x) i.e, the type (13, 13) FPA with the factors related with the Froissart doublets
cancelled (blue line). We can observe that the approximant Φ˜13,13 only improve the
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approximation given by Φ3,3 for values nearby x = 1.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Numerical experiences suggest that the last type (p, q) FPA, of a given sequence, in the
white region of the Froissart table, gives a good approximation. This approximation can
frequently be improved, using robust approximants computed with FPA in the red region,
but the improvement is not signiﬁcant.
This procedure is a direct method, in the sense that we need to compute the zeros and the
poles of FPA, in contrast with the algorithm to compute robust TPA, described in section
3, proposed by Gonnet et al. Thus it have some advantages, e.g. they have not Froissart
doublets while the Gonnet’s algorithms could produce robust TPA with Froissart doublets
[1]. By other hand our procedure depends on the precision that we compute the zeros
and poles of FPA, and this is not easy, e.g. in case of polynomials with high degrees. So
it would be interesting to ﬁnd a non direct algorithm to compute robust FPA.
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Abstract. From the early days of the calculus, differential equations have been an area
of great theoretical research and practical applications in several branches of science.
The scope of this work is to present new software that is able to show all the steps in the
process of obtaining the solution of a linear second-order ordinary differential equation by
using the method of the undetermined coefficients.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the present work we present interactive software that can be used to aid in the process
of teaching linear second-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) with constant co-
efficients. This work can be seen as a natural complement to our previous work [3]. In [3]
we also studied the second-order linear differential equations with constant coefficients,
but used a different method to obtain the particular solution. In what relates to the
implementation of the computational tool, in [3] we started with the homogeneous case
and then extended it to the construction of a particular solution by using the variation of
parameters method (the ”general method”) in the nonhomogeneous case. In the present
work we consider the undetermined coefficients method to construct a particular solution
for the same type of equations. As we will see below, this method can only be applied to
a special form that the right-hand side (rhs) of the differential equation can assume.
This work is organized as follows. We begin shortly recalling the basic concepts of the
theory of the second-order linear ODE; for references we address the reader to our cited
work [3], and, for instance, [9], [7] and [8]. Then follows the main section where we
describe the implementation and the use of the software.
2 BASIC CONCEPTS
This section is used to recall the basic concepts of the theory of the second-order linear
differential equations.
Definition 2.1 A second-order linear ordinary differential equation in the dependent
variable y and the independent variable x is an equation that can be written in the form
y′′ + ay′ + by = f, (1)
where a, b and f are continuous real functions on a real interval I, i.e., x ∈ I ⊂ IR.
If f is not identically zero on I, then the equation (1) is said to be nonhomogeneous.
If f is identically zero on I, then we obtain the so called corresponding homogeneous
equation to (1), being its form naturally given by
y′′ + ay′ + by = 0. (2)
The following result takes place.
Theorem 2.1 Let y1 and y2 be two linearly independent solutions of the homogeneous
equation (2) on an interval I. Then the general solution of (2) is given by
y = C1y1 + C2y2,
where C1, C2 ∈ IR.
The general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (1) is given in the next theorem.
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Theorem 2.2 Let y be the general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation (1), yh be
the general solution of the homogeneous equation (2) and yp a particular solution of the
nonhomogeneous equation (1). Then
y = yh + yp.
First, let us consider the homogeneous equation with constant coefficients, i.e.,
y′′ + ay′ + by = 0, (3)
where a, b ∈ IR. Associated to the equation (3) we define the characteristic equation,
r2 + ar + b = 0. (4)
From the fundamental theorem of Algebra we know that the roots of (4) have to fall into
one of the following cases: two real distinct roots; one real root with multiplicity two; or
two complex conjugate roots. Let r1, r2 be the roots of (4) and C1, C2 ∈ IR, according to
each case, the general solution of the equation (3) is written in one of the following forms.
Case 1. Distinct real roots, r1 ̸= r2; then
y(x) = C1e
r1x + C2e
r2x.
Case 2. Repeated real root, r1 = r2; then
y(x) = er1 (C1 + C2x) .
Case 3. Complex conjugate roots, r1 = α + iβ, r2 = α− iβ, α, β ∈ IR, β ̸= 0; then
y(x) = eαx (C1 cos(βx) + C2 sin(βx)) .
Next, we consider the nonhomogeneous equation with constant coefficients, i.e.,
y′′ + ay′ + by = f, (5)
where f(x) ̸= 0 and a, b ∈ IR. By Theorem 2.2 we know that the general solution of this
equation is given by y = yh + yp, where is yh is the general solution of the associated
homogeneous equation and yp is a particular solution of the given nonhomogeneous equa-
tion. The process to obtain yh was explained for equation (3); therefore we only need to
know how to obtain one particular solution for (5). There are two methods to perform
this task, the undetermined coefficients method and the variation of parameters method.
The undetermined coefficients method: This method can only be applied to a special
form that the function on the rhs of the equation (5) can assume; the general form of f
allowing the use of this method is
f(x) = eαx (Pm(x) cos(βx) +Qn(x) sin(βx)) ,
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where Pm and Qn are polynomials of degree m and n, respectively.
In this case a particular solution yp(x) of the equation (5) is sought in the form
yp(x) = x
seαx (Ak(x) cos(βx) +Bk(x) sin(βx)) ,
where k = max{m,n}, Ak and Bk are polynomials of degree k of the general form with
undetermined coefficients, and s is the multiplicity of the root r = α ± iβ of the charac-
teristic equation of the corresponding homogenous differential equation to (5) (if α ± iβ
is not a root of the characteristic equation, then s = 0). Let us briefly explain the use
of this method. Depending on the function f we seek a particular solution yp(x) of the
equation (5) in a similar form with undetermined coefficients. Then we substitute the
expression for yp(x) in the given equation. Equating coefficients of the similar terms of
the first and the second member of (5), we obtain a linear system of equations, which is
solved to define the undetermined coefficients. Solving this system we get the particular
solution sought yp(x).
The variation of parameters method: For sake of self-contained present work, we
briefly recall this ”general method” (see our previous work [3]) that we have to use in the
general case. Consider the nonhomogeneous linear differential equation
y′′ + ay′ + by = f,
where a, b and f are continuous functions on some interval I. Let y1 and y2 be two linearly
independent solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation
y′′ + ay′ + by = 0,
on the interval I. Then a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation is given by
yp = uy1 + vy2,
provided that u and v are functions that satisfy the following conditions{
u′y1 + v′y2 = 0
u′y′1 + v
′y′2 = f
.
The superposition principe: It is convenient to use the following result when the rhs
f(x) of the nonhomogeneous equation is given by a sum of several functions. If ypk(x) is
a solution of the equation
y′′ + ay′ + by = fk(x), k = 1, ..., n,
then the function
yp(x) =
n∑
k=1
ypk(x)
is a solution of the equation
y′′ + ay′ + by =
n∑
k=1
fk(x).
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3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND USE
Our goal is to create an interactive software that can be used by our students when learning
the main subject of this work, the linear second-order ODEs with constant coefficients.
To achieve this goal we use the Wolfram’s software, more precisely we implement the code
to create the Computable Document Format (CDF) file with the programMathematica R⃝.
To accomplish this task we follow the references [11], [10], [12] and [14].
The CDF file type is a type of file that, as the name itself indicates, has the ability of
doing calculus within the document. It is worth mentioning that this type of file requires a
previous installation of the CDF Player program that can be downloaded from Wolfram’s
webpage1. This intrinsic characteristic of the file gives the programmer the chance to
create files for an incredible wide set of applications that can be used to teach or to
present any subject that involves any type of calculus. In this section we will describe the
outlook of our software and explain the main commands behind its implementation.
In what concerns to the outlook, we can see it as two main areas, one of input and another
of output results. In figure 1 the regions that correspond to input conditions are signalized
as regions 1 and 2. Region 1 is not exactly an input region but it is directly related with
the input region marked as region 2. Figure 2 shows the changes that occur when the
user chooses one of the types presented to define the function on the rhs of the ODE.
When the function on the rhs has the form of a product between a polynomial and an
exponential, the user is compelled to choose the first option. This way it will be necessary
to define the coefficients of the polynomial as well as the exponent constant coefficient.
Since this was created to be a didactical tool we limited the degree of the polynomial
to a maximum of two. So, in this case the user has to give the program the coefficients
of the ODE, the coefficients of the polynomial, and the exponent coefficient, that is, the
user has to define six input values. The other option to define the function on the rhs
includes trigonometric functions. This is actually the general case of the function that we
can have on the rhs of the ODE when using the undetermined coefficient method to solve
the type of ODEs covered in this work. Attending to figure 2 we notice a substancial
increment in the number of input fields in this case. In fact, we have to define the
coefficients of another polynomial, that will have, again, a maximum degree of two, and
the constant coefficient in the argument of the trigonometric functions, which sums up to
ten input values. To deal with the trigonometric functions the user must be a little bit
more careful, because sometimes the function on the rhs of the ODE depends only on a
cosine function, case that will be accomplished by setting the coefficient β equal to 0, but
in other occasions the function defined on the rhs depends only on a sine function. In this
situation the manipulation is slightly different, because we can not define a coefficient β
that eliminates the first part of the function, the part that results from the product of the
polynomial, the exponential and the cosine function. So, in this case, the user must set
all the coefficients of the polynomial equal to zero. Other situation that is important to
1Wolfram’s webpage (at the bottom of the webpage look for Products/CDF Player).
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Figure 1: Outlook of the software - regions of input and output.
emphasize is the one that happens when the function on the rhs depends simultaneously
on sine and cosine functions. In this case additional caution must be taken, because if
the constant coefficients in the arguments of the trigonometric functions are not the same
the problem can not be solved by a solely application of the program. To clarify this
situation, when the constant coefficients in the arguments of the trigonometric functions
are exactly the same the user can define the function on the rhs in one application of the
program, in any other occasion it will be necessary to apply the principle of superposition
described in the first section. In fact, this principle has to be applied in all the situations
that occur when the user is confronted with the impossibility of defining the rhs function
in the way that the program exhibits.
Turning to the output area we divide it in two regions, one where the user defines the part
of the solution he wants to see or analyze, if the idea is to see the process of obtaining
the solution. In figure 1 this is marked as region 3. By clicking on one of three options
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available, the user will see the general solution, the process of obtaining the solution to
the homogeneous associated ODE, or the process of obtaining the particular solution to
the ODE defined in the input area. The results are shown in the region marked as region
4 in figure 1.
(a) Case 1: f(x) = pn(x)eαx (b) Case 2: f(x) = pn(x)eαx cos(βx) + qm(x)eαx sin(βx)
Figure 2: Outlook of the software - choices available for f in the ODE: y′′ + ay′ + by = f .
In what follows we will describe in a very briefly way the most important commands used
to create the software presented here. As the list of commands used to implement the
software is vast, it will be impossible point and explain all of them. The central command
used to construct this type of files is the Manipulate command (see figure 3), used to
enable interactive manipulation. Another important command used is the InputField
command, presented in figure 4, which is used to represent an editable input field that,
in our case, contains the values the user wants to attribute to the constant coefficients of
the ODE, the polynomial and also to the trigonometric constant arguments.
Figure 3: Command Manipulate.
Analyzing figure 3 we notice the existence of another command, also with greater impor-
tance, used to manipulate the output. The command TabView will give the chance to
choose, by clicking, the type of output.
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Figure 4: Command InputField.
We also used commands that are intrinsic toMathematica R⃝ and enable the user to perform
symbolic calculus, such as DSolve (see figure 5).
Figure 5: Command DSolve.
4 EXAMPLES
The examples we decide to show here were chosen from the references [2], [13], and [4].
Our choice was performed in a way that we can be able to present the most important
situations that the user can bump into when using the software. In what follows, we state
the problem we want to solve and give the main direction guidelines to obtain its solution.
This way the user can see how the software works.
To start, consider the case where the function on the rhs of the ODE is defined by a
polynomial only.
Example 4.1 Find the general solution of the ODE y′′ − 4y′ + 3y = 1 + x+ 3x2.
In this first example, the homogeneous associated ODE has the following solution
yh(x) = C1e
x + C2e
3x,
where Ck, k = 1, 2 are arbitrary real constants. Since r = 0 is not a solution to the
characteristic equation, r2− 4r+3 = 0, we will be looking for a particular solution in the
form of a second degree polynomial, that is,
yp(x) = A0 + A1x+ A2x
2.
Obtaining y′p and y
′′
p and inserting their expressions in the original equation we get a linear
system of three equations and three unknowns, which is easily solved. The result of this
operation will lead us to the conclusion that
yp(x) =
11
3
+ 3x+ x2.
Therefore, using the theory explained in the first section of this work, we get the general
solution of the ODE, which is given by
y(x) = yh(x) + yp(x) = C1e
x + C2e
3x +
11
3
+ 3x+ x2, C1, C2 ∈ IR.
Figure 6 shows the general solution of the equation defined in this example, as well as the
process of obtaining it.
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(a) General solution (b) Associated homogeneous ODE (c) Particular solution
Figure 6: Application of the software to solve example 4.1.
Example 4.2 Find the general solution of the ODE y′′ + 2y′ = 4x.
Here, the homogeneous associated ODE has the following solution
yh(x) = C1 + C2e
−2x,
where Ck, k = 1, 2 are arbitrary real constants. In this case r = 0 is a solution to
the characteristic equation, r2 + 2r = 0. Consequently, we need to look for a particular
solution in the following form,
yp(x) = x (A0 + A1x) = A0x+ A1x
2.
The reason to multiply the general first degree polynomial by x is due to the fact that
the general solution to the associated homogeneous ODE already has the part that is
constant in its solution (part that corresponds to C1). Now, proceeding in the same way
as in example 4.1, we conclude that,
yp(x) = −x+ x2.
This implies that,
y(x) = yh(x) + yp(x) = C1 + C2e
−2x − x+ x2, C1, C2 ∈ IR.
The results obtained when solving this example with our software are presented in figure
7.
Example 4.3 Find the general solution of the ODE y′′ + 5y′ + 6y = (10− 10x)e−2x.
The homogeneous associated ODE has the solution
yh(x) = C1e
−3x + C2e−2x,
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(a) General solution (b) Associated homogeneous ODE (c) Particular solution
Figure 7: Application of the software to solve example 4.2
where Ck, k = 1, 2 are arbitrary real constants. Since r = −2 is a solution to the
characteristic equation, r2+5r+6 = 0, we need to be looking for a particular solution in
the form,
yp(x) = x (A0 + A1x) e
−2x =
(
A0x+ A1x
2
)
e−2x.
The situation presented in this case and the one described in example 4.2 are analogous.
So proceeding in the same way as the one presented in example 4.1 we get
yp(x) =
(
20x− 5x2) e−2x.
Therefore, the general solution is given by
y(x) = yh(x) + yp(x) = C1e
−3x + C2e−2x +
(
20x− 5x2) e−2x, C1, C2 ∈ IR.
Figure 8 shows the results obtained when applying our software.
(a) General solution (b) Associated homogeneous ODE (c) Particular solution
Figure 8: Application of the software to solve example 4.3.
Example 4.4 Find the general solution of the ODE y′′ − 2y′ + y = 6xex.
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Solving the homogeneous associated ODE we get
yh(x) = C1e
x + C2xe
x,
where Ck, k = 1, 2 are arbitrary real constants. The characteristic equation, r
2 + 2r = 0,
has a unique solution with multiplicity two, r = 1. This implies that we need to look for
a particular solution that has the following form,
yp(x) = x
2 (A0 + A1x) e
x =
(
A0x
2 + A1x
3
)
ex.
In this situation we need to multiply by x2 because the associated homogeneous ODE has
a solution that already is a linear combination of the functions in the set {ex, xex}. This
means that we need to look for a solution that is a linear combination of x2ex and x3ex.
The application of the undetermined coefficient method to this case yields,
yp(x) = x
3ex.
Which leads us to conclude that
y(x) = yh(x) + yp(x) = C1e
x + C2xe
x + x3ex, C1, C2 ∈ IR.
In figure 9 we present the results obtained by our software when it is applied to example
4.4.
(a) General solution (b) Associated homogeneous ODE (c) Particular solution
Figure 9: Application of the software to solve example 4.4.
Example 4.5 Find the general solution of the ODE y′′ − 3y′ + 2y = 4 sin(x).
To end this section we present an example were the function on the rhs of the ODE
is defined in terms of a trigonometric function. In what concerns to the homogeneous
associated ODE we follow the same procedure to obtain its solution, which give us
yh(x) = C1e
x + C2e
2x,
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where Ck, k = 1, 2 are arbitrary real constants. In this situation we will be looking for a
particular solution in the form,
yp(x) = A0 cos(x) +B0 sin(x).
Applying the method described in all of the previously presented examples we obtain
(A0 − 3B0) cos(x) + (3A0 +B0) sin(x) = 4 sin(x),
which leads to the following system of linear equations,{
A0 − 3B0 = 0
3A0 +B0 = 4
⇔
{
A0 = 6/5
B0 = 2/5
,
and, consequently,
yp(x) =
6
5
cos(x) +
2
5
sin(x).
Therefore, the general solution of the ODE is given by
y(x) = yh(x) + yp(x) = C1e
x + C2e
2x +
6
5
cos(x) +
2
5
sin(x), C1, C2 ∈ IR.
In figure 10 we picture the results obtained with our software.
(a) General solution (b) Associated homogeneous ODE (c) Particular solution
Figure 10: Application of the software to solve example 4.5.
5 CONCLUSION
In [3] we presented software that could be used to solve this type of ODEs, but, due to the
way that we choose to create it, the user can only apply it freely when the function on the
rhs of the equation is constant. In any other situation the user has to have a license for
Mathematica R⃝ or CDF Player. As a consequence of this fact, we can assure that one of
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most important conclusions of this work is that the software presented here can be used
without any license or any payment. This feature allows us to share it with our students,
so they can use it at home, or anywhere else, when studying linear second-order ODEs
with constant coefficients. This may be the most important conclusion of this work, but
we may draw other minor considerations about it, such as the importance it represents
as a complement in studying this subject and the simplicity of its use.
We should point out that in the last couple of years there has been a little revolution in
the publication and distribution of this type of applications, as we can see in Wolfram’s
webpage, but in our humble opinion the one we present in this is more complete and
give a more concise approach about the process of how we should obtain the particular
solution. The major part of the applications available only give the solution, giving no
clue of how to get it.
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Abstract. Differential equations constitute a large and very important branch of math-
ematics, in particular those related to science and engineering applications. To help stu-
dents to assimilate the knowledge related to this topic we present a new educational soft-
ware that allows interaction with the user and can be freely used, both in the classroom,
when teaching ordinary differential equations, and as a self-learning tool.
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1 INTRODUCTION
An ordinary differential equation (ODE) of order n assumes the following form
F
(
x, y(x), y′(x), ..., y(n)(x)
)
= 0, (1)
where F is a given function, x is the independent variable and y = y(x) is the sought
solution of the ODE.
The general solution of the ODE (1) is the set of all of its solutions, which is defined by
y = φ (x,C1, C2, ..., Cn)
containing n arbitrary constants C1, C2, ..., Cn. Any solution obtained from the general
solution for particular values of the arbitrary constants C1, C2, ..., Cn is called a particular
solution of the ODE (1).
The problem of finding a particular solution y = y (x) of the ODE (1) satisfying the n
initial conditions
y (x0) = y0, y
′ (x0) = y′0, ..., y
(n−1) (x0) = y
(n−1)
0 ,
is called the Cauchy problem, or the initial value problem, for the ODE (1). For example,
for the first order equation
F (x, y(x), y′(x)) = 0
the initial condition is of the form y (x0) = y0, and for the second order equation
F (x, y(x), y′(x), y′′(x)) = 0
the initial conditions are of the form y (x0) = y0, y
′ (x0) = y′0; where x0, y0, y
′
0 are given
real numbers.
The process of solving a physical phenomenon problem starts with the construction of
the mathematical model that translates the problem to be solved. This is usually made
in two steps: first we establish the physical quantities representing the unknown function,
whose knowledge should give us an exact and complete idea of the phenomenon evolution;
secondly, we find the physical laws that govern the phenomenon being considered.
2 SOFTWARE
The main goal of this work is to present new software that can be used to teach the subject
of ODEs, more precisely some of their applications in modeling physical phenomenon.
This software is designed to have distribution free, so it can be used without buying
any license during the classes or by our students anytime they need to study the topics
presented here. In this section we will describe some of the commands and ideas behind
its implementation and explain the main features of the software.
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2.1 Implementation
The software we present in this work was constructed using the computer algebra system
program Mathematica R⃝, which is a Wolfram’s registered brand. Using this program we
build a file that is able to do calculus within the document itself. This type of files
is called Computable Document Format (CDF) file and can only be programmed using
Mathematica R⃝. The guidelines to create this type of documents can be found, for example,
in the references [10], [9], [11] and [12].
To run a CDF file the user must have a previous installation of CDF Player program,
which can be downloaded from Wolfram’s webpage1. The CDF Player program does not
obligates the user to buy any kind of license from Wolfram, at least for the software we
present in this work. However, the user should be aware that there are cases when it will
be required a license.
The list of the commands use to build the software is vast, so we will turn only to the
most important ones. These are the ones that are intrinsic to the CDF files and those
predefined in Mathematica R⃝ available to perform symbolic calculus.
To allow interactivity between the file and the user we use the command Manipulate (see
figure 1). All the features we want to allow the user to interact must be defined within
this command.
Figure 1: Command Manipulate.
Other important command that was used is the InputField command. In our case all
the data inputed by the user in these fields must be constant, otherwise it will generate
an error. Unless the user has a valid license for CDF Player or Mathematica R⃝ (see figure
2).
Figure 2: Command InputField.
To create the tabs corresponding to the graphical solution and the analytical solution,
we use the TabView command (see figure 3). This command is defined to create as many
tabs as we want to separate information. To switch from one tab to another the user just
have to click on the title to see the pretended output.
1Wolfram’s webpage
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Figure 3: Command TabView.
In what concerns to the commands that allow us to perform symbolic calculus within the
document, we suppose the command DSolve is the most important. Using this command
we can directly solve the initial value problem defined by the user, and use the output
result to plot its solution.
2.2 How to use it
Figure 4: Initial interface.
Regarding to the outlook of the software, we can divide it into two main regions, one of
input and another that corresponds to the output results.
Figure 4 shows that the input region is composed by two types of input selection. On
top we see four radio buttons that correspond to the selection of the problem we want
to solve. The set of problems available to solve correspond to the examples that will be
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presented and explained in the next section. After setting the physical phenomena we
want to model we will see the statement of a standard problem and the associated input
fields. Note that the set of input fields is directly related to the problem to be solved,
that is, it will change from problem to problem. To jump from one input field to another
the user just have to press TAB key on the keyboard, or use the mouse.
The output region is located below the statement of the problem and the set of input
fields. Here we see an option on top that gives the user the possibility to see the graphical
output with the mathematical model of the problem and the corresponding solution,
or the analytical solution, that is the mathematical methodology to solve the problem
selected. The graphical window is programmed to give the user the possibility to move
the cursor over the plot. This enables the user to get additional information about the
problem solved without having to define new parameters in the input fields. Nevertheless,
the use of this trick is, in many situations, difficult to use, because sometimes it will be
extremely difficult to stabilize the pointer of the mouse over the point we want to colect
information. These cases require an extra care when answering the questions, because,
due to the nature of the question, in some cases the answer has to be overestimated and
in other underestimated.
3 APPLICATIONS
In this section we present the examples we decide to tackle with our software. Due to
the countless number of examples that we can found in almost any branch of science, we
decide that would be a good ideia to focus on examples that are more directed to the areas
of engineering, making a choice of examples where the mathematical model uses different
types of ODEs. With this in mind, the four models presented here are based on four
different types of ODEs, more precisely, two of them are created with first-order ODEs,
one is separable variables and the other is linear, as the other two are based on second-
order ODEs, where one is solved by direct integration on both sides of the ODE and
the other has to be solved using the method of undetermined coefficients. The examples
presented here were collected from the references [1], [2], and [6].
3.1 Population dynamics
One of the earliest models presented to model the dynamic change of populations was
introduced by Thomas Malthus, what explains the name of the model, malthusian model.
To derive the mathematical model we consider the quantity P (t) to be the number of
the individuals present in the population at time t evolving in an environment in which
resources are unlimited. In such case, a simple mathematical model of growth/decay of
population assumes that the rate of the population is proportional to the population itself.
This proportionality can simply be expressed by the differential equation
dP
dt
= kP, (2)
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where the proportionality constant k is the difference between the birth rate and the death
rate of the population being studied. Dimensional analysis reveals that this constant must
be expressed in the physical dimension time−1.
The ODE that defines the model (2) is a linear and separable equation. Therefore, to
obtain the solution we can simply consider
1
P
dP = kdt (3)
Integrating both sides of (3) we get
ln |P | = kt+ C (4)
which is equivalent to write
P (t) = C1e
kt, (5)
for an arbitrary constant C1. The equation (5) gives us the general solution of the ODE
(2). To define a particular solution we need to specify an initial condition P (t0) = P0.
This way we get
P (t0) = P0 ⇔ C1ekt0 = P0 ⇔ C1 = P0e−kt0 . (6)
The conjugation of (6) with (5) gives us the solution to the Cauchy problem associated
with the malthusian model
P (t) = P0e
k(t−t0). (7)
The analysis of the equation (7) shows us three limit situations that deserve to be studied.
The limit t→∞ depends directly on the constant of proportionality k: when k is positive,
the value of P tends to infinity, that means that the population grows exponentially
because there are more births than deaths; when k is negative, the value of P tends to
zero, meaning that the population will die out because there are more deaths than births;
when k is equal to zero, the value of P will remain unaltered with time, which represents
a static population where births and death rates are exactly the same.
In many real problems we do not know the value of the constant of proportionality, but we
are able to count the number of the individuals at some initial time t0, P (t0) = P0 > 0,
and at some other ulterior time t1, P (t1) = P1 > 0. Using this information we can derive
the value of the constant of proportionality and, therefore, conclude if the population will
be static, grow exponentially or eventually extinct. This is accomplish by using
P (t0) = P0 ⇔ C1ekt0 = P0
and
P (t1) = P1 ⇔ C1ekt1 = P1.
Relating the last two equations we get,
C1e
kt1
C1ekt0
=
P1
P0
⇔ ek(t1−t0) = P1
P0
⇔ k (t1 − t0) = ln
(
P1
P0
)
⇔ k = ln (P1/P0)
t1 − t0 .
This will be the case of the example we decided to present in this work.
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Example 3.1 (e-coli population growth) A culture of bacteria (e-coli) has initially
P0 = 3 individuals. After 20 minutes the population is twice the original value. Assuming
a growth rate proportional to the number of bacteria P (t) present in the population at time
t:
a) find the number of bacteria P (t) present in the population after 60 minutes;
b) what will be the time necessary to guarantee a population 5 times bigger than the
initial population?
(a) Graphical output (b) Analytical output
Figure 5: Tool application to solve example 1.
3.2 Newton’s law of cooling
The Newton’s law of cooling states that the rate of heat loss from the surface of an
object is proportional to the difference in temperature between the object’s surface and
its environment. If the object is a very good conductor of heat, what is often true in
real applications, then the internal temperature of the body is effectively the one that
is verified at the surface. Let T (t) and S(t) be the temperatures of the object and its
environment at time t, respectively. These are the quantities that are to be considered in
the modeling of the phenomenon. The physical law to be applied is the Newton’s law of
cooling which states that
dT
dt
= −k (T − S) (8)
where the proportionality in the statement of the law has been changed to an equality
by the introduction of a constant k. Performing a simple dimensional analysis we verify
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that the physical dimension of the constant k is time−1. In this ODE t is the independent
variable and T represents the unknown variable of the problem. So, the equation (8) can
be written in the following form
dT
dt
+ kT = kS (9)
which is a linear ODE. To obtain the general solution we can use the integrating factor
ekt. Multiplying both sides of the equation (9) by ekt we get
dT
dt
ekt + kektT = kektS ⇔ d
dt
(
Tekt
)
= kektS. (10)
The integration of both sides of the equation (10) yields,
T (t) = ke−kt
∫
ektS(t) dt. (11)
In order to obtain a particular solution of (11), consider the simple situation in which the
temperature of the environment remains constant, that is, S(t) = S0. In this case, the
equation (11) integrates to
T (t) = S0
(
1 + C1e
−kt) (12)
for some integration constant C1. To define C1 and completely define the particular
solution we need to stipulate an initial condition. Under the condition T (t0) = T0 we get
T (t) = S0 + (T0 − S0) e−k(t−t0). (13)
Knowing the values of S0, T0 and k we will be able to calculate the temperature of the
object for all times t. However, it is often common to use the particular solution (13)
to obtain a parameter of the model by providing additional information, as it was the
case explained in the first example presented. For example, if k, which is a material
parameter specific to a certain object, is an unknown value, assuming the T0 and S0 are
known, we can derive the value of this parameter by adding a further measurement of the
temperature at some time t1 > t0. Denoting this measurement by T1 and using (13) we
get
k =
1
t1 − t0 ln
(
T0 − S0
T1 − S0
)
. (14)
Example 3.2 A body at temperature 40 Celsius degrees is placed in a room at temperature
20 Celsius degrees. Knowing that the body cools to 30 Celsius degrees after 10 minutes,
what will be the temperature of the body after 20 minutes?
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(a) Graphical output (b) Analytical output
Figure 6: Tool application to solve example 2.
3.3 Motion of a particle
To exemplify this case let us study the free fall of a body. In this case the free fall
is modeled as a material point that moves vertically towards the earth surface. Since
the problem of knowing the motion is equivalent to the one of knowing the distance of
the particle from the impact point at every instant of time t, we consider the unknown
function as a function that measures the displacement along the vertical. Therefore y is
a real function that depends on only one independent variable, the time, denoted by t.
In what concerns to the physical laws that are used to model the phenomenon we have
to use the law of mechanics that governs the free fall of a body, which is expressed by the
Newton’s second law of motion,
ma = F, (15)
where a represents the acceleration and F is the resultant of the forces acting upon the
body. Due to the nature of the phenomenon being modeled there is only one force to be
considered, the force of gravity, denoted by G, defined by
G = −mg, (16)
where g = 9.81m·s−2 is the gravity acceleration. The minus signal present in the equation
(16) means that this force acts downwards, unlike y, which is upwards directed.
The velocity of the body will be expressed as the derivative of the displacement with
respect to time,
y˙ ≡ dy
dt
,
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and, since the acceleration is the derivative of the velocity with respect to t, this quantity
will be defined as the second order derivative of the displacement with respect to time,
y¨ ≡ d
2y
dt2
. (17)
The notation used in the last two equations is the standard notation used in mechanics
to express the derivatives with respect to time.
Using (17) and (16) in (15) we get
y¨ = −g, (18)
which represents the mathematical model for the free fall body. This is a second-order
ODE where g is a constant, which means that we can simply integrate the equation on
both sides,
y˙ = −gt+ C1,
where C1 is an arbitrary constant to be defined under the initial conditions of the problem.
Analyzing the result we see that, at this stage, we have a first-order ODE. To obtain the
general solution of the original ODE we need to perform another integration on both
sides of the equation, which is possible because the right-hand side (rhs) of the equation
depends only on time,
y(t) = −g t
2
2
+ C1t+ C2, (19)
where C2 is another arbitrary constant.
According to the theory presented in the introduction, the equation (19) represents the
general solution of the ODE presented in (18). Due to the order of the ODE we notice
the existence of two arbitrary constants in (19). As a consequence of this we need to have
supplementary conditions that enable the specification of the value of these constants. In
this case, the nature of the problem suggests that the conditions must be related to the
position of the body at the beginning of the motion (the initial position) and its velocity
at the same moment (initial velocity). If the motion starts at the moment t = 0, then
these conditions must be stated in the following form{
y(0) = y0,
y˙(0) = v0,
(20)
where y0 and v0 are two known values of the problem. The conditions presented in (20) are
called Cauchy conditions. These are the conditions that are used to define the constants
C1 and C2 obtained in the general solution. To accomplish this task we conjugate the
conditions with the general solution, which immediately yields{
y(0) = y0,
y˙(0) = v0,
⇔
{
C2 = y0,
C1 = v0.
(21)
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This means that the Cauchy problem
y¨ = −g
y(0) = y0,
y˙(0) = v0
(22)
has the unique solution
y(t) = −g t
2
2
+ v0t+ y0.
Example 3.3 A worker drops a hammer from the top of a 60m high building. Neglecting
the air resistance, how long does the hammer takes to hit the ground?
(a) Graphical output (b) Analytical output
Figure 7: Tool application to solve example 3.
3.4 Electrical circuits
The implementation of a simple electrical circuit is nothing more than an arrangement
of various electrical elements such as, for example, a source of electromotive force, often
a battery, resistors, inductors and capacitors. The basic quantity of the mathematical
model will be the electrical charge, usually denoted by Q. The electrical current flowing
in a circuit along the time is just the rate of the electrical charge that flows with respect
to time, that means the rate of flow of charge. Defining by I the electrical current we will
get
I =
dQ
dt
. (23)
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Other quantity that is used in the mathematical model is the electrical voltage, U , that
represents the potential drops/differences in the circuit elements.
The behaviour of the electrical circuits is based on Kirchhoff’s Laws. There are two
laws, the first of which simply states that the current is conserved at any junction, that
is, any point at which wires connect. The method of loop currents introduces dependent
variables in such a way that Kirchhoff’s First Law is automatically satisfied. It is therefore
the second of Kirchhoff’s Laws that provides the differential equations. To apply this law
we assume that the applied electromotive force in any closed circuit balances all the
voltage drops in the circuit being considered, or, in other words, the sum of all voltage
drops around a closed circuit is zero. To exemplify consider the single-loop LRC-series
circuit presented in figure 8, which contains an inductor, a resistor and a capacitor, and
corresponds to example 3.4. The letters L, R, and C are known as inductance, resistance,
and capacitance, respectively, and, in general, are constants, which will the case covered
here. Using the equation (23) and adding the voltage associated to the inductor,
L
dI
dt
= L
d2Q
dt2
,
with the one associated to the resistor,
IR = R
dQ
dt
and the one associated to the capacitor,
1
C
Q,
and equating the sum to the impressed voltage, we get a second-order differential equation
L
d2Q
dt2
+R
dQ
dt
+
1
C
Q = E(t),
where E(t) represents the impressed voltage at time t. For additional insight about the
subject covered by this example see, for instance, [7].
Example 3.4 An electric circuit consists of an inductance of 0.05 henrys, a resistance of
20 ohms, a condenser of capacitance 100 · 10−6 farads, and EMF of E(t) = 100 volts. Find
the charge Q and the current I at time t, given the initial conditions Q = 0 coulombs,
I = 0 amperes when t = 0.
In this example we are considering E(t) = C, C ∈ IR, but, in general, E is defined by a
sine or a cosine, so, using the undetermined coefficient method, we will be looking for a
particular solution with the following general form:
Qp(t) = A0 cos (ωt) + B0 sin (ωt) .
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Figure 8: Electric circuit considered in example 3.4.
Solving for A0 and B0 we reach to the conclusion that
A0 =
L2A (ω2 − ω0)
R2 + L2ω3 + L2ω0 (ω0 − ω (1 + ω))
and
B0 =
LRA
R2 + L2ω3 + L2ω0 (ω0 − ω (1 + ω)) ,
where, 1/(LC) was replaced by ω20 and considering the rhs of the equation in its general
form for the problem of electrical circuits, f(x) = A cos(ωt). Other way to solve these
cases is by using the variation of parameter method presented in [3].
4 CONCLUSIONS
Over the last couple of years the software available to help students in their understanding
of the subjects taught in higher education degrees has growth exponentially, specially in
the subjects related to mathematics, see, for example, [4], [5], and [8]. In our opinion
this kind of tools provide a new kind of help to students when learning these subjects. In
many situations, we see tools that output only the solution of the problem, other give the
analytical solution but not any insight about the graphical solution, and, in most part of
the cases, they are not free. The license free use is, perhaps, the most important feature
of the software presented in this work. The way used to build the associated CDF file
guarantees this characteristic of the program. It means that after the installation of the
program CDF Player the user can test as many examples as he wants, without the need
of any payment.
Other important conclusion about this work is the simplicity, in what concerns to the use,
of the tool. Any user can read the statement of the problem and easily input the data
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(a) Graphical output (b) Analytical output
Figure 9: Tool application to solve example 4.
related to the problem to be solved, getting, instantaneously, a graphical insight of the
solution, and, if needed, the analytical steps performed to derive it.
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Abstract. We propose an innovative method based on the MOOD technology (Multi-
dimensional Optimal Order Detection) to provide a 6th-order finite volume approximation
for the one-dimensional steady-state Burger and Euler equations. The main ingredient
consists in using an ’a posteriori’ limiting strategy to eliminate non physical oscillations
deriving from the Gibbs phenomenon while keeping a high accuracy for the smooth part.
A short overview of the MOOD method will be presented and numerical tests with regular
or discontinuous solutions will assess the method capacity to produce excellent approxi-
mations. In the latter situation, the numerical results enable to detect the zone where it
is necessary to reduce the degree of the polynomial reconstructions to preserve the scheme
robustness.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computation of accurate approximations for steady-state hyperbolic systems such as the
Euler’s equations is a constant challenge due to the wide panel of applications in aeronau-
tic, aerospace, and environmental problems. In contrast with non stationary situations,
the steady-state case brings more fundamental difficulties such as non uniqueness or oscil-
lations around discontinuities keeping the iterative procedure from converging. Another
important issue concerns the accuracy of the approximations where the numerical diffusion
may prevent the solver from converging to the correct solution.
Most of the finite volume commercial softwares (FLUENT for instance) use a MUSCL
strategy to provide a second-order of accuracy of the steady-state approximations [2, 3,
5, 4]. Other strategies based on WENO/CENO technique propose fourth- or fifth-order
methods [11, 12, 13] to capture the correct steady-state solutions but they almost use
structured grids since the technique is very time consuming in an unstructured mesh
context [1, 16, 15].
Very recently, a new limiter paradigm has been proposed to control the oscillations in
the vicinity of the shocks and has been successfully applied to the non stationary Euler’s
equations [6, 7, 8]. The Multidimensional Optimal Order Detection (MOOD) is an a
posteriori limiter which enables very high-order approximations. It prevents from the
Gibbs phenomenon and is very low time consuming with respect to the WENO/CENO
methods. The question we tackle in this paper is the capacity of the MOOD method to
deal with steady-state solutions and to provide the correct one.
We first consider the Burgers’ equation since it is the standard non linear scalar case
that one has to first solve correctly. We introduce the discretisation and the polynomial
reconstruction and then we present the MOOD method for the scalar case. Numerical
simulations have been carried out to prove that the technology can be successfully applied
to a stationary problem. We then deal with the steady-state Euler’s equations and adapt
the limiting procedure. New numerical simulations are carried out to show that the
MOOD strategy enables to capture the solution with a very high accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the models, section
3 deals with the generic finite volume schemes, and in section 4 we introduce the MOOD
technology for the steady-state case which is very different from the non stationary con-
text. Sections 5 and 6 are dedicated to the numerical tests and in the last section we
present the conclusions of the work.
2 Models
We will consider in this work the one-dimensional steady-state Burgers’ equations (scalar
case) and the one-dimensional steady-state Euler’s equations (vectorial case).
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2.1 Burgers’ equations
We seek the velocity function u = u(x), solution of the 1D steady-state inviscid Burgers’
equation
d
dx
F (u) = f, in Ω = (0, 1) (1a)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions
u = ulf, on x = 0, (1b)
u = urg, on x = 1 (1c)
where the flux is given by
F (u) =
u2
2
and f = f(x) represents the source term.
Burgers’ equation is one of the simplest nonlinear equation which is often used as a
prototype problem for which shocks can develop.
2.2 Euler’s equations
We seek the density ρ = ρ(x), the velocity u = u(x) and the pressure p = p(x) solutions
of the 1D steady-state Euler’s equations
d
dx
F (U) = f, in Ω = (0, 1) (2a)
with Dirichlet boundary conditions
U = Ulf, on x = 0, (2b)
U = Urg, on x = 1, (2c)
where the conservative variable U is given by
U = (ρ, ρu, E)T
and the flux is given by
F (U) = (ρu, ρu2 + p, u(E + p)T .
The source term is represented by f = (f1, f2, f3)
T = (f1(x), f2(x), f3(x))
T and the total
energy per unit volume is given by
E =
1
2
ρu2 + e, (3)
where e is the specific internal energy. For an ideal gas, this system is closed by the
equation of state
e =
p
ρ(γ − 1) (4)
with γ the ratio of specific heats (γ = 7
5
in our studies).
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3 FINITE VOLUME SCHEMES
In this section we describe the numerical finite volume schemes for Burgers’ equation,
being their immediate extensions to Euler’s equations, starting by presenting the notations
and the polynomial reconstruction machinery.
3.1 Polynomial reconstruction
Let Th be a mesh of the interval Ω = [0, 1] constituted of cells Ki = [xi− 1
2
, xi+ 1
2
], i =
1, . . . , I, with centroid xi, where x 1
2
= 0, xI+ 1
2
= 1, and xi+ 1
2
= xi− 1
2
+ hi, i = 1, . . . , I
stand for the interfaces.
To achieve high-order numerical approximations, we introduce local polynomial recon-
structions of the underlying solutions. At the first stage, we define the stencils associated
to the cells. For any cell Ki, i = 1, . . . , I, and any degree di of the polynomial recon-
struction, we shall denote by Si the stencil composed of the di + 1 closest neighbour cells
(excluding cell Ki). The second stage consists in defining the polynomial reconstructions
based on the data of the associated stencil. To this end, and for any given scalar function
φ defined on Ω, let Φ = (φi)i=1,...,I where φi ∈ R is an approximation of the mean value
of φ over cell Ki. So, the polynomial reconstruction of degree di associated to cell Ki is
defined as
φi(x; di) = φi +
di∑
α=1
Ri,α [(x− xi)α −Mi,α] ,
where we set Mi,α =
1
hi
∫
Ki
(x − xi)α dx to provide a conservative property, that is,
1
hi
∫
Ki
φi(x) dx = φi, and the vector Ri = (Ri,α)α=1,...,di gathers the polynomial coeffi-
cients. For a given stencil Si, we consider the quadratic functional
Êi(Ri) =
∑
j∈Si
[
1
hj
∫
Kj
φi(x; di) dx− φj
]2
.
We denote by R̂i the unique vector which minimizes the quadratic functional and set φ̂i
the associated polynomial that corresponds to the best approximation in the least squares
sense of the data of the stencil.
3.2 First-order finite volume scheme
Using the classical finite volume methodology, equation (1a) is integrated over cell Ki,
i = 1, . . . , I, resulting in
1
hi
(
Fi+ 1
2
− Fi− 1
2
)
− f¯i = 0, (5)
with Fi+ 1
2
= F (u(xi+ 1
2
)) and f¯i =
1
hi
∫
Ki
f(ξ) dξ. The exact mean source term f¯i is
approximated by fi through Gaussian quadrature approximation and the physical flux
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at the interface Fi+ 1
2
, denoted by Fi+ 1
2
, is approximated by the Rusanov numerical flux,
namely:
• left boundary interface (i = 0)
F 1
2
(Φ) =
1
2
(
φ2lf
2
+
φ21
2
)
− max(|φlf|, |φ1|)
2
(φ1 − φlf);
• inner interfaces (i = 1, . . . , I − 1)
Fi+ 1
2
(Φ) =
1
2
(
φ2i
2
+
φ2i+1
2
)
− max(|φi+1|, |φi|)
2
(φi+1 − φi);
• right boundary interface (i = I) — similar to the left boundary interface.
Let us now define the residual at cell Ki by
Gi(Φ) = 1
hi
(
Fi+ 1
2
− Fi− 1
2
)
− fi, (6)
and introduce the nonlinear operator G(Φ) = (G1(Φ), . . . ,GI(Φ))T . The numerical solution
is then given by vector Φ† = (φ†i)i=1,...,I which is the solution of the nonlinear problem
G(Φ) = 0I . This solution is known to be first-order accurate.
3.3 Generic high-order finite volume scheme
To construct a generic high-order solver of (1a)-(1c) one has to substitute the left and
right states in by states evaluated through high-order polynomial reconstructions. Let us
assume that a cell polynomial degree map is given M = (d1, . . . , dI)T with its associated
stencil map S = (S1, . . . , SI)
T . Using these maps, we define the state values:
• first cell (i = 1)
φ̂−1 = φ̂1(x 1
2
; d1) and φ̂
+
1 = φ̂1(x 3
2
; min(d1, d2));
• inner cells (i = 2, . . . , I − 1)
φ̂−i = φ̂i(xi− 1
2
; min(di−1, di)) and φ̂+i = φ̂i(xi+ 1
2
; min(di, di+1));
• last cell (i = I) — similar to the first cell.
Note that the minimal polynomial degree min(di, di+1) at interface xi+ 1
2
is mandatory to
ensure that the cell is updated with the first-order scheme when di = 0 or di+1 = 0. The
numerical fluxes write:
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• left boundary interface (i = 0)
F 1
2
(Φ) =
1
2
(φlf)2
2
+
(
φ̂1(0)
)2
2
− max
(
|φlf| ,
∣∣∣φ̂1(0)∣∣∣)
2
(
φ̂1(0)− φlf
)
;
• inner interfaces (i = 1, . . . , I − 1)
Fi+ 1
2
(Φ) =
1
2

(
φ̂+i
)2
2
+
(
φ̂−i+1
)2
2
− max
(∣∣∣φ̂+i ∣∣∣ , ∣∣∣φ̂−i+1∣∣∣)
2
(
φ̂−i+1 − φ̂+i
)
;
• right boundary interface (i = I) — similar to the left.
The residual associated to cell Ki turns to be
Gi(Φ) = 1
hi
(
Fi+ 1
2
− Fi− 1
2
)
− fi, (7)
and we get again the nonlinear operator G(Φ) = (G1(Φ), . . . ,GI(Φ))T . The numerical
solution is then given by vector Φ† = (φ†i )i=1,...,I which is the solution of the nonlinear
problem G(Φ) = 0I . This final solution does explicitly depends on the map M and the
stencil S. As a consequence the system can be written in a more systematic way into
G(Φ;M, S) = 0I . (8)
If the solution is regular enough the high-order scheme must retrieve it with high ac-
curacy and an optimal rate of convergence. In presence of local discontinuities, Gibbs
phenomenon will be triggered and oscillations are expected and high-order polynomial
reconstructions can not be used any more leading the cell polynomial degree d to drop to
0 in the vicinity of the discontinuity. In the following, we construct a scheme capable of
dealing with this situation.
For the numerical implementation treating one scalar equation like Burgers’ equation or
one system like Euler’s equations does not modify the strategy: we solve a set of nonlinear
coupled equations, only the nonlinear coupling between them may change also the flux
and the dependencies between the variables.
4 MOOD SCHEMES
Recently a new limiting technology named the Multidimensional Optimal Order Detection
(MOOD) has been proposed and tested in the Euler system context [6, 7, 8]. We propose
a short overview of the method and detail the adaptation to the steady-state context.
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4.1 Philosophy of Detection and Decrementing
Let us assume that a candidate solution Φ†,1 has been computed with the high-order
scheme with a maximal map M1 = (dmax, . . . , dmax)T and its associated stencil S1.
The detection criteria used in this work is mimicked from the original Detection criteria in
[6, 7, 8]: a first filter detects all extrema (called ED) and a second filter (called u2) applied
on detected extrema splits them into regular or non-regular ones. For non-regular extrema,
say in cell Ki, one decrements the cell polynomial degree di modifying de facto the map
into M2 and the associated stencil S2. This new map generates several new polynomial
reconstructions and consequently new state variable evaluations. Next the solution is
recomputed taking into account these modifications. This new candidate solution Φ†,2 is
then checked using the detection criteria. New decrementing may occur leading to a new
mapM3 with stencil S3 and a new candidate solution Φ†,3. The iterative procedure stops
when the map does not change any more.
4.2 MOOD method
The classical MOOD method would apply the following steps:
0. Initialize. Set k = 1. Choose the initial map M1 = (dmax, . . . , dmax)T , its associated
stencil S1 = (S11 , . . . , S
1
I )
T , and an initial guess Φ0.
1. Compute Φ†,k solution of G(Φ;Mk, Sk) = 0I .
2. Detect and Decrement
• Detect and flag non-regular extrema in set E using ED+u2 detector.
• Compute the new cell polynomial degree map Mk+1 with dik+1 = ϕ(Mk) for
i ∈ E and dik+1 = dik for the other cells.
• Compute the new stencil map Sk+1 on the basis of Mk+1.
3. Exit test. If Φ†,k+1 is close to Φ†,k or if Mk+1 = Mk then exit the loop else set
k = k + 1 and go back to 1.
In our simulations the decrementing function ϕ implements a three step sequence: dmax →
2→ 0.
5 NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR BURGERS’ EQUATION
In this section we present the numerical tests that have been carried out for the Burgers’
equation. The methodology is made on three steps
First, we test the numerical method for a regular solution. Using a sequence of refined
meshes one computes the relative errors and infere the order of convergence of
the numerical scheme. When Pd polynomial reconstructions are employed, that is,
M = (d, . . . , d)T , one expects a d + 1 order of convergence.
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Second, irregular solution is simulated with the first order numerical scheme to validate
the shock capturing behavior. Also schemes above first order are tested to enlighten
the Gibbs phenomenon, that is to say parasitical numerical oscillations that are
observed when discontinuous profiles are computed.
Third the MOOD scheme is tested with cell polynomial decrementing as presented in
section 4.2 for regular and irregular solutions. One expects that the MOOD scheme
provides both the shock capturing behavior around discontinuity and an optimal
order of convergence on smooth solutions. The accuracy of the scheme must increase
when polynomial reconstruction employs high degree.
5.1 Regular solution
In order to check the implementation of the method and assess the convergence rates, we
manufacture an analytical solution for the given problem setting
u(x) = sin(3pix) exp(x) + 2.
Then, the source term is given by
f(x) = (exp(x) sin(3pix) + 2)(exp(x) sin(3pix) + 3pi exp(x) cos(3pix))
and the Dirichlet boundary conditions derive from the exact solution, namely on the left
boundary point prescribe ulf = 2 and on the right boundary point urg = 2.
Since we deal with a regular solution, we use the L∞ norm to compute the error between
the solution and the approximation, which is given by
E∞(I) =
I
max
i=1
|ui − u¯i|,
and the convergence order between two meshes characterized by I1 and I2 cells is given
by
O∞(I1, I2) =
| log(E∞(I1)/E∞(I2))|
| log(I1/I2)| ,
where u¯i is the exact mean value of u over cell Ki. The initial guess is the constant vector
(2, . . . , 2)T .
Table 1, which reports the errors and convergence rates for this smooth solution, shows
that we achieve in all situations the optimal order. Moreover, no problematic cells have
been detected and the MOOD algorithm preserves the accuracy.
We display in Fig. 1 the exact solution and the approximate one (top panels) as well
as the error curves between the approximations (bottom panels) using respectively the
P0, P1, and P5 reconstructions. As expected the solution is well-captured with a better
accuracy when the polynomial degree of the reconstruction increases.
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Table 1: Convergence table for the regular solution of the Burgers’ equation.
I E∞ O∞ # bad cells
P0
40 3.2E−01 — 0
80 1.6E−01 1.0 0
160 8.2E−02 1.0 0
320 4.1E−02 1.0 0
P1
40 2.9E−02 — 0
80 5.4E−03 2.4 0
160 1.1E−03 2.3 0
320 2.5E−04 2.2 0
P5
40 2.9E−05 — 0
80 3.8E−07 6.2 0
160 8.5E−09 5.5 0
320 1.6E−10 5.7 0
Figure 1: Sinus/Exponential regular test case for a 40 cell mesh and several unlimited polynomial recon-
structions. Top panels: exact solution (cyan) and approximate solutions (black) — Bottom panels: error.
Left panel: P0 reconstruction — Middle panel: P1 reconstruction — Right panel: P5 reconstruction.
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5.2 Solution with a shock
Following the test proposed in [9], we check the new algorithm with a discontinuous solu-
tion. As instance considering the source term f(x) = −pi cos(pix)u(x) and the boundary
conditions ulf = 1 and urg = −0.1, we can derive the exact solution
u(x) =
{
1− sin(pix) if 0 ≤ x ≤ xs,
−0.1 − sin(pix) if xs ≤ x ≤ 1,
where xs is the location of the shock. Two solutions are possible xs = 0.1486 and xs =
0.8514 but only the one with the first shock is stable for small perturbation.
The initial guess is chosen to be relatively close to the exact solution and given by the
vector U0 = (u0i )i=1,...,I ,
u0i =
{
1 if 0 ≤ xi ≤ 14 ,
−0.1 if 1
4
≤ xi ≤ 1.
First-order P0 and unlimited second-order Pk schemes We first consider the P0,
P1, and P5 polynomial reconstructions with I = 120 where the MOOD loop is not triggered
meaning that the schemes are “unlimited” (cf. Fig. 2). As expected the P0 scheme solution
is rather diffused while the P1 and P5 scheme solutions seem sharper and more accurate
but with numerical oscillations as expected.
High-order MOOD schemes We now trigger the MOOD loop to eliminate the non-
physical oscillations. We start the MOOD iteration with maximal degree dmax = 1 and
5. In Fig. 3 we display the results obtained with the MOOD schemes. We observe that
the MOOD method provides a stable and sharp solution without oscillation. The cell
polynomial degree map shows that only cells around the shock wave have be decremented
whereas the other cells are treated with the most accurate scheme. Table 2 prints the
errors computed on the smooth part of the domain and show that we get a second-order
of accuracy for the regular part of the curve even with higher polynomial reconstructions.
The existence of the shock keeps the numerical solution to be better than a second-order
one.
6 NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR EULER SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
We now turn to the vectorial case using the MOOD methodology for the Euler’s equations.
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Figure 2: Discontinuous sinus test case for a mesh with 120 cells and several unlimited polynomial recon-
structions. Top panels: exact solution (cyan) and approximate solutions (black) — Bottom panels: errors.
Left panel: P0 reconstruction — Middle panel: P1 reconstruction — Right panel: P5 reconstruction.
Table 2: Convergence table for the discontinuous sinus test case with the and iterative MOOD loop
dmax → 2→ 0. Errors are computed on the smooth part of the domain.
I E∞([0.3; 1]) O∞([0.3; 1])
80 9.8E−05 —
100 6.3E−05 2.0
120 4.3E−05 2.0
140 3.2E−05 2.0
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Figure 3: Discontinuous sinus test case for a mesh with 120 cells and iterative MOOD loop dmax → 2→ 0.
Exact solution and approximate solution (narrow colored line) along with the mesh (bottom) colored with
the cell polynomial degree at convergence.
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6.1 Regular solution
The first test corresponds to a manufactured smooth solution given by
ρ(x) = exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 2,
u(x) = sin(2pix) + exp(x),
p(x) = exp(x).
Algebraic computations provide the source term
f1(x) = (exp(x) + 2pi cos(2pix))(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 2)+
(exp(x) + sin(2pix))(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 3pi exp(x) cos(3pix)),
f2(x) = exp(x) + (exp(x) + sin(2pix))
2(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 3pi exp(x) cos(3pix))+
2(exp(x) + sin(2pix))(exp(x) + 2pi cos(2pix))(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 2),
f3(x) = (exp(x) + sin(2pix))(((exp(x) + sin(2pix))
2(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix)+
3pi exp(x) cos(3pix)))/2 + exp(x)/(γ − 1) + (exp(x) + sin(2pix))(exp(x)+
2pi cos(2pix))(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 2)) + (exp(x) + 2pi cos(2pix))(((exp(x)+
sin(2pix))2(exp(x) + exp(x) sin(3pix) + 2))/2 + exp(x)/(γ − 1)) + exp(x)(exp(x)+
sin(2pix)) + exp(x)(exp(x) + 2pi cos(2pix)),
while the Dirichlet boundary conditions derive from the exact solution, namely on the left
boundary point, we prescribe
Ulf =
(
3, 3,
1
γ − 1 +
3
2
)T
and on the right boundary point
Urg =
(
e + 2, e(e + 2),
e2(e + 2)
2
+
e
γ − 1
)T
.
Table 3 gives the errors and convergence rates while Fig. 4 displays the exact and the
numerical density for the P0, P1, and P5 reconstructions with a mesh of 40 cells. We
report an excellent optimal rate and we underline that the P0 solution does not provide
the correct approximation. Indeed, the low level approximation converges only with very
fine meshes while the higher approximations immediately provide the good solution.
6.2 Solution with a shock
We now consider the case with a discontinuity where we test a steady shock. To do so,
we impose a supersonic condition on the left boundary and a subsonic condition on the
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Table 3: Convergence table for the regular solution of the Euler’s equation.
I E∞(ρ) O∞(ρ) E∞(ρu) O∞(ρu) E∞(E) O∞(E)
P0
40 7.9E−01 — 2.7E−01 — 1.4E+00 —
80 5.1E−01 0.6 1.7E−01 0.7 9.9E−01 0.5
160 2.3E−01 1.2 1.0E−01 0.7 4.0E−01 1.3
320 1.0E−01 1.2 5.5E−02 0.9 1.6E−01 1.3
P1
40 3.4E−02 — 1.7E−02 — 4.0E−02 —
80 9.2E−03 1.9 3.7E−03 2.2 8.9E−03 2.2
160 2.3E−03 2.0 9.0E−04 2.0 2.2E−03 2.0
320 5.7E−04 2.0 2.2E−04 2.0 5.4E−04 2.0
P5
40 6.5E−04 — 3.7E−04 — 1.3E−03 —
80 1.0E−05 6.0 2.0E−06 7.5 1.6E−05 6.4
160 1.3E−07 6.3 1.0E−07 4.3 2.0E−07 6.3
320 1.9E−09 6.1 2.2E−09 5.6 3.0E−09 6.0
Figure 4: Exact (black) versus numerical (blue) density for P0 (left), P1 (centre), and P5(right) recon-
structions.
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right boundary. The data is the following:
f1(x) = 0,
f2(x) = 1,
f3(x) = 0,
Ulf = (2.4142, 1.0000, 0.7058)
T ,
Urg = (3.9598, 1.0000, 1.0967)
T .
Figure 5 displays the numerical solutions for the density again with P0, P1, and P5 re-
constructions with a mesh of 200 cells and no limiting process. Oscillations are clearly
observed and localized around the discontinuity. The last part of the figure shows the
numerical solution using the MOOD algorithm where we initialized the cell polynomial
degree map with degree 5. We report that the oscillations vanish and the cell polynomial
degree map is essentially equal to 5 except in the vicinity of the shock. The MOOD
strategy succeeds in eliminating the oscillations while preserving the high degree of re-
construction in the smooth part of the function.
7 CONCLUSION
In this document, we show that the MOOD methodology is well-adapted to the steady-
state configuration and we design a new strategy to get very high accuracy for smooth
solution and robustness for rough solution. The method has been experimented in the
one-dimensional framework both for the scalar case and the vectorial case and future
works will be dedicated to the multidimensional case.
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Abstract. A new solver for the Stokes equations based on the finite volume method
is proposed using very accurate polynomial reconstruction to provide a 6th-order scheme.
We face two main difficulties: the gradient-divergence duality where the divergence free
condition will impose the pressure gradient, and on the other hand, we assume that the
domain has a regular curved boundary. The last point implies that a simple approximation
of the boundary using piecewise segment lines dramatically reduces the scheme accuracy to
at most a second-order one. We propose a new and simple technology which enables to re-
store the full scheme accuracy based on a specific polynomial reconstruction only using the
Gauss points of the curved boundary and does not require any geometrical transformation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Stokes or Navier-Stokes equations represent critical issues in modelling and simula-
tions since they encompass within a lot of applications and accurate numerical simulations
turns to be a big challenge to provide approximations. Since the finite element method is
still the major technique to tackle the discretisation question, finite volume method has
received considerable attention due to its intrinsics qualities: built-in conservative and
versatility. We refer to the pioneer book of Patankar [16] and the textbook of Ferziger
and Peric [7] for an overview of the finite volume for the Navier-Stokes equations.
Very high-order schemes for incompressible fluid flow have been developed using the finite
difference framework with the Pade´ methodology (the so-called compact scheme) [11] on
staggered structured grids (see [12][9] and references herein) providing fourth-order or
sixth-order approximations [3]. Finite element [10][8] and discontinuous Galerkin methods
[13][6][14] also received important contributions to achieve very high-order approximation
both in time and space. Sixth-order finite volume approximation is the current state-
of-the-art on structured using compact schemes but the unstructured mesh case is still
confidential and remains a important issue.
When dealing with very-high order scheme, a crucial point is the evaluation of boundary
conditions when the domain is curved. Finite elements or Discontinuous Garlekin meth-
ods used isoparametric elements which turns the implementation very complex while the
finite volume approach is simpler. Two techniques have been proposed in the convection
diffusion context. The first one directly used the Gauss points on the curved boundary to
achieve polynomial reconstructions [15] whereas the second one used the Gauss points on
the segment for the polynomial reconstruction but adjust a free parameter to reproduce
the Dirichlet condition at the Gauss points of the curve [4].
We present a finite volume scheme to provide a sixth-order approximation of the solu-
tion of the Stokes problem involving curved boundary. We use a staggered discretization
with a primal unstructured mesh for the pressure and the associated diamond mesh for
the velocity to avoid the Rhie-Chow interpolation [17][20]. The coupled velocity-pressure
approach is employed to avoid the pressure correction intermediate step to provide the
divergence-free velocity [9]. Moreover, we do not treat the steady-state as the asymp-
totic limit of an artificial time marching problem but we directly solve the linear system
associated to the saddle point problem. The main difficulty is to achieve an efficient
approximation of the solution taking into account the divergence-free velocity constraint
to determine the pressure. The method is based, on the one hand, in different kinds of
polynomial reconstructions to compute the viscous flux, the pressure gradient, the veloc-
ity divergence up to a sixth-order of accuracy and, on the other hand, in a matrix-free
formulation using the residual method as in [5][4] solve with the algebraic solver GM-
RES [19][18]. We detail in the paper the specific treatment of Dirichlet conditions with
curved boundary. Indeed, a straightforward approximation using the polygonal domain
will lead to a strong degradation of the order (at most second-order) and correction of the
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traditional reconstruction will be implemented to recover the optimal order. We design
a new local reconstruction involving a free parameter to be fixed such that the Dirichlet
conditions on the curved boundary are satisfied. Numerical tests are carried out to prove
the efficiency of the method.
The paper is organized as follow. Section 2 presents the generic finite volume scheme for
very high order approximation in the context of the Stokes equations. In the third section
we tackle the question of the polynomial reconstructions while section four is dedicated
to the specific case of the curved boundary. In section 5, we present the numerical results
and end the paper with a short conclusion.
2 FINITE VOLUME SCHEME FOR THE STOKES EQUATIONS
Let Ω be an open bounded domain of R2 with boundary ∂Ω and x = (x1, x2). We seek
functions U = (U1, U2) ≡ (U1(x), U2(x)), the velocity field, and P ≡ P (x), the pressure,
solutions of the steady-state flow of an incompressible Newtonian fluid governed by the
Stokes equations
∇ · (−µ∇U + PI2) = f, in Ω, (1)
∇ · U = 0, in Ω, (2)
where the dynamic viscosity µ ≡ µ(x) and the source term f = (f1, f2) ≡ (f1(x), f2(x))
are given regular functions. The tensor ∇U is defined as [∇U ]αβ = ∂Uα∂xβ , α, β = 1, 2,
and I2 stands for the identity matrix in R2×2. The system (1-2) is completed with the
Dirichlet boundary condition
U = UD, on ∂Ω, (3)
where UD = (U1,D, U2,D) ≡ (U1,D(x), U2,D(x)) is a given regular function on ∂Ω which
satisfies the compatibility condition∫
∂Ω
UD · n ds = 0,
with n = (n1, n2) the outward unit normal vector on ∂Ω. Moreover, uniqueness for the
pressure is guaranteed by the additional constraint
∫
Ω P dx = 0.
2.1 Primal and diamond meshes
The primal mesh of Ω, that we denote by M, is a partition of Ω into I non-overlapping
convex polygonal cells ci, i ∈ CM = {1, . . . , I}, and adopt the notations we detail hereafter
(see Fig. 1, left):
• for any cell ci, i ∈ CM, we denote by ∂ci its boundary and by |ci| its area; the
reference cell point is denoted by mi which can be any point in ci (in the present
work we shall consider the centroid);
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Figure 1: Notation for the primal mesh (left) and for the diamond mesh (right).
• two cells ci and cj share a common edge eij whose length is denoted by |eij| and
nij = (n1,ij, n2,ij) is the unit normal vector to eij outward to ci, i.e. nij = −nji;
the reference edge point is mij which can be any point in eij (in the present work
we consider the midpoint); if an edge of ci belongs to the boundary, the index j is
tagged by the letter D;
• for any cell ci, i ∈ CM, we associate the index set ν(i) ⊂ {1, · · · , I}∪ {D} such that
j ∈ ν(i) if eij is a common edge of cells ci and cj or with the boundary if j = D.
The diamond mesh of Ω, that we denote by D, derives from the primal mesh M and is
constituted of K non-overlapping diamond-shape cell (which degenerate to triangles in
the boundary) ck, k ∈ CD = {I + 1, . . . , I + K}. Indeed, for each inner primal edge eij
corresponds a unique cell of the diamond mesh defined by the reference points mi and mj
and the vertices of the edge (the dual cell associated to a boundary edge eiD is defined by
the reference point mi and the vertices of the edge).
The notation for the diamond mesh follows the notation introduced for the primal mesh
where we substitute the index i ∈ CM by k ∈ CD and the index j ∈ ν(i) by ` ∈ ν(k) (see
Fig. 1, right). In particular mk is any point in ck (in the present work we shall consider
the centroid) and mk` is any point in ek` (in the present work we consider the midpoint).
To define the association between diamond cells and primal edges, we introduce the cor-
respondence operator ΠD such that for given arguments (i, j), i ∈ CM, j ∈ ν(i), we
associate the corresponding diamond cell index k = ΠD(i, j) ∈ CD. In the same way, for
each diamond edge, we introduce the correspondence operator ΠM such that for given
arguments (k, `), k ∈ CD, ` ∈ ν(k), we associate the corresponding primal cell index
i = ΠM(k, `) ∈ CM.
The numerical integrations on the edges are performed with Gaussian quadrature where
for the primal edges eij, i ∈ CM, j ∈ ν(i), we denote by qij,r, r = 1, . . . , R, their Gauss
points and for the diamond edges ek`, k ∈ CD, ` ∈ ν(k), we denote by qk`,r, r = 1, . . . , R,
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Figure 2: Gauss points on the edges of the primal cells (dashes lines) and on the edges of the diamond
cells (solid lines).
their Gauss points, both sets with weights ζr, r = 1, . . . , R (see Fig. 2).
2.2 Generic finite volume scheme
To provide the generic very high-order finite volume scheme, we first integrate equation (1)
over each diamond cell ck, k ∈ CD, and then apply the divergence theorem, yielding∫
∂ck
(−µ∇U + PI2)n ds =
∫
ck
f dx,
which can be rewritten in the scalar form as∫
∂ck
(−µ∇Uβ · n+ Pnβ) ds =
∫
ck
fβ dx, β = 1, 2.
Considering the Gaussian quadrature with R points, i.e. of order 2R, for the line integrals,
we get the residual expression
∑
`∈ν(k)
|ek`|
|ck|
[
R∑
r=1
ζr
Ä
FUβ,k`,r + FPβ,k`,r
ä]− fβ,k = O Äh2Rk ä , β = 1, 2, (4)
with the physical fluxes given by
FUβ,k`,r = −µ(qk`,r)∇Uβ(qk`,r) · nk`, FPβ,k`,r = P (qk`,r)nβ,k`,
hk = max`∈ν(k) |ek`|, and fβ,k an approximation of order 2R of the mean value of fβ over
cell ck (if cell ck is not triangular, we split it into sub-triangles which share the cell centroid
as a common vertex and apply the quadrature rule on each sub-triangle as in [?]).
We now integrate equation (2) over each primal cell ci and apply again the divergence
theorem, yielding ∫
∂ci
U · n ds = 0.
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Considering again Gaussian quadrature with R points for the line integrals, we get the
residual expression ∑
j∈ν(i)
|eij|
|ci|
R∑
r=1
ζr F∇ij,r = O(h2Ri ), (5)
with the physical flux given by
F∇ij,r = U(qij,r) · nij
and hi = maxj∈ν(i) |eij|.
3 POLYNOMIAL RECONSTRUCTIONS
The polynomial reconstruction is a powerful tool to provide an accurate local represen-
tation of the underlying solution and was initially introduced in [1, 2] for hyperbolic
problems. In [5] a new methodology was proposed in the context of convection-diffusion
problems in order to achieve very accurate approximations of the gradient fluxes and to
take into account the boundary conditions. The authors introduced different types of
polynomial reconstructions namely the conservative reconstruction in cells and on Dirich-
let boundary edges and the non-conservative reconstruction on inner edges, in order to
compute approximations of the convective and the diffusive fluxes. We now adapt this
technology for the specific Stokes problem where the main difficulty is to handle the two
meshes.
3.1 Stencil and data
A stencil is a collection of cells situated in the vicinity of a reference geometrical entity,
namely an edge or a cell where the number of elements of the stencil shall depend on
the degree d of the polynomial function we intend to construct. For each diamond edge
ek`, k ∈ CD, ` ∈ ν(k), we associate the stencil Sk` consisting of the indices of neighbor
diamond cells. Analogously, we associate the stencil Sk for each diamond cell ck, k ∈ CD,
and the stencil Si for each primal cell ci, i ∈ CM, consisting of the indices of neighbor
dual and primal cells, respectively. Remark. A polynomial reconstruction of degree d
requires nd = (d + 1)(d + 2)/2 coefficients. So, in practice, a stencil consists of the Nd
closest cells to each geometrical entity (edge or cell) in the respective mesh, with Nd ≥ nd
(we consider Nd ≈ 1.5nd for the sake of robustness).
Now, we want to compute the polynomial reconstructions based on the data of the as-
sociated stencil. To this end, we assume that vectors U1 = (U1,k)k=I+1,...,I+K , U2 =
(U2,k)k=I+1,...,I+K , and P = (Pi)i=1,...,I gather the approximations of the mean values of U1
and U2 over the diamond cells and P over the primal cells, i.e.
U1,k ≈ 1|ck|
∫
ck
U1 dx, U2,k ≈ 1|ck|
∫
ck
U2 dx, Pi ≈ 1|ci|
∫
ci
P dx.
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3.2 Conservative reconstruction for primal cells
For each primal cell ci, i ∈ CM, the local polynomial approximation of the underlying
solution P based on vector P of degree d is defined as
P i(x) = Pi +
∑
1≤|α|≤d
Rαi [(x−mi)α −Mαi ] ,
where α = (α1, α2) with |α| = α1 + α2 and the convention xα = xα11 xα22 , vector Ri =
(Rαi )1≤|α|≤d gathers the polynomial coefficients, and Mαi = 1|ci|
∫
ci
(x−mi)α dx in order to
guarantee the conservation property
1
|ci|
∫
ci
P i(x) dx = Pi.
For a given stencil Si, we consider the quadratic functional
Ei(Ri) =
∑
q∈Si
ñ
1
|cq|
∫
cq
P i(x) dx− Pq
ô2
. (6)
We denote by R̂i the unique vector which minimizes the quadratic functional (6) and
we set P̂ i(x) the polynomial which corresponds to the best approximation in the least
squares sense.
3.3 Conservative reconstruction for diamond cells
For each diamond cell ck, k ∈ CD, the local polynomial approximation of the underlying
functions U1 and U2 based on vectors U1 and U2 of degree d are defined as
Uβ,k(x) = Uβ,k +
∑
1≤|α|≤d
Rαβ,k [(x−mk)α −Mαk ] , β = 1, 2,
where vectorRβ,k = (Rαβ,k)1≤|α|≤d gathers the polynomial coefficients andMαk = 1|ck|
∫
ck
(x−
mk)
α dx in order to guarantee the conservation property
1
|ck|
∫
ck
Uβ,k(x) dx = Uβ,k.
For a given stencil Sk, we consider the quadratic functional
Eβ,k(Rβ,k) =
∑
q∈Sk
ñ
1
|cq|
∫
cq
Uβ,k(x) dx− Uβ,q
ô2
. (7)
We denote by R̂β,k the unique vector which minimizes the quadratic functional (7) and
we set Ûβ,k(x) the polynomial which corresponds to the best approximation in the least
squares sense.
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3.4 Non-conservative reconstruction for inner diamond edges
For each inner diamond edge ek`, k ∈ CD, ` ∈ ν(k), the local polynomial approximations
of degree d of the underlying functions U1 and U2 are defined as
Uβ,k`(x) =
∑
0≤|α|≤d
Rαβ,k`(x−mk`)α, β = 1, 2,
where vector Rβ,k` = (Rαβ,k`)0≤|α|≤d gathers the polynomial coefficients (notice that in this
case |α| starts with 0 since no conservation property is required). For a given stencil Sk`
with #Sk` elements and vector ωβ,k` = (ωβ,k`,q)q=1,...,#Sk` of the positive weights of the
reconstruction, we consider the quadratic functional
Eβ,k`(Rβ,k`) =
∑
q∈Sk`
ωβ,k`,q
ñ
1
|cq|
∫
cq
Uβ,k`(x) dx− Uβ,q
ô2
. (8)
We denote by R˜β,k` the unique vector which minimizes the quadratic functional (8) and
we set U˜β,k`(x) the polynomial which corresponds to the best approximation in the least
squares sense.
3.5 Conservative reconstruction for diamond boundary edges
We treat the boundary diamond edges in a particular way in order to take into account the
Dirichlet boundary conditions prescribed for the velocity. For each boundary diamond
edge ekD, k ∈ CD, the local polynomial approximations of degree d of the underlying
functions U1 and U2 are defined as
Uβ,kD(x) = Uβ,kD +
∑
1≤|α|≤d
Rαβ,kD [(x−mkD)α −MαkD] , β = 1, 2,
where vector Rβ,kD = (R
α
β,kD)1≤|α|≤d gathers the polynomial coefficients, Uβ,kD is an ap-
proximation of the mean value Uβ,D of order 2R over the diamond boundary edge ekD,
and MαkD =
1
|ekD|
∫
ekD
(x−mkD)α dx in order to guarantee the conservation property
1
|ekD|
∫
ekD
Uβ,kD(x) ds = Uβ,kD.
For a given stencil SkD with #SkD elements and vector ωβ,kD = (ωβ,kD,q)q=1,...,#SkD of the
positive weights of the reconstruction, we consider the quadratic functional
Eβ,kD(Rβ,kD) =
∑
q∈SkD
ωβ,kD,q
ñ
1
|cq|
∫
cq
Uβ,kD(x) dx− Uβ,q
ô2
. (9)
We denote by R̂β,kD the unique vector which minimizes the quadratic functional (9) and
we set Ûβ,kD(x) the polynomial which corresponds to the best approximation in the least
squares sense.
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Remark The motivation for introducing the weights in the case of a non-conservative
polynomial reconstruction and in the case of a conservative polynomial reconstruction for
Dirichlet boundary edges, is presented in [5] as well as the importance to set larger values
for the adjacent cells.
3.6 High-order finite volume scheme
This subsection is dedicated to design high-order numerical flux approximations based
on the polynomial reconstructions presented in the previous subsections to provide the
global residual operator.
3.6.1 Numerical fluxes
For a given polynomial degree d and the associated stencils which guarantee the d-
consistency property (see [5]), four numerical fluxes situations arise:
• for an inner diamond edge ek`, the fluxes at the quadrature point qk`,r write
FUβ,k`,r = −µ(qk`,r)∇U˜β,k`(qk`,r) · nk` and FPβ,k`,r = P̂ i(qk`,r)nβ,k`, β = 1, 2,
with the correspondence i = ΠM(k, `);
• for a boundary diamond edge ekD, the fluxes at the quadrature point qkD,r write
FUβ,kD,r = −µ(qkD,r)∇Ûβ,kD(qkD,r) · nkD and FPβ,kD,r = P̂ i(qkD,r)nβ,kD, β = 1, 2,
with the correspondence i = ΠM(k,D);
• for an inner primal edge eij, the flux at the quadrature point qij,r writes
F∇ij,r = Û 1,k(qij,r)n1,ij + Û 2,k(qij,r)n2,ij,
with the correspondence k = ΠD(i, j);
• for a boundary primal edge eiD, the flux at the quadrature point qiD,r writes
F∇iD,r = Û 1,kD(qiD,r)n1,iD + Û 2,kD(qiD,r)n2,iD,
with the correspondence k = ΠD(i,D).
3.6.2 Residual operators
For any vector Φ = (U1,U2,P) in R2K+I , we define the residual operators for each diamond
cell ck, k ∈ CD, as
Gβk (Φ) =
∑
`∈ν(k)
|ek`|
|ck|
[
R∑
r=1
ζr
ÄFUβ,k`,r + FPβ,k`,rä]− fβ,k, β = 1, 2,
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and for each primal cell ci, i ∈ CP , as
G∇i (Φ) =
∑
j∈ν(i)
|eij|
|ci|
R∑
r=1
ζrF∇ij,r,
which correspond to the finite volume scheme (4-5) cast in residual form. Gathering all
the components of the residuals in vectors Gβ(Φ) = ÄGβk (Φ)äk=I+1,...,I+K and G∇(Φ) =ÄG∇i (Φ)äi=1,...,I , we introduce the global affine operator from R2K+I into R2K+I , given by
H(Φ) = ÄG1(Φ),G2(Φ),G∇(Φ)äT ,
such that vector Φ? = (U?1,U?2,P?)T ∈ R2K+I , solution of the problem H(Φ) = 0, provides
a constant piecewise approximation of U1, U2, and P .
4 DIRICHLET CONDITION ON CURVED BOUNDARY
When dealing with curved boundaries, the substitution of domain Ω with the polygonal
domain deriving from the mesh dramatically reduces the method order due to a coarse
approximation of the boundary by line segments. A specific treatment of the polynomial
reconstruction associated to the edge on the boundary is required.
4.1 Second-order approach
Let ekD be an edge of the dual mesh situated on the boundary ΓD and set the mean value
U¯β,kD =
1
|ekD|
∫
ekD
Uβ,D(s) ds with β = 1, 2 the two components of the velocity. In [5] the
following conservative polynomial function of degree d has been considered“Uβ,kD(x; d) = Uβ,kD + ∑
1≤|α|≤d
Rd,αβ,kD
ß
(x−mkD)α −MαkD
™
, (10)
taking Uβ,kD = U¯β,kD, mkD the midpoint of edge ekD and M
α
kD =
1
|ekD|
∫
ekD
(x−mkD)α ds
such that the conservative property
1
|ekD|
∫
ekD
“Uβ,kD(x; d) ds = Uβ,kD holds. To fix the
coefficients, we introduce the functional
Eβ,kD(R
d
β,kD; d) =
∑
`∈S(ekD,d)
ωβ,kD,`
ï 1
|c`|
∫
c`
“Uβ,kD(x; d) dx− Uβ,`ò2, (11)
where ωβ,kD,` are positive weights and vector “Rdβ,kD stands for the unique vector mini-
mizing the functional which provides the best approximation. Such an approach gives, at
most, a second-order approximation since we substitute the mean value on a curved arc
by the mean value on edge ekD leading to a loose of accuracy. The keypoint is to evalu-
ate the polynomial reconstruction with a better Uβ,kD choice, different to the candidate
U¯β,kD, in order to provide better approximations of “Uβ,kD(x; d) at the Gauss points mkD,r,
r = 1, · · · , R2.
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4.2 High-order approximation
A local parametrization is introduced and a new quadrature formula is used to perform
accurate numerical integration on the curved arc. Let e be a generic boundary edge, we
denote by v1 e v2 the vertexes and denote e = v1v2 the segment with lenght |v1v2| while
v¯1v2 represents the boundary arc between v1 and v2 with length |v¯1v2|. We introduce the
edge parametrization q(t) = (1− t)v1 + tv2, t ∈ [0, 1] which satisfies |q′(t)| = |v1v2| while
p(t) is a parametrization of the arc such that
p(0) = v1, p(1) = v2, |p′(t)| = |v¯1v2| is constant.
Let us denote by q1, . . ., qR2 the Gauss points on edge e associated to parameters t1,
. . ., tR2 , then p1 = p(t1), . . ., pR2 = p(tR2) are the corresponding Gauss points on the
boundary arc. Indeed, using the quadrature rule for the numerical integration over the
arc, one has
∫
v¯1v2
Uβ,D(p)dp =
∫ 1
0
Uβ,D(p(t))|p′(t)|dt ≈
R2∑
r=1
ξrUβ,D(pr)|p′(tr)| = |v¯1v2|
R2∑
r=1
ξrUβ,D(pr).
Notice that the following property then holds for r = 1, · · · , R2
|v¯1pr|
|v1qr| =
|v¯2pr|
|v2qr| =
|v¯1v2|
|v1v2| .
Let us now consider ÛekD the boundary arc associated to the edge ekD and assume that
the mean value approximations Ui, are given on the stencil. We consider the following
linear operator
Uβ,kD → “Uβ,kD(x; d, Uβ,kD) ∈ Pd
where Uβ,kD represents an approximation of the mean value on ekD and not on ÛekD and
is seen as a free parameter. The main difficulty is that the Dirichlet condition is defined
on ÛekD and not on ekD. To overcome the problem we introduce the functional
H(Uβ,kD) =
R2∑
r=1
Ä“Uβ,kD(pkD,r; d, Uβ,kB)− Uβ,D(pkD,r)ä2
which corresponds to the error at the boundary arc Gauss points between the polynomial
approximation and the real Dirichlet condition. Since we are dealing with a quadratic
functional, existence and uniqueness of the minimum U?β,kD is guaranteed and
“Uβ,kD will
be the polynomial reconstruction where we take Uβ,kD = U
?
β,kD.
To compute U?β,kD in practice, we propose the following simple algorithm. We consider
the sequence (Unβ,kD)
n initialized with U0β,kD = U¯β,kD and given by the following:
1. with Unβ,kB in hand, compute the associated polynomial function
“Uβ,kD(x; d, Unβ,kB),
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2. evaluate the errors δnr = Uβ,D(pkD,r)− “Unβ,kD(pkD,r; d, Unβ,kB),
3. update the mean value on ekD with U
n+1
β,kD = U
n
β,kD +
R2∑
r=1
ξrδ
n
r ,
4. stop if |Un+1β,kD − Unβ,kD| < BU¯β,nD where the tolerance B has been prescribed and
set U?β,kD = U
n+1
β,kD, else goto step (1).
Numerical experiments shows that we quickly converge with two or three steps using
B = 10
−12. Furthermore, when U¯β,kD = 0, we use the absolute error criterion |Un+1β,kD −
Unβ,kD| < B in place of the relative error criterion. Remark Notice that the method only
requires the arc length |ÛekD| and the Gauss point pkD,r on the boundary arc. No geometrical
tranformation is performed which provides a very simple method, easy to implement.
5 NUMERICAL RESULTS
To perform the numerical tests, we consider a fluid with viscosity µ = 1 flowing in a circlar
domain Ω = {x : τ 2 < 1} where τ 2 = x21 + x22. In order to check the implementation of
the method and assess the convergence rates, we manufacture an analytical solution for
the given problem setting
U1(x) = −ay exp(τ 2)(1− τ), U2(x) = ax exp(τ 2)(1− τ), P (x) = cos(piτ 2),
where a = 1/
Ä
(1/(2
√
2)) exp (1/2)
ä
in order to normalize the velocity. Then, the source
terms are computed such that equations (1) and (2) hold. The homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition UD(x) = (0, 0) prescribed on ∂Ω, derives from de exact solution.
Vectors U?β = (U?β,k)k∈CD , β = 1, 2, and P? = (P ?i )i∈CM gather the approximate mean
values while vectors Uβ = (Uβ,k)k∈CD , β = 1, 2, and P = (P i)i∈CM gather the exact mean
values of the solution given by
Uβ,k =
1
|ck|
∫
ck
Uβ dx, β = 1, 2, and P i =
1
|ci|
∫
ci
P dx.
The L1-norm errors are given by
Eβ1 (D) =
∑
k∈CD
|U?β,k − Uβ,k||ck|∑
k∈CD
|ck|
, β = 1, 2, and EP1 (M) =
∑
i∈CM
|P ?i − P ? − P i − P ||ci|∑
i∈CM
|ci|
,
and the L∞-norm errors are given by
Eβ∞(D) = max
k∈CD
|U?β,k − Uβ,k|, β = 1, 2, and EP∞(M) = max
i∈CM
|P ?i − P ? − P i − P |.
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where P
?
is the mean value of the values gather in vector P? and P is the mean value of
the values gather in vector P, given by
P
?
=
∑
i∈CM
P ?i |ci|∑
i∈CM
|ci|
, P =
∑
i∈CM
P i|ci|∑
i∈CM
|ci|
,
respectively, to guarantee a solution with null mean value pressure.
We evaluate the convergence rate of the L1-norm (and L∞-norm error) between two
different and successive finer primal meshesM1 andM2, with I1 and I2 cells, respectively,
as
OP1 (M1,M2) = 2
| log(EP1 (M1)/EP1 (M2))|
| log(I1/I2)| .
In the same way, we define the convergence order between two different and successive
finer diamond meshes D1 and D2 with K1 and K2 cells, respectively, as
Oβ1 (D1,D2) = 2
| log(Eβ1 (D1)/Eβ1 (D2))|
| log(K1/K2)| .
In all the simulations we have carried out, the weights in functional (8) are set ωβ,k`,q = 3,
k ∈ CD, ` ∈ ν(k), q ∈ Sk`, β = 1, 2, if ek` is an edge of cq and ωβ,k`,q = 1, otherwise,
following [5].
The second-order case As a first test, we consider the classical polynomial reconstruc-
tion on the boundary given in Section 4.1 using the straithforward method computing the
Dirichlet condition on the edge. We carry out simulations with successive finer regular
triangular Delaunay meshes and the associated diamond meshes and report in Tables 1,
2, 3 the L1- and L∞-norm errors and the convergence rates using the P1, P3, and P5
polynomial reconstructions, respectively. Notice that the number of unknowns (the same
as degrees of freedom) is DOF = K for U1 and U2 and DOF = I for P . The notation E1
is a generalization which stands for Eβ1 or E
P
1 depending on the variable we are dealing
with (Uβ or P , respectively). The same convention is valid for E∞, O1, and O∞.
The P1 polynomial reconstruction provides a second-order approximation for the velocity
and a first-order approximation for the pressure, as expected. The schemes based on the
P3 and P5 polynomial reconstructions, also provides second-order convergence rates for
the velocity since the reconstruction on dual boundary edges is of second-order. Inspite of
this negative results, the scheme achieves a third-order covergence for the pressure with P3
and P5 polynomial reconstructions. Such situation arises since the null-velocity boundary
condition guarantees that the divergence on ekD, k ∈ CM is very close to zero, the exact
flux.
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Table 1: Errors and convergence rates with P1 polynomial reconstructions where the polynomials on
boundary edges are computed according to Section 4.1.
DOF E1 O1 E2 O2 E∞ O∞
U1
1337 1.66E−02 — 2.03E−02 — 4.77E−02 —
2486 8.83E−03 2.03 1.06E−02 2.08 2.97E−02 1.53
9835 2.30E−03 1.96 2.80E−03 1.94 8.17E−03 1.88
21337 1.02E−03 2.10 1.24E−03 2.10 3.70E−03 2.05
U2
1337 1.67E−02 — 2.03E−02 — 4.73E−02 —
2486 8.79E−03 2.07 1.07E−02 2.08 2.97E−02 1.50
9835 2.30E−03 1.95 2.80E−03 1.95 8.44E−03 1.83
21337 1.02E−03 2.11 1.24E−03 2.10 3.68E−03 2.14
P
870 7.89E−02 — 1.42E−01 — 6.21E−01 —
1628 5.42E−02 1.20 9.83E−02 1.17 4.35E−01 1.13
6498 2.21E−02 1.30 4.03E−02 1.29 2.48E−01 0.81
14138 1.47E−02 1.06 2.58E−02 1.14 1.55E−01 1.20
Table 2: Errors and convergence rates with P1 polynomial reconstructions where the polynomials on
boundary edges are computed according to Section 4.1.
DOF E1 O1 E2 O2 E∞ O∞
U1
1337 3.07E−03 — 3.63E−03 — 7.41E−03 —
2486 1.65E−03 2.00 1.95E−03 2.01 3.90E−03 2.07
9835 4.18E−04 2.00 4.93E−04 2.00 9.85E−04 2.00
21337 1.92E−04 2.00 2.27E−04 2.01 4.53E−04 2.01
U2
1337 3.08E−03 — 3.63E−03 — 7.41E−03 —
2486 1.65E−03 2.01 1.95E−03 2.01 3.90E−03 2.07
9835 4.19E−04 1.99 4.93E−04 2.00 9.87E−04 2.00
21337 1.92E−04 2.01 2.27E−04 2.01 4.53E−04 2.01
P
870 1.41E−03 — 2.23E−03 — 9.77E−03 —
1628 5.08E−04 3.26 8.19E−04 3.20 3.74E−03 3.07
6498 6.13E−05 3.06 1.01E−04 3.03 5.50E−04 2.77
14138 1.87E−05 3.05 3.11E−05 3.03 2.29E−04 2.25
The high-order case We now consider the high-oder polynomial polynomial recon-
struction on the boundary using the correction given in Section 4.2. We carry out simu-
lations with successive finer regular meshes.
We report in Tables 4, 5, and 6 the L1- and L∞-norm errors and the convergence rates
using the P1, P3, and P5 polynomial reconstructions, respectively.
As in the previous case, the P1 polynomial reconstruction provides a second-order ap-
proximation for the velocity and a first-order approximation for the pressure. The scheme
based on the P3 reconstruction achieves an effective fourth-order approximation for the
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Table 3: Errors and convergence rates with P5 polynomial reconstructions where the polynomials on
boundary edges are computed according to Section 4.1.
DOF E1 O1 E2 O2 E∞ O∞
U1
1337 3.16E−03 — 3.73E−03 — 7.40E−03 —
2486 1.68E−03 2.04 1.98E−03 2.05 3.93E−03 2.04
9835 4.20E−04 2.02 4.95E−04 2.02 9.86E−04 2.01
21337 1.93E−04 2.01 2.27E−04 2.01 4.53E−04 2.01
U2
1337 3.16E−03 — 3.73E−03 — 7.40E−03 —
2486 1.68E−03 2.04 1.98E−03 2.05 3.93E−03 2.04
9835 4.20E−04 2.02 4.95E−04 2.02 9.86E−04 2.01
21337 1.93E−04 2.01 2.27E−04 2.01 4.53E−04 2.01
P
870 3.23E−05 — 5.09E−05 — 2.54E−04 —
1628 7.28E−06 4.76 1.23E−05 4.53 5.57E−05 4.84
6498 3.15E−07 4.54 1.04E−06 3.57 2.56E−05 1.12
14138 7.06E−08 3.85 3.33E−07 2.93 9.07E−06 2.67
Table 4: Errors and convergence rates with P1 polynomial reconstructions where the polynomials on
boundary edges are computed according to Section 4.2.
DOF E1 O1 E2 O2 E∞ O∞
U1
1337 2.01E−02 — 2.44E−02 — 5.50E−02 —
2486 1.07E−02 2.03 1.28E−02 2.07 3.40E−02 1.55
9835 2.77E−03 1.96 3.35E−03 1.95 9.26E−03 1.89
21337 1.24E−03 2.08 1.49E−03 2.09 4.19E−03 2.05
U2
1337 2.03E−02 — 2.44E−02 — 5.52E−02 —
2486 1.07E−02 2.08 1.28E−02 2.07 3.40E−02 1.57
9835 2.77E−03 1.97 3.35E−03 1.95 9.53E−03 1.85
21337 1.23E−03 2.09 1.49E−03 2.09 4.17E−03 2.13
P
870 7.86E−02 — 1.41E−01 — 6.20E−01 —
1628 5.42E−02 1.19 9.82E−02 1.15 4.36E−01 1.13
6498 2.21E−02 1.30 4.03E−02 1.29 2.47E−01 0.82
14138 1.47E−02 1.06 2.58E−02 1.15 1.55E−01 1.20
velocity and a third-order (slightly better) approximation for the pressure. The scheme
based on the P5 reconstruction achieves a sixth- and fifth-order approximations for the
velocity and the pressure, respectively, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the cor-
rection. Finally, we also mention that no oscillations or numerical locking are reported in
all the experiences.
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Table 5: Errors and convergence rates with P3 polynomial reconstructions where the polynomials on
boundary edges are computed according to Section 4.2.
DOF E1 O1 E2 O2 E∞ O∞
U1
1337 1.00E−04 — 1.25E−04 — 4.10E−04 —
2486 2.69E−05 4.23 3.45E−05 4.15 1.13E−04 4.16
9835 1.89E−06 3.86 2.35E−06 3.91 9.93E−06 3.54
21337 2.90E−07 4.84 3.99E−07 4.58 2.53E−06 3.53
U2
1337 9.18E−05 — 1.20E−04 — 4.36E−04 —
2486 2.70E−05 3.94 3.36E−05 4.10 1.14E−04 4.34
9835 1.81E−06 3.93 2.33E−06 3.88 1.26E−05 3.20
21337 2.90E−07 4.73 3.97E−07 4.57 2.67E−06 4.00
P
870 1.40E−03 — 2.21E−03 — 9.54E−03 —
1628 5.06E−04 3.25 8.15E−04 3.18 3.69E−03 3.03
6498 6.12E−05 3.05 1.00E−04 3.03 5.49E−04 2.75
14138 1.87E−05 3.05 3.10E−05 3.01 2.29E−04 2.25
Table 6: Errors and convergence rates with P5 polynomial reconstructions where the polynomials on
boundary edges are computed according to Section 4.2.
DOF E1 O1 E2 O2 E∞ O∞
U1
1337 4.18E−06 — 5.13E−06 — 1.38E−05 —
2486 6.17E−07 6.17 7.87E−07 6.04 2.52E−06 5.48
9835 1.30E−08 5.61 1.63E−08 5.64 4.91E−08 5.73
21337 1.20E−09 6.15 1.51E−09 6.14 4.91E−09 5.94
U2
1337 4.24E−06 — 5.15E−06 — 1.29E−05 —
2486 6.14E−07 6.23 7.90E−07 6.05 2.50E−06 5.30
9835 1.30E−08 5.61 1.63E−08 5.64 5.22E−08 5.63
21337 1.20E−09 6.16 1.51E−09 6.14 5.87E−09 5.64
P
870 3.15E−05 — 4.81E−05 — 2.09E−04 —
1628 6.98E−06 4.81 1.14E−05 4.60 4.73E−05 4.74
6498 2.01E−07 5.13 3.35E−07 5.10 1.99E−06 4.58
14138 2.93E−08 4.96 4.96E−08 4.91 3.01E−07 4.86
6 CONCLUSION
We have presented a powerful method to derived an effective sixth-order of approximation
for the Stokes equations involving curved boundary. We highlight that straightforward
approximation will provide at most a second-order approximation leading to a huge degra-
dation of the accuracy. The method is very simple to implement and only requires the
Gauss points on the curved boundary. It can be seen as a blackbox to improve the ac-
curacy since the structure of the polynomial reconstruction (we mean the matrix which
compute the polynomial coefficients) is independant of the position of the Gauss points.
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Consequently, the approximation of curved boundaries is just a plug-in function which
enable to use the polygonal domain and add a small correction provinding the optimal
order.
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Abstract The moment-curvature (m-) relationship produces a differential equation for the 
transverse displacement of a structural member. When the cracking of the reinforced 
concrete section is considered, the differential equation closed form solution can be solved 
and the m- diagrams are useful to achieve the load-deflection behaviour. The following 
statements sustain this methodology: - for a given axial load there exist a section curvature, 
with an extreme fibre strain under compression, is in equilibrium with the applied axial 
load; - at this section curvature, a unique bending moment can be computed from the stress 
distribution. According to these statements, the m- relationship can be obtained. The 
procedure is used in the present work with MAPPLE software support. The resulting curves 
are the moment-curvature (m-) relationship for rectangular single reinforced concrete 
sections. The section stiffness (EI) is also derived. The lower bound of EI is the relevant 
section stiffness for the design and their values are compared to those advised by Eurocode 
2(EC2) [2] in the nominal stiffness method. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In linear structures, such as beams or columns, there is a relation between the bending moment 
ܯ and the curvature ( 1 ݎ⁄ ), disregarding the deformation produced by the tangential stresses. 
This moment (ܯ)-curvature ( 1 ݎ⁄ ) relation takes the form of a differential equation for the 
transverse displacement of the structural member. It can be analytically obtained if the concrete 
is considered linear elastic and the steel either elastic or plastic. This is the case that is presented 
in this work, considering three different stages of the reinforced concrete section that are: 
uncracked concrete; cracked concrete and steel in the elastic or in the plastic domains. 
2. REINFORCED CONCRETE SECTION BEHAVIOUR 
The behaviour of singly reinforced concrete rectangular cross sections, defined by the width 
ܾ, height ℎ, concrete cover  ܽ (distance between steel centroid and concrete border) and steel 
area ܣ௦ (see Fig. 1), is described in the next sections.  
2.1. Fundamental assumptions 
The fundamental assumptions of the behaviour of flexural beams are [3]: the cross section, 
plane before application of the loading, remains plane after the deformation, see Fig.1; 
concrete and steel are considered to be perfectly adherent; the concrete stress-strain 
constitutive law is linear elastic in compression and in tension, with elasticity modulus ܧ௖ ; 
in tension the maximum stress in concrete is ௖݂௧௠ ; the steel stress-strain constitutive law is 
linear elastic, with elasticity modulus ܧ௦, up to the design yield stress ௬݂ௗ .after this value a 
constant stress of ௬݂ௗ  is considered (plastic domain). 
 
Figure 1. Cross section and deformation. 
2.2. Static equations 
The static equations traduce the resultant axial load ܰ by the integration of normal stresses 
in concrete ߪ௖ and steel ߪ௦ , and the resultant moment ܯ at the centroid of the concrete 
section (middle height in the rectangular section) by a similar procedure, that is: 
ܰ = න ߪ௖
஺
݀ܣ + ߪ௦ܣ௦  (1) 
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 ܯ = න ߪ௖
஺
ܻ݀ܣ + ߪ௦ ௦ܻܣ௦  (2) 
where: 
ܣ – area of concrete; 
ߪ௖ ,ߪ௦ – concrete, steel stress; 
ܣ௦ – steel area. 
௦ܻ  and ܻ – distances to the centroid (see Fig.1). 
3. MOMENT CURVATURE EQUATIONS 
The assumptions exposed in 2.2 lead to three stages of the reinforced concrete section and 
corresponding equilibrium equations (1) and (2), that are:  
a) before concrete cracking and the steel in the elastic range;  
b) after concrete cracking with the steel in the elastic range; 
c) after concrete cracking and steel in the plastic domain. 
In each stage the procedure is the following: 1-compute the axial load ܰ; 2- the axial load 
value determines the neutral axis position ݔ; 3- the bending moment ܯ that equilibrates the 
axial load is found at the neutral axis or at middle height ܯ∗. Section 3.1 presents the moment 
curvature relation for uncracked reinforced concrete section. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 resume the 
expressions for ܰ, ݔ, ܯ or ܯ∗ after concrete cracking.  
3.1. Uncracked concrete 
Before concrete cracking, the steel is in the elastic domain and the section is homogenized 
in concrete through the factor ߙ = ܧ௦ ܧ௖⁄ , multiplying the steel area [3]. The moment ܯ versus 
curvature  1 ݎ⁄  relation is given by: 
ܯ = 1
ݎ
ܧ௖ ቈ
ܾℎଷ12 + ܾℎ ൬ℎ2 − ݔ൰ଶ + 12ܣ௦ߙ(ℎ − ܽ − ݔ)ଶ቉  (3) 
The maximum moment before cracking, termed ܯ௖௥  , that is the moment for which the 
maximum tensile stress in concrete is equal to the mean value of the tensile strength, ௖݂௧௠ , and 
the corresponding curvature (1 ݎ⁄ )௖௥   are the following: 
ܯ௖௥ = ቈ ௖݂௧௠ + ே௕௛ାభ
మ
஺ೞఈ
቉ ாூ(௛ି௫)ா೎ ; (1 ݎ⁄ )௖௥ = ெ೎ೝாூ    (4) 
with ܧܫ = ܧ௖ ൤௕௛యଵଶ + ܾℎ ቀ௛ଶ − ݔቁଶ + ଵଶܣ௦ߙ(ℎ − ܽ − ݔ)ଶ൨.  
3.2. Cracked concrete 
In the reinforced concrete section, after the cracking of the concrete under tension, the 
concrete supports the compressive stresses and steel the tensile stresses. At the initial stage, 
when the steel is yet in the elastic range, the static equation (1) is: 
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ܰ = ݔଶܾܧ௖2ݎ + ܣ௦ܧ௦2ݎ (ܽ − ℎ − ݔ)  (5) 
Solved in ݔ, gives the following result: 
ݔ = ൥−ܣ௦ߙ2ܾ + ቆߙଶܣ௦ଶ4ܾଶ + 2 ݎܾܧ௖ ܰ + ߙܣ௦ܾ (ℎ − ܽ)ቇଵ/ଶ൩  (6) 
Equation (2) than becomes: 
ܯ = ݔଷ3ݎ ܾܧ௖ + (ܽ − ℎ + ݔ)ଶ2ݎ ܧ௦ܣ௦ + ൬ℎ2 − ݔ൰ቆܰ − ݔଶ6ݎ ܾܧ௖ቇ  (7) 
3.3. Cracked concrete and steel in the plastic range 
After the concrete cracking but with steel in the plastic range, that is the stress equal to ௬݂ௗ , 
equations (5, 6 and 7) become: 
ܰ = 12ߩ ݔଶܾܧ௖ − 12ܣ௦ ௬݂ௗ   (8) 
ݔ = ݎ
ܾܧ௖
൤
1
ݎ
ܾܧ௖(2ܰ + ܣ௦ ௬݂ௗ)൨ଵ/ଶ  (9) 
ܯ = ܧ௖ܾݔଷ3ݎ − ܣ௦ ௬݂ௗ2 (ܽ − ℎ + ݔ) (10) 
The bending moment evaluated at the centroid of the concrete section (middle height) is: 
ܯ∗ = ܯ + ܰ ൬ℎ2 − ݔ൰ (11) 
4. DERIVING STIFFNESS 
The section flexural stiffness ܧܫ in the uncracked concrete in simply obtained by equation 
(4), where ܧ = ܧ௖  and ܫ is the inertia of the homogeneized section. In the cracked concrete 
is obtained by deriving the moment ܯ - curvature 1 ݎ⁄  relation in order to 1 ݎ⁄  (equations 7 
and 10). The computed section stiffness can be used in design of columns or beams. For 
columns the (EC2) [2] approximates the flexural stiffness by the following: 
ܧܫ = ݇௖ܧ௖ܫ௖ + ݇௦ܧ௦ܫ௦ (12) 
where ݇௖ and ݇௦ are factors, ܫ௖   and ܫ௦ are respectively the moments of inertia of concrete 
and steel about the centre of area of the concrete, defined in EC2. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
5.1. Moment curvature diagrams 
The Figure 2 shows the moment curvature diagrams for a rectangular singly reinforced cross 
section with variable axial load (ܰ = 0; 100; 500; 1000݇ܰ). The cross section geometry is 
defined by: b= 0,2݉; ℎ = 0,4݉; ܽ = 0,02݉;ܣ௦ = 0,0021݉ଶ. The material properties are: ܧ௦ =
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200ܩܲܽ;  ܧ௖ = 20ܩܲܽ;  ௬݂ௗ = 400ܯܲܽ ௖݂௞ = 30ܯܲܽ. 
             
                                                      ࡹ(݇ܰ݉)  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
                                                                             ૚ ࢘⁄  
Figure 2. Moment curvature for ܰ = 0 (ݕ݈݈݁݋ݓ); 100 (ݎ݁݀); 500(ܾ݈ܽܿ݇); 1000݇ܰ(green). 
5.2. Stiffness versus curvature diagrams 
The Figure 3 shows the stiffness versus curvature diagrams for the same section and axial load 
(ܰ = 0; 100; 500; 1000݇ܰ) obtained by deriving the moment ܯ - curvature 1 ݎ⁄  relation. 
The horizontal lines in the Figure 4 represent the advised stiffness values of the Eurocode 
2 (EC2) [2], to be used in the evaluation of the second order effects by the nominal stiffness 
method. The values considered for the parameters in EC2 are  
݇௖ = ଴.ଷே௕௛௙೎ೖ ଵ.ହ⁄ ට௙೎ೖଶ଴   ; ݇௦ = 1  
It can be noted that the EC2 values lay between the previous results. 
                                                            EI  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                           1/r 
Figure 3. Stiffness by the present model and the (EC2) [2] for: ܰ = 0; 100; 500; 1000݇ܰ. 
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12. CONCLUSIONS 
The present work presents: 
- the deduction of the moment curvature diagrams for reinforced rectangular singly 
reinforced concrete sections by MAPLE software; 
- the three stages of the section: i) uncracked; ii) cracked and steel in elastic domain iii) 
cracked and steel in plastic domain; 
- the effect of the variation of axial load in the flexural stiffness; 
- the comparison of flexural stiffness with the nominal stiffness of the EC2 [2]. 
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Abstract. The solution of inverse problems based on experimental data is itself an impor-
tant research issue. In this context and assuming that an experimental sample is available,
rather than trying to find a specific deterministic solution for the inverse problem, one
aims to determine the probabilistic distribution of the modelling parameters, based on the
minimization of the dissimilarity between the empirical cumulative distribution function
of an experimental solution and its simulation counterpart. The present paper presents an
innovative framework, where Differential Evolution is extended in order to estimate not
only an optimal set of modelling parameters, but to estimate their optimal probabilistic
distributions. Additionally, the Adaptive Empirical Distributions optimization scheme is
here introduced. Both schemes rely on the two samples Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-
fit test in order to evaluate the resemblance between two empirical cumulative distribution
functions. A numerical example is considered in order to assess the performance of the
proposed strategies and validity of their solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The solution of inverse problems based on experimental data is itself an important research
issue. In this context and assuming that an experimental sample is available, rather
than trying to find a specific deterministic solution for the inverse problem, one aims
to determine the probabilistic distribution of the modelling parameters, based on the
minimization of the dissimilarity between the empirical cumulative distribution function
(eCDF) of an experimental or reference solution and its simulated counterpart.
The present work presents an innovative framework, where the Differential Evolution
(DE) algorithm is extended in order to estimate not only an optimal set of modelling
parameters, but to estimate their optimal probabilistic distributions (Section 2). Ad-
ditionally, the Adaptive Empirical Distributions optimization scheme is here introduced
(Section 3). Both schemes rely on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test (KS-test)
for two samples, in order to evaluate the resemblance between two empirical cumulative
distribution functions (CDFs). Note that this optimization process aims to maximize the
p-value of the KS-test. However, for p-values above 0.05 there is no statistical evidence
to reject the similarity of the two tested samples, although the higher the p-value the
greater is the degree of similarity between the distributions from which the two samples
are taken. Therefore, here, one chooses to constraint the maximum number of generation
instead of using a stopping criteria based on performance.
2 EXTENDED DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION (eDE)
2.1 Preliminary comments
As detailed on [1], DE is an evolutionary computation algorithm based on generations
of members, and therefore generations of solutions. DE allows for a statistical analysis
of the population at each generation, in order to assess the degree of confidence on the
optimal solution, based on statistical evidence. Hence, one can track the evolution of
the mean value and standard deviation of each generation side by side with the optimal
value. Figure 1 shows the tracking of the referred values for the experimental example
given in [2], where the authors used DE to estimate a stiffness of elastic supports of shafts.
It is interesting to evaluate the evolution of the mean and standard deviation values of
each generation. Note that the standard deviation value has an expressive decrease until
approximately the 15th generation (Figure 1c), corresponding to a kind of stagnation
of optimum value on a level (Figure 1a). However, when the DE algorithm is possibly
trapped at local minima, it tries to explore further the design space in order to escape
from it. Therefore, DE turns out to find a direction to the global minimum due to an
enlargement of the search space, translated by the increase of the standard deviation value.
Moreover, the analysis of the evolution of the mean value of each generation (Figure 1b)
allows to assess the density or concentration of solutions near the optimum, in the example
the minimum.
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(a) Best solution value.
(b) Mean value of the population of solutions.
(c) Standard deviation of the population of solutions.
Figure 1: Evolution of the population of solutions over the generations.
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(a) Frequency histogram, with the best so-
lution marked in red.
(b) Boxplot.
Figure 2: The response population at the last generation.
This information is always available from any population based algorithm but it is often
not used. Nevertheless, this kind of statistical tools can be considered to support a
judicious decision on the validity of the computed values, or significance of the optimal
value. Note that the previous comments on the results of Figure 1 can be further supported
by the analysis of the population at the last generation, given in Figure 2. From Figure 2,
it is possible to observe the referred density of solutions near the minimum. Note that
the two classes on the right hand side of the frequency histogram (Figure 2a) are after all
outliers (Figure 2b).
Despite the reduced sample size, one can stress out the significance of the current optimal
value as the minimum of a population concentrated around it with a reduced scatter.
Furthermore, if the sample size is sufficient, one may be able to compute a confidence
interval for the optimal value, for instance.
2.2 Concept and implementation
As referred, with the extended DE (eDE), one aims for a more ambitious task, as the
objective of eDE is to find the probabilistic empirical distribution of each design variable
or parameter by the maximization of the degree of similarity between the eCDF of the
reference response and its simulated counterpart.
The eDE can be presented as straightforward extension of the base DE algorithm, where
a 3rd dimension is added to the base DE population. For the eDE, the definition of
an individual is transformed in order to encompass a vector, instead of a single value.
Hence, each individual is a vector with a sample of a given design variable, which is
uniformly distributed at the first generation and mutated afterwards, accordingly to the
DE implementation. Figure 3 illustrates a typical population of the eDE, where each
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individual is schematically represented in Figure 4. Thus, each generation is composed
by NP members of Nv design variables, with a sample size n.
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Figure 3: Extended DE population with NP members and Nv design variables at a given generation.
1vN NP
 2vN NP
n Observations
(…)3vN NP v nN NP
(a) An individual of the extended DE. (b) A possible frequency histogram of an indi-
vidual.
Figure 4: An illustrative sample of the individual θNvNP , with n observations, at a given generation.
Note that the base DE implementation is here adapted to deal with vectors instead of
single value, but this is the principal difference introduced, beside the selection based
on the KS-test. However, the solutions of eDE are completely distinct from the typical
solutions of the usual evolutionary computation algorithms, as given in Section 4.
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3 ADAPTIVE EMPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS (AED)
Based on the conceptual idea considered for the eDE, one introduces a different evolution-
ary strategy, the Adaptive Empirical Distributions (AED) algorithm. The AED algorithm
also aims to find the probabilistic distribution of each design variable or parameter by the
maximization of the degree of similarity between the eCDF of the reference response and
its simulated counterpart. However, its formulation is completely different from the eDE,
as it relies on an inverse transform sampling algorithm [3] to generate the population at
each new generation. The inverse transform sampling or Smirnov transform is a general
pseudo-random sampling generator here used with target eCDFs, the eCDFs of the design
variables of the member which the response distribution presents the highest p-value.
Solutions for a numerical example using the AED algorithm are given in Section 4.
4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In order to assess the proposed adaptive populations algorithms introduced on the previ-
ous subsections, one considers one of the most widely used function for testing optimiza-
tion algorithms, the Ackley’s function [4],
z(θ) = −a exp
−b
√√√√1
d
d∑
i=1
θ2i
− exp(1
d
d∑
i=1
cos(cθi)
)
+ a+ e (1)
Ackley’s function is a continuous, multimodal test function for optimization, which poses
complications to local optimization strategies based on gradients, as it has several local
minima.
The global optimum z∗ of the Ackley’s function is attained for θ∗ = 0 : z∗ = z (θ∗) = 0,
if the values a = 20.0, b = 0.2 and c = 2pi are used. Hence, for a two dimensional problem,
one may recast eq. (1) as
z(θ1, θ2) = −20 exp
(
−0.2
√
0.5 (θ21 + θ
2
2)
)
−exp (0.5 (cos(2piθ1) + cos(2piθ2)))+20+e (2)
Figure 5 shows the Ackley’s function given by eq. (2), defined for θi = [−4 , 4] for i = 1, 2.
To simulate an inverse problem, one has produced a reference response data set using
a random sample from a theoretical PDF. In the following subsections, one presents
results for the two proposed adaptive populations algorithms, eDE and AED, considering
different parametrization for the algorithms. An example of a reference data set is given
in Figure 6, where a reference response set with n = 100 observations was simulated using
a set of parameters sampled from a uniform distribution, such as, zm : θi ∼ N (0.0, 0.5).
4.1 Results and discussion
This subsection shows results for both eDE and AED for different control parameters.
Note that in this work one assumes reference data set sampled from a normal distribution,
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(a) Perpective. (b) Top view (contour plot).
Figure 5: A 2D Ackley’s function.
such as θi ∼ N (0.0, 0.5) for i = 1, 2. To close this subsection a comparison of results is
presented (Table 1).
Note that a maximum of 30 generations is used in all the cases as the stopping criterion,
in order to assess the behaviour of the algorithm, as the aim is to maximize the p-value
of the two samples KS-test.
4.1.1 Case 1: Different eDE/Best/# schemes
Here, one presents a reference response set deemed to be close to the reality of physical
tests, where usually one has a limited number of possible experimental tests, namely, when
the testing of identical structures is addressed. Hence, a reference parameter set sampled
from a normal distribution, θi ∼ N (0.0, 0.5) for i = 1, 2 with just n = 10 observations is
used to simulated the reference response set. For instance, Figure 6 shows an example of
a reference response set with n = 100 observations simulated with θi ∼ U (−0.5, 0.5) for
i = 1, 2.
The initial parameter set is randomly sampled from an uniform distribution θi ∼ U (−2.0, 2.0),
for a population with 20 members and a sample size of n = 100 for each individual. Note
that the sample size of the reference set is different from the estimated set. This is not a
problem for the algorithm, although the degree of similarity between eCDFs is compro-
mised, in the sense of an increased degree of difficulty in the comparison of the eCDFs.
In order to perform a preliminary parametric study, one presents the evolution of the
maximum p-values obtained for different eDE schemes. Figure 7 shows results for eDE
using a single difference vector (eDE/Best/1) and two difference vectors (eDE/Best/2),
using an adaptive mutation scheme with the differential weight F ∈ [0.1, 1.0]. Comparing
the evolution of the maximum p-value given in Figures 7a and 7b, one can observe a
smoother evolution of the results of eDE/Best/2, as the increment on the number of dif-
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(a) Sampled responses.
(b) Frequency histogram.
Figure 6: A reference response data set.
ference vectors results in a better support search direction, although its improved stability
does not lead directly to a better solution in the end of the optimization process. Note
that the maximum p-value obtained at the last iteration is around 0.77 for eDE/Best/1
and 0.66 for eDE/Best/2.
As the eDE/Best/2 scheme here considered presents the lower maximum p-value, the
comparison of eCDF for this case is analysed. Note that the referred increased degree of
difficulty in the comparison of the eCDFs is closely related to an insufficient sample size,
which is evident in Figure 9. Note the lack of ability to fit the reference eCDF in a region
where fewer observations are available. This clearly affect the attained maximum p-value,
although its improvement is still quite good.
Within the framework of inverse problems, one aims to correct or find a set of modelling
parameters, which enables to reproduce an experimental or reference response set. Fig-
ure 8 shows the set of parameters related to the best predicted response, the one with
the maximum p-value, at the initial and last generations, for the described eDE/Best/2.
From Figure 8, it is clear that the initial parameter set is randomly sampled from an uni-
form distribution, θi ∼ U (−2.0, 2.0) (Figures 8a and 8c), and that at the last generation
the parameter set assumes a normal configuration, at least approximately (Figures 8b
and 8d).
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(a) eDE/Best/1 (b) eDE/Best/2
Figure 7: Evolution of the maximum p-value for different eDE schemes - log. scale.
(a) θ1 (initial gen.) (b) θ1 (last gen.)
(c) θ2 (initial gen.) (d) θ2 (last gen.)
Figure 8: Set of parameters related to the best predicted response (eDE/Best/2).
Figure 9: Comparison of the best member eCDFs (initial and final) with the reference one (eDE/Best/2).
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From the comparison between eDE/Best/1 and eDE/Best/2, the former presents a higher
maximum p-value. Therefore, the eDE for a single difference vector is elected for a study
where a classical, non adaptive, mutation scheme is used. The eDE control parameter
here considered to be changed is only the mutation differential weight. Thus, the results
given in Figure 10a are obtained for eDE/Best/1 with a fixed F = 1.0, whereas Figure 10b
presents results for F = 2.0. The results for a non adaptive mutation scheme are worst
that the ones of Figure 7, although the maximum p-value for eDE/Best/1 with F = 1.0
is identical to the one obtained with eDE/Best/2.
(a) eDE/Best/1 (F = 1.0) (b) eDE/Best/1 (F = 2.0)
Figure 10: Evolution of the maximum p-value for different eDE/Best/1 mutation differential weights -
log. scale.
4.1.2 Case 2: AED
With the initial and reference parameter sets defined for Case 1, so that the reference
response set is generated using a parameter set sampled from a normal distribution,
θi ∼ N (0.0, 0.5) for i = 1, 2 with just n = 10 observations, and the initial parameter set
is again defined for θi ∼ U (−2.0, 2.0), for a population with 20 members and a sample
size of n = 100 observations for each individual..
Figure 11 shows the evolution of the maximum p-value during the optimization process.
The comments on the improvement of the degree of similarity between the reference
response set and the predicted one are similar to the previous ones, where a quite good
improvement is observed. Note that the maximum p-value is approximately 0.96, similarly
to the value attained for a reference set with n = 100 observation. The memory issue is
also patent here (Figure 12).
The recover from the initial random sampling from a uniform distribution is affected by
referred memory issue (Figure 13). Therefore, the normal configuration is approximated
(Figure 13b) but with less quality (Figure 13d), when compared to the results of Figure 8,
attained for eDE/Best/2, although with a lower maximum p-value.
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Figure 11: Evolution of the maximum p-value (AED) - log. scale.
Figure 12: Comparison of the best member eCDFs (initial and final) with the reference one (AED).
(a) θ1 (initial gen.) (b) θ1 (last gen.)
(c) θ2 (initial gen.) (d) θ2 (last gen.)
Figure 13: Set of parameters related to the best predicted response (AED).
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4.1.3 Comparison of results - summary
Table 1: Summary of the optimal values and computational times for all the considered cases and
algorithmic schemes.
Reference set Algorithm Opt. p-value Comp. Time
zm : θi ∼ N (0.0, 0.5) eDE/Best/1 0.76677 ∼ 155s
n = 10 AM: F ∈ [0.1, 1.0]
n = 100 — NP = 20
eDE/Best/2 0.66179 ∼ 160s
AM: F ∈ [0.1, 1.0]
n = 100 — NP = 20
eDE/Best/1 0.66179 ∼ 125s
M: F = 1.0
n = 100 — NP = 20
eDE/Best/1 0.36603 ∼ 157s
M: F = 2.0
n = 100 — NP = 20
AED 0.95898 ∼ 37s
n = 100 — NP = 20
Win7 @ CPU Intel Core2 Quad Q9000 @2GHz (4GB RAM)
The results given in Table 1 clearly show the computational advantage of AED. Despite
the reported memory effect of AED, both algorithms attained very high p-values, which
is a very good indication of the robustness of the proposed optimization strategies.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Two innovative evolutionary computation approaches are proposed: the extended Differ-
ential Evolution and the Adaptive Empirical Distributions algorithms.
The theoretical application of both algorithms stressed out the very high quality of the
estimated empirical response distributions with respect to the reference one. Moreover,
it is shown that the agreement between predicted and reference eCDFs is achieved with
a set of identified parameters, whose empirical distributions approximate their reference
counterpart. Therefore, it is intended that the potential of both algorithms to deal with
experimental applications is considerable, although improvements may be introduced.
The computational implementation of AED is simple and it performs faster than eDE at
the same level of accuracy. Note that both algorithms use an integrated implementation
of the commercials software packages Maple and MatLab.
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Both algorithms are framed in the context of uncertainty quantification, as they may
use all the available information to support engineering decisions. Thus, they are able
to improve computational models in order that these can accurately reproduce a set of
experimental results, considering the empirical probabilistic distribution of the optimal
member in a population and not only a single optimal value.
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Abstract This paper gathers three contemporary proposals to train neural networks by 
means of a global meta-heuristic called evolutionary programming which simulates the 
evolution at species level. Broadly speaking, the baseline algorithm to train the neural 
networks, and therefore to get the models that will be utilised to evaluate the performance 
with the unseen data, follows a global optimization technique based on populations. As 
such this approach is founded on the principle that the population is undergone to the 
operators of replication and mutation. The neural network architecture is feed-forward     
-containing product or sigmoid neurons in the hidden layer- and two kinds of mutations 
named parametric and structural ones could change their elements such as the 
coefficients and the structure, respectively. The parametric mutation determines the new 
values for the coefficients via a simulated annealing algorithm which is a global 
optimization method based on trajectories. Each one of the new methodologies adds a 
particular ingredient to the general algorithm and is evaluated with a good number of 
binary and multi-class supervised machine learning problems. The results have been 
analysed with statistical tests. One of the outstanding conclusions from this work is that 
product units are more accurate, whereas sigmoid units are faster. Moreover, in order to 
accelerate the training of the product unit neural networks a data pre-processing with 
feature selection has been included leading to less complex classification models 
providing significantly more confidence. The single requirement to go through the data 
preparation phase is that the test error is close to a twenty percent with reference 
algorithms such as C4.5 or 1-nearest neighbour. The three new approaches are able to be 
applied either to another type of hidden units or unsupervised machine learning tasks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several approaches on machine learning tackle with the classification problem. Basically, 
these are algorithms which construct classifiers from sample data, such as neural networks, 
decision trees and rule-based classifiers, have attracted growing attention due to their wide 
applicability [1]. A deep review of them can be found in [2]. Depending on the kind of 
method the learning algorithms can be grouped into two categories: a) black-box methods like 
Bayesian classifiers or neural networks and b) knowledge-oriented methods, such as the 
models built by association rules or decision trees.  
Regarding the neural networks, there are two well-known architectures: feed-forward and 
recurrent neural networks. The training algorithms are different according to the topology of 
the network and may be based on local or global optimization procedures. According to the 
year of introduction, the classical methods are older and have their foundations on local 
optimization. On the other hand, the modern approaches are global search techniques. 
Deeping in the global optimization strategies, we can find methods based on trajectories such 
as simulated annealing or taboo search and those based on populations like the techniques 
based on bio-inspired computation including Evolutionary Computation and/or Swarm 
intelligence. Neural networks that are trained by evolutionary algorithms are called 
evolutionary neural networks [3]. 
Our attention is focused on evolutionary artificial feed-forward neural networks (EAFFNN) 
that are a hot research field in the end of the previous century and in the current one. More 
concretely, the evolutionary algorithm learns simultaneously the architecture and the weights 
of the model. The units or neurons of the hidden layer will be product or sigmoid units. 
This paper aims at summarizing in a detailed and single work the contemporary approaches 
that we have developed recently to train feed-forward neural network models via an 
evolutionary computation strategy. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sketches the two kind of artificial neural 
networks that were majority utilised in this work; Section 3 details the three novel 
methodologies that are gathered in this paper; Section 4 collects the experimental results and 
the settings in order to promote the reproducibility of the results; finally, Section 5 
summarizes the conclusions that achieve this research. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Pattern classification has been dealt with several kinds of artificial neural networks (ANN) 
[4], including, among others: multilayer perceptron (MLP) NNs, where the transfer functions 
are sigmoid unit basis functions; radial basis function NNs with kernel functions, where the 
transfer functions are usually Gaussian and a class of multiplicative NNs called product unit 
neural networks (PUNNs). 
Figure 1 shows the scheme of two AFFNN models for a bi-classification problem, 
respectively with sigmoid (at part a)) and product units (at part b)). Each one is a k:m:1 three-
layer architecture, that is, k nodes in the input layer, m ones and a bias one in the hidden layer 
and one node in the output layer.  
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Figure 1. Scheme of two AFFNN models with sigmoid (a) and product (b) units for a bi-classification 
problem. 
The transfer function of each node in the hidden and output layers is the identity function. 
Thus, the functional model obtained by each of the nodes in the output layer with J classes is 
given by: 
                      1 2 0
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where Bj follows different expressions depending on the type of unit: 
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The base algorithm has been used as starting point in some previous works [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The 
search begins with a random initial population and, for each iteration, the population is 
modified using a population-update algorithm. The population is subjected to the operations 
of replication and mutation. Crossover is not used due to its potential disadvantages in 
evolving artificial networks [10, 11]. Two kind of mutation may be distinguished during the 
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evolution. The parametric mutation changes the value of the model coefficients (step 9) and 
consists of a simulated annealing algorithm. Parametric mutation is accomplished for each 
exponent jiw  and coefficient ljβ  of the model with Gaussian noise, where the variance 
depends on the temperature. The structural mutation implies a modification in the structure of 
the model (step 10) and allows different regions in the search space to be explored while 
helping to maintain the diversity of the population. There are five different structural 
mutations; the first four ones are similar to those in the GNARL model [11]: node addition, 
node deletion, connection addition, connection deletion and node fusion. All the above 
mutations are made sequentially in the given order, with a certain probability, in the same 
generation on the same network. If probability does not select a mutation, one of the 
mutations is chosen at random and applied to the network. Figure 2 overviews the pseudo-
code of the base EA for classification tasks.  
 
 
Program: Evolutionary Algorithm 
Data: Training set 
Input parameters: gen, neu, 2α  
Output: Best ANN model 
1:   t  0 
2:   P(t)  {ind1, …, ind10000}   // Random initialisation of the population  
3:   f(P(t) {ind1, …, ind10000})  fitness (P(t) {ind1, …, ind10000})  // Calculate fitness 
4:   P(t)  P(t) {ind1, …, ind10000}   // Sort individuals by fitness: indi > indi+1 
5:   P(t)  P(t) {ind1,… ind1000}                // Retain the 1000 best ones 
6:   while stop criterion not met do    // main loop 
7:   P(t) {ind901,…ind1000}  P(t) {ind1, …, ind100}  // Best 10% replace the worst 10% 
8:   P(t+1)  P(t) {ind1, …, ind900} 
9:  P(t+1)  pm (P(t+1) {ind1, …, ind90})   // Parametric mutation (10% P(t+1)) 
10:  P(t+1)  sm (P(t+1) {ind91, …, ind900})   // Structural mutation (90% P(t+1)) 
11:  f(P(t+1) {ind1, .. ind900})  fitness (P(t+1) {ind1, …, ind900})   // Evaluate 
12:  P(t+1)  P(t+1) (ind1, …, ind900) ∪  P(t) {ind901, …, ind1000}  
13:  P(t+1)  P(t+1){ind1, …, ind1000}      // Sort individuals 
14: t  t+1 
15: last_generation  t 
16:  end while 
17:  return best (P(last_generation) {ind1}) 
 
Figure 2. Pseudo-code of the base EA for classification. Source: [9]. 
3. PROPOSALS 
The three new approaches are introduced below. All of them take the base algorithm and 
customize it or add any novel element.  
3.1. First methodology 
Some parameters concerning either the topology of the EAFFNN model or the EA are 
distributed by the processing elements of the computation systems. Specifically these 
parameters are the maximum number of neurons in the hidden layer (neu), the maximum 
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number of generations (gen) and the 2α  value that is interrelated with the parametrical 
mutation. This approach was designed following a master-slave model where the master 
process fixes a base configuration that is distributed to the slaves which update the 
configuration once is received by changing a single parameter value. Once all the 
modifications have been carried out each node, including the master and the slave processes, 
will execute the new configuration. The first proposal was named Experimental Design 
Distribution (EDD). Initially, it was developed to train product units and then was extended to 
train sigmoid units and the adopted denomination was EDDSig (EDD with sigmoid units) 
3.2. Second methodology 
It is a specialization of the base algorithm. It diversifies the neural network architecture and is 
divided into two stages. The first stage operates with two populations with different properties 
that are evolved for a short time measured in number of generations. After that, the best 
halves of each population are integrated in a new population. The second stage evolves the 
new population for a complete evolutionary cycle. This approach was called two-stage 
evolutionary algorithm (TSEA) and designed for product units. The version for sigmoid units 
received the denomination TSEASig (TSEA with sigmoid units). The pseudo-code of the 
TSEA appears in Figure 3.  
3.3. Third methodology 
This is a natural extension of the previous approach to consider a data preparation phase prior 
to the training of the neural network models by the application of feature selection methods 
implemented as filter. A good number of feature selectors are applied in an independent 
fashion to the training set of the problem at hand. The result for every one is a list selected 
attributes that represent important features depending on the criterion or criteria managed by 
the filter. This methodology was introduced as two-stage evolutionary algorithm with feature 
selection (TSEAFS) and was created to operate with product units. Figure 4 depicts the third 
approach. 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
This section is devoted to the explanation of the experiments that were carried out along 
with their configurations.  
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Program: Two-Stage Evolutionary Algorithm 
Data: Training set 
Input parameters: gen, neu 
Output: Best ANN model 
1:    // First Stage 
2:   t  0 
3:     // Population P1 
4:   P1(t)  {ind1, …, ind10000}    // Individuals of P1 have neu nodes in the hidden layer 
5:   f1 (P1(t) {ind1, …, ind10000})  fitness (P1(t) {ind1, …, ind10000})  // Calculate fitness 
6:   P1(t)  P1(t) {ind1, …, ind10000}  // Sort individuals 
7:   P1(t)  P1(t) {ind1,… ind1000}   // Retain the 1000 best ones 
8:    // Population P2 
9:   P2(t)  {ind1, …, ind10000}   // Individuals of P2 have neu+1 nodes in the hidden layer 
10: f2 (P2(t) {ind1, …, ind10000})  fitness (P2(t) {ind1, …, ind10000})  // Calculate fitness 
11: P2(t)  P2(t) {ind1, …, ind10000}  // Sort individuals 
12: P2(t)  P2(t) {ind1,… ind1000}   // Retain the 1000 best ones 
13:    // Evolution of populations P1 and P2 until 0.1*gen generations 
14: for each Pi  
15:   current_generation  0 
16:     while current_generation < 0.1*gen not met do  
17:  Pi(t) {ind901,…ind1000}  Pi(t) {ind1, …, ind100}  // Best 10% replace the worst 10% 
18:  Pi(t+1)  Pi(t) {ind1, …, ind900} 
19:  Pi(t+1)  pm (Pi(t+1) {ind1, …, ind90})   // Parametric mutation (10% Pi (t+1)) 
20:  Pi(t+1)  sm (Pi(t+1) {ind91, …, ind900})   // Structural mutation (90% Pi (t+1)) 
21:  fi(Pi(t+1) {ind1, .. ind900})  fitness (Pi(t+1) {ind1, …, ind900})  // Evaluate 
22:  Pi(t+1)  Pi(t+1) (ind1, …, ind900) ∪  Pi(t){ind901, …, ind1000}  
23:  Pi(t+1)  Pi(t+1){ind1, …, ind1000}   // Sort individuals 
24:  current_generation  current_generation + 1 
25:     end while 
26: end for 
27: P(t)  P1{ind1, …, ind500} ∪  P2{ind1, …, ind500} // Individuals of P has [neu, neu+1]  
28:        // nodes in the hidden layer 
29:  P(t)  P(t) {ind1, …, ind1000}    // Sort individuals by fitness: indi > indi+1 
30:     // Second Stage 
31:                                                   // Input: gen, neu+1 
32:   t  0 
33:   while stop criterion not met do    // main loop 
34:   P(t) {ind901,…ind1000}  P(t) {ind1, …, ind100}  // Best 10% replace the worst 10% 
35:   P(t+1)  P(t) {ind1, …, ind900} 
36:  P(t+1)  pm (P(t+1) {ind1, …, ind90})   // Parametric mutation (10% P(t+1)) 
37:  P(t+1)  sm (P(t+1) {ind91, …, ind900})   // Structural mutation (90% P(t+1)) 
38:  f(P(t+1) {ind1, .. ind900})  fitness (P(t+1) {ind1, …, ind900})   // Evaluate 
39:  P(t+1)  P(t+1) (ind1, …, ind900) ∪  P(t) {ind901, …, ind1000}  
40:  P(t+1)  P(t+1){ind1, …, ind1000}   // Sort individuals 
41: t  t+1 
42: last_generation  t 
43:  end while 
44:  return best (P(last_generation) {ind1}) 
 
Figure 3. Pseudo-code of the TSEA for classification. Source: [7]. 
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4.1 Data sets and setting parameters of the algorithms 
In different moments of the experimentation we have utilised a great deal of data sets with the 
three presented methodologies. Most of them are publicly available in the international 
repository maintained by the University of California at Irvine [12] and others are regarding 
to real-world complex problems. Specifically, thirty data sets were used as is shown in Table 
1: Appendicitis, Statlog (Australian credit approval), Balance, Breast Cancer, Breast Tissue 
(Breast-t), Breast Cancer Wisconsin, Cardiotocography, Statlog (Heart), Heart disease 
Cleveland (Heart-c), HeartY, Hepatitis, Horse colic, Thyroid disease (allhypo, Hypothyroid), 
Ionos (Ionosphere), Labor Relations, Led24, Liver disorders, Lymphography, Thyroid disease 
(Newthyroid), Parkinsons, Pima Indians diabetes, Steel Plates Faults, Molecular Biology 
(Promoter Gene Sequences), SPECTF, Vowel, Waveform database generator (version 2), 
Wine Quality (Winequality-red), Yeast, BTX and Listeria monocytogenes. 
 
Data Set
Training Set Test Set
Feature Selection
Reduced Features Set
Reduced
Training Set
Reduced
Test Set
Two-Stage Evolutionary Algorithm
(TSEA)
 
Figure 4. TSEAFS framework. Source: [8]. 
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Data set #Patterns #Training patterns #Test patterns Attributes Inputs Classes 
Appendicitis 106 80 26 7 7 2 
Australian 690 517 173 14 51 2 
Balance 625 469 156 4 4 3 
Breast 286 215 71 9 15 2 
Breast-t 106 81 25 9 9 6 
Cancer 699 525 174 10 9 2 
Cardiotocography 2126 1594 532 23 31 3 
Heart 270 202 68 13 13 2 
Heart-c 303 227 76 13 26 2 
HeartY 270 202 68 13 13 2 
Hepatitis 155 117 38 19 19 2 
Horse 368 276 92 27 83 2 
Hypothyroid 3772 2829 943 29 29 4 
Ionos 351 263 88 34 34 2 
Labor 57 43 14 16 29 2 
Led24 3200 200 3000 24 24 10 
Liver 345 259 86 6 6 2 
Lymphography 148 111 37 18 38 4 
Newthyroid 215 161 54 5 5 3 
Parkinsons 195 146 49 23 22 2 
Pima 768 576 192 8 8 2 
Plates 1941 1457 484 27 27 7 
Promoter 106 80 26 58 114 2 
SPECTF 267 80 187 44 44 2 
Vowel 990 528 462 12 11 11 
Waveform 5000 3750 1250 40 40 3 
Winequality-red 1599 1196 403 11 11 6 
Yeast 1484 1112 372 8 8 10 
BTX 63 42 21 3 3 7 
Listeria 539 305 234 4 4 2 
Table 1. Summary of the thirty data sets used in different moments of the experimentation 
The experimental design uses the cross validation technique called hold-out that consists of 
splitting the data into two sets: a training and a test set. The former is employed to train the 
neural network and the latter is used to test the training process and to measure neural 
network generalization capability. In our case, the size of the training set is 3N/4 and that of 
the test set is approximately N/4, where N is the number of patterns in the problem. We have 
employed a stratified holdout where the two sets are stratified so that the class distribution of 
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the samples in each set is approximately the same as in the original data set. The proportions 
do not match in Listeria because the data is prearranged in two sets due to their specific 
features. The tables with the results report the accuracy of the test set that is the performance 
with the unseen data. 
On relation to the algorithms we have experienced with C4.5 [13], 1-nearest neighbour (1-
NN) [14, 15], SVM [16], PART [17], the traditional MLP model [18] with a learning Back-
Propagation method (BP), the RBF model [19] and our proposals. Since ANN models like 
MLP, RBF, EDD, TSEA and TSEAFS depend on a seed the results were averaged from thirty 
repetitions, as usual, in order to achieve a reliable experimentation. 
4.2 Feature selection methods 
In the data preparation phase, four different feature selectors were applied that are described 
in Table 2. These are Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS), CoNsistency-based feature 
Selection (CNS), Fast Correlation-Based Feature (FCBF), Selection by Ordered Projection 
(sp) and Best Incremental ranking search (BI). 
 
Feature selector name Ranking method Subset evaluation 
- None None 
spBI_CFS spBI CFS 
cnBI_CNS cnBI CNS 
FCBF Symmetrical Uncertainty FCBF 
BestFirst_CFS BestFirst CFS 
Table 2. Feature selection methods utilised in TSEAFS 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 First methodology 
Table 3 reports the results of the EDD approach (last column) along with a good number of 
well-known machine learning algorithms. EDD gets the highest accuracy average and wins in 
7 out of 25 problems, followed by RBF with 6 times. 
Next, EDD is compared with EDDSig that includes sigmoid units in the hidden layer. Figure 
5 represents the results for each data set with both approaches. According to the plot, EDD is 
slightly more accurate than EDDSig, whereas the latter is a bit faster than the former. 
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Data set Classifier  
 C4.5 1-NN SVM PART MLP RBF EDD 
Australian 86.71 82.66 88.44 84.97 84.10 75.84 87.70 
Balance 83.33 77.56 88.46 85.26 93.78 88.27 95.62 
Breast 70.42 64.79 64.79 69.01 60.80 68.78 64.27 
Breast-t 52.00 60.00 52.00 44.00 63.20 61.20 54.53 
Cancer 97.13 97.13 98.28 97.13 97.81 97.20 98.97 
Cardiotocography 82.71 76.32 83.65 82.52 80.75 81.80 81.25 
Heart 70.59 73.53 76.47 73.53 74.85 78.53 76.23 
Heart-c 75.00 76.32 82.89 80.26 84.82 86.75 82.36 
Hepatitis 84.21 86.84 89.47 81.58 84.73 89.30 85.52 
Horse 88.04 86.96 88.04 85.87 88.51 80.47 86.41 
Hypothyroid 99.15 90.99 93.85 98.83 94.39 92.83 95.32 
Ionos 92.05 90.91 88.64 95.45 89.12 92.46 93.06 
Labor 85.71 71.43 78.57 85.71 69.52 71.67 84.28 
Liver 68.60 61.63 58.14 61.63 65.65 57.17 73.87 
Lymphography 75.68 83.78 91.89 75.68 86.58 70.99 76.85 
Newthyroid 96.30 94.44 88.89 92.59 97.08 98.27 94.81 
Parkinsons 71.43 77.55 75.51 75.51 77.62 70.27 79.66 
Pima 74.48 73.96 78.13 74.48 75.94 77.34 78.61 
Plates 39.05 49.17 57.02 46.69 53.50 59.94 52.82 
Promoter 69.23 65.38 88.46 53.85 86.03 79.36 60.51 
Waveform 74.80 68.96 86.24 76.88 84.85 87.29 84.32 
Winequality-red 53.85 49.88 59.55 51.36 56.35 57.11 61.16 
Yeast 54.84 48.39 55.91 56.72 59.94 58.31 59.62 
BTX 80.95 76.19 61.90 80.95 54.12 80.95 79.04 
Listeria 85.93 83.70 80.74 86.67 84.49 83.70 87.45 
         
Average 86.32 83.18 84.59 85.82 84.30 79.77 87.58 
Table 3. Global results with a good number of algorithms and the EDD proposal 
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Figure 5. Comparison between EDD and EDDSig. 
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4.3.2 Second methodology 
Table 4 overviews the results using TSEA classifier versus a good number of 
classical/modern machine learning algorithms. In 11 out of 30 data sets TSEA is the best 
approach and also the highest accuracy average is achieved. 
Figure 6 plots the individual and global results with TSEA and TSEASig. Again, the AFFNN 
based on product units are more accurate than sigmoid units. 
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Figure 6. Comparison between TSEA and TSEASig. 
4.3.3 Third methodology 
Table 5 shows the results with (from second to fifth row) and without (first row) for each 
dataset by means of the TSEAFS and other typical supervised data mining algorithms. The 
last part of the table summarizes the averages for each classifier and feature selection method 
(FSM). The best average for each FSM appears in boldface and the second best in italics. 
TSEAFS with any of the FSM reaches to better results compared with those obtained without 
feature selection. However, the best result is provided by spBI_CFS filter which is based on a 
correlation measure. For the remaining classifiers some improvements may be got and the 
best trend looks like to be in CFS via spBI or BestFirst as ranking method. 
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Data sets Classifier 
 C4.5 1-NN SVM PART MLP RBF TSEA 
Appendicitis 73.08 69.23 84.62 73.08 76.92 74.67 81.66 
Australian 86.71 82.66 88.44 84.97 84.10 75.84 88.68 
Balance 83.33 77.56 88.46 85.26 93.78 88.27 96.20 
Breast 70.42 64.79 64.79 69.01 60.80 68.78 65.96 
Breast-t 52.00 60.00 52.00 44.00 63.20 61.20 55.33 
Cancer 97.13 97.13 98.28 97.13 97.81 97.20 98.98 
Cardiotocography 82.71 76.32 83.65 82.52 80.75 81.80 81.69 
Heart 70.59 73.53 76.47 73.53 74.85 78.53 77.45 
Heart-c 75.00 76.32 82.89 80.26 84.82 86.75 83.68 
HeartY 86.76 79.41 86.76 83.82 84.29 83.79 84.01 
Hepatitis 84.21 86.84 89.47 81.58 84.73 87.01 87.01 
Horse 88.04 86.96 88.04 85.87 88.51 80.47 86.59 
Hypothyroid 99.15 90.99 93.85 98.83 94.39 92.83 95.37 
Ionos 92.05 90.91 88.64 95.45 89.12 92.46 93.22 
Labor 85.71 71.43 78.57 85.71 69.52 71.67 86.90 
Led24 65.67 39.43 58.97 55.80 57.48 55.14 51.03 
Liver 68.60 61.63 58.14 61.63 65.65 57.17 74.61 
Lymphography 75.68 83.78 91.89 75.68 86.58 70.99 79.37 
Newthyroid 96.30 94.44 88.89 92.59 97.08 98.27 94.88 
Parkinsons 71.43 77.55 75.51 75.51 77.62 70.27 78.09 
Pima 74.48 73.96 78.13 74.48 75.94 77.34 79.21 
Plates 39.05 49.17 57.02 46.69 53.50 59.94 51.46 
Promoter 69.23 65.38 88.46 53.85 86.03 79.36 68.20 
SPECTF 67.91 61.50 72.19 70.59 71.28 76.19 61.56 
Vowel 39.39 48.48 45.45 38.53 45.87 47.25 47.18 
Waveform 74.80 68.96 86.24 76.88 84.85 87.29 84.46 
Winequality-red 53.85 49.88 59.55 51.36 56.35 57.11 61.11 
Yeast 54.84 48.39 55.91 56.72 59.94 58.31 60.16 
BTX 80.95 76.19 61.90 80.95 54.12 80.95 81.11 
Listeria 85.93 83.70 80.74 86.67 84.49 83.70 87.68 
 
         
Average 74.83 72.22 76.80 73.97 76.15 76.09 77.39 
Table 4. Global results with a good number of algorithms and the TSEA proposal 
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Data set Filter Classifier 
  C4.5 1-NN SVM PART MLP RBF TSEAFS  
Appendicitis - 73.08 69.23 84.62 73.08 76.92 74.67 81.66 
 spBI_CFS 80.77 69.23 76.92 80.77 78.85 80.00 82.82 
 cnBI_CNS 76.92 57.69 76.92 76.92 77.95 77.05 80.89 
 FCBF 80.77 80.77 80.77 80.77 80.77 74.49 80.38 
 BestFirst_CFS 80.77 65.38 76.92 80.77 79.23 79.36 81.79 
Breast - 70.42 64.79 64.79 69.01 60.80 68.78 65.96 
 spBI_CFS 69.01 70.42 66.20 71.83 69.01 67.46 69.85 
 cnBI_CNS 69.01 70.42 64.79 69.01 69.01 69.01 69.01 
 FCBF 69.01 70.42 64.79 69.01 69.53 67.65 69.10 
 BestFirst_CFS 69.01 70.42 66.20 71.83 69.01 67.46 69.01 
Breast-t - 52.00 60.00 52.00 44.00 63.20 61.20 55.33 
 spBI_CFS 56.00 52.00 60.00 44.00 65.33 58.67 54.40 
 cnBI_CNS 52.00 52.00 64.00 52.00 67.20 61.20 57.87 
 FCBF 48.00 48.00 56.00 48.00 65.60 60.40 60.93 
 BestFirst_CFS 68.00 56.00 60.00 56.00 65.47 60.67 59.47 
Cardiotocography - 82.71 76.32 83.65 82.52 80.75 81.80 81.69 
 spBI_CFS 77.07 81.77 81.20 82.52 81.94 83.40 85.26 
 cnBI_CNS 75.19 63.91 75.19 75.00 68.29 65.91 76.71 
 FCBF 77.82 81.20 81.20 77.26 80.13 80.50 81.55 
 BestFirst_CFS 78.38 80.45 81.39 81.20 80.86 84.12 82.38 
Heart - 70.59 73.53 76.47 73.53 74.85 78.53 77.45 
 spBI_CFS 73.53 73.53 76.47 77.94 72.50 78.24 77.69 
 cnBI_CNS 72.06 75.00 76.47 75.00 74.85 77.60 78.57 
 FCBF 73.53 70.59 77.94 75.00 74.90 76.37 75.34 
 BestFirst_CFS 73.53 73.53 76.47 77.94 72.50 78.53 77.69 
Hepatitis - 84.21 86.84 89.47 81.58 84.73 89.30 87.01 
 spBI_CFS 84.21 89.47 86.84 84.21 87.28 89.30 90.78 
 cnBI_CNS 89.47 84.21 89.47 84.21 84.21 88.42 87.45 
 FCBF 89.47 84.21 89.47 86.84 87.72 90.79 91.05 
 BestFirst_CFS 84.21 89.47 86.84 84.21 87.28 89.30 90.78 
Labor - 85.71 71.43 78.57 85.71 69.52 71.67 86.90 
 spBI_CFS 85.71 71.43 78.57 85.71 64.29 71.43 96.19 
 cnBI_CNS 85.71 64.28 78.57 78.57 78.57 64.29 88.33 
 FCBF 85.71 78.57 71.43 78.57 71.43 64.29 90.95 
 BestFirst_CFS 85.71 64.29 71.43 85.71 57.62 71.43 89.76 
Led24 - 65.67 39.43 58.97 55.80 57.48 55.14 51.03 
 spBI_CFS 68.10 67.90 67.93 68.50 68.44 67.42 68.30 
 cnBI_CNS 68.10 67.90 67.93 68.50 68.44 67.42 68.30 
 FCBF 68.10 67.90 67.93 68.50 68.44 67.42 68.30 
 BestFirst_CFS 68.10 67.90 67.93 68.50 68.44 67.42 68.30 
Lymphography - 75.68 83.78 91.89 75.68 86.58 70.99 79.37 
 spBI_CFS 88.29 78.38 83.78 70.27 73.24 68.92 79.09 
 cnBI_CNS 75.68 70.27 78.38 64.86 71.89 75.77 80.36 
 FCBF 81.08 75.68 81.08 70.27 74.50 69.64 80.61 
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 BestFirst_CFS 81.08 81.08 81.08 64.86 80.45 69.16 80.90 
Parkinsons - 71.43 77.55 75.51 75.51 77.62 70.27 78.09 
 spBI_CFS 75.51 79.59 75.51 77.55 81.56 77.75 78.77 
 cnBI_CNS 79.59 79.59 75.51 81.63 75.65 73.47 80.13 
 FCBF 81.63 73.47 79.59 77.55 84.83 80.27 82.79 
 BestFirst_CFS 73.47 81.63 75.51 79.59 83.13 77.55 79.25 
Pima - 74.48 73.96 78.13 74.48 75.94 77.34 79.21 
 spBI_CFS 76.04 74.48 77.60 76.04 78.18 79.17 79.72 
 cnBI_CNS 74.48 67.19 78.65 74.48 76.89 75.64 78.54 
 FCBF 76.04 67.71 79.17 76.04 79.01 80.28 79.53 
 BestFirst_CFS 76.04 67.71 79.17 76.04 78.73 80.28 79.53 
Plates - 39.05 49.17 57.02 46.69 53.50 59.94 51.46 
 spBI_CFS 40.50 51.24 51.03 46.90 56.71 64.08 53.81 
 cnBI_CNS 38.22 50.62 55.17 44.63 55.24 62.17 56.93 
 FCBF 44.63 43.18 45.04 49.79 52.85 55.88 51.87 
 BestFirst_CFS 54.75 47.31 51.65 51.65 57.33 59.88 48.84 
Promoter - 69.23 65.38 88.46 53.85 86.03 79.36 68.20 
 spBI_CFS 73.08 57.69 84.62 80.77 84.49 83.46 85.64 
 cnBI_CNS 80.77 57.69 84.62 76.92 75.64 85.00 80.00 
 FCBF 73.08 76.92 73.08 80.77 78.21 79.74 75.12 
 BestFirst_CFS 73.08 69.23 73.08 80.77 76.28 80.00 74.74 
SPECTF - 67.91 61.50 72.19 70.59 71.28 76.19 61.56 
 spBI_CFS 66.84 59.36 72.19 72.19 73.67 76.24 73.85 
 cnBI_CNS 65.78 60.96 70.05 65.78 70.02 74.60 72.07 
 FCBF 67.91 59.36 65.24 64.71 69.57 74.58 73.99 
 BestFirst_CFS 66.84 57.75 73.26 70.05 72.26 74.63 73.76 
Vowel - 39.39 48.48 45.45 38.53 45.87 47.25 47.18 
 spBI_CFS 45.24 46.54 54.33 44.59 52.79 43.12 54.31 
 cnBI_CNS 38.53 51.52 48.48 40.04 52.05 44.73 47.65 
 FCBF 41.56 46.97 41.34 36.58 44.97 46.95 49.45 
 BestFirst_CFS 45.24 46.54 54.33 44.59 52.79 43.12 54.31 
Waveform - 74.80 68.96 86.24 76.88 84.85 87.29 84.46 
 spBI_CFS 74.40 75.36 86.88 77.04 83.21 82.24 86.89 
 cnBI_CNS 74.40 76.64 87.12 79.68 86.27 82.22 86.02 
 FCBF 74.72 69.12 78.80 74.00 77.57 76.88 80.67 
 BestFirst_CFS 74.40 75.36 86.88 77.04 83.21 82.24 86.89 
Winequality-red - 53.85 49.88 59.55 51.36 56.35 57.11 61.11 
 spBI_CFS 50.87 48.88 59.80 52.11 59.36 59.00 61.63 
 cnBI_CNS 50.12 49.63 58.81 52.85 57.04 59.19 61.47 
 FCBF 51.36 50.37 59.31 49.13 59.64 59.17 61.65 
 BestFirst_CFS 50.87 48.88 59.80 52.11 59.36 59.00 61.63 
Yeast - 54.84 48.39 55.91 56.72 59.94 58.31 60.16 
 spBI_CFS 53.49 48.92 54.03 54.84 60.20 58.48 60.06 
 cnBI_CNS 54.03 49.46 54.84 54.30 60.20 58.91 60.78 
 FCBF 52.69 48.12 51.61 52.96 58.96 58.78 58.29 
 BestFirst_CFS 54.03 49.46 54.84 54.30 60.20 58.91 60.78 
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Average - 66.95 64.92 72.16 65.86 70.34 70.29 69.88 
 spBI_CFS 68.81 66.46 71.88 69.32 71.73 71.58 74.39 
 cnBI_CNS 67.78 63.83 71.39 67.47 70.52 70.14 72.84 
 FCBF 68.73 66.25 69.10 67.54 71.03 70.23 72.87 
 BestFirst_CFS 69.86 66.25 70.93 69.84 71.34 71.28 73.32 
Table 5. Global results with a good number of algorithms and the TSEAFS proposal 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper introduced three approaches to trained artificial feed-forward neural networks 
with an evolutionary strategy. Roughly speaking, the two first ones (EDD and TSEA, or 
their extensions such as EDDSig or TSEASig) operate in the raw data without any kind of 
pre-processing based on feature selection. On the other hand, the third methodology 
(TSEAFS) includes at the beginning of the algorithm a data preparation stage to choose a 
subset of the original features’ space.  
The results reported that models containing product units such as EDD and TSEA have a 
better behaviour in terms of performance than the approaches based on sigmoid units. As 
a counterpart, the latter ones are a bit faster than the former ones. TSEAFS is a very 
powerful classifier which includes a pre-processing state to select the most relevant 
features according to linear correlation or consistency measures. However, the correlation 
is a metric that fits better to the product unit neural networks trained with the two-stage 
evolutionary programming algorithm that was detailed throughout the pages of this work. 
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Abstract This paper explores the performance of some classifiers based on decision trees 
with a prior data preparation that is carried out by a scatter search procedure to get 
promising feature subsets using measures with regard to the correlation or consistency 
between each feature and the class. The experimentation has been performed with six 
binary data sets from different domains such as Physics, Finances or Medicine, with a 
size up to approximately eight hundred samples and a dimension between eight and eighty 
three. Two well-known classifiers based on decision trees have been used after the data 
pre-processing phase. The behaviour of the filter may depend in the population size of the 
reference set containing the solutions that in our case are the subsets of attributes, thus a 
group of three values has been considered for this parameter that is common to all the 
problems at hand. According to the obtained results in terms of accuracy, the main 
conclusion is that this parameter is sturdy and presents a homogenous operation with 
different attribute selection approaches. The most suitable value for the aforementioned 
parameter is ten for each decision tree in conjunction with the filter based on correlation, 
whereas the default value is pertinent in the case of the consistency measure. From a 
global point of view, the feature selection using correlation measures reached slightly 
better average values versus that based on consistency. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Classifiers can be divided into several kinds [1] such as Decision trees, Bayes classifiers, rule-
based classifiers [2], artificial neural networks [3] or classifiers based on nearest neighbours 
[4]. Some issues like the interpretability, the noise tolerance or the prediction ability are some 
criteria that may help the user to choose one specific type. According to the literature, the 
decision trees are very widespread due to their power and the simplicity of the classification 
models that are able to get [5]. This fact motivated us to tackle this research. On the other 
hand, the increase of the number of instances of the problem may cause that the required time 
to create the tree would be computational expensive or the size of it could be a cons. Data 
preparation could aid to diminish the input data to the algorithm by reducing the 
dimensionality or the sample size regarding the case of study at hand. 
A decision tree [6] may be defined as a simple structure based on a tree that can be used as a 
classifier. Each non-leaf or internal node is associated with a decision and the leaf nodes are 
generally associated with an outcome or class label. Each internal node tests one or more 
attribute values leading two or more links or branches. Each link in turn is associated with a 
possible value of the decision. These links are mutually distinct and collectively exhaustive. 
This means that it is possible to follow only one of the links and all possibilities will be taken 
care of; there is a link for each possibility.  
This paper focuses on the application of feature selection previously to the training of the 
classifiers. The selection of relevant attributes may be a complex task and the full exploration 
of the search space could be prohibitive. This is the reason to use an evolutionary algorithm to 
get solutions with good quality in a reasonable amount of time.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the feature selection and 
the scatter search. Section 3 details the experimentation. Then, Section 4 reports the results. 
Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions. 
2. FEATURE SELECTION AND SCATTER SEARCH 
Basically, there are two possibilities for feature selection. The former is to select the best 
individual features and the latter is to choose a subset of features with good quality. This 
paper lays emphasis on the last approach. Different kind of measures to evaluate the goodness 
level of a subset may be used. However, two of the best well-known are based on correlation 
or consistency measures.  
Discovering the best subset may be a task with a high computational cost, especially when the 
number of features is very high. Instead of doing an exhaustive exploration in the search 
space a meta-heuristic could guide the steps to follow. Scatter search is an evolutionary 
algorithm or population-based algorithm, which was first proposed by F. Glover in the 
seventies of the previous century. Unlike most of other evolutionary algorithms, scatter search 
stores solutions in a so called Reference Set and constructs new solutions by combining 
existing ones. There are a good number of pros to use scatter search but we would like to 
stress that are able to solve both combinatorial and continuous optimization problems. 
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3. EXPERIMENTATION 
Table 1 depicts the data sets coming from different domains such as Physics, Finances or 
Medicine that were considered to conduct the experiments. All of them are freely available in 
the UCI (University of California at Irvine) machine learning repository (http://archive. ics. uci. 
edu/ml). The experimental design follows a stratified hold-out cross validation procedure 
which splits the problem in two sets: one for training and another for test containing one and 
three quarters of the samples, respectively. 
Table 2 represents the methods of feature selection that were used in the experimentation. 
Last column includes an abbreviated name that is referred hereinafter. In order to do a fair 
experimentation we only select attributes of the training set. On relation with the parameters 
of the scatter search, the single parameter that we have changed is the population size that 
means the number of solutions to be saved in the reference set. Three possible values where 
tested for this parameter, namely, -1 (by default), 5 or 10. In the default case, as many 
solutions as the half of the number of attributes are stored in the reference set. Table 3 
includes the concrete number of solutions that are kept in each situation. 
 
Problem Instances Features Labels 
Card 690 51 2 
Heart 303 26 2 
Hepatitis 155 19 2 
Horse 368 83 2 
Ionosphere 351 33 2 
Pima 768 8 2 
Table 1. Classification problems 
 
Feature Selector Search method Abbreviation 
CFS Scatter Search CFS-SS 
CNS Scatter Search CNS-SS 
Table 2. Feature selectors 
 
Concerning the classifiers, ADTree (Alternating Decision Tree, [7]) and BFTree (Best-First 
decision Tree classifier, [8-9]) were applied to every problem once the data preparation phase 
took place. We have references of the latter classification algorithm from a previous work 
[10] and the conclusions that there were achieved are concretely that is very fast and got 
promising results in the context of feature selection. For each classifier we include in the 
forthcoming tables the accuracy measure obtained in the test set. 
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Problem Features Parameter values 
P=-1 P=5 P=10 
Solutions 
Card 51 25 5 10 
Heart 26 13 5 10 
Hepatitis 19 9 5 10 
Horse 83 41 5 10 
Ionosphere 33 16 5 10 
Pima 8 4 5 10 
Average 36.7 18 5 10 
Table 3. Translation of parameter values in each problem 
4. RESULTS 
Table 4 reports the test results obtained with BFTree that is implemented in Weka tool. On 
the left side, there are the results concerning CFS-SS and on the right side those about CNS-
SS. Accuracies and rankings are specified for each type of feature selection algorithm. In the 
mid of the table averages are included. In the next two rows, it is represented the number of 
times, excluding ties, that a dataset within a column gets the best result inside each group of 
three with the same feature selection method. Best results are in boldface. In the following 
row the best approach for each side is stressed. And the last row shows the number of wins 
that each of the aforementioned best options is better than the other. The individual results 
that fulfil this condition are written in italics and underlined. On the one hand, for CFS-SS the 
option with a best average and ranking is obtained with the value 10 for P parameter. On the 
other hand, regarding CNS-SS the best option is P=-1 because the global average is the 
highest and the ranking is very close to those got with P=10. The comparison between the 
best ones is in favour of CFS-SS due to the number of wins and the average. 
Table 5, following the same criteria as the previous one, shows the test results for  
ADTree classifier. For CFS-SS the best ranking and average is P=10, by coincidence the same 
as in the previous classifier. CNS-SS achieves the best ranking and average for the case P=-1; 
now, the times that get the best result is greater than the two remaining configurations. The 
best of the two best ones is CNS-SS with P=-1 reaching three times the best individual result. 
Table 6 compares the two best approaches that were obtained so far. According to the 
average, both pairs (classifier, feature selection) with their suitable values for the parameters 
are just very close. However, the number of wins is greater for the pair (BFTree, CFS-SS with 
P=10). 
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Problem CFS-SS CNS-SS 
P=-1 P=5 P=10 P=-1 P=5 P=10 P=-1 P=5 P=10 P=-1 P=5 P=10 
Accuracy  Ranking Accuracy Ranking 
Card 57.22 89.59 89.59 3.0 1.5 1.5 86.70 89.59 85.55 2.0 1.0 3.0 
Heart 77.63 77.63 77.63 2.0 2.0 2.0 76.31 73.68 76.31 1.5 3.0 1.5 
Hepatitis 84.21 84.21 84.21 2.0 2.0 2.0 86.84 89.47 86.84 2.5 1.0 2.5 
Horse 90.22 90.22 90.22 2.0 2.0 2.0 83.69 81.52 86.96 2.0 3.0 1.0 
Ionosphere 92.04 90.91 92.04 1.5 3.0 1.5 93.18 86.36 87.50 1.0 3.0 2.0 
Pima 75.52 75.52 75.52 2.0 2.0 2.0 72.39 74.48 74.48 3.0 1.5 1.5 
Average 79.47 84.68 84.87 2.1 2.1 1.8 83.19 82.52 82.94 2.0 2.1 1.9 
#Best - - - 1 2 1 
#Worst - - - 1 3 1 
Global  
quality  
within  
CFS/CNS     Best Best     
Wins 
CFS vs CNS     4 2     
Table 4. Test results with BFTree via Scatter Search 
Problem CFS-SS CNS-SS 
P=-1 P=5 P=10 P=-1 P=5 P=10 P=-1 P=5 P=10 P=-1 P=5 P=10 
Accuracy Ranking Accuracy Ranking 
Card 67.05 88.44 88.44 3.0 1.5 1.5 83.24 89.59 86.70 3.0 1.0 2.0 
Heart 78.95 78.95 78.95 2.0 2.0 2.0 84.21 81.58 84.21 1.5 3.0 1.5 
Hepatitis 86.84 86.84 86.84 2.0 2.0 2.0 84.21 84.21 84.21 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Horse 88.04 88.04 88.04 2.0 2.0 2.0 89.13 81.52 85.87 1.0 3.0 2.0 
Ionosphere 92.04 90.91 92.04 1.5 3.0 1.5 92.04 87.5 85.23 1.0 2.0 3.0 
Pima 74.48 74.48 74.48 2.0 2.0 2.0 75.52 73.96 73.96 1.0 2.5 2.5 
Average 81.23 84.61 84.80 2.1 2.1 1.8 84.73 83.06 83.36 1.6 2.3 2.2 
#Best - - - 3 1 - 
#Worst 1 1 - 1 2 1 
Global  
quality  
within  
CFS/CNS     Best Best     
Wins 
CFS vs CNS     2 3     
Table 5. Test results with ADTree via Scatter Search 
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Problem BFTree ADTree 
CFS-SS  
(P=10) 
CNS-SS 
(P=-1) 
Card 89.59 83.24 
Heart 77.63 84.21 
Hepatitis 84.21 84.21 
Horse 90.22 89.13 
Ionosphere 92.04 92.04 
Pima 75.52 75.52 
Average 84.87 84.73 
#Best 2 1 
Table 6. Comparison results: BFTree versus ADTree 
5. CONCLUSIONS  
This paper assessed two classification algorithms based on decision trees, BFTree and 
ADTree, with a prior data pre-processing phase using a scatter search method in the context 
of the feature selectors CFS and CNS on six problems from the UCI data mining repository 
with a number of attributes between 8 and 83. Broadly speaking, given a classifier based on 
decision tress the parameter regarding the population size of the reference set has a 
heterogeneous behaviour for different feature selection algorithms. On the other hand, bearing 
in mind BFTree and ADTree classifiers, the best parameter values are the same for a 
particular kind of feature selection strategy such as CFS or CNS. Finally, the two best 
configurations were achieved, in this order, with the pairs (BFTree, CFS-SS, P=10) and 
(ADTree, CNS-SS, P=-1). 
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Abstract The need for a relevant viable approach to fit point clouds obtained by 3D laser
scanning, to a desirable surface, has been object of a substantial research effort and progress
in the past two decades in a wide range of scientific and technological fields. However, this
task is far from being a trivial task. First, because of the randomness of the sampled points
obtained, which in most cases count with additional noise points. Secondly, in point clouds it
is frequent to find lacks of data, leading to the existence of holes in the surface. As far as it is
possible to know, all the methods used to achieve the fitting surfaces, present different
undesirable behaviours, under different conditions.
In the present work we present a hybrid method to reconstruct the surfaces associated to
synthetic point clouds randomly generated. Parametric studies are carried out to illustrate
and characterize the performance of the different techniques implemented..
1. INTRODUCTION
The 3D acquisition devices availability has been increasing substantially in the last years,
which results in the widespread dissemination of 3D point clouds of sampled real-world
objects. This reality leads and denotes the importance of giving more and more attention to
the research of efficient and robust approaches related to surface reconstruction from 3D point
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clouds. Solving those kind of problems has become relevant in computer graphics and
computer vision, which, in many cases, are not trivial problems, due to the fact of the 3D
acquisition process typically produce point clouds which are incomplete, noisy, and non-
uniformly sampled. That nature of 3D point clouds grant to the modelling processes and
methods requirements associated with pre-processing techniques used to eliminate as much as
possible the sampling errors, varying sampling density, and registration errors, i.e., find
feasible modelling processes departing from unorganized 3D laser scanning point clouds. To
note that concerning to the actual state of the art, one is far from getting an immediate digital
representation of the physical surface/component by using an entirely automatic procedure.
Concerning to 3D point clouds acquisition techniques, we can consider digital images,
laser scanning point clouds or other optical data sources. Considering the availability of this
geometrical information, the subsequent matter is then related to its processing.
From the literature research carried out it is possible to notice the growing attention paid to
surfaces modelling issues, through the use of mathematical models to approximate the
physical object/structure [1]. In some cases when the object requires a high level of detail, a
large number of small primitives, is needed to model a small region of the surface description
[2,3]. Achieving these surface’s models is fundamental in different scientific areas that can go
from the architectural heritage conservation to numerous science and engineering fields, as
they provide the possibility to reconstruct real structures [4].
There are several possible techniques to obtain surfaces from ordered point clouds which,
typically, find a single curve segment that approximates or interpolates the given points,
fitting the curve to the points by minimizing an error criterion [5]. If points are ordered,
piecewise polynomial curves can also be fitted to them. Difficulties arise however when the
points are not ordered. In recent years some researchers have proposed approaches to obtain
surfaces from unorganized points. Among them, we can refer [6] which developed direct
methods that are dimension-independent, fitting algebraic surfaces to a set of points. [3]
proposed an approach that uses implicit polynomial curves and surfaces to represent 2D and
3D data and objects, showing to be able to smooth noisy data and to interpolate through
sparse or missing data. Another work focused on the reconstruction of point set surfaces from
point clouds, based on the method of moving least squares was proposed by [7]. Further
approaches following the idea of locally polynomial surface patches to confined point
neighborhoods are proposed in [8].
Delaunay/Voronoi diagrams were considered in the context of surface reconstruction
considering noise existence. This was done by [9] using some of the principles of the power
crust algorithm. Also using Delaunay triangulation, [10] considered a volume-based method
to obtain shape minimal representations. It is known however, that methods that use
polynomials to fit the data, can present inconvenient because an invertible system which
uniquely defines the interpolating function is not guaranteed for all positions of the
interpolation nodes. Additionally it can also present spurious bumps and wiggles.
Hoppe et al. [11] described an algorithm for the reconstruction of a polyhedral surface
from an unorganized set of points, which is based on region growing. They used a plane that
is fitted to a neighbourhood around each data point, providing an estimate of the surface
normal for the point. The surface normals are propagated using a minimal spanning tree, and
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then a signed distance function is constructed in small vicinities around the data points. Also
based on region growing, we can refer Lee and Medioni’s [12] tensor voting method, which is
similar in that neighbouring points are used to estimate the orientations of data points. In [13],
the surface is reconstructed by growing planar, edge, and point features until they encounter
neighbouring features. Both methods described above are sensitive to noise in the data,
because they rely on good estimates for the normal vector at each data point.
Muraki and his colleagues [14] propose to apply a “blobby” model to fit scattered points.
This model describes an isosurface of a scalar field produced by a number of potential field
generating primitives. The number and location of the primitives are found by minimization
of an “energy function”. This method is extremely computationally expensive.
When we refer to surface reconstruction, including range data merging and mesh
reconstruction, region growing, and algorithms based on algebraic fitting, one can be
mentioned the work develop by [15] and [16], where they constructed signed distance
functions from range images and obtained a manifold surface by isosurface extracting. [17]
and [18] merged triangulations of the range points, but it is important to note that their
methods require range data using structured light that is much more accurate than can be
measured passively using photographs alone.
Regarding to the issue related to seeking an interpolant that fit well in an amount of
unorganized data points, another several algorithms based on computational geometry
construct a collection of simplexes that form the shape or surface from a set of unorganized
points can be referred. These methods exactly interpolate the data - the vertices of the
simplexes consist of the given data points. A consequence of this is that noise and aliasing in
the data become embedded in the reconstruction surface. Of such methods, one can mention
the Alpha Shapes [19], the Crust Algorithm [20] and the Ball-Pivoting algorithm [21]. In
Alpha Shapes, the shape is carved out by removing simplexes of the Delaunay triangulation
of the point set. A simplex is removed if its circumscribing sphere is larger than the alpha ball.
In the Crust algorithm, Delaunay triangulation is performed on the original set of points along
with Voronoi vertices that approximate the medial axis of the shape. The resulting
triangulation distinguishes triangles that are part of the object surface from those that are on
the interior because interior triangles have a Voronoi vertex as one of their vertices. Both the
Alpha Shapes and Crust algorithms need no other information then the locations of the data
points and perform well on dense and precise data sets. The collection of simplexes is not
manifold surface, and extraction of such a surface is a non-trivial post-processing task. The
Ball-Pivoting algorithm is a related method that avoids non-manifold constructions by
growing a mesh from an initial seed triangle that is correctly oriented. Starting with the seed
triangle, a ball of specific radius is pivoted across edges of each triangle bounding the
growing mesh. If the pivoted ball hits vertices that are not yet part of the mesh, a new triangle
is instantiated and added to the growing mesh.
Taubin [22,23], Gotsman and Keren [24,25], in their work, reconstructed the surfaces by
global algebraic fitting. In [22], the author fit a polynomial implicit function to a point set by
minimizing the distance between the point set and the implicit surface, and developed a first
order approximation of a Euclidean distance and improves the approximation later. Gotsman
and Keren created parametrized families of polynomials that satisfy desirable properties, such
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as fitness to the data or continuity preservation. Such a family must be large so that it can be
include as many functions as possible. This technique leads to an over-representation of the
subset, in that the resulting polynomial will often have more coefficients for which to solve
than the simpler polynomials included in the subset, thus requiring additional computation.
Alternative approaches based on implicit representation of object surfaces with radial basis
functions (RBFs) were presented by [26-30]. In the work carried out by [26], the authors used
these functions to reconstruct cranial bone surfaces from 3D CT scans. Data surrounding large
irregular holes in the skull were interpolated using thin-plate spline RBF. These functions
offer several advantages over piecewise polynomial interpolants and may simplify problems
related to the process of smoothing and re-meshing existing noisy surfaces. Additionally, an
RBF offers a unified framework that is simple, leading to a compact functional description of
a set of surface data. Interpolation and extrapolation are inherent in the functional
representation. The RBF associated with a surface can be evaluated anywhere to produce a
mesh at the desired resolution without an augmentation of the computation time and the
memory requirements. This is due to the fact that an RBF approximation provides the ability
to approximate the input data using significantly fewer centers comparing to the whole
number of data points obtained from laser scanning [27]. RBF representation is inherently a
3D modeling approach, which can be further manipulated through a series of Boolean unions
and intersections with other objects in a manner similar to simpler geometric primitives are
currently used to construct more complicated objects.
In 2002, [31] introduced some techniques for modelling with interpolating implicit
surfaces, where a 3D implicit surfaces are described by specifying locations in 3D through
which the surface should pass, and also identifying locations that are interior and exterior to
the surface. A 3D implicit function is created from theses constraints using a variational
scattered data interpolation approach, and isosurface of this function describes a surface. In
their formulations, they also implemented a simple method for converting a polynomial
model to a smooth implicit model, as well as new way to form blends between objects.
Dihn and his colleagues [32] presented a new method of surface reconstruction that
generates smooth and seamless models from sparse, noisy, non-uniform, and low resolution
range data. Contrary to the traditional reconstruction algorithms, designed for dense and
precise data which do not produce smooth reconstructions when applied to vision-based data
sets, they implemented a method that constructs a 3D implicit surface formulated as a sum of
weighted radial basis functions, which grant the achievement of multiple orders of
smoothness as well as it was introduced a new perspective over those type of functions which
leaded to a enhancement of fine detail and sharp features that are often smoothed-over by the
variational implicit surfaces.
Respecting to the development of new approaches in the interpolation of radial basis
functions, Morse and his colleagues [33] proposed a algebraic method for creating implicit
surfaces using linear combinations of radial basis interpolants to form complex models from
scattered surface points. In their work, they explored and extended the implicit interpolations
methods of [34] and [35] in order to develop approaches computationally less complex,
making them suitable for systems of large numbers of scattered surface points by using
compactly supported radial basis interpolants, which generate a sparse solution space, making
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the technique practical for large models.
The present work focus the reconstruction of 3D surfaces from synthetic point clouds,
based on the three main steps:
- Construction of a signed-distance function;
- Fitting an RBF to the resulting distance function;
- Iso-surfacing the fitted RBF.
The most relevant differences between this approach and [27] consist on the type of RBFs
used to interpolate the desired function, but also on the methods considered to create the off-
surface points, leading to a very distinct way of handle with the problem related to the
computational complexity of the algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a reference to some basic
concepts related to implicit functions interpolation using radial basis functions is carried out.
It is also described the construction of the signed-distance function to be interpolated, as well
as the Principal Component Method used to estimate the normals to each of in-surface points.
The interpolation using compactly-supported radial basis functions considering the Shepard
Method and the construction of Multidimensional Binary Search Trees is addressed in Section
3. The presentation of results and its analysis is developed within Section 4 where a
parametric study is made to enable a better understanding of the influence of different
parameters involved in the reconstruction steps. Final remarks and conclusions are withdrawn
on the performance of this combined techniques approach.
2. BASIC CONCEPTS AND RELATED WORKS
2.1 Introduction
Concerning to the construction of the signed-distance function, the present work adopted a
similar procedure to that carried out by Carr and his colleagues [27], i.e., if we have a set of
distinct points, the problem to find an interpolant that fits as best as possible can be expressed
as: given n distinct points    1, , ni i i ix y z  on a surface M in 3 , find a surface M’ that is a
reasonable approximation to M. This corresponds to modelling the surface implicitly with a
function f(x,y,z). If the surface M consists of all the points (x,y,z) that satisfy the equation:
( , , ) 0f x y z  (2.1)
then we say that f implicitly defines M [36]. Here we want to approximate the signed-
distance function f(x) given a set of zero-valued surface points and non-zero off-surface,
leading to a problem that can be stated formally as follows: given a set of distinct nodes,
  31Ni iX x    , find an interpolant s:   1Ni if    such that
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( ) , 1...i is x f i N  (2.2)
Carr et al. [27] and Turk and O’brien [31] wanted to approximate the signed-distance
function f(x), given a set of zero-valued surface points and non-zero off-surface. Carr’s
interpolant was chosen from BL(2) ( 3 ), the Beppo-Levi space of distributions in 3 with
square integrable second derivatives and is equipped with the rotation invariant semi-norm,
that measure the energy or “smoothness” of functions, defined by:
 2 2 2( ) ( ) 2 ( ) ( )xx xy yyE s s x s x s x dx

   (2.3)
where the notation sxx means the second partial derivative in the x direction, and the other
two terms are similar partial derivatives, one of them mixed. This energy function is basically
a measure of the aggregate curvature of s(x) over the region of interest Ω (a portion of plane).
Any creases or pinches in a surface will result in a larger value of E. According to [31],
smooth function that as no such regions of high curvature will have a lower value of E. Note
that because there are only squared terms in the integral, the value of E can never be negative.
The thin-plate solution to that interpolant problem is the function s(x) that satisfies all of the
constraints and has the smallest possible value of E. Note that thin-plate surfaces are height
fields, and thus they are in fact parametric surfaces.
Additionally, [37] mentioned that the smoothest interpolant s(x) has the simple form
(particular example of an RBF) given by:
 
1
( ) ( )
N
i i
i
s x p x x x

   (2.4)
where the second part of the equation can be one of the functions showed in Table I (for
example) and p is low degree and the RBF is a real valued function on [0,  ), usually
unbounded and of on-compact support [38]. In this context the points xi are referred to as the
centers of the RBF.
TABLE I. EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL RADIAL BASIS FUNCTIONS.
RBF type Params.
Multiquadric   22( , ) qi i c cR x y r d  0,c q 
Gaussian   2( , ) .c i ciR x y exp r d  c
Thin plate spline ( , ) ni iR x y r

Logarithm ( , ) log( )ni i iR x y r r

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Radial basis functions are popular for interpolating scattered data as the associated system
of linear equations is guaranteed to be invertible under very mild conditions on the locations
of the data points [34],[38]. In general, if the polynomial in equation (2.4) is of degree m then
it has to be implied that the side conditions (orthogonality) imposed on the coefficients λi are
1
( ) 0
N
i i
i
q x

 (2.5)
for all polynomials q of degree at most m. These side conditions along with the
interpolation conditions of equation (2.2) lead to a linear system to solve for the coefficients
that specify the RBF.
Let {p1,...,pl} be a basis for polynomials of degree at most m and let c={c1,...,cl} be the
coefficients that give p in terms of this basis. Then equations (2.2) and (2.5) may be written in
matrix form as
0 0T
A P fB
P c c
                     (2.6)
where
 , , , 1..i j i jA x x    i j N   (2.7)











)(
)(
)(
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1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
333
222
111
xp
xp
xp
xp
zyx
zyx
zyx
zyx
P
l
l
l
l
nnn






(2.8)
Solving the linear system (2.6) determines λ and c, and hence s(x). However, the matrix B
in equation (2.6) is typically bad conditioned as the number of data points N gets larger. This
means, that substantial errors will easily creep into any standard numerical solution. In our
work we used compactly-supported radial functions, and the terms pi,j are not considered.
Besides the thin-plate radial basis functions used by [27], does indeed minimize the
smoothness functional in equation (2.3), its drawbacks can be enumerated as follows:
-O(n2) computation is required to build the system of equations;
-O(n2) storage is required (for the nearly-full matrix) to represent the system;
-O(n2) computation is required to solve the system of equations;
-O(n) computation is required per evaluation;
Because every known point affects the result, a small change in even one constraint is felt
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throughout the entire resulting interpolated surface, which is an undesirable property for shape
modelling. According to [33] a significant portion of the computational cost involved in
calculating implicit surfaces is the cost required to construct the matrix (or submatrix) ij i jc c   . For example, if it is used the thin-plate radial basis function, one can easily
conclude that the matrix is entirely non-zero except along the diagonal, requiring the
calculation of all inter-point distances within the set  ic . Although the symmetry of the
matrix cuts the computational cost in half, the complexity is still O(n2). Furthermore, storage
of such a matrix requires O(n2) floating-point values, which is potentially a more prohibiting
factor than the computational complexity.
Although [39] use LU factorization (an O(n3) algorithm to solve the system of equation
(2.6), they correctly point out that it is possible to solve this system in O(n2) by iterative
means. Thus, while solution of the system may appear to be a limiting step, it needs only to be
as computationally expensive as constructing the system.
2.2 Fitting an implicit function to a surface
2.2.1 Construction of a signed-distance function to fit to a surface
To fit an implicit function to a surface, one can say that is wished to find a function f which
implicitly defines a surface M’ and satisfies the equation
0),,( iii zyxf , ni ,...,1 (2.11)
Where  niiii zyx 1),,(  are points lying on the surface. In order to avoid the trivial solution that
f is zero everywhere, off-surface points are appended to the input data and are given non-zero
values. This gives the interpolation problem: find f such that
0),,( iii zyxf , ni ,...,1 (on-surface points) (2.12)
0),,(  iiii dzyxf , Nni ,...,1 (off-surface points) (2.13)
This still leaves the problem of generating the off-surface points  N niiii zyx 1),,(  and the
corresponding values di.
An obvious choice for f is a signed-distance function, where the di are chosen to be the
distance to the closest on-surface point. Points outside the object are assigned positive values,
while points inside are assigned negative values. Similar to [27] and [39], these off-surface
points are generated by projecting along surface normals. Off-surface points may be assigned
either side of the surface as illustrated in figure I.
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Figure I -Illustration of the Off and On-surface points.
Concerning to the augment of the data points, actually there exists a several considerations
associated to the dimension of this augment, i.e., some authors consider that is better to create
two off-surface points for each point lying in the surface, one either side of the surface,
marked with negative and positive signals.
However, some other authors, from their experience, showed that is needed just to use
interior constraints, or exteriors constraints and some of them proposed to create a number of
exterior points just about 10% of the total data points. With respect to the distance δ of the
off-surface points to the zero-valued points toward the estimated normals of each point, in the
present work, it was implemented as 1% of the greater maximum distance of the upper and
down boundaries of each x y z coordinates [40].
Due to those augment of data points, we face a problem that has to be solved: estimate
surface normals and determine the appropriate projection distance.
If we have a partial mesh, then is straightforward to define off-surface points since normals
are implied by the mesh connectivity at each vertex. In the case of unorganized points-cloud
data, normals may be estimated from a local neighbourhood of points.
2.2.2 Normals estimation via Principal Component Analysis
In our work we estimate those normals, at each point by choosing a set of closest points
from the point, which are chosen considering a given search radius. That search is performed
by a algorithm based on the construction of a kd-tree [41], containing the information of the
nearest points of each point pi, structured in a tree based on the positions of the points (right,
left, top or down).
Further, we find the unitary normal vector of the plane via Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), which can be described based on the work developed by [42] and [11], where one can
say that the estimation of the normal is done following three main steps:
- Find all points within a certain neighbourhood of each point pi ϵ P;
- Estimate the direction of the normal ni for pi via PCA (as previously referred);
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- Orient the generated normals ni consistently.
With respect to the first step, one can say that the neighbourhood of each point pi ϵ P
consists of k nearest neighbours in the data set, i.e.,
 ,0 , 1,...,i i i kP p p  (2.14)
In the next step, it is used the Principal Component Method to compute the normal vector
for each point pi.
Let the point pi be the centroid of neighbourhood P and considering the points referred in
equation (2.14), we can compute ni forming the covariance matrix of the neighbourhood P.
This is the symmetric 3×3 positive semi-definite matrix:
   1 , ,0 , ,0
0
k
i j i i j i
j
CV p p p p


    (2.15)
where  denotes the outer vector operator. If 1 2 3i i i    denote the eigenvalue of CV
associated with unit eigenvectors 1 2 3ˆ ˆ ˆi i iv v v  , respectively. We choose ni to be either 3iˆv or
3
iˆv .
Finally, similar to [42], we choose the quantity  cos ij i jn n   as criterion to check if
the normals are well oriented comparing to the nearest neighbourhood points, i.e., if the value cos ij is far from the unit value, the normal of this point is not computed and consequently
the normal points to the point are not computed either.
The correction of the normals is yet an issue that is being discussed.
However, we should be careful, because this method of seeking the normal vectors could
lead to some significant errors if the chosen points to estimate the normals are not so close to
the candidate points. In general, it is difficult to robustly estimate normals everywhere.
If normal direction or sense was ambiguous at a particular point then they did not fit to a
normal at that point and instead, they let the data point as a zero-point (lied in the surface) tied
down the function in that region.
Additionally, given a set of surface-normals care must be taken when projection off-
surface points along the normals to ensure that they do not intersect other parts of the surface.
The projected point is constructed so that the closest surface point is the surface point that
generates it. Provided this constraint is satisfied, the constructed surface is relatively
insensitive to the projection distance di.
Sometimes it happens to project inappropriately the off-surface points and the effect of this
lead to a resulting surface, where f is zero, that is distorted in the vicinity of some particular
part of the surface where opposing normal vectors have intersected and generated off-surface
points with incorrect distance-to-surface value, both in sign and magnitude.
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Once the normals are computed, the position of the off-points created toward the direction
of those normals can be calculated as in equations (2.16-17).
   , , , ,x y zN i N i N i i i i i i i i ix y z p no x no y no z no            (2.16)
   2 2 2, , , , , 1..x y zN i N i N i i i i i i i i ix y z p no x no y no z no    i n            (2.17)
where δ is the distance considered, between the in-surface points and the corresponding
off-surface points and noix,y,z, i=1,...,n, the normals estimated for each coordinate axis.
2.2.3 Interpolant model identification on the extend dataset
This step consists on determining the value of the function f expressed in equations (2.18)
whose zero contour (isosurface f=0) interpolates the given point cloud data x1,...,n, and whose
isosurface f=1 and f=-1 interpolate x+n+1,...,2n and x-2n+1,...,3n, respectively, i.e.,
 
0 1..
1 1..2
1 2 1..3
i
       i n
f x        i n n
     i n n

  
  

(2.18)
The values of ±1 for the auxiliary data are assigned in an arbitrary way. Such choice does
not affect the quality of the results. Here we are interested in the zero isosurface of f.
3. COMPACTLY-SUPPORTED-RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION INTERPOLATION
(CS-RBF)
3.1 Construction of the linear system of equations with CS-RBFs
As mentioned before, in the present work we use CS-RBFs as interpolant functions to
construct the linear system of equations and by the literature research carried out, Wendland
CS-RBFs functions [43] represent feasible choices as interpolant functions once they
guarantee the creation of sparse and positive-definiteness matrices of the linear system. In
general, the solutions of the minimum-degree polynomial for compact, locally-supported
radial basis functions have the form:
(1 ) ( )( )
pr P r      r<1r
0                      otherwise 
   (3.1)
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In this work, the computation of ( )r is performed using the Shepard Method, which
correspond to one of the existents partition of unity (PU) approaches. This approach is used to
construct interpolations and approximations and possess good properties, such as the fact that
the grid is composed by scattered nodes, the basis reproduces exactly complete linear
polynomials and the method is applicable in any number of spatial dimensions.
Shepard Method is used here due its benefits that include better conditioning of discrete
equations and easier handling of essential boundary conditions in applications to PDE’s.
Furthermore, compared to moving least squares approximations, the construction of the basis
is quite fast [44].
In Shepard Method, we consider the discretization of the domain Ω with an approximation
based on a set of scattered nodes. Each node affects the approximation in its neighbourhood,
or domain of influence ΩI.
The domains of influence can be of any shape: square, circular, etc. A weight function WI(x)
is associated with each node I. It is non-negative inside ΩI, vanishes on the boundary δΩI, and
is non-zero at node I. the approximation can be written as:
1
( ) ( )
N
h I I
I
u x w x u

 (3.2)
where uI are the nodal parameters, and wI(x) are the basis functions of compact support,
which are constructed from the weight functions associated with the nodes, WI(x), by:
1
( )( )
( )
I
I N
k
k
W xw x
w x



(3.3)
Being trivially shown that:
1
( ) 1
N
I
I
w x

 (3.4)
Equation (3.4) expresses the fact that the functions wI(x) represent a partition of unity: a
constant function u(x)=C is reproduced exactly (“constant precision”). Id uI=C, for I=1,...,N,
it follows from (3.2) that:
11 1
( )( ) ( ) ( ) 1
N
I I
I
N N
h I I I
I I
w x uu x w x u w x C C
 
     (3.5)
Figures II(c-d) show the plot of two examples of 3D compactly-supported functions and in
table II, it can be observed an example of that type of functions, divided by their dimensions
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in space.
Figure II - Plot and comparison of different radial basis functions.
For various degrees of desired continuity (Ck) and dimensionality (d) of the interpolated
function, Wendland [43] has derived the radial basis functions presented in table II.
These functions have a radius of support equal to 1.
Scaling of the basis functions (i.e, ø(r/α)) allow any desired radius of support α.
The system of equations using the CS-RBFs has the same form as equations (2.7), but the
construction of the linear system considering those type of interpolant make use of an
important feature of RBF functions, namely the fact that they have finite support
 , 0i jc c  for all  ,i jc c farther apart than the radius of support.
By using a kd-tree [41], the set of all points within distance r of a particular point ic can
be determined in )(log nO time.
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TABLE II. EXAMPLES OF COMPACTLY RADIAL BASIS FUNCTIONS, THEIR DIMENSIONS AND
CONTINUITIES (MORSE ET AL. (2001)).
Dimension d Continuity Ck RBF
1  1 r  C0
   31 3 1r r  C2
   5 21 8 5 1r r r   C4
3  21 r  C0
   41 4 1r r  C2
   6 21 35 18 3r r r   C4
   8 3 21 32 25 8 1r r r r    C6
5  31 r  C0
   51 5 1r r  C2
   7 21 16 7 1r r r   C4
As a result of that feature, in the present approach, the linear system of equations is solved
interactively, considering in each loop a particular center ic , for which vicinity the system is
solved.
3.2 Multidimensional binary search tree
A kd-tree is a multidimensional binary tree with the following sorting property for a tree
with point x at the root and subtrees Tleft and Tright.
: d dlefty T   y  x   ,
: d drighty T   y  x   (3.6)
where the sorting dimension d changes at each level of the tree. kd-trees can be used to find
all points within distance r of a particular constraint in ( log )O n n time.
While a number of points must still be tested explicitly, the multidimensional sorting
nature of the kd-tree allows a large number of points to be rejected at each level of the tree
[33]. The resulting matrix is extremely sparse, as illustrated in the figure III.
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Figure III - Structure of the matrices produced by four different CS-RBFs (a and b), thin-plate (c) and
multiquadric (d). The compactly-supported basis function produce a matrix that is sparse (yellow), while the
thin-plate basis functions as well multiquadrics produce a matrix that is nearly and completely full, respectively
(black).
In figure III (a-b), the matrices used to illustrate the sparsity of the CS-RBFs where
obtained considering the same radius of support and it is important to mention that the order
of magnitude of the “non-principal diagonal cells” values, in figure III (a), is greater for C0.
Additionally it was observed that, with growth of the radius of support, those values in all CS-
RBFs growth as well, being always (for the same radius) greater to functions with a lower
continuity k. This is easily observed, for example, if we observe the behavior between the
plots illustrated in figure II c) and d), for CS-RBFs C2 and C6.
According to [41], there already exists numerous methods for building an information
retrieval system capable of handling such associate queries, but they fall short in some very
important way, either in having only a small class of queries easily performed, large running
time, large space requirements, horrible worst cases, or some other adverse properties.
In our paper, we use their method to perform the queries of neighbourhood points search.
As referred, the kd-tree structure grants good flexibility on performing different types of
queries. In the present work, we perform a query that search, for each surface point
considered, the nearest neighbour points by considering the distance between the points
(represented by a radius).
However, if we want, it is extremely easy to perform other types of queries, which can be
for example, queries based on the distance of a specific coordinate axis, or queries based on a
specific position between the points, as right/ left, top/bottom or in some desired direction. In
addition to that type of queries, nearest neighbour queries, the kd-tree is also able to perform
intersection queries.
Summarising, one can say that a kd-tree represents an information file, where each record
in the file is stored as node in the tree. In addition to k keys which comprise the record, each
node contains two pointers, which are either null or point to another node in the kd-tree.
Associated with each node, though not necessarily stored as a field, is a discriminator, which
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is an integer between 0 and k-1, inclusive.
3.3 Selection of radius of support and isosurface extraction
Due to the finite extent of CS-RBFs, only those points within the radius of support of one
of the original positions have non-zero values. Hence, it is crucial to properly select that
radius of support to achieve optimal efficiency of computation and results. Too small a radius
can produce basis functions that are unable to span the inter-constraint gaps. Too large a
radius does not adversely affect the results but reduces the sparseness of the matrix, thus
increasing the computation required. It is necessary to select a radius of support that is both
large enough to produce effective results and not so large that the computation becomes
impractical. In section 4, some examples of considering different radius of support to
reconstruct the same surface are demonstrated.
For all points outside the radius of support considered in each iteration of the surface
reconstruction, all the terms in equation (2.5), with exception to the polynomial term, are zero.
In this way, these embedding functions are not the same as those normally used for implicit
surfaces - the implicit surface represented is not the only set of zero-valued points in the space.
However, the implicit surface does form a unique contiguous locus of zero-valued points
passing through the constraints. An isosurface extractor may be used to extract this surface by
seeding it with any one of the initial constraints. However, care must be taken so that the step
size of the extractor does not cause it to jump outside the band of non-zero points. It is easy to
explicitly recognize when no non-zero terms are found in equation (2.5) (none of the
constraint point lie within the radius of support of the point being evaluated).
As the zero set of embedding function is not uniquely the surface of interest, the resulting
embedding function has limited applications in interpolation [35], or similar applications.
For the purpose of isosurface extraction, in this work we used the MATLAB function
isosurface(), which provides good results, being also used in the work of [40] and [46]. From
the experience obtained, the results provided by this function showed to be similar to the one
obtained using Marching Cubes approach.
3.4 Pseudo-algorithms
For illustrative purposes, one presents schematically in this sub-section the most relevant
pseudo-algorithms considered in this work, reflecting the considerations made in the previous
sections. The first one is related to the main routine associated to the surface reconstruction.
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Pseudo-algorithm 1 - Main Routine
Computes the reconstruction of a surface represented by a synthetic point cloud and represents it in the space
Input: p(p1,p2,...,pN); Neval; Ncell; wfunc; rbf; Rno; R; Lnmin; Lnmax; Valcrit; ncheck (integer)
Output: Surface iso-plot; vertices %Final fitted points
Construct Distance Matrix D of p and set N as the number of points (rows) of p;
Construct the Multidimensional Binary Tree (Datatree) of p;
Initialize normals %Size p
Initialize count1
For i from 1 to N do
[normals,count1,count2] ← Principal_Component_Analysis(normals,count1,Lnmin,Lnmax,Valcrit,p,N,i) %Algorithm 2
endfor
Δ ←max(max(p,[],1)-min(p,[],1))/100
Create the off-surface points, with the distance of Δ to the on-surface points p;
Set the values 1 and -1 to the function vector f, with respect to the inner and outer surface points, respectively;
Create the grids of validation points (peval) and center points (ppu) with sizes Neval3×3 and Ncell3×3, respectively;
Construct Distances Sparse Matrix (Dcsrbf) to construct interpolation function via Shepard Method, concerning the radius
of support R, evaluation grid peval and center points ppu; uses kD_tree and kD_search
Evaluate Wfunc ← wfunc(Dcsrbf)
Construct the Multidimensional Binary Tree (evaltree) of peval;
Initialize Pf %Size Ncell3×3
pctrs ← p
for j from 1 to Ncell3 do
Search for the points pt(pt1,pt2,...,ptNc), their indices idx(idx1,idx2,...,idxNc)and distances d(d1,d2,...,dNc), on the
neighborhood of ppu(j,:), considering the Datatree and R;
if not empty(idx)
Construct Distances Sparse Matrix (Ddata), concerning R, p(idx,:) and pctrs(idx,:)
RBFdata ← rbf(Ddata)
Search for the points pte(pte1,pte2,...,pteNc), their indices idxe(idxe1,idxe2,...,idxeNc) and distances de(de1,de2,...,deNc), on the
neighborhood of ppu(j,:), considering the evaltree and R;
Construct Distances Sparse Matrix (Deval), concerning R, pctrs(idx,:) and peval(idx,:)
RBFeval ← rbf(Deval)
Fitlocal ← RBFeval×(RBFdata\f(idx))
Pf(idxe) ← Pf(idxe)+Fitlocal×Dcsrbf(idxe,j)
Iso-plot Pf %Progressive iso-plot of the surface
endif
endfor
Iso-plot Pf %Final iso-plot of the surface
The second pseudo-algorithm respects to the principal component analysis method.
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Pseudo-algorithm 2 - Principal_Component_Analysis
Computes the normal vectors to each point of the point cloud, via Principal Component Analysis Method
Input: p; Rno; R; Lnmin; Lnmax; Valcrit; normals; count1; N; i.
Output: normals; count1; count2.
Search for the points pt(pt1,pt2,...,ptNc), their indices idx(idx1,idx2,...,idxNc)and distances d(d1,d2,...,dNc), on the
neighborhood of p(i,:), considering the Datatree and Rno;
pc ← p(idx,:)
Ncc← round(Nc/ncheck) %Choose a set of neighbors to check normals
Initialize CV %Size 3×3×Ncc
for j from 1 to Ncc do
for k from 1 to Nc do
CV(:,:,j) <-           
 
ccn
j c
cn
k c
c
jpkptjpkptn 1 1 :,:,.':,':,
1
endfor
endfor
Compute eigenvalues lambda and eigenvectors eivec with size 3×3×Ncc for each pc(pt1,pt2,...,ptNcc);
Set the value of normal vectors nu with size 1×3×Ncc for each point pc(pt1,pt2,...,ptNcc) as the the eigenvector corresponding
to smallest eigenvalue each point pc(pt1,pt2,...,ptNcc)
Calculate the vector vsign(vsign1,vsign2,...,vsignNcc) corresponding each cell to the value for outer product between each point
pc(pt1,pt2,...,ptNcc) normal vector and the point p(i) normal.
Initialize count2
Increment 1 to count2 for each vsign(vsign1,vsign2,...,vsignNcc) between Lnmin and Lnmax;
Consider the computation of normal of p(i) if count2/Ncc>Valcrit; otherwise, increment 1 to count1.
4. RESULTS
To enable the evaluation of the methods considered to reconstruct the 3D surfaces, and
their implementation, it was found important to develop a parametric study concerning
different factors involved. To this purpose a set of primitive surfaces was considered in order
to characterize the influence of parameters and their effect on the final results. These analyses
are considered very important and pertinent as they are not found in the literature, as far as it
was possible to understand from the extensive review carried out. The parameters that will be
analyzed are the radial basis function used for interpolation (C2 or C6, see table II), the set
dimension N of the synthetic point cloud, the size of the validation grid Neval3 as well the size
of centers grid Ncell3, the radius of support for interpolation R and for normals estimation Rno,
and the criterion for the considering if they should be computed. The 3D surfaces considered
for reconstruction were the surface of a unitary cube, that contain sharp edges, the surface of a
unitary radius sphere and the surface of a torus with a unitary bend radius and an outer radius
of 0.3.
4.1 Cube
Concerning to the cube surface, it has to be mentioned, for the simulations carried out, that
the results do not differ much for different input parameterization, with the exception of the
surface in the edges neighborhood. Due to this observation, we set the parameters to focus in
the study of those regions of the surface. Table III shows the parameters considered for three
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different cube surfaces obtained and in the figure IV that surfaces can be observed. It should
be noted the mean value of the interval showed in the Normal Criterion column. That criterion
is presented in the pseudo-algorithm 2 (sub-section 3.4), and intends to compare the value vsign
within the interval, i.e., the normal vector for the point is considered just if a certain
percentage of the values vsign lies in the interval. It becomes obvious that with a smaller
interval it is expected that the number of normals considered, hence all points of the surface
are visited, is also smaller.
TABLE III. PARAMETERS IMPOSED TO RECONSTRUCT THE CUBES SURFACES
Number CS-RBF N Add.Points (/2)
Neval/
Ncell
Normal
Criterion R/Rno
1 C6 9000 3058 15/15 1 0.2/0.2
2 C6 4500 3341 20/20 [0.98-1.02] 0.3/0.1
3 C2 9000 8895 15/15 [0.98-1.02] 0.2/0.2
By observing the three cubic surfaces obtained, at first place it is clearly noticed the
undesirable shapes that appear in the reconstruction of the cube (1) edges. If we compare the
combinations of parameters in the table III, it can be concluded that the responsible for the
lack of quality of the edges is the strict normal criterion for normal computation, i.e., the
normals for each point of the surface was computed only if the cells values of vector vsign was
unitary.
Figure IV - Representation of the cubes surfaces (1), (2) and (3), obtained considering the parameters showed
in table III.
That fact lead to a computation of just a few number of normals in the edges, because the
normals of a large number of points in its neighborhood lay within a wide angle region which
points possess completely different normals when compared to the normal of the point.
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Additionally, although it is not so clear, if we observe the representation of cube (1), one can
see that some of vertices of that surface present a small hole, due, precisely, to lack of points
created in that zones.
Focusing in the Additional Points column in table III, if we compare the percentage of
normal points created with respect to the number N of the cloud point, for the three cubic
surfaces, we found for cube (1) just about 30%, for cube (2), 75%, and for the last, 98%.
Considering that, it is obvious that, for the interpolation carried out to reconstruct the surface,
the difference between the numbers of points in the cube faces and in the edges is enormous.
Comparing the latter two surfaces, in a first view, one can conclude that the results are not
so much different, but in fact, faces of cube (3) are flatter than cube (2), which result in a
better quality of that zones of the cube. From table III, it can be concluded that even using a
bigger validation and centers grid in the computation of surface (2), the dimension of point
cloud of the latter is half of the cube (3). The fact that the percentage of normal points added
in the cube (2) is smaller than that of the cube (3) is related with the criterion of normals
creation. This happens because on the calculation of the normals, in the cube (3) case, there is
a larger number of points in the neighborhood, hence a wide variety of normals are available
for comparison purposes.
Finally it is important to refer that even having yet a good quality, the cubes surfaces (2)
and (3) still not have the “perfect” approximation in the edges. That fact is related precisely
with the computation of normals vectors, as it was referred before, is a issue that is being
studied, because actually, by the literature research carried out, it can be said that, besides,
exists a relatively large number of approaches to compute that normals, all of them has their
drawbacks and should not work well for some kind of surfaces features. Regardless that fact,
the most relevant consideration when the normals are calculated is the orientation of those
normals, which in most cases is not consistent, and until now it has attracted relatively little
research interest [45].
4.2 Sphere
With respect to the study of several parameters effects on the quality of the reconstructed
surface of a unitary sphere, that has different geometric features when compared with the cube
surface, it was concluded that the most relevant parameters to be studied were the size of
validation grid, the radius of support to interpolate the function as well the size of centers grid.
In table IV it can be observed the parameters considered for the reconstruction of the nine
spheres presented in figure V. As it can be seen, the dimension of the point cloud sets was the
same for all cases and in most of them it was considered the C6 as the CS-RBF. In fact, the
consideration of different radial functions showed to have not a relevant effect on the results
obtained, except if it is carefully studied the variation of the radius of support for each CS-
RBF.
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TABLE IV. PARAMETERS IMPOSED TO RECONSTRUCT THE SPHERES SURFACES
Number CS-RBF N Add.Points (/2)
Neval/
Ncell
Normal
Criterion R/Rno
1 C6 4000 1985 7/7 [0.98-1.02] 0.1/0.2
2 C6 4000 2156 7/7 [0.98-1.02] 0.4/0.2
3 C6 4000 1875 40/10 [0.98-1.02] 0.1/0.2
4 C6 4000 2109 15/15 [0.98-1.02] 0.1/0.1
5 C6 4000 1839 35/10 [0.98-1.02] 0.15/0.1
6 C2 4000 406 15/15 1 0.3/0.2
7 C2 4000 1929 15/15 [0.98-1.02] 0.3/0.2
8 C6 4000 1992 25/10 [0.98-1.02] 0.3/0.2
9 C6 4000 1852 35/10 [0.98-1.02] 0.5/0.15
First of all, the worst two results obtained for the reconstruction of sphere surface must be
discussed. It can easily be concluded from table IV that the parameter with more relevant
effect on the surface quality was the dimension of the grids sizes.
Obviously, when we have a small centers grid, just a few numbers of centers is considered
to find the in/out surface points, leading to a low precision in the interpolation of the surface
function. In addition, if the validation grid is small, it will reinforce the achievement of bad
results, once the corresponding validation is done considering just a few points.
The difference between those two surfaces is related with the size of radius of support
considered, i.e., regardless the fact that it is obvious that the surface (2) has a miserable
quality, at least, when it is seen, it can already be observed some kind of a sphere shape.
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Figure V - Representation of the spheres surfaces (1) to (9), obtained considering the parameters showed in
table IV.
In sphere (1), that idea is far from being obvious. That sphere was reconstructed
considering a radius of support of 0.1, i.e, just 10% of the radius of the sphere, and when
combined with small grids, each center visited during the iteration process will find just a few
points in the neighborhood, compromising the interpolation and the validation of the function.
Surface (3) is represented by a bigger number of fragments of minor dimensions, contrarily
to what happened to the first surface in this case. This is due to the increase of the validation
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grid, being an expected pattern, as the number of points where the interpolated function will
be evaluated is larger. Despites this, the surface obtained is not a feasible representation for
the surface effectively represented by the synthetic point cloud.
By observing sphere (4), we still have a bad quality surface, but the results are better than
the obtained in the representation of the previous surfaces. The size of the validation grid is
much smaller, but the size of the centers grid considered is bigger, showing that the
consideration of that latter grid size is also an important aspect.
In the case of sphere (5) we still have a surface with several holes, but when compared
with the 3rd sphere, we can observe in special, the effect of the radius of support. The
validation grid in case (5) is small, but slightly increasing the radius of support, the quality of
the results gets better and this is due to the fact that in each iteration on the interpolation and
validation routine, the function is interpolated using a large set of points, even that the number
of evaluated points is smaller.
The next two spheres presented in figure VI, do not contain holes, but still do not fit with a
reasonable quality the desirable surface. Those surfaces were obtained considering a radius of
support of 30% of the sphere radius, showing again the importance of that parameter. The
difference on the quality of those two surfaces is related with the normal criterion, having
sphere (6) some undesirables shapes in certain zones of the surface, which must represent
zones where just a few number of normals were computed.
Finally, the spheres (8) and (9) go on clearly improving until reaching a high quality. The
improvement from sphere (7) to (8) is related to the increase of the validation grid, and those
two surfaces already show that it is more important to consider a greater size for that grid than
for the centers grid. The last sphere shown in the figure confirm that conclusion and also that
the radius of support considered is a very influent parameter that grant to the evaluated
function a much better fitting, as in each iteration, a greater number of points are considered.
Considering all the results, in general we can conclude that the validation and centers grids
grant to the interpolation function a bigger space range that will be explored to proceed with
the interpolation and evaluation process and a bigger radius of support gives the possibility (in
each iteration carried out during the reconstruction process) of visiting a large number of
points, grating a greater smoothness to the desirable surface represented by the point cloud.
4.3 Torus
The same procedures carried out in the study of parameters effects in the surface of a
sphere were considered for the torus, i.e., the dimension of the point cloud generated was the
same, except in the last case, where it was considered a set of 2000 points.
Table V shows the parameters considered on the reconstruction of each torus represented
in figure VI.
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TABLE V. PARAMETERS IMPOSED TO RECONSTRUCT THE TORUS SURFACES
Number CS-RBF N Add.Points (/2)
Neval/
Ncell
Normal
Criterion R/Rno
1 C6 4000 3425 15/15 [0.98-1.02] 0.1/0.3
2 C6 4000 1605 15/15 [0.99-1.01] 0.4/0.1
3 C6 4000 3556 20/20 [0.98-1.02] 0.25/0.2
4 C6 4000 1709 20/20 [0.99-1.01] 0.4/0.1
5 C6 4000 3431 20/20 [0.98-1.02] 0.2/0.2
6 C6 2000 1798 30/10 [0.98-1.02] 0.2/0.2
Figure VI - Representation of the torus surfaces (1) to (6), obtained considering the parameters showed in
table V.
From the observation of the results for the torus surface, one can obtain similar conclusions
to the ones mentioned in the case of the sphere surfaces. On these new simulations, there
weren’t considered grids of center and validation points smaller than 153, due to the fact that it
would be expected a reconstructed surface with very bad quality.
For the simulations carried out for the reconstruction of the torus it is relevant to mention
the difference between surfaces (3) and (4), considering the second case a stricter criterion for
the creation of normals points to the surface, and consequently computing a smaller number
of normals. It is interesting to observe that surface (4) present a higher smoothness when
compared to (3), especially if we see that in the latter case more off-surface points were
created. The explanation for those results is related with the radius of support, which was
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considered to be bigger in the case of torus (4), leading to the conclusion that, at least, for
surfaces with those features, the radius of support has a most visible effect on the surface
quality than the criterion for the surface normals computation. When we observe the last two
surfaces, it can be reinforced the idea that the size of the validation grid is the most relevant
parameter in the cases studied, not only because of the fact that the grid is bigger in the torus
(4), which present a very good quality, but also due to the fact that the size of the point cloud
is half of the one considered for the reconstruction of the other surfaces.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This work considered the use of a meshless approach based on compactly-supported radial
basis functions interpolation to reconstruct object surfaces from unorganized point clouds. In
addition, these functions, which shown to be appropriate and trustworthy for the purpose, are
constructed using the Shepard Partition of Unity approximation allied to an efficient
algorithm that structure the data in a Multidimensional Dimensional Tree for a quick search
within points neighborhood.
These methods grant to the approach implemented not only the achievement of surfaces
with several levels of detail and smoothness, but also gives the possibility of reconstructing
surfaces considering points clouds with relatively large sizes in acceptable periods of time,
depending on the computational complexity imposed by the input parameters.
These methods were tested for a set of primitive surfaces with distinct geometrical features,
in order to evaluate the influence of different parameters on the final results. The information
obtained through these tests is an important issue although it is not possible to find it in the
literature, as far as it was possible to understand from the extensive review carried out.
A main area of future work is related to the research and development of efficient methods
devoted to the calculation of consistent normal vectors of on-surface points, especially
concerning to the orientation of these normals, which must be well defined to distinguish
among inner points or outer points created.
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Abstract 
This paper refers to the improvement of the mechanical design of two wheels (one axle) trailers, 
for the carriage of hounds and miscellaneous equipment. An introduction in which the 
objectives of the work are exposed, followed by presentation of the motivation that led to the 
choice of this project is performed. After that, the documentation/literature used in the project 
is described, to make easier the comprehension of subsequent analytical and numerical models. 
A detailed description of all models built to carry out the work – Aluminum Chassis, Fairing 
Aerodynamics in Composite Materials, Steel Ball Hitch and Weight Support Plates in 
Composite Materials are presented. After having done all the required calculations and 
simulations, the results obtained are analysed in order to carry out all the comparative studies 
necessary to understand the product, to improve it and ensure its theoretical security. The use 
of symbolic computation in the development of analytical models and the use of the appropriate 
numerical tools, using specialized software to perform finite element analysis, as well as 3D 
geometric modelling and simulation, are widely demonstrated by presenting a several number 
of studies on the draft of the trailer and its improvement process in order to increase their 
efficiency to the service conditions for which it was designed. Appropriate conclusions, 
followed by further developments are made, due to the size of the project and consequently the 
inability to realize it completely. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper refers to a project developed under the Course of Mechanical Design of the 
School of Engineering of the Polytechnic Institute of Lisbon. This design was developed in part 
with a trailer comprising five separate compartments, to carry hunting dogs and miscellaneous 
equipment. 
The main objective of the present work is to show that the conjunction between the 
commercial finite element method code and the development of analytical models, with use of 
symbolic computation, can significantly improve the design of solutions that are being 
developed. In addition to the easiness of implementation compared with the optimization 
methods, should point out the very favourable environment for the learning process and the 
assimilation of concepts, using real problems and solutions available in the market. 
For the structure’s / chassis’ trailer is provided the use of non-ferrous material, aluminum 
(several beams welded) with five independent compartments: four for the transport of hunting 
dogs and one for the transport of miscellaneous equipment (storage area). 
It was also considered to incorporate an outer aerodynamic fairing to the chassis, in order to 
minimize the fuel consumption, thereby reducing the drag coefficient of the trailer. This 
component is produced from composite materials, in order to reduce the weight of the product 
and to increase its mechanical strength. 
The introduction of the load support plates, also made of composite materials, has also been 
considered in order to prevent the corrosion due to the transport of animals (moisture, etc.), 
reducing the weight of the product and ensuring easy disassembly (to make the cleaning of the 
interior easier, for example). 
In this paper we only present some of the fundamental aspects of the full trailer project. One 
aspect that arises is the analysis and the design of the structural part of the product, the following 
components: aluminum chassis, both aerodynamic fairing and support plates in composite 
materials. It is also studied the influence of the trailer on the hitch ball made of steel, to check 
if the product would not compromise the use of a conventional ball and hitch available on the 
market. In addition, several simulations are carried out to study the influence of the hitch ball’s 
geometry on the stress concentrations – more specifically, its coupling radius and angle. 
To complement the structural analysis of the trailer was also performed a CFD 
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) analysis of the external flow on the fairing. 
In order to design the product’s geometry, SolidWorks was used. The result of this modelling 
can be visualized in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 – 3D trailer modelling with SolidWorks. 
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In order to carry out the study of the components, commercial software was used to enable 
the displacements, stresses, safety factors and failure criteria (orthotropic materials) calculation, 
through the use of Finite Element Method (FEM). The simulations were based on numerical 
models created especially for this application, divided into several versions corresponding to 
each particular situation (trailer in acceleration, braking, cornering, etc.). 
All numerical models were validated by analytical models, anticipating critical situations in 
the operation of the trailer. The Maple software was used in the preparation of symbolic 
computation of analytical models. In FEM simulations, ANSYS MECHANICAL APDL code 
was used, to program the models’ routines. 
The results were analysed and supported by comparative studies, which lead to the 
conclusions of the work and the proposed future developments. 
 
2. DESCRIPTION OF STANDARDS AND TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION 
During the project of the trailer several standards and technical documentation were used, in 
order to carry out checks of some components. This section presents that literature, standards 
and technical documentation. These documents have been essentially used to study the hitch 
ball: ISO (International Organization for Standardization); ISO 1103: 2007 - Road vehicles - 
Coupling Balls for Caravans and Light Trailers - Dimensions; ISO 3853: 1994 - Road vehicles 
- Towing vehicle coupling device to tow caravans or light trailers - Mechanical strength test. 
The ISO 7641: 2012 - Road vehicles - Trailers up to 3.5 t - Calculation of the mechanical 
strength of steel drawbars standard was used to analyse the trailer’s drawbar. 
Was also used UN-ECE Regulations (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe): 
UN-ECE Regulation No. 55; Review 1: 2001 - Uniform Provisions Concerning the approval of 
mechanical couplings components of combinations of vehicles. 
In order to analyse the trailer’s chassis, several Eurocodes were used: EN 1990- Eurocode 0 
- Basis of Structural Design; EN 1991 - EC1 - Eurocode 1 - Actions on Structures; EN 1999 - 
EC9 - Eurocode 9 - Design of Aluminium Structures. 
 
3. ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL MODELS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present section a brief description of all analytical and numerical models developed 
in this project is done. This type of product is unavoidably exposed, during its lifetime, to 
different types of actions, including: 
 
1. Static Actions – "Actions that do not cause significant accelerations of the structure 
or structural elements." [1]. Examples of such actions are: Weight of the dogs, weight 
to be transported into the storage zone, own weight of the structure, the weight of the 
trailer itself, as the fairing components, the weight support plates, the snow 
(additional weight to the structure), etc. 
 
2. Dynamic Actions – "Actions that cause significant accelerations of the structure or 
structural elements." [1]. Examples of these actions are: longitudinal accelerations 
caused by the towing vehicle and transmitted through a force imposed by the hitch 
ball on the trailer, lateral acceleration due to wind, lateral acceleration due to 
centrifugal forces that arise in curves, vertical accelerations due to bumps, impacts 
on holes or irregularities of the road, impacts in case of accidents with other objects 
(cars, rails, walls), snow, fire, etc. 
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3.2. STATIC ANALYSIS OF THE ALUMINUM CHASSIS 
3.2.1. NUMERICAL MODEL: ITERATIONS USING SOLIDWORKS SIMULATION 
The introductory numerical model of the chassis was made in SolidWorks Simulation, 
wherein the component is simplified, reducing the number of beams and keeping in mind that 
the initial release (see Figure 2 a)) had a clear oversizing. 
 
 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 2 – Initial release a) and version 2 b) of the chassis. 
 
This first phase of the static chassis study involved various settings until it reaches a more 
simplified model (see Figure 2 b)), which meets the requirements of conditions of service, with 
a metallic structure much less complex. 
 
The summary of the key variables used in this simplified version is: 
 
1. Down Structure: Rectangular Tube Section Normalized ISO 657-14 - 80x40x3.2 
[mm]; 
2. Top Frame ("Rear Box"): Circular Tube Section Normalized ISO 657-14 - 33.7x2.6 
[mm]; 
3. Wheels’ Axle: Squared Tube Section Normalized ISO 657-14 - 40x40x2.6 [mm]; 
4. Software: SolidWorks Simulation 2014; Material: Aluminium EN-AW 5454; Mesh: 
Beam - Beam Element; 
5. Attachments: Hitch (Uall = 0), wheels (Uy = 0, Uz = 0) - (Fig 3 a.); Actions: Weight 
of Dogs + Equipment Weight - Y Direction - 3008 N. 
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  a)        b) 
 
Figure 3 – Constraints considered a) and simply supported plates b). 
 
In order to carry the dogs and goods, rectangular plates must be used to transmit the loads to 
the structure. In the first version of the trailer, the rectangular plates are bolted to the chassis, 
but in the second version it is considered that the rectangular plates are simply supported on 
beams (see Figure 3 b)). Figure 3 a) shows the considered constraints for this particular 
simulation. In a first approach, to simplify the problem, it is assumed that the weights are 
concentrated forces in the calculation of the reactions at the edges of the rectangular plates (see 
Figure 4). 
Before performing the simulation itself, a quick simulation was done to predict the 
appropriate trailer jack location. As is known, the trailer must have stability when it is loaded 
or not, that is, if it is parked, it weight distribution (centre of gravity) must ensure that it will 
tend to "fall" to the side of the coupling so that not tip back and rest on the jack device. On the 
other hand, when loaded must also ensure stability. 
 
Figure 4 – Applied force (785 N) and reactions in the upper back plate. 
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In Figure 5 a), b) and c) the applied loads to the chassis are presented. On the other hand, the 
mesh is shown in Figure 6, comprising 544 nodes and 530 beam elements. 
 
 
  a)        b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      c) 
 
Figure 5 – Vertical forces applied to the chassis lower a) and upper b) sections and drawbar c). 
 
Figure 6 – Type of mesh used in the chassis, beam element (SolidWorks). 
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3.2.2. NUMERICAL MODEL: ITERATIONS USING ANSYS MECHANICAL APDL 
In the second version it was used for the finite element analysis the commercial program 
ANSYS MECHANICAL APDL. In order to facilitate future modification of the model in 
ANSYS, a programming routine associated with it has been developed. This model is the same 
as the described above for the SolidWorks Simulation, for comparison proposes. First of all, it 
was introduced all keypoints needed to model formulation – 39 keypoints (see Figure 7 a)). 
Later were created the necessary lines to join the keypoints – 56 lines (see Figure 7 b)). 
In the finite element discretization it was used a beam element with 3 nodes, BEAM189. As 
in the previous model, the aluminum has an elastic modulus of 70 GPa and Poisson's ratio of 
0.3897. 
 
 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 7 – Chassis’ keypoints a) and chassis’ lines b), in ANSYS MECHANICAL APDL. 
The vertical forces applied to the beams had to be converted into distributed loads along the 
lines, i.e. pressures (see Figure 8) (force per unit length of beam). 
 
  a)        b) 
Figure 8 – Distributed loads applied on the chassis’ beams a) and the shifted axle b). 
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Due to the complexity of the project and the huge amount of checks and simulations, we 
came to the conclusion that the most cost effective way of achieving it is using the possibilities 
of ANSYS APDL. The time used to program all versions made was very considerable, but then 
the successive changes are much easier to program (sections’ changes, geometry, material, 
laminate stacking, etc.). The fact that it is possible to use a single solution for various types of 
elements at the same time has simplified the entire project. 
As in the simplified version of the chassis displacement is very high, it was made an iterative 
process to reduce it. Be introduced to a new version three changes. The first change is to shift 
the axle of the support structure about -200 mm in the X direction, to bring the support of the 
wheels of the trailer to the centre of gravity of it. The changes of 750 mm distance between the 
rear wheels and trailer to 950 mm. This easily models up by changing four keypoints in routine 
programming, relating to axle bearing support (k10, k11, k18 and K19), adding -200 mm to its 
X position (attached routine). A second change involves the introduction of the density of 
aluminum mass MP, DENS, 1, 2.7e-6. Finally began to consider the severity toward -Y to 
consider the own weight of the beams. Through the ACEL command, 0, 9.81,0. Through the 
details provided by SolidWorks is possible to know that there are about 544 nodes and 530 
elements. It is to be noted that in this solution it was not changed the mesh parameters. 
Under the used process improvement it was introduced the fairing component. The main 
objective of this component is to reduce the drag coefficient when the trailer is towed by a 
towing vehicle. In order to reduce this parameter is necessary to ensure that the depression that 
comes on the back of the trailer decrease and consequently also reduce the same to the 
movement opposing force. Thus can be guaranteed a reduction in fuel consumption by reducing 
the movement resistance of the fair, as opposed to a solution without this component, or if a 
simple "box". Most of the trailers for transport does not address this situation. 
By adding fairings to the trailer, not only influences the aerodynamic vehicle, but also 
introduces an increased structural rigidity to the frame. It is a component with a very large area 
(about 12 m2), which when properly secured to the structure, reducing dislocations at the outset, 
due to its high moment of inertia. The fairing is made of composite material to reduce weight 
and increase mechanical resistance. On the other hand, necessarily need to resist atmospheric 
conditions to be the outside "shell" of the product (UV rays from the sun, rain, wind, snow, 
rock impacts, etc.). 
In Figure 9 is shown the new model. The most important variables used in this numerical 
model are used composite material is fiberglass-type E with epoxy matrix; the laminate is 
symmetrical sequence [+ 45 / -45 / 0] 3S; the mass equals to 100 kg; the mesh used is the 
SHELL181 element; actions in the direction Y are 4329 N. 
 
 
Figure 9 – Modelling the fairing (SHELL181 element. 
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To consolidate the improvement process of the chassis were used a total of 10 versions with 
different assumptions loads, geometry and loading conditions. Were also carried out several 
analytical studies considering the different possibilities of static and dynamic loads 
(accelerations in straight and in curve lines). 
In this model considers the actions associated to version 6 and introduces a longitudinal 
acceleration to the trailer, in order to consider the inertia of the chassis and fairing. 
In terms of animal comfort, the trailer’s user cannot / should perform very high accelerations 
with the towing vehicle during movement. In figure 10 it is shown a typical acceleration curve 
for this equipment. 
Summary of the most important variables used in this numerical model: Longitudinal 
Acceleration, Start; Acelx = 3.5 m / s2; Actions: direction Y - 4716 N, X direction - 615 N. 
In version 8 we considered the situation in which the motor vehicle is traveling in a straight 
line and hard braking. Acelx considered a deceleration = -10 m / s2 and Y direction actions - 
4716 N, the X direction - 615 N. In the simulated version 9, the trailer without longitudinal 
acceleration, carries out a lateral acceleration curve Acelz = 2.5 m / s2 with actions in the Y 
direction - 4716 N, X direction - 142 N and Z direction - 338 N. Finally made a version 10 
which undertook to trailer behaviour analysis loaded using a buffer in each wheel support and 
considering action in the Y direction - 4329 N. 
Figure 10 rough Figure 14 represent the different loads considered on the several cases 
analysed. 
 
Figure 10 – Typical curves of acceleration, vehicle Chevy S-10 [1]. 
 
 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 11 – Free body diagram of the chassis - load case 2 a) and load case 3 b). 
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  a)        b) 
 
Figure 12 – Free body diagram of the chassis - load case 4 a) and load case 5 b). 
 
 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 13 – Free body diagram of the chassis - load case 6 a) and load case 7 b). 
 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 14 – Free body diagram of the chassis - load case 8 a) and load case 9 b). 
During the improvement process the maximum Von Mises stress value was reduced to 18.3 
MPa, starting from a starting value of 33 MPa. This was a high reduction. This happened 
because the moving of the axle position closer to the centre of gravity, bending the drawbar 
reduces the bending moment and therefore also the stresses in the beams. The fact that it is to 
apply the own weight of the low beams influences the outcome, given that the chassis weight 
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is greatly reduced. 
Note that in the comparative studies between analytical models and numerical models 
developed in ANSYS, the maximum difference noted was 1%. 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 15 – Maximum displacement in the chassis a) and maximum axial and bending stresses b). 
In Figure 16 through Figure 17 are shown the results for total displacements and safety 
factors for different load cases analysed (version 2 to version 9). 
 
  a)        b) 
 
Figure 16 – Total displacement to the chassis a) and the total displacement on fairing b). 
 
 
  a)        b) 
Figure 17 – Maximum displacement on the frame a) and the chassis safety factor b). 
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3.3. DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE ALUMINUM CHASSIS 
3.3.1. NUMERICAL MODEL: CFD USING SOLIDWORKS FLOWSIMULATION 
In order to be possible to predict what efforts the wind causes in the fairing when the trailer 
is towed by the towing vehicle, there was made an external flow simulation in SolidWorks 
FlowSimulation. Not considered flow rates in the lateral direction or vertical to the trailer, only 
longitudinal. 
As the trailer is mandatory towed by a motor vehicle, the flow behaviour in the back of it is 
always dependent on its type, that is, if a vehicle type "sedan" the wind focuses much more on 
the fairing, unlike the situation is a jeep, for example. In the case of jeep, due to their high 
volume and geometry of the rear of the form is a far superior depression, characterized by the 
re-circulated air (vortex effect). As the towing vehicle has as much influence on the trailer in 
terms of aerodynamics, is modelled, in addition to the fairing, a jeep Mitsubishi Pajero TR4 2.0 
16V (2003) block. In the simulation it was placed in front of the fairing, to analyse the 
combination of both vehicles. 
Although the fairing being shaped surface, a block was formed from this 3D geometry. The 
blocks are used instead of real models, because that reduces the simulation time and any errors 
that may appear – are eliminated automatically holes, internal cavities, etc., simplifying much 
the model (and it's okay to do this, taking into account which are the exterior surfaces of the 
blocks to be analysed in terms of flow). In Figure 18, are shown the arrangement of the jeep 
and the fairing. 
 
 
Figure 18 – Modelled blocks used in FlowSimulation. 
 
The fairing 3D modelling was performed and was gradually up iterating from complex 
solutions and solutions for simple but efficient (Figure 19). After the modulation of the 
component the data obtained it was exported to IGES format to allow their importation into 
ANSYS APDL. For analysis of this component in the composite material it was used an elastic 
orthotropic linear model using the SHELL181 element. 
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Figure 19 – Fairing modelled in SolidWorks. 
 
It was used for fairing the stacking sequence [+ 45 / -45 / 0] 3S with a total of 18 layers 
(Figure 20)  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20 – Stacking sequence of layers and thickness of the fairing. 
 
Figure 21 shows the view of the mesh flow created in SolidWorks FlowSimulation, using 
3D modelling and assembly blocks. 
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Figure 21 – Definition of the flow loop in SolidWorks FlowSimulation. 
 
In this numerical model apply to wind action on the fairing, which were obtained in the 
previous model by external flow simulation. After having done extensive research and made 
several attempts at ANSYS, came to the conclusion that the APDL applying pressures through 
a complex surface components is harder than it looks. To resolve this issue we selected the area 
of the fairing where you wanted to apply forces, we selected all the constituent nodes that area 
and gave their total number - about 3586 nodes. The best approach, although not the most 
realistic possible, that we managed to do was to divide the forces by the number of nodes and 
apply them to each as concentrated forces: Towards Y, applied in each node a concentrated 
force equal to 387/3586 = 0.1079 N and X direction, apply in each node a concentrated force 
equal to 142/3586 = 0.0396 N. 
 
 
 
Figure 22 – Model loads applied to the chassis. 
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The main objective of this simulation is to predict the loads that air exerts on the fairing 
when the trailer is towed, so you can move to the Chassis Version 6, with these loads applied 
instead of the optimization of the drag coefficient of geometry. However we can also observe, 
through graphics, the moving assembly behaviour through the pressure of view, speed and flow 
lines. Figure 22 shows the resulting graph of speed during towing considering only the fairing. 
There is a high reduction speed behind the fairing, which means that there recirculation flow 
due to the mat. With optimum geometry this issue could be minimized and further. It also 
appears in Figure 23 high mat just behind the jeep, much higher than the fairing, due to its high 
volume. 
 
 
Figure 23 – Resulting graph of speed when towing (only fairing). 
 
Figure 24 – Resulting graph of speed when towing (both vehicles). 
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Figure 25 – Current lines on the surface of the fairing (pressure). 
 
Figure 26 – Display of flow velocity in SolidWorks FlowSimulation. 
 
Through the analysis of the results it is concluded that the force applied on the fairing in the 
longitudinal direction of the trailer is 142 N and the vertical direction is 387 N. 
Another conclusion that can be carried out is due to the fact that the fairing is behind the jeep 
in the longitudinal direction of the trailer the force is much smaller than the force in the vertical 
direction. Therefore, the chassis will be more requested in the Y direction than in the X 
direction, the action-reaction principle (the fairing is attached to the chassis). According to the 
undertaken and presented in the project report results the drag coefficient is approximately 0.1, 
which is quite positive. A common carrier, as explained above, has a drag coefficient close to 
0.3. In this solution the trailer, with the built fairing has a drag coefficient 3 times lower. 
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3.4. STEEL HITCH BALL – STATIC ANALYSIS USING SOLIDWORKS 
One of the goals of the model developed for the trailer connection was the analysis of the 
steel hitch ball with respect to the trailer action in order to draw conclusions about its safety in 
the most critical situations. In addition to this check, another objective was to study the 
influence of the curvature geometry in the study of the stress concentrations in the drawbar. 
Using the ISO 1103 standard and the UN-ECE Regulation No. 55 hitch ball to modelled using 
the SolidWorks Simulation, taking into account the related requirements. In Figure 26 there is 
shown the first version analysed. 
 
Summary of the most important variables used in this numerical model: Material: Steel AISI 
A3; Mesh: Solid Mesh; Constraints: embedding in support; Actions: Y Direction - 1151 N 
Directing X - 1260 N (sudden braking). 
 
Figure 27 – Steel hitch ball in version 1, constraints (left) and applied loads (right). 
 
In the same configuration, loads and the boundary conditions, was conducted a second 
analysis (version 2) that for the same type of mesh (solid mesh) was applied Adaptive Method 
H using the mesh coarsening option to refine the mesh in higher stress concentration zone, in 
the curved bar. 
 
3.4.1. INFLUENCE OF THE CURVATURE RADIUS OF THE STEEL HITCH BALL 
In the numerical model, taking into account the tests required by the ISO 3853 standard, is 
performed fatigue test. Figure 28 is the model of actions and boundary conditions using the 
SolidWorks Simulation 2014. The most important variables used in this numerical model 
(version 3): Attachments: embedding in support; Actions: Y Direction - 615 N Directing X - 
2294 N; No Cycles: 2 * 10 ^ 6, Sinusoidal Fully Reversed. 
In the numerical model, we performed a study on the variation of the stress concentration of 
the hitch ball with radius of curvature (see Figure 29). It was analysed the radius variation and 
the inclusion of a fillet. Performing simulations of fatigue accompanied by the application of 
Adaptive Method H, take up conclusions about the influence of the radius of curvature in the 
stress concentration in component (depending on geometry). From a radius R15 in previous 
versions were carried out various simulations (R15, R20, R25 and R30) and it was found that 
the lower equivalent stress is obtained with an R30 radius (version 4). 
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Figure 28 – Numerical Model: Study of fatigue (Hitch Ball Version 3). 
 
 
Figure 29 – Effect of the radius of curvature R (steel hitch ball). 
 
3.4.2. INFLUENCE OF THE COUPLING ANGLE OF THE STEEL HITCH BALL 
In this numerical model was carried out to study the influence of the angle (50, 100, 150 and 
200) of the bar (Figure 14) in the stress concentration. Remained the R30 radius and there were 
the fatigue simulations accompanied by the application of the h-adaptive method in order to 
take up conclusions about his influence on the stress concentrations in component (as a function 
of the geometry). Remained the radius of curvature equal to 30 mm, the frame in the holder, 
shares: Y direction - 615 N, X direction - 2294 N and the Cycles NO: 2 * 10 ^ 6, Sinusoidal 
Fully Reversed. 
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Figure 30 – Effect of the angle of the steel hitch ball (version 6). 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The dimensions, geometry and material of the chassis were quite adequate, that is, models, 
without much change can meet much of its function. In static analysis terms, the displacements 
were quite acceptable, as the safety factors. There have been significant improvements over the 
initial models adopted. 
In summary can be summarized as the most important findings with respect to chassis the 
utilization in the present project of the appropriate materials and dimensions. To highlight the 
efficiency of the fairing marked reduction process running resistance and the effect of reducing 
the fuel consumption in the trailer movements. Also noteworthy improvements made to the 
hitch ball reducing stress concentration through an appropriate correlation of geometric distance 
and inclination angles used. 
In conclusion it can be noted that the use of modern computing means, using numerical and 
/ or symbolic computation, shown to be essential tools in improving the mechanical design 
process. 
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Abstract. The need for shelter zones in coastal areas leads to the construction of
structures for shore protection such as breakwaters. Its design is mainly made based in
semi-empirical formulas [1] [2] [3] and in the experience of the project designer, being the
effectiveness of the breakwater carried out through physical modelling.
The Harbours and Maritime Structures Division of National Laboratory (NPE, portuguese
acronym) for Civil Engineering (LNEC, portuguese acronym) have developed several ex-
periments in bidimensional and tridimensional models. Through this experiments, the
stability of the breakwater is tested and the evaluation of damage is made by counting the
armor units dislocated (movements or displacements).This damage evaluation is currently
done by visual inspection thus being a subjective method where some relevant movements
may go unnoticed.
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Additionally, this visual method is time expensive. Therefore it is important to develop
and implement an automated health monitoring and detection method.
With this study innovative photogrammetric analysis techniques are proposed to process
digital photographs of physical modelling experiments made in LNEC. Mathematical tech-
niques were applied in the procedures leading to assess changes between two photos taken
at different time instants.
The procedures were developed using Scilab [4]. With these procedures, we are able to
identify and locate the modified areas in the breakwater and even make an assessment of
the translational movement of Antifer cubes.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
The design of a breakwater is mainly made based in semi-empirical formulas [1] [2] [3]
and in the experience of the project designer. So the effectiveness of the breakwater is
often made by physical modelling. At NPE (Harbours and Maritime Structures Division
of LNEC) one develops extensive experiments in bidimensional and tridimensional mod-
els of breakwaters, to evaluate their effectiveness to the waves actions. Through these
experiments, where in-situ condition of the real structure are simulated, namely concern-
ing the waves characteristics, it is possible to test the stability of the breakwater, being
the evaluation of damage done by counting the armor units dislocated (movements or
displacements).
Currently the identification of these situations is completely done by visual inspection, and
it’s made by counting the noticed movements and displacements of the rocks or concrete
units [5]. This process has effective and known limitations because it is highly dependent
on the experience of the technician, and also on its fatigue which easily happens after a
long time doing this job. Additionally it can be influenced by individual skills if more
than one person is involved in the process.
With this study it was intended to develop innovative photogrammetric analysis tech-
niques based on mathematical methods, for digital photographs comparative analysis of
breakwaters status, before and after physical modelling experiments.
These techniques are considered in the context of the procedures that assess changes
between two photos taken at different time instants. Procedures were developed using
Scilab [4], however algorithms could be implemented in other programming languages or
platforms. The study developed allows to identify and locate the modified areas in the
breakwater and even to make an assessment of the translational movement of Antifer
cubes. As far as the author’s knowledge, no similar or related study was published until
the moment, as can be concluded from the literature review carried out.
2 PROPOSED SOLUTION
2.1 General aspects
The proposed solution should be developed based on the existence of a single pair of photos
for each experiment. This was an existing restriction associated to the real procedure
carried out during these tests. So the available input information to be worked was
condensed in those two digital photographs. Considering other aspects related to an
easier and free access to a computation platform, leaded to the use of Scilab [4] and
Scilab Image and Video Processing Toolbox (SIVP) [6], which are open source softwares,
easy to install, with expeditious programming facilities. As in other platforms, the reading
of a color photograph by scilab+SIVP is interpreted as the reading of an hypermatrix with
dimension M ∈ Rnl,nc,3, as:
M(i, j, 1), M(i, j, 2) e M(i, j, 3), i ∈ {1, · · · , nl} , j ∈ {1, · · · , nc}
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Each entry has a value between 0 and 255 corresponding to the RGB pixel code, where
nl an nc are the number of rows an number of columns respectively (Figura 1).
Pixel
Figure 1: Matricial representation of a digital image
An RGB color space is defined by the encoding of red, blue and green. The RGB encoding
of pure red is (255,0,0), pure green (0,255,0), and pure blue (0,0,255), corresponding the
total absence of color to the code (0,0,0), i.e. black, and the (255,255,255) code for the
white, where all colors are present. The photographs used in this study have a dimension
of 3456×2304 pixels, stored in three elements of hypermatrix RBG. Due to the dimension
of these matrices, it is particularly evident that the time of image analysis increases if
they are based on each element of the hypermatrix. So using logical tests to each entry
of the hypermatrix, increases substantially the execution time.
2.2 Proposed methodology
To reduce the time spent in the images analysis, an approach based on the algebraic
manipulation and the reduction of the hypermatrix into a single matrix, was adopted.
The reduction of the hypermatrix was implemented through the conversion of the color
image into a gray scale image. Gray scale images are rendered in all the shades of gray
in between black and white. One may select different relations to convert a color image
into grayscales such as (1).
GRAY = 0, 3× R + 0, 59×G + 0, 11× B (1)
The decision on the relation to use depends on the goal, as it will be referred next.
Physical models of breakwaters are colored, so one should choose an adequate conversion
to isolate the primary colors, with a conversion formula of the kind of (2) To this purpose,
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one have selected coefficients c1, c2 and c3 in such a way that it would be possible to
isolate in gray scale, one of the three primary colors.
Primary colour in gray scale = c1R + c2G + c3B (2)
As previously mentioned, one of the main objectives of this study was the detection of
modified/damaged zones on the breakwater armour layer, considering the availability of
two digital photographs. Therefore for those two images, representing the initial and
final moments of a physical experiment, it was required to proceed to their grayscale
conversion:
BWi(i.j) initial gray scale matrix (3)
BWf (i.j) final gray scale matrix, i ∈ {1, · · · , nl} , j ∈ {1, · · · , nc} (4)
After the conversion of these images, the relevant differences between the two resulting
image matrices are analyzed. To this purpose, a position matrix P is considered, with the
same size as the BW matrices, where its entries are defined as: if the difference between
the initial and final images is relevant, the entry of the P matrix will be 1, otherwise is
0. This relevance is defined as a threshold value.
P (i, j) =
{
1 se |BWf (i.j)−BWi(i.j)| > ε
0 se |BWf (i.j)−BWi(i.j)| ≤ ε (5)
The most significant modified areas will be detected via the calculation of the matrix
norm, which in this study was considered to be the unit norm, ‖ · ‖1, defined by:
‖A‖1 = max
1≤j≤s
r∑
i=1
|aij| (6)
for a matrix A = [aij]r×s .
After this, the process devoted to identify the location of the most modified zone, begins
with the division of the position matrix P into 4 blocks. The matrix block with the
most modified zone corresponds to the higher entries equal to one, i.e. with a higher
matricial norm. This process is performed iteratively, starting on the entire position
matrix, decomposing it into four blocks, after which the one having an higher matricial
norm is chosen, and decomposed again into four blocks, and so on, until a pre-defined
stopping criteria is met. Figure 2 represents graphically the position matrix P . The
entries corresponding to most significant modified areas are equal to 1, and are represented
through a darker color.
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Matrix block
with higher 
norm
Figure 2: Graphic representation of the matrix P
3 RESULTS
With the conversion of the initial and final digital images to grayscale (2), one has achieved
the isolation of the primary colors, represented on those physical model photos (blue and
red). Pre and post-experiment photos can be observed in Figure 3.
(a) Inicial state (b) Final state
Figure 3: Physical model
For the blue color isolation, were used the coefficients c1 = −0.5, c2 = −0.5 and c3 = 1.5:
(a) Inicial state (b) Final state (c) Difference
Figure 4: Isolation test for the blue color
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In these images it is visible the effect of isolating the blue primary color, with the inicial
(Figure 4(a)) and final (Figure 4(b)) photos and the difference between them (Figure
4(c)).
Considered instead, the isolation of the red color, the coefficients are c1 = 1.5, c2 = −0.5
and c3 = −0.5. With the red color isolated, another zone of the physical model of the
breakwater appear, as can be observed in Figure 5.
(a) Inicial state (b) Final state (c) Difference
Figure 5: Isolation test for the red color
As illustrated for the blue color isolation, the difference between the initial and the final
stage of the experiment is also illustrated for the red color (Figure 5). The photographs
of the physical model do not contain the green color, however the coefficients for the
isolation of such color would be c1 = −0.5, c2 = 1.5 and c3 = −0.5.
Using the same two photos illustrated in Figure 3, techniques for the localization of
the most modified zones were applied. As result of the function created, the grayscale
conversion was made both for initial and final photos.The difference between both gray
scale conversions is illustrated in (Figure 6(a)). This difference enabled to construct the
position matrix P, as mentioned before, illustrated in Figure 6(b).
(a) Differences locations using gray scale conversions (b) Differences locations using position matrix
Figure 6: Gray scale conversion matrix vs. position matrix
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Considering the images shown in the present work, the most modified zone can be deter-
mined/encountered by using the position matrix P , as shown on Figure 7 Note that it is
possible to choose the number of the modified zones and the detection precision. In this
example the modified area is 271, 46 cm2, corresponding to 2, 67 % of a total modification.
The execution time obtained through several tests was approximately 60 seconds, a little
bit low or higher, depending on the selected searching and precison levels. The searching
number is related with the most modified zone and the precision level with the number
of iterations. Figure 7 presents the result of two experiments made, one with 2 searches
and 4 iterations (7(a)) and the other with 3 searches and 3 iterations (7(b)).
(a) With 2 searches and a precision level 4 (b) With 3 searches and a precision level 3
Figure 7: Modified zones detection
The number and size of the blocks/submatrices considered will depend on the user, how-
ever, the aim is that the number of rectangles matches the movements and displacements
of the cubes. Also, the size of the rectangles should be similar to the Antifer cubes.
4 CONCLUSIONS
This study presents an innovative method for the health monitoring and damage detection
of physical scale models of breakwaters. To this purpose, one have applied mathematical
techniques that allowed the assessment of changes between two photos from experiments
taken at different time instants. Contrarily to what is normal in the photogrammetric
analysis the used photos were not expressly obtained for this purpose and the breakwater
model was not especially prepared either. Thus, no specific cares were taken to obtain
these images. This fact increased the complexity of the numerical aspects involved, namely
because frequent undesirable reflections due to the presence of water shouldn’t affect the
interpretation of the image. The algorithms developed during the present work enables to
locate and successfully characterize the altered areas in the breakwater armor. No similar
published work was found in the literature.
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Abstract. A vacuum circuit breaker is a device that allows the cutting of electrical
power. This device consists essentially of two electrodes, one of them being mobile and is
subject to a mechanical force produced by a spring, giving rise to the contact between the
two electrodes. The current passing between two electrodes is determined by the extension
of the contact zone. Moreover, the passage of current generated Laplace forces in areas
bordering the contact, but not yet in contact. Due to the curved geometry of the electrodes,
these Laplace forces are opposite and therefore cause the repulsion of the electrodes. This
means that for a given power we have to evaluate the electric potential, the magnetic field
corresponding to the contact zone. bbm
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1 INTRODUCTION
A vacuum circuit breaker is a device that allows the cutting of electrical power. We refer
figure 1 to showing the main parts of a typical vacuum interrupter. The apparatus core is
essentially constituted of two electrodes, one of them being fixed (1) and the other one is
mobile (3) and subject to a mechanical force produced by a spring, maintaining the contact
between the two electrodes (2). The current passing between two electrodes is determined
by the extension of the contact zone and generated Laplace forces in areas bordering the
contact, but not yet in contact. Due to the curved geometry of the electrodes, Laplace
forces are opposite and cause the repulsion of the electrodes. When the intensity reach
a critical value, the forces separate the two electrodes and the circuit is breaking. For a
given intensity and a contact length, we wish evaluate the repulsive Laplace force deriving
from the electric and magnetic fields.
2
4
5
8
6
7
1
9
2 3
1
2
3
Figure 1: The circuit-breaker [1]
2 THE ELECTRICAL PROBLEM
2.1 Domain definition
At initial stage domain Ω = Ωa ∪ Ωb corresponds to the initial situation where no force
acts. Applying the gravity and the spring we get a displacement u over Ω and a new
configuration characterized by an effective contact area A between the two subdomains.
Due to the displacement u, domain Ω is mapped into a new domain denoted Ω˜ = Ω˜(u) =
Ω˜a(u) ∪ Ω˜b(u) depending on the displacement field. In the same way, on has domains
Ω˜ℓ, Γ˜ℓL, Γ˜
ℓ
C , ℓ = a, b as well as Γ˜B and Γ˜U . For the sake of simplicity, we shall use the
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same notations n, t to denote the outward normal vector and the tangential vector on
the boundary. Notice that A = Γ˜aC ∩ Γ˜bC .
When the circuit breaker is close (the electrodes are in contact with a common area A),
the current flows across the interface governing by two main principles: conservation of
the normal density current and a null potential jump across the interface, as represented
at Figure 2 (a). Moreover, the electric current generate a Laplace force ( as represented
at Figure 2 (b) ), repulsive at contact zone, which plays the fundamental role of a circuit
breaker mechanism. When current increases, the Laplace force increases and the geomet-
rical design of the apparatus results to a reduction of the contact surface till we reach a
complete separation. The present chapter is dedicated to the construction of the electrical
model where one computes the electric and the magnetic field in function of the contact
surface.
(a) The initial configu-
ration
(b) The normal density
current jump across the
interface
(c) Global defined
Laplace force
Figure 2: Electric-Magnetic problem outline
2.2 Mathematical modelling
A medium voltage circuit breaker is designed to work with continuous or low frequency
current (for instance 50 Hz). It results that a common approach use the low frequency
approximation (see Rappaz and Touzani [2]) where we neglect the displacement current
and the induction effect. Consequently, we use the standard scalar potential formulation
and denote by φ the scalar electrical potential while E = −∇φ stands for the electric field
and j = σE represents the current density with σ > 0 the conductivity we suppose to be
constant for the sake of simplicity. When necessary, we shall use the notations φℓ, Eℓ,
jℓ, ℓ = a, b to characterise the quantities associated to domain Ω˜ℓ respectively. Moreover
component of the global vector writes j =
(
ja, jb
)
=
(
(ja1 , j
a
2 , ) ,
(
jb1, j
b
2,
))
, E =
(
Ea,Eb
)
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and φ =
(
φa, φb
)
.
Assuming that no electrical charge are present in the domain, the density current conser-
vation writes
∇ · j = 0, in Ω˜ (1)
and deduce the scalar electrical potential formulation
−∇ · (σ∇φ) = 0, in Ω˜ (2)
We equipped the equation with the following boundary conditions: φ = 0 on the basement
Γ˜B, a uniform distribution on the upper side
j · n = I0|Γ˜U |
(3)
with I0 the intensity current while we prescribe an homogeneous Neumann condition for
the rest of the boundary to model that fact that no current crosses the boundary which
are in contact with the vacuum.
2.3 The two domains formulation
From a practical point of view, the electrical problem will be seen as the coupling of two
subproblems defined in each subdomain. Here classical Sobolev spaces are used to obtain
a variational formulation. We rewrite equation (2) in the following way: find φa and φb
such that
−∇ · (σ∇φℓ) = 0, in Ω˜ℓ (4)
with φb = 0 on the basement Γ˜B, j
a ·na = I0|Γ˜U |
while we assume homogeneous Neumann
condition condition for the vacuum boundary. To complete the new model, we prescribe
continuity for the normal current and potential across the contact zone:
ja · na + jb · nb = 0, φa = φb, on A. (5)
Indeed, assume that φ ∈ H1(Ω˜)∩C0(Ω˜) is a solution of the one domain problem then from
the continuity we deduce φa = φb on A. On the other hand, let ψ ∈ H10 (Ω˜), integration
by part yields
0 =
∫
Ω˜
σ∇φ∇ψ dx =
∫
Ω˜a
σ∇φ∇ψ dx+
∫
Ω˜b
σ∇φ∇ψ dx
Now, integration by parts on each subdomains provide
0 =
∫
Ω˜a
−∇ · (σ∇φ)ψ dx+
∫
Ω˜b
−∇ · (σ∇φ)ψ dx+
∫
A
σ(ja · na + jb · nb)ψds.
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Relation (4) yields that for any ψ ∈ H10 (Ω˜) we have∫
A
σ(ja · na + jb · nb)ψds = 0
which implies
ja · na + jb · nb = 0
.
3 THE MAGNETICAL FIELD
With E in hand, we deduce the current density j and we aim to compute the associated
electrical field to at last deduce the Laplace force. To this end, let us by B the magnetic
induction field. For three-dimensional configuration, the Ampe`re-Maxwell law writes
∇×B = µ0j, in R3 (6)
with µ0 the magnetic permeability in the vacuum or non-ferromagnetic material.
Assuming invariance following the z direction and that the magnetic field only depend on
x and y, we deduce that the only non-vanishing component is B(x1.x2) = Bz(x1, x2) and
the Ampe`re-Maxwell equation writes
∂2B = µ0j1, −∂1B = µ0j2, in R2
where j is a given function on R2 with compact support.
Dealing with the rotational operator ∇× in R2, we deduce that B is also the solution
of problem µ0∇ × j = ∇ × ∇ × B = −∆B (see [2]) with the asymptotic behaviour
B(x) = O(|x|−1) when |x| → ∞.
Another alternative is to introduce the potential magnetic vector A such that B = ∇×A
where A is the solution of problem
∇× (∇×A) = −∆A = µ0j, in R2
with the asymptotic behaviour |A(x)| = O( ln(|x|)).
However this relationship is not useful for magnetic field computation since the function
is defined in the whole domain R2 while we just need to determine B on domain Ω˜. An
alternative approach consists to use the integral representation, namely the Biot-Savart
formula. For two-dimensional geometries Ω˜ ⊂ R2 (see [3]). The vector potential magnetic
field and the magnetic field at a point x are given by
A(x) = −µ0
2π
∫
Ω˜
j(y) ln(|x− y|)dy (7)
B(x) = ∇x ×A = −µ0
2π
∫
Ω˜
j(y)×∇x ln(|x− y|)dy, (8)
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for a current j flowing in the direction of e1 and e2 where × represents the external
product between two vectors. After some algebraic manipulation, equation (8) writes
B (x) =
µ0
2π
∫
Ω˜
det[j(y), (x− y)]
|x− y|2 dy. (9)
At least, the Laplace force is given by
f = j×B,
and in our specific case with B = Be3, the force writes(
f1
f2
)
= B
(
j2
−j1
)
. (10)
4 MATRICIAL REPRESENTATION
4.1 Representation for Aaeh
Using finite element methods we will introduce the matricial representation for this prob-
lem. We identify the new meshes of Ω˜ℓ by T˜ ℓh , ℓ = a, b, respectively, and To enforce the
Dirichlet condition we use a penalisation method which seems more adapted. Indeed,
the contact zone may change with respect to the elasticity problem hence to avoid a new
codification of the boundary and to reshape the matrix, we always use the same stiff
matrix and introduce the Dirichlet condition by multiplying the entries corresponding to
the nodes of Aaη,h.
I
Figure 3: Discrete active zone definition
The rigid matrix writes
[Aae ] =
[
Aaeh
(
φai , φ
a
j
)]
i,j=1,...,na
while the associated write-hand side is given by
[Θa]i =
 0 ⇐ i ∈ {1, . . . , n˜
a}∫
Γ˜Uh
I0
|Γ˜Uh |
ϕai ds, ⇐ i ∈ {n˜a + 1, . . . , na}
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Let denote by Eaη,h the nodes which correspond to domain Aaηh. Once we compute the
system matrices at each step, the Dirichlet condition correspondent to Aaηh can be imposed
by substitution method.
Resolution of the elliptic problem turns to solve the simple matricial problem
[Aae ] [Φ
a] = [Θa]
where [Φa] are the unknowns on the nodes.
4.2 Representation for Abeh
Since the Dirichlet condition does not change with the iteration, we do not use a penal-
ization method for operator Abeh and recall that Pi, i = 1, · · · , n˜b, correspond to the nodes
of Ω˜b except the node of boundary Γ˜B. The rigid matrix then writes[
Abe
]
=
[
Abeh
(
φbi , φ
b
j
)]
i,j=1,...,n˜b
Let ρbh be a given constant piecewise function on Γ˜
a
Ch
characterized by vector [ρ] =[
ρ1 · · ·ωsbC
]T
. We introduce the Neumann conditions with vector
[
Θb ([ρ])
]
i
=
∑
T⊂Γ˜bCh
∫
T
ρbhφ
b
i ds,⇐ i ∈
{
1, . . . , nbC
}
.
The elliptic problem consist in solving the matricial problem[
Abe
] [
Φ˜b
]
=
[
Θb
]
where
[
Φ˜b
]
are the unknowns on the nodes. We complete the vector setting
[
Φb
]
=[[
Φ˜b
]
, 0
]
taking into account the homogeneous boundary condition.
4.3 Current density and normal projection
Setting jℓh = ∇φℓh ∈ Xℓh, we obtain a constant piecewise vector over Ω˜ℓh which represents
the current density field. We shall represent the vector in two vectors depending on the
coordinates, [
jℓ1
]
=
[
jℓ1,1 · · · jℓnℓK ,1
]T
and
[
jℓ2
]
=
[
ja1,2 · · · janℓK ,2
]T
.
that we gather in the matrix form[
jℓ
]
=
[ [
jℓ1
] [
jℓ2
] ]T
.
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We report here the definition of the matricial expression of the projection following the
normal direction. We denote by
[
N
ℓ
]
∈ RnℓC×2nℓC the matrix of the outwards normals over
ΓℓC and set [
N
ℓ
]
=
 n
ℓ
h1,1 · · · 0 nℓh1,2 · · · 0
. . .
. . .
0 · · · nℓh nℓC ,1 0 · · · n
ℓ
h nℓC ,2

We introduce the global matricial representation of
[
N
ℓ
]
on Ωℓh:[
N ℓ
]
=
[ [
N
ℓ
]
0
]
with [Na] ∈ RnℓC×(n˜a+na) and [N b] ∈ RnℓC×2n˜b.
4.4 Representation for the mappings on contact zone
We recall the matricial representation
[
Cℓ,I
] ∈ RnI×nℓC and [CI,ℓ] = [Cℓ,I]T ∈ RnℓC×nI for
operators Cℓ,Ih,η and C
I,ℓ
η,h respectively[
Cℓ,I
]
ki
=
∫
I
µk(ξ)φ
ℓ
i(ξ)dξ, k = 1, · · · , nI , i = 1, · · · , nℓC .
In the same way, we represent operators Dℓ,Ih,η and D
I,ℓ
η,h with
[
Dℓ,I
] ∈ RsI×sℓC and [DI,ℓ] =[
Dℓ,I
]T ∈ RsℓC×sI with[
Dℓ,I
]
ki
=
∫
I
λk(ξ)ϑ
ℓ
i(ξ)dξ, k = 1, · · · , sI , i = 1, · · · , sℓC .
4.5 The iterative problem within the matricial form
We now give the iterative procedure at the matricial level. Notice that the procedure
corresponds to the one one really implemented on computer thus the importance to define
completely all the step. The iterator index is r and we shall compute a sequence of vectors
[ν]r which shall converge.
Assume that vector [ν]r is known such that [ν]rk = 0 for the nodes Nk outside of Jη.
the procedure is given by the following substeps (we omit subscript k for the sake of
simplicity):
1. Compute vector [wa] =
[
DI,ℓ
]
[ν]r
2. Compute [Φa] solving problem
[Aae ] [Φ
a] = [Θa]
with penalization with respect to [ωa].
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3. Compute [ja] with ∇φah and compute [ρa] = [Na][ja].
4. Compute [τ ] =
[
Dℓ,I
]
[ρa] and [ρb] = − [Dℓ,I] [τ ]
5. Compute
[
Φb
]
=
[[
Φ˜b
]
, 0
]
solving
[
Abe
] [
Φ˜b
]
=
[
Θb
]
6. Extract [ωb] from
[
Φb
]
and compute [ν˜] =
[
Cℓ,I
]
[ωb] where we cancel the entries k
which correspond to the nodes Nk outside of Jη.
7. Compute the new vector [ν]r+1 = θ[ν]r + (1− θ)[ν˜]
We repeat the algorithm till we satisfy the convergence criterion.
5 NUMERICAL SIMULATION
5.1 One domain case
We begin by considering the case with one domain. Once the length of Jη is determined
we solve the discrete electric problem on the domain have the configuration of the two
electrodes in contact, Figure 4. We this domain we do not have to worry about the
potential continuity at the contact zone. More, these results will give us a benchmark for
the later results obtained with the domain decomposition technique and two domains.
For this case we consider m (Jη) = 0.0468 and I0 = 10kA.
(a) One domain mesh (b) Two domain meshes
Figure 4: Domain mesh
Figure 4 shows that with both strategies we obtain very similar results. This validates
the results and in particular our technique for passing information between the domains
at domain decomposition method.
At Figures 6 and 7 although the range of values are similar, the observed difference is
justified by the mesh difference, since the density is approximated numerically in the
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(a) One domain (b) Two domains
Figure 5: Potential scalar field
(a) One domain (b) Two domains
Figure 6: Current density field
barycentric coordinates in the element from the given potential at the nodes. Also in
these figures we can see the continuity of density at the the contact zone.
The magnetic induction (component following e3 ) is exactly the same Figure 8. About
Laplace force there is a reduction though the magnitude is equal and we have almost the
symmetry between the two domains Figure 9, where we recall again that the meshes are
not symmetrical and that the Laplace force are calculated is approximated numerically
in the barycentric coordinates in the element.
At this section we will analyse the numerical solutions produced at electro-magnetic state
when the electrodes are in contact through a determined active zone.
For each numerical problem we determine the volume repulsive force generated for a given
m (J) and intensity current I0, for two profiles cases: elliptic and circular.
5.2 Two domains case
We are interested to analysing the profiles of the potential contact zone: elliptic and
circular. From [4] we use two intensity values I = 10 kA , I = 20 kA, I = 40 kA and
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Figure 7: Zoom of current density field at contact zone
(a) One domain (b) Two domains
Figure 8: Magnetic induction (component following e3 )
(a) One domain (b) Two domains
Figure 9: Laplace force
I = 60 kA. We consider that a inicial spring force has applied, characterized by
F = κ× α (N) (11)
with
κ =
E × A
L
(12)
named the axial stiffness, where
E = 115 GPa = 115× 106N/m2, the copper elasticity modulus, [5],
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A, the contact zone area (in m2) and
L the circuit breaker height (in m).
The value α represents the vertical displacement, so here we will suppose α ≤ 0.2
5.3 Elliptic profile
Here we consider a contact with a elliptic profile with a contact zone lengthm (Jη) = 0.032,
corresponding to α = 0.1 .
Table 1: Repulsive force generated with an elliptic profile and large active zone and test for several values
of θ
intensity current (A) θ repulsive force generated (N)
1× 104 .125 44.53
1× 104 .25 44.53
1× 104 .5 44.53
2× 104 .125 178.13
2× 104 .25 178.13
2× 104 .5 178.13
4× 104 .125 712.53
4× 104 .25 712.53
4× 104 .5 712.53
6× 104 .125 1603.2
6× 104 .25 1603.2
6× 104 .5 1603.2
From the results explained at Table 1, we can expect a function of the kind
fR (I0) = a1I
2
0 . (13)
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Using least squares method we obtain
a1 = 44.53.
represented at Figure 10.
0
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Force (N)
Itensity ×104 (A)
Fit line
Repulsive force generated× ×
×
×
×
Figure 10: Elliptic profile and large active zone: Repulsive force generated ”×” and least squares approx-
imation ”line”
Now we test a reduction of the contact zone, m (Jη) = 0.012, corresponding to α = 0.01.
Table 2: Repulsive force generated with an elliptic profile and small active zone
intensity current (A) repulsive force generated (N)
1× 104 51.1
2× 104 204.42
4× 104 817.69
6× 104 1839.82
From the results explained at Table 2, we can expect a function of the kind
fR (I0) = a2I
2
0 . (14)
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Using least squares method we obtain
a2 = 51.1.
represented at Figure 11.
0
500
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2500
3000
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Force (N)
Itensity ×104 (A)
Fit line
Repulsive force generated× ×
×
×
×
Figure 11: Elliptic profile and small active zone: Repulsive force generated ”×” and least squares ap-
proximation ”line”
6 Circular profile
Here we begin by consider a circular contact profile after deformation withm (Jη) = 0.045,
corresponding to α = 0.1.
From the results explained at Table 3, we can expect a function of the kind
fR (I0) = a3I
2
0 . (15)
Using least squares method we obtain
a3 = 186.71.
represented at Figure 12.
Like as above Consider now a small contact zone, m (Jη) = 0.016, corresponding to
α = 0.01.
From the results explained at Table 4, we can expect a function of the kind
fR (I0) = a4I
2
0 . (16)
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Table 3: Repulsive force generated with an circular profile and large active zone
intensity current (A) repulsive force generated (N)
1× 104 186.71
2× 104 746.85
4× 104 2987.42
6× 104 6721.69
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Force (N)
Itensity ×104 (A)
Fit line
Repulsive force generated× ×
×
×
×
Figure 12: Circular profile and large active zone: Repulsive force generated ”×” and least squares
approximation ”line”
Using least squares method we obtain
a4 = 200.35.
represented at Figure 13.
Observing figures we note that the repulsive force depends on the electrode profile being
more important in the case of a circular profile. It also appears that the repulsive force
increases as the extent of the active area decreases.
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Table 4: Repulsive force generated with an circular profile and small active zone
intensity current (A) repulsive force generated (N)
1× 104 200.34
2× 104 801.39
4× 104 3205.59
6× 104 7212.59
0
2000
4000
6000
8000
10000
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Force (N)
Itensity ×104 (A)
Fit line
Repulsive force generated× ×
×
×
×
Figure 13: Circular profile and small active zone: Repulsive force generated ”×” and least squares
approximation ”line”
7 CONCLUSION
From the results we have obtained can conclude that the proposed domain decomposi-
tion algorithm converges to a continuous solution of the scalar electrical potential field,
independently of parameter θ.
Comparing figures 10 - 12 and 11 - 13 we note that the repulsive force depends on the
electrode profile and being more important in the case of a circular profile.
With this tests, we can also observe that the repulsive force is inversely proportional to
the length of the active zone.
Only two-dimensional configurations have been considered in the present work but the
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real problem is three-dimensional and brings more difficulties. The contact zone is more
complex and the computational effort is larger.
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Abstract Cable-stayed bridges are highly redundant structures in which the deck behaves 
like a continuous beam elastically supported by the inclined stays. They represent an 
aesthetically appealing and efficient structural solution for medium-to-long spans and are 
widely used all over the world. Their behaviour is governed by the stiffness of the load-
bearing elements (towers, deck and cable stays) and the cable force distribution. The design 
of cable-stayed bridges involves a significant amount of design variables and design 
objectives which can be treated efficiently by using optimization algorithms. 
In concrete bridges the stresses and deformations are significantly influenced by the 
construction sequence and by the concrete time-dependent effects. Furthermore, the 
geometrical nonlinear behaviour that arises when dealing with cables, large and flexible 
structures should also be considered in the analysis. 
In this paper the concrete cable-stayed bridge design is formulated as a multi-objective 
optimization problem with objectives of minimum cost, minimum deflections and stresses. The 
cable-stays areas and prestressing forces, the deck and towers cross-sections are considered 
as design variables. A numerical method is developed to obtain the optimum design of such 
structures. This numerical method includes a structural analysis module and a sensitivity 
analysis and optimization module. The structural analysis accounts for all the relevant effects 
(concrete time-dependent effects, construction stages and geometrical nonlinear effects). The 
structural response to changes in the design variables is done by a discrete direct sensitivity 
analysis procedure and an entropy-based approach was used for structural optimization. The 
features and applicability of the proposed method are demonstrated by a numerical example 
concerning the optimization of a real sized concrete cable-stayed bridge. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Cable-stayed bridges are highly redundant structures in which the deck behaves like a 
continuous beam elastically supported by the inclined stays. They represent an 
aesthetically appealing and efficient structural solution for medium-to-long spans and are 
widely used all over the world. Their behaviour is governed by the stiffness of the 
load-bearing elements (towers, deck and cable stays) and the cable force distribution [1]. 
Cable-stayed bridge optimum design is an iterative procedure defining overall geometry, 
calculation of the cable forces distribution and finding of the members cross-sections to 
satisfy displacement and stress criteria during the erection stages and for the complete 
bridge. The design of a cable-stayed bridge is a laborious task due to the high redundancy, 
the large amount of design variables and design objectives that must be dealt with. 
Optimization techniques are not commonly used in civil engineering practice. However, in 
the design of large and complex structures like cable-stayed bridges, the use of 
optimization techniques naturally arises as an efficient way to deal with the large amount 
of information in view of reduction of material cost and thus obtaining economical and 
structurally efficient solutions. 
The previous research works concerning the use of optimization algorithms in the design 
of cable-stayed bridges dealt mainly with the problem of cable tensioning in steel bridges 
[2], [3], [4], [5]. The cable forces optimization on concrete cable stayed-bridges was also 
reported [6], [7], [8], [9]. 
The optimization of steel and composite bridges using geometric and cross-sectional 
design variables and aiming the cost minimization was carried out in previous research 
works [10], [11], [12], [13]. The optimum design of steel bridges considering three-
dimensional modelling, the seismic action and including box-girder deck sections was 
also reported [14], [15], [16]. 
Recently it has been reported the results concerning the optimization of cable forces [17], 
cable forces and cross-sectional areas of stay cables [18] and the optimum design of 
composite steel-concrete cable-stayed bridges using a genetic-algorithm based 
optimization [19]. 
Concerning the optimization of concrete cable-stayed bridges, the cable forces were computed 
considering the time-dependent effects but not the construction stages [6], [7], [8]. The unit 
load method proposed by Janjic et al. [9] accounts for the construction stages, the time-
dependent and geometrical nonlinear effects, but allows the calculation of the cable forces 
only, not considering cross-sectional or geometrical design variables.  Furthermore, the 
structural response to changes in the cable forces is evaluated by using the concept of 
influence matrix which requires a number of structural analyses equal to the number of cable 
stays. 
The optimum design of a concrete cable-stayed bridge using a genetic-algorithm based 
optimization was presented in [20]. Cross-sectional and geometrical design variables were 
used, however the cable forces, which play a fundamental role in the behaviour of this type of 
structure, were not considered. Moreover, the construction sequence and the time-dependent 
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effects were neglected.  
From our knowledge, the optimum design aiming the cost minimization of concrete cable-
stayed bridges using the cable forces and sizing design variables has not been yet 
reported. Therefore, it is worth developing a numerical method for the optimum design of 
these structures that takes into account all the relevant effects, namely, the construction 
stages, time-dependent effects and geometrical nonlinear effects. The current work on the 
optimization of concrete cable-stayed bridges started with cable force calculation [21]. 
In this paper the optimum design of a concrete cable-stayed bridge is formulated as a multi-
objective optimization problem with objectives of minimum cost, minimum deflections and 
stresses and a Pareto solution is sought. An entropy-based approach is used to find the 
minimax solution through the minimization of a convex scalar function. The cost 
minimization is formulated as the minimization of material volume. The design variables 
considered are the cable-stays areas and prestressing forces, deck and towers cross-sections. 
The structural response to changes in the design variables is assessed by a discrete direct 
sensitivity analysis procedure that requires one structural analysis in each iteration. 
The innovation of the current study is the consideration of the construction stages, the time-
dependent and the geometrical nonlinear effects in the optimum design of concrete cable-
stayed bridges. The developed numerical method allows the calculation of the cable 
installation forces, cable adjustment forces and the members cross-sectional dimensions that 
satisfy the displacements and stresses throughout the structure during erection and for the 
complete bridge. 
A computer program developed in MATLAB environment was used to perform the structural 
analysis, sensitivity analysis and optimization. The structural analysis was done by means of a 
finite element model that includes the load history and geometry changes due to the 
construction sequence, the geometrical nonlinear effects and the time-dependent effects of 
concrete. Numerical examples are presented to illustrate the features of the described 
procedure. 
2. MATERIAL MODELLING AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
The stresses and deformations in concrete cable-stayed bridges are significantly influenced by 
the construction process and the concrete rheological behaviour [22], [23], [24], [25]. 
Moreover, the geometrical nonlinear behaviour that arises when dealing with cables, large and 
flexible structures should also be considered in the analysis [26], [27], [28], [29]. 
2.1. Modelling of the time-dependent effects 
In this study, the time-dependent effects of creep, shrinkage and aging of concrete are 
evaluated according with Eurocode 2 formulations [30]. The creep model is based on linear 
viscoelasticity and takes into account ageing effects. Shrinkage strains are time-dependent but 
stress independent. Detailed considerations concerning the modelling of the time-dependent 
effects are presented in a recent research work by the authors [21]. 
Concrete strength and modulus of elasticity increase with time as result of curing. At an early 
age, the strength and modulus of elasticity increase quickly and the increase then gradually 
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stagnates but does not stop completely. According to Eurocode 2 [30] the concrete modulus 
of elasticity at an age, t, in days is given by 
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where Ecm is the mean modulus of elasticity of concrete at an age of 28 days, t is the age of 
the concrete in days and s is a coefficient depending on the cement type. 
The total strain at time t of a concrete specimen, uniaxially loaded with a stress σc at time t0, 
can be written as the sum of the stress dependent,  0,ttc , and stress independent,  tcn , 
strains: 
            ttttJtttt cnccncc    000 ,,  (2)  
where  0, ttJ  is the creep function and if the stresses are less than 45% of the characteristic 
value of concrete compressive strength (fck), the principle of superposition is valid and the 
creep strain varies linearly with the applied stress.  
In a cable-stayed bridge the stresses continually change during both the construction phase 
and the service life of the structure. Under variable stresses and using the principle of 
superposition, Equation 2 can be rewritten as: 
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Several approaches have been proposed to solve this equation, simplified methods, 
step-by-step numerical integration and approximation of the creep function. In this paper the 
creep function is approximated by a Dirichlet series [31] leading to: 
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where n is the number of terms of the Dirichlet series and the coefficients aj are obtained from 
a curve fitting using the least squares method. The coefficients j/1  are called retardation 
times and are chosen to cover the range of time values for the creep coefficients calculation. 
According to Eurocode 2 [30] the total shrinkage strain at an age t,  tcs , is the sum of the 
autogenous ( ca ) and the drying shrinkage ( cd ). The drying shrinkage at an age t is defined 
as 
     0,, cdhsdscd kttt    (5)  
where  sds tt, and kh are coefficients depending on the member notional size and the age of 
concrete at the beginning of the drying shrinkage.  tcd  is a parameter that depends upon the 
environmental relative humidity, the cement type and the concrete compressive strength. 
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The autogenous shrinkage develops due to chemical reactions during hardening in the early 
age of concrete and it can be expressed at an age t by 
       caasca tt   (6)  
where  ca  is the long-term value of the autogenous shrinkage strain and  tas  is a 
function that gives the evolution of the autogenous shrinkage with time. 
In the structural analysis the time-dependent effects were simulated by equivalent nodal 
forces that produce the same displacement field as the time-dependent effects and from which 
is calculated the actual deformation state. These forces are calculated, for each time interval, 
as initial deformations using the finite element formulation and the corresponding values of 
the creep and shrinkage strains computed according to the formulation previously presented. 
The stresses are then computed using only the elastic constitutive relationship between 
stresses and mechanical origin deformations. 
2.2. Geometrical nonlinear effects 
There are three main sources of geometrical nonlinearity in cable-stayed bridges: the 
nonlinear axial force-elongation relationship for the inclined cable stays due to the sag caused 
by their own weight; the nonlinear axial force and bending moment-deformation relationships 
for the towers and the deck under combined bending and axial forces; and the geometry 
change caused by large displacements [26], [27], [28], [29]. 
The geometrical nonlinear effects were considered by means of a second-order elastic 
analysis. The cable stays were modelled as truss elements with stiffness matrix computed 
using the equivalent modulus of elasticity, i.e., Ernst formula [32] which can describe the 
catenary action of a cable. The value of the cable equivalent modulus of elasticity is given by 
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  (7)  
where Eeq is the equivalent cable modulus of elasticity, E is the effective cable material 
modulus of elasticity, γ is the specific weight of the cable material, L is the length of the 
chord, α is the angle between the cable chord and the horizontal direction and σ is the tension 
stress in the cable. 
The second-order effects due to changes in structure geometry were considered by using the 
equivalent lateral force method, usually used for the second-order analysis of buildings [33]. 
This method deals only with the global structural instability or P-Δ effect. Member instability 
or the P-δ effect is ignored. It is an iterative method that uses a set of transversal loads to 
simulate the effect of structure instability. 
2.3. Structural analysis including erection stages 
The modelling and analysis of the erection stages was performed using a forward analysis 
procedure following the erection sequence. The forward analysis allows the knowledge of the 
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stresses and displacements throughout the construction, enabling the direct consideration of 
the time dependent effects. It is suitable for the purpose of structural optimization, because all 
the information concerning stresses, displacements and their sensitivities is simultaneously 
available at the end of each stage and prior to calling the optimization module. 
The erection is performed considering the balanced cantilever method, the most common and 
widely used method of cable-stayed bridge construction. The construction starts by building 
the towers and the start of the cantilevers at each side of the towers. In subsequent stages the 
other deck segments and stay cables are erected until the deck's closure. In each stage, one 
deck segment and a stay cable are installed. Each deck segment is installed tangentially to the 
existing one at which it connects. At the installation time the cable contributes only with the 
prestressing force at the anchorages. In following stages it is considered like a new member of 
the structure contributing to the overall stiffness matrix. The cable stays installation forces are 
computed using the optimization algorithm described in section 3. 
The structural analysis was performed using a finite element-based computer program and the 
bridge was modelled as a two-dimensional framed structure. The tower and deck were 
modelled as 2-node/6 degrees of freedom Euler-Bernoulli beam elements and the stays were 
modelled using two-node truss elements with an equivalent modulus of elasticity, according 
to Ernst formulation. To account for the geometrically nonlinear effects the structural analysis 
was carried out in an iterative manner. Figure 1 presents a flow chart of the computer program 
developed. 
   
Figure 1. Flow chart of the developed computer program 
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3. OPTIMUM DESIGN FORMULATION 
As previously referred, in this paper, the optimum design of concrete cable-stayed bridges is 
posed as a multi-objective optimization problem. This involves the definition of the design 
variables, the design objectives and the objective function.  
3.1. Design variables 
The design variables considered were the cable-stays areas, prestressing forces and the cross-
sectional dimensions of the deck and towers. The design variables are represented by xi, and 
the global design variable vector is 
 
  TN,...,x,x,xxx 321  (8)  
 
The stay cables were made of 0.6 inch diameter strands (15.7 mm nominal diameter and 
1.5cm2 of cross-sectional area). Rectangular hollow sections and single cell box cross-section 
were considered, respectively, for the towers and deck cross-sections. The parameters that 
define the geometry of the referred cross-sections and that will be considered as sizing design 
variables (Table 2) are presented in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Cable-stays, tower and deck cross-sections 
The cross-sectional design variables of deck and towers have direct impact in weight (or cost) 
reduction. Cable areas and cable forces play an essential role on the stress distribution 
throughout the structure because they define the extent of the beam-like behaviour of the 
deck. Furthermore, they are fundamental for adjusting bridge geometry and deflection control, 
which otherwise could only be achieved by a severe stiffening of the deck, in opposition to 
the expected reduction of material. Therefore, its use as design variables is essential in any 
optimization procedure. 
3.2. Design objectives 
The design of cable-stayed bridges involves achieving some design objectives in order to 
check the service and strength criteria. The objectives should be cast in a normalized form. 
They arise from imposing limits in the displacements and stresses during the construction 
stages and for the complete bridge under permanent and live loads. Moreover, the design 
should seek to minimize the cost of the structure. Considering this, the first goal can be 
expressed as 
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   01
0
1  C
Cxg  (9)  
where C is the current cost of the structure and C0 is a reference cost, which corresponds to 
the initial cost of each analysis and optimization cycle. This ensures that in each cycle the cost 
is always one of the leading objectives for the optimization algorithm. The cost of the 
structure was formulated as the cost of the materials (concrete, reinforcing and prestressing 
steel). The materials unit prices were obtained from consulting Portuguese supplier 
companies.  
The second set of objectives comes up from limiting the deck vertical displacements and the 
towers horizontal displacements to achieve the desired final deck profile and to minimize the 
tower bending deflections 
   01
0
2  δ
δ
xg  (10)  
where δ and δ0 are, respectively, the displacement value and the limit value for the 
displacement under control. 
A third set of goals arises from imposing limits for the deck and towers stresses during the 
construction stages and for the complete bridge under permanent load. These goals are related 
to the service conditions. According to Eurocode 2 [30] the concrete compressive stresses 
were limited to 45% of the characteristic value of the concrete compressive strength (fck), so 
the concrete remains within the range of linear creep and also the longitudinal cracking is 
prevented. The concrete tensile stresses were limited to the 5% fractile of the characteristic 
axial tensile strength of concrete (fctk,0.05) to avoid cracking and, thus, ensuring durability. 
   01
45.04

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f
σxg  (11)  
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3 
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f
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where c  is the acting stress in the concrete members. The tensile and compressive stresses 
and the correspondent allowable stresses are used considering the respective signals. 
The concrete members should also be checked for the maximum stresses. This goal can be 
expressed as 
   015 
allow
c
σ
σxg  (13)  
where c  is the acting stress in the concrete members and allow  is the corresponding 
allowable stress in tension or compression. The acting stresses are calculated from the acting 
axial force (NEd) and bending moment (MEd). The allowable value is computed as a stress 
equivalent to the combined axial force-bending moment design resistance (NRd; MRd) of the 
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cross-section. This value is obtained from the non-dimensional interaction diagram generated 
for the respective cross-section of the concrete member. For these calculations the reinforcing 
steel area was not a design variable and was considered 2% of the concrete cross-sectional 
area. This was adopted as mean value of reinforcing steel area for the concrete members and 
represents a common practical value.  
Figure 3 presents a scheme of the non-dimensional interaction diagrams used. 
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Figure 3. Non-dimensional interaction diagram for a concrete member 
The remaining objectives concerning the stresses in the stays are 
   016 

pkfk
σxg  (14)  
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17 
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where   and pkf  are the acting stress in the stays and the characteristic value of the 
prestressing steel tensile strength, respectively. If the acting stress is greater than pkf1.0 , the 
Equation 14 applies, if the acting stress is less than or equal to pkf1.0 , the Equation 15 
applies. The lower limit of pkf1.0  for the tensile stress in the stays was considered to ensure 
their structural efficiency. According to Eurocode 3-1-11 [34] the value of k in Equation 14 is 
equal to 0.55 during erection, 0.50 for service conditions and 0.74 for strength verification.  
3.3. Objective function 
The design of concrete cable-stayed bridges is formulated as a multi-objective optimization 
problem from which a Pareto optimal solution vector is obtained. This means that no other 
feasible vector exists that could decrease one objective function without increasing at least 
another one. The optimum vector usually exists in practical problems and is not unique. The 
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objective of the multi-objective optimization problem is to minimize the set of all objectives 
over the design variables. This is achieved by the minimax optimization problem 
  jjx gggMaxMin ,...,, 21  (16)  
This problem is discontinuous and non-differentiable and thus difficult to solve. However, it 
may be shown [35] that using the Shannon/Jaynes maximum entropy principle and Cauchy’s 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, the solution of the minimax optimization problem with 
objectives defined by Equations 9 to 15 can be found indirectly by minimizing the 
unconstrained convex scalar function, that turns out to be the Kreisselmeier-Steinhauser 
function  
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which is both continuous and differentiable and thus considerably easy to solve. This function 
depends only on one control parameter, ρ, which must not be decreased to ensure that a 
multiobjective solution is found. In this work a constant value for ρ of 10 was used. The 
optimization of the convex scalar function (Equation 17) may be solved by conventional 
quasi-Newton methods, with which an optimal solution (in the Pareto sense) is achieved for 
each starting trial design. The goal functions  xg j  do not have an explicit algebraic form and 
are only obtained numerically from the structural analysis results of a particular design 
variable vector. The strategy adopted was to solve Equation 17 by means of an iterative 
sequence of explicit approximation models. An explicit approximation can be formulated by 
taking Taylor series expansions of all the goal functions  xg j  truncated after the linear term. 
This gives: 
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where N and M are, respectively, the number of design variables and the number of 
objectives.  xg j0  and   ij dxxdg /0  are the objectives and their sensitivities evaluated for the 
current design variable vector ( 0x ), at which the Taylor series expansion is made. Solving 
Equation 18 for particular numerical values of  xg j0  forms only one iteration of the 
problem’s complete solution. The solution vector ( 1x ) of such iteration represents a new 
design that must be analysed and gives new values for  xg j1 ,   ij dxxdg /1  and ( 1x ), to 
replace those corresponding to ( 0x ) in Equation 18. Iterations continue until changes in the 
objective function become small. Upper and lower bound constraints of 2% of the current 
values of the design variables were imposed as move limits to ensure the accuracy of the 
explicit approximation. The optimization process was carried out using the MATLAB 
function fmincon, which minimizes a scalar function with various variables subjected to 
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bound constraints using a sequence of quadratic problems. 
3.4. Sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivity analysis module allows knowing the way a variation in each design variable 
will affect the design objectives and the objective function of the optimization problem. Given 
the availability of the source code, the discrete nature of cable-stayed bridge structures and the 
large number of objectives (stresses and displacements) under control, the analytical discrete 
direct method was used for the sake of sensitivity analysis. The sensitivities of displacements 
are obtained by differentiating the equilibrium equations 
 FuK   (19)  
from which the following expression is obtained: 
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where viQ  is the virtual pseudo-load vector of the system with respect to the ith design 
variable. The displacement sensitivities can be expressed as: 
 vi
i
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dx
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 1  (21)  
which requires storing the stiffness matrix, pre-programming stiffness matrix and right-hand 
side derivatives so the displacement derivatives may be computed by the solution of N 
pseudo-load right hand sides. 
The stress sensitivities are determined from the chain derivation of the finite element stress-
displacement relation 
 ee uBDσ   (22)  
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The first term of the right-hand side may be directly computed during the computation of 
element contribution for the global system, on the condition that derivative expressions are 
pre-programmed and called on that stage. Since the displacement derivatives are known, the 
second term on the right-hand side is easily computed. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
4.1. Description of the numerical model 
To illustrate the features of the proposed numerical method, it was applied to analyze a 
cable-stayed bridge structure. The numerical model comprises a symmetrical concrete cable-
stayed bridge with a total span of 320 m and a central span of 166 m. The towers total height 
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is of 52 m with the deck placed 15 m above the foundation. Figure 4 shows the geometry of 
the bridge example. 
 
Figure 4. Bridge geometry and cable stay numbering 
As previously referred, the bridge’s deck and towers were modelled with 2 node Euler-
Bernoulli beam elements. The stays were modelled with 2 node truss elements with an 
equivalent modulus of elasticity given by Ernst formulae. By using structure symmetry only 
half of the structure was modelled. Table 1 presents the properties of the materials used in the 
numerical models. 
 
Concrete C35/45 (deck and towers) Prestressing steel – Cable-stays 
E = 34 GPa; γ = 25 kN/m3 
fck = 35 MPa; fct0.05k = 2.2 MPa 
fcd = 23.3 MPa 
Mean Relative Humidity = 80%  
Type N cement 
Cost: 135 €/m3 
E = 195 GPa; γ = 77 kN/m3 
fpk = 1860 MPa; fp0,1k = 1770 MPa 
Cost: 1200 €/ton 
Reinforcing steel – A500 NR 
E = 200 GPa; fyk = 500 MPa; fyd = 435 MPa 
εyk = 2.5×10-3; εyd = 2.174×10-3 
Cost: 900 €/ton 
Table 1. Material properties 
The construction stages using the balanced cantilever method are represented in Figure 5. For 
the complete bridge, the deck-to-pylon connection is only vertical but, to ensure structure 
stability, in the erection stages this connection was considered fixed. 
The actions considered during the construction stages were the self-weight of the deck and the 
construction loads of 1.0 kN/m2 due to personnel and hand tool, 0.5kN/m2 due to non-
permanent equipment and a concentrated load of 400 kN on the cantilevers edge [36]. In each 
construction stage, one deck segment and a stay cable are added, symmetrically in each side 
of the towers. In Stage 10 a simple support is added at the end of the lateral span and in Stage 
11 a connection restraining the bending moment and the axial force is added at mid-span to 
simulate the bridge closure. 
The cable forces were computed in two steps (installation forces and adjusting forces) using 
the optimization method described in section 3. The installation forces ensure that in Stage 10 
the deck presents the desired geometry (for adding the support in the lateral span and to 
perform the bridge closure at the main span) and the stresses throughout the structure during 
the construction stages remain within the allowable limits. In Stage 11 the cable forces were 
adjusted to achieve the desired deck profile at the end of construction for the bridge under 
self-weight and an additional permanent load of 2.5 kN/m2 (flooring, walkways, safety 
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barriers and guardrails). 
After stage 11, the bridge in the permanent state and without time-dependent effects is 
analysed for three load cases and design objectives of maximum stresses are considered. The 
load cases consist of the permanent load plus a live load of 4 kN/m2 (road traffic) being 
applied on the whole deck or only on central or side spans.  
 
Figure 5. Construction stages 
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4.2. Design variables 
For the numerical example analysed the overall geometry of the bridge and the deck width 
(19.0 m) were pre-assigned constant design parameters. Figure 6 presents the zones 
considered for the definition of the sizing design variables. A total of 74 design variables were 
considered and are described in Table 2. 
 
 
Figure 6. Zones for the cross-sectional design variables 
Number Design variable Number Design variable 
1 & 2 Installation force – stays 1 & 2 33 & 34 Installation force – stays 13 & 14 
3 & 4 Cable area – stays 1 & 2 35 & 36 Cable area – stays 13 & 14 
5 h deck cross-section Zone 3 37 & 38 Installation force – stays 15 & 16 
6 tw deck cross-section Zone 3 39 & 40 Cable area – stays 15 & 16 
7 tfs deck cross-section Zone 3 41 & 42 Installation force – stays 17 & 18 
8 tfi deck cross-section Zone 3 43 & 44 Cable area – stays 17 & 18 
9 & 10 Installation force – stays 3 & 4 45 h deck cross-section Zone 5 
11 & 12 Cable area – stays 3 & 4 46 tw deck cross-section Zone 5 
13 h deck cross-section Zone 4 47 tfs deck cross-section Zone 5 
14 tw deck cross-section Zone 4 48 tfi deck cross-section Zone 5 
15 tfs deck cross-section Zone 4 49 to 66 Adjustment forces – stays 1 to 18 
16 tfi deck cross-section Zone 4 67 h towers cross-sections Zone 1 
17 & 18 Installation force – stays 5 & 6 68 h towers cross-sections Zone 2 
19 & 20 Cable area – stays 5 & 6 69 b towers cross-sections Zone 1 
21 & 22 Installation force – stays 7 & 8 70 b towers cross-sections Zone 2 
23 & 24 Cable area – stays 7 & 8 71 tw towers cross-sections Zone 1 
25 & 26 Installation force – stays 9 & 10 72 tw towers cross-sections Zone 2 
27 & 28 Cable area – stays 9 & 10 73 tf towers cross-sections Zone 1 
29 & 30 Installation force – stays 11 & 12 74 tf towers cross-sections Zone 2 
31 & 32 Cable area – stays 11 & 12   
Table 2. Design variables 
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4.3. Optimum design results 
The initial values and the results obtained after optimization are presented in Tables 3 and 4, 
for the cable forces and the sizing design variables, respectively.  
 
Cable-stay Cable installation forces [kN] Cable adjustment forces [kN] Initial Final Initial Final 
1 1000 1013 1400 1397 
2 1000 976 1400 1401 
3 1500 1551 2200 2216 
4 1500 1485 2200 2217 
5 1500 1563 2400 2417 
6 1500 1565 2400 2451 
7 1500 1623 2600 2659 
8 1500 1715 2600 2699 
9 2000 2240 2900 3042 
10 2000 2394 2900 3048 
11 2000 2408 3000 3261 
12 2000 2464 3000 3181 
13 2000 2596 3100 3507 
14 2000 2490 3100 3282 
15 2000 2663 3300 3851 
16 2000 2462 3300 3475 
17 2000 2706 3800 4504 
18 2000 2446 3500 3660 
Table 3. Cable forces (initial and final values) 
The results presented in Table 3 show that the cable forces increase from the tower to the mid-
span. The forces are similar for symmetrically disposed stays. As desired for an adequate 
structural behaviour the highest forces occur in the backstays. These forces counterbalance the 
largest load in the central span when compared with the side span and control the tower 
bending deflections and stresses. 
For the example analysed the optimization leads to a cost reduction of 0.93%. Despite this 
small cost reduction, the structural behaviour is significantly improved, as can be stated by the 
results presented in Figures 8 and 9. 
In this example, the deck represents the largest contribution to the bridge cost with a value of 
36% of the total cost. The cable stays represent 31% and the towers represent 34% of the 
bridge total cost. 
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the objective function and of the bridge cost during the 
analysis-and-optimization process. It can be noticed the efficiency of the numerical method 
seeking the minimization of the objective function. The solution is obtained in a small number 
of iterations. 
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Design variable Initial Final Design variable Initial Final 
3 1.050×10-2 7.938×10-3 32 1.050×10-2 1.191×10-2 
4 1.050×10-2 1.058×10-2 35 1.050×10-2 1.191×10-2 
5 3.000 3.553 36 1.050×10-2 1.191×10-2 
6 0.200 0.229 39 1.050×10-2 1.192×10-2 
7 0.200 0.229 40 1.050×10-2 1.250×10-2 
8 0.200 0.229 43 1.050×10-2 1.132×10-2 
11 1.050×10-2 1.088×10-2 44 1.050×10-2 1.088×10-2 
12 1.050×10-2 9.114×10-3 45 2.000 1.530 
13 2.500 3.102 46 0.200 0.153 
14 0.200 0.150 47 0.200 0.153 
15 0.200 0.151 48 0.200 0.153 
16 0.200 0.168 67 7.000 8.023 
19 1.050×10-2 1.132×10-2 68 7.000 7.481 
20 1.050×10-2 8.820×10-3 69 7.000 8.289 
23 1.050×10-2 1.132×10-2 70 7.000 7.352 
24 1.050×10-2 1.058×10-2 71 0.500 0.546 
27 1.050×10-2 1.132×10-2 72 0.500 0.531 
28 1.050×10-2 1.088×10-2 73 0.500 0.577 
31 1.050×10-2 1.191×10-2 74 0.500 0.529 
Table 4. Sizing design variables (initial and final values) 
 
Figure 7. Objective function and bridge cost vs number of iterations 
Some results obtained for the complete bridge under dead load (Stage 11) are presented in 
Figures 8 and 9. From Figure 8 it can seen the the deck vertical displacements are small (less 
than 5cm) when compared with the deck length, which ensures an almost horizontal deck 
profile for the complete bridge under permanent load. As stated before, the optimization leads 
to a significant improvement in the structural behaviour. The initial solution leads to 
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excessive values of the deck vertical displacements, which are modified during the 
optimization process to ensure the desired deck profile for the complete bridge under 
permanent load. 
The results presented in Figure 9 show that the deck normal stresses at the end of construction 
remain within the allowable limits imposed for service conditions. It is also worth noting that 
the deck is almost completely under compression and the stresses are within a narrow range. 
 
Figure 8. Deck vertical displacements (initial and final solution) 
 
Figure 9. Deck normal stresses (initial and final solution) 
An optimized solution is obtained by rearranging the cable forces distribution and the cross-
sectional dimensions of the load-bearing elements. Besides the cost reduction, this solution 
ensures the desired deck profile for the complete bridge under dead load and that the stresses 
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during erection and for the complete bridge (under dead and traffic live loads) are within the 
allowable limits. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, the optimum design of concrete cable-stayed bridges is formulated as a multi-
objective optimization problem with objectives of minimum cost, minimum deflections and 
stresses. According to the results obtained the following conclusions can be drawn: 
- It is possible to formulate and solve the design problem of a concrete cable-stayed 
bridge as a multi-objective optimization problem considering the cable-prestressing 
forces and the cross-sectional dimensions of the cables, towers and deck as design 
variables and including the influence of the construction stages, the time-dependent 
effects and the geometrical nonlinearities. 
- Cable forces, cable areas, deck and tower sizing used as design variables allows the 
cost minimization and finding structural efficient solutions giving adequate values of 
displacements and stresses throughout the structure.  
- Although requiring some programming investment, the discrete direct method of 
sensitivity analysis, which only requires one structural analysis in each iteration, 
proved to be efficient in predicting the bridge structural behaviour. 
- Even dealing with a large number of objectives and design variables, the optimization 
algorithm used in this work is efficient since the solution is obtained in a small 
number of iterations. 
- The design algorithm is also robust because it takes into account all relevant actions 
(loads, time-dependent effects and geometrical nonlinearities) and allows checking 
the service and strength criteria for the erection stages and for the complete bridge. 
- The solutions obtained are Pareto optima and the results depend on the starting point. 
Several starting points are used to achieve satisfactory solutions from the engineering 
point of view. A good starting point is the solution considering the complete bridge 
under permanent load. 
- The numerical method enables the calculation of the cable installation forces as well 
as the adjustment forces to achieve the desired deck profile at closure. 
- For the bridge analysed, it can be stated that the deck represents 36% of the bridge 
cost. The cable stays represent 31% and the towers represent 34% of the bridge total 
cost. 
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Abstract An electrified railway system includes interconnections and complex 
interactions of various sub-systems and for that reason the computer simulation is the 
only viable means for evaluation and analysis of such systems and to estimate the power 
consumption and the optimized behaviours for energy savings. 
This paper discusses the difficulties and requirements of effective simulation models for this 
kind of application and presents the theoretical basis and procedures used to design an 
electrical supply system of railway lines by the use of a simulation tool developed in 
Matlab. Three algorithms used in the simulation tool are described: train movement 
simulator, rail traffic simulator and electrical system simulator. The train movement 
simulator determines the position and power consumption of each train at each time step 
provided the line operation policy. The rail traffic simulator resolves the interaction 
between several trains participating in the transportation process and leads to the 
formation of an electric power network, defining at each time step the position of each train 
and calculating its distance to the substation and other elements of electric infrastructure. 
The electrical system simulator solves the AC network power flow at each time step and 
provides the catenary and train voltages, the conductor currents and the substation power 
flow. 
Although this simulation tool consists in a general-purpose multi-train simulator, the 
analysis and simulation results given are applied to electrified mass rapid transit systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Electrified railways systems are one of the most attractive transportation technologies in terms 
of costs, pollution and energy efficiency. The railway network expansion and the increase of 
both the power requested by rolling stock and train frequency requires complex studies 
concerned with the electrification project of new lines as well as the changes to be made to 
optimize the electrical infrastructure of existing lines. 
At first glance, an electrified railway line resembles a typical power transmission and 
distribution system. The main difference is that the loads, represented by trains, move and 
often changes operation modes can be observed. Consequently, the power system 
configuration is inevitably changing while the trains move. In addition, power demand varies 
over a wide range and loads may become sources when regenerative breaking is allowed. 
Other uncertainties are resulted from a number of factors, such as service scheduling, train 
speed, traffic demands, traction equipment control and driver´s behaviour, among others. 
The complexity of electrified railway systems imposes the development of methodologies for 
their dimensioning based on numerical simulation models. These solutions allow obtaining 
quick and more reliable results than those obtained by empirical methods. Simulation is 
commonly adopted as the most cost-effective tool for electric traction power studies. With the 
help of simulation tools, the electrical system could be designed so the train voltages are in 
the admissible range and the conductor currents and transformer powers are smaller than their 
designed rated values. 
This paper presents a simulation tool of an electrical supply system of railway lines oriented 
to its design. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the modelling of train 
motion; Section 3 describes the typical configurations of the electrical supply system of 
railway lines; Section 4 overviews the simulation tool and describe respectively the three 
main components of the tool: the train movement simulator, the rail traffic simulator and the 
electrical simulator; Section 5 illustrates the capabilities of the tool; Section 6 provides few 
conclusion remarks. 
2. MODELLING OF TRAIN MOTION 
2.1. Motion Equation 
The motion of a train along a track can be predicted using a mathematical model and is 
determined by the forces acting on the train. The main forces acting on a moving train may 
include the traction effort, running resistance, alignment resistance and braking force. 
Tractive effort provides the propulsion to overcome resistances and to accelerate the train.  
Running resistance is the force opposing the movement of the train. Alignment resistance is 
composed of grade resistance and curve resistance. Both are due to the geometry of railway 
alignment. Braking force is used to decelerate the train and to bring it to full stop. 
In the computation of a train movement, the train can be reduced to a point, usually its gravity 
centre, which moves along a trajectory, defined by the axis of the railroad, by effect of 
external actions that are exerted on it. Thus, the main movement of a train can be described by 
Newton's second law, which can be expressed as Equation (1): 
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  (1)  
 
On the left side of the equation, M is the mass of the train, v is the speed of the train, t is time, 
and dv/dt is the acceleration of the train. k is a factor that is commonly used to consider the 
rotating inertia and is usually assumed to be less than 1,2 [1]. 
The right-hand side of the equation is the sum of the forces acting on the train, tangent to its 
trajectory: 
-   is the tractive effort or braking force produced in response to control setting when 
the train is travelling at speed v; 
-  is the resistive force at speed v due mainly to the rolling resistance of the wheels, 
bearing resistance and aerodynamic drag – running resistance; 
-  is the resistive force due to the curvature of the track when the train is at position 
x and the train is travelling at speed v - curve resistance; 
-   is the resistive force due to slope of the track when the train is at position x - grade 
resistance. 
Tractive effort and braking force can be calculated from the characteristic curves as a function 
of speed and is decided for each time step in order to fulfil the speed limits (rolling stock 
limits and infrastructure limits), maximum acceleration/deceleration, wheel/rail adhesion or 
other constraints defining the driving mode. Braking force is the sum of regenerative and the 
mechanical braking force. Regenerative braking force means the resistance force from motor 
to generate electricity by using the inertia force of train. 
2.2. Running Resistance 
Running resistance is the result of a set of resistances of different nature that, in straight and 
levelled track, oppose the train movement. Usually, these resistances are separated into two 
main categories: basic resistance and air resistance. The first one is purely mechanical and can 
be further decomposed into rolling resistance and way resistance. However, they are rarely 
analyzed separately since individual resistances usually cannot be measured precisely. 
Experimental studies indicate that some portion of basic resistance is constant at all speeds, 
while the other is proportional to train speed [5]. On the other hand, air resistance depends on 
the square of the relative speed of train to air, which is equal to train speed in still air [4]. 
Thus, the train running resistance  is approximated by a quadratic function that is 
variously known as the “Davis equation” [2]: 
 
  (2)  
 
where A, B and C are positive constants for a specific train, usually obtained from field tests 
or provided by train manufactures. 
The coefficients A and B include the mechanical resistances and depend on the train mass, so 
that at lower speed (less than 30 m/s) the running resistance  is mainly dependent on the 
train mass. At higher speed, the Cv
2
 term related to the aerodynamic resistance becomes 
dominant. The values of these coefficients are usually set for open air conditions and require 
modification for the tunnel environment, where the C term, in particular, is larger. In recent 
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years different authors [2-5] have described the approaches of various national railway 
network  undertaking to the calculation of train running resistance. 
Since most of train resistances vary with trainload, it is convenient to express them through 
resistance coefficients, which are defined as the resistance per weight of the train. Thus, 
equation (2) can be further rewritten as 
 
  (3)  
 
where W is the weight of the train and a, b and c are positive constants that result from the 
division of A, B and C constants of equation (2) by the weight of the train. 
2.3. Curve Resistance 
When a train runs in a curve, its instantaneous moving direction is tangent to the curve. Since 
rail tracks force the train to travel along the curve, the centrifugal force acting on the train and 
the friction between wheels and tracks produce extra resistance to train movement. This 
additional resistance is called curve resistance, which can be expressed as 
 
  (4)  
 
where  is the curve resistance, W the weight of the train and coefficient of 
curve resistance (‰). 
The coefficient of curve resistance depends on the friction coefficient, the gauge, the 
distance between axles in vehicles, and the radius of the curve. It usually increases as the 
increases of gauge, axle distance, and friction coefficient, but decreases as radius increases. 
For a specific rail system, the above factors are considered to be known data except radius, 
which varies with alignment geometry. Usually is not considered the influence of speed by 
assuming in all cases that speed at every curve is compatible with pre-set limits concerning 
safety reasons and the wear and tear of the rails. Hence, in practice, it is assumed for all types 
of rolling stock that the coefficient of curve resistance can be expressed as a constant K 
multiplied by the reciprocal of the radius γ, as shown in equation (5): 
 
 

K
  (5)  
 
The constant K depends on the rolling stock and track gauge The typical value of K in 
equation (5) ranges from 500 to 800, depending on rail systems. Note that different K values 
do not make big differences in computing the coefficient curve resistance rc. For example, 
when the radius of a curve is 300 m (which is very small for rail systems), the difference 
between the resulting coefficient rc for K = 500 and K = 800 is only 1‰. When the radius is 
3000 m, the difference is even as small as 0.1‰. Given the similarity of conditions of 
insertion in the curve of modern rolling stock material, it is usual to give to all vehicles the 
same value for constant K. It is assumed by many railway operators, for the european standard 
gauge (1.435 m), a value of K = 800. 
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2.4. Grade Resistance 
The gradient force is mass-related and can be added as an equivalent linear force. Figure 1 
shows that the gravity force of a train on a slope can be resolved into two components: the 
force along the slope and the force normal to the slope. The former creates a resistance to the 
movement of the train and is defined as grade resistance. From simple trigonometry, it can be 
shown that grade resistance is 
 
 
L
H
 W  (6)  
 
where  is the grade resistance, θ the angle to the horizontal (o), W the weight of the train, 
L the slope length and H the altitude. Since S is the projection of that slope in the horizontal 
plane, the slope of the ramp (in ‰) is given by: 
 
 
S
H
  (7)  
 
 
Figure 1. The illustration of grade resistance. 
In simple traction grip the ramp slope in general does not exceed more than 30 ‰. For that 
reason, the angle θ values usually are less than 2˚ and so it can be considered that sen θ ≈ tg θ. 
Let rg be the coefficient of grade resistance (‰). Then equation (6) may be rewritten as 
 
  (8)  
 
In railways lines, the grade resistance is significant in comparison to the resistance of a 
levelled track, limiting to very low values the maximum allowed slope, so the trains don’t 
have to be equipped with very high power traction motors or their speeds dropping to 
unacceptable values. The maximum slope of the ramps in Portugal is around 18 to 20 ‰ for 
the broad gauge lines and 25 ‰ for the narrow gauge lines [6]. 
Note that grade resistance is only a general term. It is not necessarily a resistance to train 
motion. The actual effect depends on the sign of θ. For positive values of, which indicates an 
incline, grade resistance is in the opposite direction of train movement. On the other hand, for 
negative values of θ, which represents a decline, grade resistance is in the same direction of 
train movement and can contribute to train acceleration. If, however, θ is null (level 
R i
P
A
B
C
L
H
S

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alignment), then grade resistance is neither an accelerating force nor a decelerating force for 
the train. 
2.5. Equivalent Grade 
Since and  coefficients are independent of train speed and both are in ‰, it is convenient 
to add them together. The resulting sum of these coefficients, , represents the coefficient of 
total alignment resistance and is called equivalent grade [4, 6]: 
 
  (10)  
 
A train travels on a grade of  with a curve resistance coefficient  is equivalent to travel on 
an equivalent grade . 
2.6. Total Resistance 
The total resistance to the motion of a train, denoted by , is the sum of the running 
and alignment resistances: 
 
  (11)  
 
whereby the coefficient of total resistance rr is given by 
 
  (12)  
 
Thus, equation (1) may be rewritten as  
 
  (13)  
 
3. TRACTION POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM 
3.1. General Considerations 
The traction power system is, in its simplest form, an electrical circuit with enormous 
dimensions. The power supply may have single or multiple sources and the feeding 
arrangements vary in different systems. Figure 2 is intended to represent the different types of 
traction power supply currently used. The electric power supply to the trains can be made 
both in DC and in AC. 
The loads in the electrical circuits are the trains which are moving and demanding different 
levels of power according to their operational modes and speeds. A train may become a 
source if regenerative braking is allowed. Contrary to what happens in normal applications the 
electrical circuit is deformable, since its dimensions change with the movement of trains.  
In order to attain steady-state solution of the electrical circuit, the sources, feeding networks 
and loads must be properly modelled, which is not a simple task, given the varieties of supply 
systems and operation conditions. 
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Figure 2. Different types of traction power supply. 
3.2. Power-supply systems of AC electrified railways 
Power for AC railway traction is usually obtained from three-phase utility supply system, at 
transmission or sub-transmission voltage level, through traction feeding substations. 25kV 
traction network at 50 (or 60Hz) is the most commonly adopted system [7]. The general 
structure of power-supply systems of AC electrified railways is described in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Structure of the power supply system. 
The rail line is usually divided into a number of electrically-isolated feeding sections 
separated by track neutral zones. Traction substations are connected between two of the three 
phases of the high voltage network. Usually each substation has two transformers, each one 
connected between two of the three phases and feeds one sector, which means that each 
section is fed by a single-phase supply. As a result, adjacent sections are fed by different 
phases of a three-phase network. Power is carried to the trains through overhead catenary and 
current takes the rails as return paths. 
It should be noted that topology can be modified in case of failures to guarantee the operation. 
Track neutral zones and also parallel sections are equipped with isolators and switchgear to 
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enable continual feeding in cases of failures and outages by isolating certain faulty equipment 
or section or even allowing the reconfiguration to a different feeding network. In case that a 
substation is out of service, the two adjacent substations respectively feed each adjacent 
section. 
The catenary can be equipped with either one or two active conductors resulting respectively 
in a mono-voltage system (1x25kV) or bi-voltage system (2x25kV). Figures 4 and 5 show the 
basic topology of these systems. In mono-voltage system (Fig. 4), the catenary is simply fed 
by a single-phase two winding transformer and is set to the specified voltage level. 
 
Figure 4. Mono-voltage system configuration. 
In bi-voltage systems, the catenary is fed by a single-phase three winding transformer and 
autotransfomers connect the positive and the negative phases [8]. The autotransformers 
distributed along the catenary allow to transmit power at 50 kV whereas the trains are fed at 
25 kV (Fig. 5). 
 
Figure 5. Bi-voltage system configuration. 
With these bi-voltage systems, which maintain the use of rolling stock commonly used in 
25 kV, the overall voltage drops are two to three times lower than those seen with the 
mono-voltage systems, allowing almost double the distance between substations and lower 
sections of the catenary conductors. 
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3.3. Electrical dimensioning criteria 
The problem of designing the electrical supply system consists of determining the values of 
the design variables so the required technical constraints are fulfilled. Railways power supply 
systems are dimensioned to be able to supply the power required by the trains, usually 
assuming a long-term estimation off the traffic needs. This will be achieved if the following 
restrictions are fulfilled: 
- Voltage in catenary has to be within the range specified by UIC-600 standard, which 
specifies the upper and lower limits depending of its duration; 
- Currents circulating along catenary and through transformers and other electrical 
equipment have to be lower than the rated values, in order to ensure no overheating will 
occur. 
- Power supplied by the three-phase network through the traction substations have to be 
limited if the network is too weak, in order to ensure its proper operation; 
- The unbalanced voltages introduced to the three-phase high-voltage network by the 
bi-phase railways traction supply has to be lower than a certain imposed limit. 
4. SIMULATION PROCEDURE 
4.1. Overview 
The purpose of the analysis is to calculate voltages, currents and power flows in the whole 
distribution system in order to evaluate the equipment ratings, estimate power requirements 
and to verify that the system will maintain a voltage level at the contact point with electrical 
vehicles sufficient to meet vehicle and system performance criteria. 
Basic calculations are train movement simulation and load flow analysis (see figure 6). The 
whole calculation runs in time steps for the desired time period. The train movement 
simulator gives the exact locations, active and reactive power demand of each train in every 
time step provided the line operation policy. This enables the rail traffic simulator build-up 
the traffic mesh resolving the interaction of the several trains and leads to the formation of 
electric power network, defining at each time step the position of each train and calculating 
its distance to the substation and other elements of electric infrastructure. 
The electric network is formed from data obtained by the rail traffic simulator. It is possible to 
form electrical network and simulate the traffic in the selected time period by step by step 
calculation. The forming of electrical network in railway system is specific because the 
scheme of powering is continuously changing; i.e. some trains enter and some others leave the 
powering area. A customary manner of operation for this system is radial operation with a 
single substation. 
The electrical system simulator solves the AC network power flow at each time step and 
determines the electrical conditions in the power utility distribution system, providing the 
catenary and train voltages, the conductor currents and the substation power flow. 
To determine the power consumption of a traction unit, the resistive effort must be known. 
Therefore, the input data necessary for the calculation are the railway track profile parameters, 
planned velocities for each railway track section, as well as characteristics of trains, rolling 
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stock and signalization. 
 
 
Figure 6. Solving procedure. 
4.2. Train Movement Simulator 
The movement of a train between two consecutive stations can be described by Newton's 
second law, which, as seen above, can be expressed as equation (13). The solution of this 
equation provides the position, time, speed and acceleration of the train, taking into account 
the speed and accelerations constraints. 
Once the movement of the train has been solved, the electrical consumed power Pc and 
regenerated power Pr is determined using equations (14) and (15) respectively: 
 
 
  (14)  
  (15)  
 
where m  is the efficiency of the electrical to mechanical power conversion, g is the 
efficiency of the mechanical to electrical power conversion and Panc is the power consumed 
by ancillary services (air conditioning, pressure equipment, lights, etc.). The reactive power Q 
is determined from the train power factor. 
The power consumed by one train depends on the speed and acceleration that it has at each 
instant of time. Its computation is based on the traction effort characteristic (supplied by the 
manufacturer of the motors), the weight of the train and the distances between the stations. 
4.3. Rail Traffic Simulator 
The simulation of each train movement between two consecutive stops is done assuming that 
starting time and starting station are the temporal and spatial origins. For that reason, once all 
the train movements have been calculated, the traffic mesh has to be built-up by shifting the 
individual movements to their space and time origin. To assign time origins, train frequencies 
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and stop times in the stations have to be specified. Once the traffic mesh has been constructed, 
for each time step all the active trains are identified and the traffic scenario can be 
constructed. 
As a result of this procedure, is obtained a schedule table where are represented all the paths 
of the circulating trains, the start and arrival times, and other significant points of the railways 
network. Usually, the schedule table for dimensioning the electric traction system refers to the 
situation in which the maximum number of trains is running. 
Thus, rail traffic simulator gives a schedule diagram of the system with the representation of 
all the circulating trains. This diagram gives, at each simulation moment, the position and the 
active and reactive power supplied to each motor coach. In this way, for each simulation 
moment, the position and electric characteristics of the electric systems (nodes) are obtained. 
These allow to obtain a system “picture”, with a specific configuration with the position of the 
mobile nodes (electric vehicles) related to the fixed nodes (substations and catenary).  
It should be noted that in the adopted model, trains do not interact with another trains, 
contrary to what happens in reality. For this reason, the timetable must reflect overtakes, 
waiting states or stop times in stations, and all necessary behaviors to allow an efficient 
exploitation of the railway line, ensuring that there are not any collisions of trains. However, 
in rail traffic simulator the distance between trains is checked assuming that exists a fixed 
block signaling system. 
A fixed block signaling solution allows a single train to occupy a specific block or area on the 
guide way. As a train moves along the track, it will occupy blocks which prevent another train 
from entering that area; mechanical or colorful light signals provide information to the driver 
on available blocks and routes. Block lengths are calculated using velocities, grades, stopping 
areas, operational properties of the train, and location of physical elements such as switches 
and stations. 
 
Figure 7. Example of fixed-block signalisation system. 
A major issue with fixed block signaling revolves around the length of the block. As the 
speed of a area increases, the size of the block increases to account for a larger stopping 
distance; established lines with faster velocities will have longer block lengths, which can 
have adverse effects on the inter-station headway. 
4.4. Electric Simulator 
Once the rail traffic simulator builds the scenarios of electrical system, making the movement 
interaction of all trains, the location and magnitude of the train loads are available to the 
electrical simulator. Thus, this simulator determines magnitudes of power system for each 
scenario, computing voltages, currents and power flows. Note that the two simulators are 
uncoupled [7], which means that the movement of the trains is not affected by the steady state 
comboio Acomboio B
cantão 2cantão 5 cantão 4 cantão 3 cantão 1
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of electrical system. 
The load flow solution is obtained using an equivalent conductor model of the electrical 
system. Once the bus voltages of such system have been determinate, the currents of 
conductors can be computed. The load flow is solved using the Newton-Raphson method. 
Note that only was developed the model applied to the mono-voltage system configuration.  
5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
In order to illustrate the potencial of the present simulation tool, a 28 km line of the REFER 
(Portuguese Railways Network) , between Lisboa and Sintra, has been used. This line carries 
approximately 90 million passengers per year and is most of the stations are less than 2km 
from each other. A traffic scenario corresponding to a Monday, between 5:30 and 10:00, had 
been considered. Several electric train UQE Series 2300 used by the Portuguese Operator CP 
(278 kN maximum traction effort, 120 km/h maximum speed, without regeneration) are also 
considered, with the regular timetable. 
 
Figure 8. Speed and power of a train. 
Figure 8 displays the train instantaneous speed between two stations, as well as active and 
reactive power required.  
Figure 9 shows the evolution of the voltage and current in traction substation over a time 
period of 30 min. 
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Figure 9. Voltage and current in traction substation. 
Figure 10 shows an example of a schedule table for a given time period under study. 
 
Figure 10. Schedule table. 
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The comparison of the simulated values with the values provided by the rail operator seems to 
demonstrate the validity of the simulator tool. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented a tool to help in the design of electrical supply system railway lines. 
The main components of the simulation tool are train movement simulator, rail traffic 
simulator and electrical simulator. the tool was used to carry out various studies related to the 
electric traction system of an urban railway line - Sintra Line (Lisbon), in order to verify its 
validity. 
In the future, optimization of the design procedure will be explored, including extending the 
application of electrical simulator to by-voltage system configuration. 
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